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PREFACE.

THE object of the present volume is to offer to the

student a fairly complete account of the elementary

portions of the Differential Calculus, unencumbered, by

such parts of\the subject as are not usually read in

colleges and schools.

Where a choice of method exists, geometrical proofs

and illustrations have been in most cases adopted in

preference to purely analytical processes.

It has been the constant endeavour of the author

to impress upon the mind of the student the geometrical

meaning of differentiation and its aspect as a means of

measurement of rates of growth. The purely analytical

character of the operator
-- as a symbol and the laws

of combination which it satisfies have also been fully

considered.

The applications of the Calculus to the treatment of

i
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plane curves have been introduced at an earlier stage

than usual, from the interesting and important nature

of the problems to be discussed. At the same time,

the chapters on Undetermined Forms and Maxima and

Minima, which have been thereby postponed, may be read

in their ordinary place if thought desirable.

The direct and inverse hyperbolic functions have
~\

been freely used, and the convenient notation -, to
'

denote partial differentiation, has been adopted.

It is hoped that the frequent sets of easy illustrative

examples introduced throughout the text will be found

useful before attacking the more difficult problems in

the copious selections at the ends of the chapters.

Many of these examples have been selected from various

university and college examination papers, others from

papers set in the India and Home Civil Service and

Woolwich examinations, and many are new.

I have to thank the Rev. H. P. Gurney, M.A., formerly

Senior Fellow of Clare College, Cambridge, for the kind

interest he has taken in the preparation of this work,

and for many useful suggestions. I have also been

much assisted in the revision of proof sheets and in

the verification of examples by J. Wilson, Esq., M.A V
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formerly Fellow of Christ's College, one of H.M. In-

spectors of Schools, and also by H. G. Edwards, Esq.,

B.A., late Scholar of Queen's College. I hope therefore

that the book will not be found to contain many serious

A
errors.

JOSEPH EDWARDS.
'

80 CAMBRIDGE GARDENS.

NORTH KENSIN GTON, VV.
,

November, 1886.
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Page 82, line l.-For b" +1 read bn.

258, Ex. 1 (a). For read +
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CHAPTER I.

DEFINITIONS. LIMITS.

1. Primary Object of the Differential Calculus.

In Nature we frequently meet with quantities

which, if observed for some period of time, are found

to undergo increase or decrease ; for instance, the

distance of a moving particle from a known fixed point
in its path, the length of a moving ordinate of a given

curve, the force exerted upon a piece of soft iron which

is gradually made to approach one of the poles of a

magnet. When such quantities are made the subject of

mathematical investigation, it often becomes necessary to

estimate their rates of growth. This is the primary

object of the Differential Calculus.

2. In the first six chapters we shall be concerned with

the description of an instrument for the measurement of

such rates, and in framing rules for its formation and use,

and the student must make himself as proficient as possible

in its manipulation. These chapters contain the whole

machinery of the Differential Calculus. The remaining

chapters simply consist of various applications of the

methods and formulae here established.

A
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3. We commence with an explanation of several

technical terms which are of frequent occurrence in this

subject, and with the meanings of which the student

should be familiar from the outset.

4. Constants and Variables.

A CONSTANT is a quantity which, during any set of
mathematical operations, retains the same value.

A VARIABLE is .a quantity which, during any set of
mathematical operations, does not retain the same value,

but is capable of assuming different values.

Ex. The area of any triangle on a given base and between

given parallels is a constant quantity ;
so also the base, the distance

between the parallel lines, the sum of the angles of the triangle are

constant quantities. But the separate angles, the sides, the position

of the vertex are variables.

It has become conventional to make use of the letters

a,b,C,...,a,/3,y,..., from the beginning of the

alphabet to denote constants
;
and to retain later letters,

such as u, v, iv, x, y, 2, and the Greek letters
tj, f, for

variables.

5. Dependent and Independent Variables,

An INDEPENDENT VARIABLE is one which may take

any arbitrary value that may be assigned to it*

A DEPENDENT VARIABLE is owwhich assumes its

in consequence of some second variable or system of

variables taking up any set of arbitrary values that in >/

be assigned to them.

6. Functions.

When one quantity depends upon another or upon a

system of others, so that it assumes a definite valn<'
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when a system of definite values is given to the others, it

is called a FUNCTION of those others.

The function itself is a dependent variable, and the

variables to which values are given are independent
variables.

The usual notation to express that one variable y is a

function of another x is

yf(x), or y=F(x), or y = <f>(x) ;

the letters /( ), F( ), </>( ), x( ) being generally

retained to represent functions of arbitrary or unknown

form. If u be an arbitrary or unknown function of

several variables x, y, z, we may express the fact by
the equation

u=f(x,y,z).
Ex. In any triangle, two of whose sides are x and y

and the included angle 0, we have A = \xy sin to

express the area. Here A is the dependent variable,

and is a function of known form of x, y, and 6, which

are the independent variables.

7. It will be seen that we could write the same equation

in other forms,

. a 2A
e.o., sm = -

-,

xy
which may be regarded as an expression for sin in

terms of the area and two sides
;
so that now sin may

be regarded as the dependent variable, while A, x, y, are

independent variables.

And it is clear that if there be one equation between

four variables, as above, it is sufficient to determine one

in terms of the other three, so that any one variable may
be regarded as dependent and the others as independent.
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This may be extended. For, if there be one equation

between n variables, it will suffice to find one of them in

terms of the remaining (n 1), so that any one variable

can be considered dependent and the remaining (n 1)

independent.

And, further, if there be r equations connecting n
variables (n being greater than r) they will be enough to

determine r of the variables in terms of the other n r

variables, so that any r of the variables can be considered

dependent, while the remaining (n r) are independent.

8. Explicit and Implicit Functions.

A function is said to be EXPLICIT when expressed

directly in terras of the independent variable or variables.

For example, if z=x2
,
or z= rsind, or z= xi

y,

or z= aye? log x+ (a + x}
11

:

z is expressed directly in terms of the independent variables, and i*

therefore in each of the above cases said to be an explicit function

of those variables.

But, if the function be not expressed directly in terms

of the independent variable (or variables), the function is

mid to be IMPLICIT.

If, for example, ax^+yx - 6=
;

or x3 4-#
3= Saxy ;

or ax*+ 2bxy+ cf+ Idx + %ey+/= ;

y in each case is said to be an implicit function of x.

Sometimes, however, we can solve the equation for y : e.g., the

ii rst equation we can write as y= - -
,
and in this form y is said

JO

to be an explicit function of x.

It appears then that if the equation connecting the variables be

solved for the dependent variable, that variable is reduced from

being an implicit to being an explicit function of the remaining
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variable or . variables. Such solution is not, however, always

possible or convenient.

9. Species of Known Functions.

Functions which are made up of powers of variables

and constants connected by the signs + x -r- are

classed as algebraic functions. If radical signs or frac-

tional indices occur in the function, it is said to be

irrational ; if not, rational.

All other functions are classed ae transcendental

functions.

Of transcendental functions, sines, cosines, tangents,

etc., are called trigonometrical or circular functions.

Functions such as sin
~ l

x, tan" 1

^', etc., are called inverse

trigonometrical functions.

Functions such as e
x
,
ax

",
in which the variable occurs

in the index, are called exponential functions.

While if logarithms are involved, as for instance in

logex or \oglo(a+ bx\ etc., the function is called log-

arithmic.

Besides the above we have the hyperbolic functions,

sinh x, cosh x, etc., of which a short description follows

in Art. 25.

10. Limit of a function.
,.-

^~

DEF. When a function can^y^made to approach con-

tinuallif to equality with some fixed value or condition

so as to differ from it by less than any assignable quan-

tity, however small, by making the independent variable

or variables approach some assigned value or values,

that fixed value or condition is called the LIMIT of the

function for the value or values of the variable or vari-

ables referred to.
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11. Illustrations.

Ex. 1. If an equilateral polygon be inscribed in any
closed curve, and the sides of the polygon be decreased

indefinitely and at the same time increased in number

indefinitely, the polygon continually approximates to the

form of the curve, and ultimately differs from it in area

by less than any assignable magnitude, and the curve is

said to be the limit of the polygon inscribed in it.

Ste+3
Ex. 2. The limit of when x is indefinitely

diminished is 3. For the difference between and

x x
o is

, ;
and by diminishing x indefinitely . can be

x+\ ./'+!

made less than any assignable quantity however small.

Hence it is said that the limit of when x is in-
05+1

definitely diminished is 3.

The expression can also be written ., which shows

1+ i

that if x be increased indefinitely it can be made to

continually approach and to differ by less than any

assignable quantity from 2, which is therefore its limit

in that case.

Ex. 3. The limits of some quantities are zero, e.g.,

- when x is zero.

when x -
.

z

sin x,

1 cos x,

1 sin x,

cosx,
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When the limit of a quantity is zero for any value or

values of the independent variable or variables, the quan-

tity is said to be a vanishing quantity for those values.

It is useful to adopt the notation Ltx=a to denote the

words "
the limit when x= a of"

Ex. 4. The sum of a G.P. of which the first term is a,

rn 1
common ratio r. and n the number of terms, is a-=-.

r 1

If r < 1, the sum to infinity is -. For the differ-
-r

arn
erice is -

.
;
and since Ltn=^ - = (when r < I), this

r I' r 1

difference is a vanishing quantity.
Ex. 5. We say

I

6 = f, by which we mean that by taking

enough sixes we can make "666... differ by as little as

we please from, f .

Ex. 6. The DEFINITION OF A TANGENT is another

example.
DEF. Let PQ be a chord joining P, Q, two adjacent

points on a curve. Let Q travel along the curve towards

P and come so close as ultimately to coincide with P.

Then the limiting position of PQ, viz. PT, is called the

tangent at P.

Q

Fig. 1.

The angle QPT is a vanishing quantity ; for it can be

made less than any assignable quantity by making Q
move along the curve sufficiently close to P.
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12. There are several important principles with regard

to limits which we shall continually require to use and

which we may stay to enunciate here :-

(1) The limit of the sum of a finite number of quantities

is equal to the sum of their limits.

(2) The limit of the product of a finite number of quan-
tities is in general equal to the product of their limits.

(3) The limit of the ratio of two quantities (ivhose

limits are not zero or infinite) is equal to the ratio of
their limits.

(4) The limits of tivo quantities (whose limits air

finite) are equal when the limit of their difference is zero.

These statements are almost self-evident. We give however

formal proofs of the most important.

(1) Let UH u^ ... be the variable quantities,

t?j, v% ... their limits.

Let u
1
=v

l + a
l1

U2
= v2+ a

2,

etc.,

where a
1?

o2 ,
... become less than any assignable quantities when

the variables u
l9
W2, etc., approach their limits.

Then i+ t+...(|+])+ (9t+i) 4:. v

i }. .. ! 2..-
Now, if a be the greatest of the quantities a

l5
a
2, ..., and if n be

their number, a
l + a

2 +...< na
;
and therefore,

% + M2+ . . . differs from

v
l + v2 +...

by less than na. But by hypothesis Lta= Q
;
and therefore, if n be

finite, Ltna= 0.

Whence

(2) Again, with the same notation,

W
1
W2=(Vl-ftt
=VV + a +aj -f
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Now Lta.2i\
=

Q^ unless v
l
be infinite,

Lta^v^O, unless v2 be infinite,

Hence Ltu^uz
= sum of the limits of the above terms

.Similarly Lt(UiU2u3 . . .un)= Ltu^ . Ltu2 . Ltu3 . . . Ltun,

supposing none of these limits infinite.

(3) Again

U2
v2+ a

2 v2

. = ^i
,

V2

if ^,^2, be finite Lt(o.^^
~ a

-2
vi)

and therefore also Z^2"^1 -
V2K + a

2)

provided v2 does not vanish.

Hence '

The student will find no difficulty in establishing the fourth

tatement in a similar manner.

In the same way may be proved (with certain exceptions)

(5) Ltun= (Ltu)
H for positive, negative, etc., values of n.

(6)

(7)

13. Indeterminate or Illusory Forms.

When a function involves the independent variable (or

variables) in such a manner that, for a certain assigned
value of that variable, its value cannot be found by

vimply substituting that value of the variable, the func-

tion is usually said to take an indeterminate form or to

assume an indeterminate value.

14. The name indeterminate, though sanctioned by
common use, is open to objection, inasmuch as it

will be found that the true values of such forms
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can in general be arrived at by means of certain pro-

cesses which we shall hereafter discuss at length in a

special chapter ;
whereas it would seem to be implied in

the name indeterminate that it would be impossible to

obtain the value of a function to which that name was

applied.
" Undetermined

"
or

"
Illusory Forms "

appear to

be better designations for such gases.

15. One of the commonest forms occurring is when the

function takes the form of a fraction whose Numerator

and Denominator both vanish or both become infinite for

the value (or values) of the variable (or variables)

assigned.

Several other indeterminate forms are treated fully in

Chapter XIII.

16. The limit of the ratio of two vanishing quantities

may be zero, finite, or infinite.

9^,2 9
Ex. (i.) Ltx=Q~p.- = Ltx==Q=x = (), zero.

Ex.

Ex.

Ex.

TCv
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ariable approaches indefinitely near its assigned value,

he limit of their ratio is unity.

T ,
sin 9

hus
Lte=o--Q =1;

nd therefore, when an angle is indefinitely diminished,

;s sine and its circular measure are ultimately equal.

EXAMPLES.

1 . Find the limit when x= of &,

(i.) When y=mx.

(ii.) When y=L
a

(iii.) When

-2. Find Lt}^^, (i.) when x= Q ; (ii.) when a-- x .

*/ I 'Y*

3. Find -Ltx=Q~, when y
i= 1ax x-.

4. Find /,^= _ ..
ff (>

^. Find

o

(5. Find Ltx=o^ ,
when y

2= ax+ b.v- +
x

,

1. Find

>8. Find

r9 Find Ltx=*> Jx( *Jx+l--. *Jx).

10. Prove that jo ^ and qpx tend to equality as ,r diminishes

:< xero, Iwt yet that their limits are not equal.
1 I . The opposite angles of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle are

together equal to two right angles. What does this become when
in the limit two angular points coincide ?

12. Find the ultimate position of the point of intersection of the

diagonals of a rhombus, when one of the angles diminishes in-

1< 'finitely.
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18. We now proceed to consider the limits of four very

important indeterminate forms.

19. I. The proofs of the well-known results

1
e=Q
--

1,

tanfl

can be found in any standard book on Plane Trigonometry.

20. II.

>.

Let x = 1 + z.
- Then when x approaches the value unity

z approaches zero, and we can therefore consider z to be

less than 1, and therefore can apply the Binomial Theorem

to expand (I-{-z)
n

, whatever n may be.

^ ^ ( 1 + 0V 1
Hence Ltx -i t

=Ltz-Qx\ z
/

nz+-

z+...

(IVl + -i =e, where e is the base of the
x)

Napierian system of logarithms. This number e is

oo,defined as the value of the series 1 + 1 -K>-.+ Q ,+
L . o !

and it may easily be shown to be 2 -

71 82818....

Since x- is to be ultimately infinite, we ma}7
throughout
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consider - to be less than unity, and may therefore applyx

the Binomial Theorem to the expansion of
(
1 -f )

.

We thus obtain

1 x(x-I)(x-2) 1

* **

'"*">!' *ry
* "

in the limit, when x is indefinitely increased.

Cos.

22. IV.

Assume the expansion for ax
, viz. :

,

a*=l-f-a;logea+-

This is a convergent series, for the test fraction is
*

n
and can be made less than any assignable quantity by

making n sufficiently large.

We have therefore

and the limit of the right-hand side, when x is indefinitely

diminished, is clearly logea.

23. The following proof of II. is independent of the

Binomial Theorem :
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(i.) Let n be a positive integer. Then, by division.

Putting #=1,

x-l

x-l
1 + 1+1 + .. . + 1 + 1 + 1,

there being n terms,

n.

(ii.) Let n be a positive fraction= -.

Let =
#, so that, if #= 1, y =

1, and
p

Then
x-l

'-1

-.f\

(i.), and /. n.

(iii.) Let n be negative and = m.
/yn /y*

- tn
* A / , *x/ j.Then
X 1

x-l

(1
\ g,m _ -[- )x Ltx= i
- = -m by (i.)x' x-l

nd

(ii.), and.'. = n.

(iv.) Finally, if n be incommensurable, two numbers n
lt

?< 2

can be found, both commensurable, one on each side of n,

such that their difference is less than any that can be assigned

beforehand, however small.

Hence xni
t #", x

n
^ are in order of magnitude ;

and therefore so

also are

x-lx-l x-l
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xn
1

and ft,, Ltx=i- -, ., ;

# 1

but w
1}

ft2,
are indefinitely nearly equal, and % lies between them,

J =n in this case also.
x-l

24. Also IV. can be deduced from III. thus :

Let a*- 1 = ~

y

then *=!+-,
y

and therefore when x becomes zero y becomes infinite, and

*=loga
(l

+
i),

J.-

aX ~ l

Z,*
l
- __ = Lty=so-ao

[Arts. 12 (7) and 21.]

EXAMPLES.

1. Prove
x 1

[Put #=!+//.]

^. Prove

.3. Prove

. sinw^1 m
- 4. Jrrove

sin

T- . a* 1 .77

.). Prove Lt.c= o
-

^
V
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i>.~>. Hyperbolic Functions.

By analogy with the exponential values of the sine,

cosine, tangent, etc., the exponential functions

0'
etc ''

are respectively written

sinh 0, cosh 0, tanh 0, etc.,

and called the hyperbolic sine, cosine, tangent, etc., of 6,

and as a class are styled hyperbolic functions.
. _ e l& e~t0 e L@ -4- c~10

omce sin 6 = -

-, and cos$= -
,
where

i
= \f 1, it will be clear that

sin iO = i sinh 0,

cos 1
= cosh 0,

and hence or from the definition

_
sinh

_ ,

L

cosh
~

(2) cosh2 - sinh 2 = 1
;

(3) sin (0+ 1<p)
= sin cosh + 1 cos sinh

;

with many other formulae analogous to, and easily de-

ducible from, the common formulae of Trigonometry.
If # = sinh$,

we have = sinh~ 1

;c,

an inverse hyperbolic function of x analogous to the

inverse trigonometrical function sin"
1

^.

This species of function however is merely logarithmic ;

for, since x
^ ,

we have ee = x+ x/1 -Rr,

and 6 =

while corresponding results hold for cosh'V, tanh' 1

**;,
etc.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Prove the following formulae

(a) cosech2 = coth 2 1
;

(b) sinh (0+ (j>)
= sinh cosh

</> + cosh sinh
;

/() Unh

(o?)
2

2. Show that the co-ordinates of any point on the rectangular

hyperbola x
2

?/

2= a2 may be denoted by a cosh 6, a sinh 6.

M
3. Prove (a) sinh~ 1.r= tanh~

N/i +.T2
'

I *y

INFINITESIMALS.

26. All measurable quantities are estimated by the ratios

, which they bear to certain fixed but arbitrary units of

their own kind. The whole measure of a quantity thus

consists of two factors the unit itself and an abstract

number which represents the ratio of the measured

quantity to the unit. The magnitude of the unit should

be chosen as something comparable with the quantity to

be measured, otherwise the abstract number which

measures the ratio of the quantity to the unit will be too

large or too small to lie within the limits of comprehen-
sion. For instance, the radius of the earth is conveniently
estimated in miles (roughly 4,000); the moon's distance in

earth's radii (about 60) ;
the sun's distance in moon's

distances (about 400) ;
the distance of Sirius in suns

distances (at least 200,000). Again, for such relatively

small quantities as the wave-length of a particular kind

of light, one ten-millionth of an inch is found to be a suf-

ficiently large unit: the wave-length for light from the red
B
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end of the spectrum being about 266, that from the violet

end 167 such units (Lloyd,
"Wave Theory of Light," p. 18).

27. Any comparison of two quantities is equivalent to

an estimate of how many times the one is contained in or

contains the other
;
that is, the one quantity is estimated

in terms of the other as a unit, and according as the

number expressing their ratio is very large compared
with unity or a very small fraction, the one is said to be

very large or very small in comparison with the other.

The terms great and small are therefore purely relative.

The standard of smallness is vague and arbitrary. An
error of measurement which, centuries ago, would have

been reckoned small would now be considered enormous.

The accuracy of observation, and therefore the smallness

of allowable errors of observation, increases with the

continual improvement in the construction of instruments

and methods of measurement.

28. Orders of Smallness.

If we conceive any magnitude A divided up into any

large number of equal parts, say a billion (10
12

), then each

^
part ; is extremely small, and for all practical purposes

negligible, in comparison with A. If this part be again
A

subdivided into a billion equal parts, each =
24 , each of

A
these last is extremely small in comparison with - ---

12 ,
and

so on. We thus obtain a series of magnitudes, A,
A A A

iri6>
eacn f which is excessively small in
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comparison with the one which precedes it, but very

large compared with the one which follows it. This fur-

nishes us with what we may designate a scale of smallness.

More generally, if we agree to consider any given
fraction / as being small in comparison with unity, then

/A will be small in comparison with A, and we may
term the expressions fA,f

z
A,f*A, ..., small quantities

of the first, second, third, etc., orders ; and the numerical

quantities/, f
z
,f\ ..., may be called small fractions of

the first, second, third, etc., orders.

Thus, supposing A to be any given finite magnitude,

any given fraction of A is at our . choice to designate a

small quantity of the first order in comparison with A.

When this is chosen, any quantity which has to this small

quantity of the first order a ratio which is a small frac-

tion of the first order, is itself a small quantity of the

second order. Similarly, any quantity whose ratio to a

small quantit}' of the second order is a small fraction of

the first order is a small quantity of the third order, and

so on. So that generally, if a small quantity be such

that its ratio to a small quantity of the p
ih order be a

small fraction of the q
ih

order, it is itself termed a small

quantity of the (p+ q)
th order.

29. Infinitesimals.

Tf these small quantities Af, Af
2

, Af 3
, ..., be all quan-

tities whose limits are zero, then, supposing / made
smaller than any assignable quantity by sufficiently

increasing its denominator, these small quantities of the

first, second, third, etc., orders are termed infinitesimals

of the first, second, third, etc., orders.

From the nature of an infinitesimal it is clear that, if
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any equation contain finite quantities and infinitesi-

mals, the infinitesimals may be rejected.

30. PROP. In any equation between infinitesimals of t

different orders, none but those of the lowest order need

be retained.

Suppose, for instance, the equation to be

A
l+Bl+ G\+D2+E,+F3+ ...=V, ......... (i.)

each letter denoting an infinitesimal of the order indi-

cated by the suffix.

Then, dividing by A r

R C1 D E
the limiting ratios - and -^ are finite, while -v-

2
, -~,

V
are infinitesimals of the first order, -^ is an infinitesimal

of the second order, and so on. Hence, by Art. 29,

equation (ii.) may be replaced by

and therefore equation (i.) by

which proves the statement.

31. PROP. In any equation connecting infinitesimals

we may substitute for any one of the quantities involved

any other which differs from it by a quantity of higher

order.

For if 4
1+

be the equation, and if

/ denoting an infinitesimal of higher order than Fv we

have F
l +Bl

+ C
l +f.2+D2 +...=(\
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i.e., by the last proposition we may write

which may therefore, if desirable, replace the equation

32. Illustrations.

Since __--
and

sin 0, 1 cos 0,0 sin are respectively of the first, second,

and third orders of small quantities, when is of the first

order
; also, 1 may be written instead of cos if second

order quantities are to be rejected, and for sin when
cubes and higher powers are rejected.

33. Again, suppose AP the arc of a circle of centre

and radius a. Suppose the angle A OP( = 0) to be a small

quantity of the first order. Let PN be the perpendicular
from P upon OA and AQ the tangent at A, meeting OP
produced in Q. Join P, A.

Fig. 2.

Then arc AP= aO and is of the first order,

NP = a sin do. do.,

AQ = a tan do. do.,
r\

chord AP = 2a sin - do. do.,

NA = a(l cos 0) and is of the second order.
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So that OP - ON is a small quantity of the second order.

. ft

Again, arc AP chord AP aB

_ _ _ pTrt--- etc.,

and is of the third order.

O 22 sm--

.
- ^
cos 6

= (second order)(second order)

= fourth order of small quantities,

and similarly for others.

34. Such results may also be established without the

use of the series for sin and cos 0.

For example, let APB be a semicircle, P any point very near to

A, so that the arc AP may be considered a small quantity of the

first order. Join AP, BP, and let BP produced cut the tangent at

A in R, and let the tangent at P cut AR in T, and draw the per-

pendicular PJVupon AB. T will be the middle point of Aft, and

(1) We may take it as axiomatic that the length of the arc AP is

intermediate between the chord AP and the sum of the tangents AT,
TP

; i.e., between chord AP and tangent AR. Hence chord AP
t

arc AP, tangent AR are in ascending order of magnitude, and
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,1 f arc AP tangent AH ,. ftherefore 1, ,
-

, are m ascending order of
/->h/-T>rl A A*7 /iH ^-vtv-l A I-*

magnitude.

Now, Lt

chord AP' chord AP

AR BA

whence

chord AP
arc AP = 1.

chord AP
and therefore, if arc AP be reckoned a small quantity of the first

order, the chord AP and the tangent AR are also of the first order

of smallness.

(2) Again, since
-7-7,

=
TJJ

and since AP is of the first order

of smallness, AN is of the second order.

PR BP
(3) Also - =-rvv, which is ultimately a ratio of equality, and

therefore PR is also of the second order.

(4) Similarly, since AR-AP= AR2
~ AP ' PR*

~, and sinceAR+AP AR + AP
PRZ is a small quantity of the fourth order, and AR + AP is a small

quantity of the first order, we see that AR-AP is of the third

order of small quantities.

And similarly for other quantities the order of smallness may be

geometrically investigated.

35. The base angles of a triangle being given to be

Hmall quantities of the first order, to find the order of the

difference between the base and the sum of the sides.

Fig. 4.

By what has gone before (Art. 33), if APE be the

triangle and PM the perpendicular on AB, AP AM
and BP BM are both small quantities of the second

order as compared with AB.
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Hence AP+PB AB is of the second order compared
with AB.

If AB itself be of the first order of small quantities,

then AP+PB AB is of the third order.

36. Degree of approximation in taking a small chord

for a small arc in any curve.

p

B

Fig. 5.

Let AB be an arc of a curve supposed continuous

between A and B, and so small as to be concave

at each point throughout its length to the foot of the

perpendicular from that point upon the chord. Let AP,
BP be the tangents at A and B. Then, when A and B
are taken sufficiently near together, the chord AB and the

angles at A and B may each be considered small quanti-
ties of at least the first order, and therefore, by what has

gone before, AP+PB AB will be at least of the third

order. Now we may take as an axiom that the length

of the arc AB is intermediate between the length of the

chord AB and the sum of the tangents AP, BP. Hence the

difference of the arc AB and the chord AB, which is less

than that between AP+PB and the chord AB, must

be at least of the third order.
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EXAMPLES.

1. Show that, in the figure of Art. 33, the area of the

segment bounded by the chord AP and the arc AP is of the

third order of small quantities.

2. In the same figure, if PM be drawn perpendicular to AQ,
show that the triangle PMQ is of the fifth order of smallness.

3. A straight line of constant length slides between two

straight lines at right angles, viz., CAa, CbB ;
AB and ab are

two positions of the line and P their point of intersection.

Show that, in the limit, when the two positions coincide, we have

Aa CB , PA

4. From a point T in a radius OA of a circle, produced, a

tangent TP is drawn to the circle, touching it in P
\
PN is

drawn perpendicular to the radius OA. Show that, in the

limit, when P moves up to A, NA -AT.
**
5. If, in the equation sin(w -6} = sin o> cos a, be very small,

show that its approximate value is

2 tan w sin I 1 - tan2
o> sin2r j.

.

~

[L C. 8. EXAM.]
6. Tangents are drawn to a circular arc at its middle point

and at its extremities. Show that the area of the triangle

formed by the chord of the arc and the two tangents at the

extremities is ultimately four times that of the triangle formed

by the three tangents. [FROST'S NEWTON.]
7. If G be the centre of gravity of the arc PQ of any uniform

curve, and if PT be the tangent at P, prove that, when PQ is

indefinitely diminished, the angles GPT and QPT vanish in the

ratio of 2 to 3. [I.
C. S. EXAM.]



OHAPTER II.

FUNDAMENTAL PROPOSITIONS.

37. Direction of the Tangent of a Curve at a given point.

Let AB be an arc of a curve traced in the plane of the

the paper, OX a fixed straight line in the same plane.

o X

Let P, Q, be two points on the curve
; PM, QN, per-

pendiculars on OX, and PR the perpendicular from P on

QN. Join P, Q, and let QP be produced to cut OX at T.

When Q, travelling along the curve, approaches in-

definitely near to P, the chord QP becomes in the limit

the tangent at P. QR and PR both ultimately vanish,

but the limit of their ratio is in general finite ; for

r>O
= Lt tan RPQ = Lt tan XTP tangent of the angle

which the tangent at P to the curve makes with OX.
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Ex. 1. Consider the straight line whose equation is y

Fig. 7.

jet OX, OY, be the axes, and let the co-ordinates of P be #, y+

Chen, taking the general construction of the preceding article, the

ntercept OA = c, for y c when #=0.
Draw AK parallel to OX to meet MP in K

; then, from similar

R KP MP-OA
-angles,

_y c_mx_
x x

Hence tan XTP= tnn RPQ=m.
Ex. 2. Consider the parabola referred to its usual axes, viz., the

axis of the parabola and the tangent at the vertex. With the same

X

construction as before, we have
Fig. 8.
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But = RQ. (QN+PM),

*-
^tf&r-ftwhen Q comes to coincidence with P,

and therefore in the limit

2AS V
Ex. 3. Consider the " curve of sines " whose equation is

b a

The same construction being made, if P be the point (#, y) on the

curve we have
Fig. 9.

a

Let MiV=L then ^=6 sin tr.
a

Hence RQ=b\ sin^
A -sin? 1 ==26sin o

- wa
,

( a a) 2a 2a

h

and therefore
. A 2# + h

sin cos sm

b x= - COS-.
a a

Therefore in the limit

X

a a
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From the above examples it will now be obvious that

the direction of the tangent at any point of any curve

may be determined in a similar manner.

38. Equation of Tangent.

Let us consider the general case in which the equation
of the curve is y <j>(x).

Y

O T XM

Fig. 10.

Let the co-ordinates of the points P, Q, on the curve

be (x, y) (x+ Sx, y+Sy) respectively, Sx and Sy being
used to ienote increments of the variables x and y.

Then, the construction being as before,

OM=x, ON=x+Sx, therefore PR = MN=Sx;
also, MP= y, NQ = y+ Sy, therefore RQ = Sy.

Again, since the point x+ Sx, y+ Sy, lies on the curve,

whence RQ = Sy $(x -h Sx) <j>(x).

Hence we can express or

Sx

Hence, to draw the tangent at any point (x, y) on

the curve y = <j>(x),
we must draw a line through that
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point, making with the axis of x an angle whose tangent

is LtSx=fe
x+ S -J^

;
and if this limit be called m,

the equation of the tangent at P(x, y) will be

Y y =m(X x),

X, Y being the current co-ordinates of any point on the

tangent ;
for the line represented by this equation goes

through the point (x, y), and makes with the axis of x an

angle whose tangent is m.

EXAMPLES.

Find the equation of the tangent at the point (x, y) on each of

the following curves :

C'
2

. 4. =

2 +=1 -

a2 62 6. y=ta,u~
1
x.

3. y= e?.

39. DEF. DIFFERENTIAL COEFFICIENT.

Let (j)(x)
denote any function of x, and $(x-\-h} the

j. ,. - , ,, r , d>(x+ h)same junction of x+ h; then Lth= <y
~

called the FIRST DERIVED FUNCTION or DIFFERENTIAL co-

1 EFFICIENT of </>(x)
with respect to x.

The operation of finding this limit is called differenti-

After reading Chap. V., it will be obvious why the

above expression is styled a "
coefficient," for it is shown

there to be one of a series of coefficients occurring in

the expansion of (j>(x+li) in powers of h.

The geometrical meaning of the above limit is indicated

in the last article, where it is shown to be the tangent of
the angle \js

which the tangent at any definite point

(x, y) on the curve y = (j>(x)
makes with the axis of x.
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40. We can now find the differential coefficient of any

roposed function by investigating the value of the

bove limit
;
but it will be seen later on that, by means

f certain rules and a knowledge of the differential

oefficients of certain standard forms, we can always
void the labour of an a priori evaluation.

When an a priori investigation becomes necessary, it

aay often be conducted very simply by pure geometry,
t is however usual to treat the more complicated
unctions algebraically. Several examples are appended.

Ex. 1. To find geometrically the differential coefficient of sin x.

Let the angle A OPx, AOQ=x+ h, and let a circle with centre

and radius unity cut the lines OA, OP, OQ, in J, P, Q. Drawper-

o

Fig. 11.

N M

)endiculars PM, QN, to 0/i, and PR to ^V. Join PQ. Then

MP sin
a?, NQ= sin (x+ h) ,

. sin (x+ k] sin x=RQ.

A-gain, h= angle POQ= '<irc Pfy, the radius being unity.

Hence

T sin (x+ h}
- sin x T . RO ,--- Lt ~

h
--

^Pq
~

chord7^
(for chord PQ and arc PQ are equal in the limit)

= Lt cos RQP= cos OPR
(since in the limit QPO is a right angle)

= cos A OP= cos :c.
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Ex. To find geometrically the differential coefficient of

AOP= shr
A

In Fig. 1 1 let

and AOQ=sur l

(x+h).

Then, with the same construction as before,

therefore

Hence
sin

RQ=h.

^- A) -sin'
1*

coaHQP
1

cos

EXAMPLES.

Find in a similar manner the differential coefficients of

(1) tan#. (3) cosec#.
/ON 4- -1 /A\ -1
(A) tan ~

x. (4) cosec x.

Ex. 3. Find from the definition the differential coefficient of

, where a is a constant.
a

Here *(#)=-,

*therefore

,.= Jut*=o-
ha a

a

The geometrical interpretation of this result is that, if a tangent

|

be drawn to the parabola ay=xi at the point (#, ty), it will be

inclined to the axis of x at the angle tan~
a
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Ex. 4. Find from the definition the differential coefficient of

iog sin -, where a is a constant.
a

Here <t>(x)
= log sin -,a

X-\-h i X
log sm - -

log sm -
i r, <t>(x+h)-<t>(x) T4 a a

uui Lth~or~ ^-i = Lth=0 1
k h

x h . x h
sin - cos + cos - sm -

r* li a a a a= Z^or log
sin

1*7

a

= Lth=Q- log ( 1 + - cot - - higher powers of h )
h \ a a

I

by substituting for sin - and cos- their expansions in powers of-

/
iji

- cot higher powers of h

h

[by expanding the logarithm]

= icot-.
a a

Hence the tangent at any point on the curve ^= log sin'- is
a a

r

|M

inclined to the axis of x at an angle whose tangent is cot -
; that is

a

! IT X
at an angle .

2 a

Th e result of the operation expressed by Lth= -r-

or by Ltdx=Q
-ji

is generally denoted by -y or

It will be well to note distinctly once for all that in

the notation thus introduced, dx and dy, as here used, are

not separate small quantities as Sx and y are, but that

c
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7

-v- is a symbol of operation which, when applied to y,

denotes the result of taking the limit of the ratio of the

small quantities Sy, Sx.

Sometimes dxy is used to denote the same thing ; or, if

y = <j>(x\ we often meet with the forms v
,

-
t

<f)x, <j>,
or 0. Again, as the letters u, v, w, etc., are fre-

quently used to denote functions of x, we shall

consequently have the differential coefficient variously

expressed, as -T-, u', ux,
or u, with a similar notation for

ax

those of v, w, etc.

42. Aspect of the Difiierential Coefficient as a Rate-Measurer.

When a particle is in motion in a given manner the space
described is a function of the time of describing it. We
may consider the time as an independent variable, and the

space described in that time as the dependent variable.

The rate of change of position of the particle is called

its velocity.

If uniform the velocity is measured by the space
described in one second

;
if variable, the velocity at any

instant is measured by the space which would be de-

scribed in one second if, for that second, the velocity

remained unchanged.

Suppose a space s to have been described in time t

with varying velocity, and an additional space Ss to be

described in the additional time St. Let v
l
and v

2
be the

greatest and least values of the velocity during the

interval St; then the spaces which would have been

described with uniform velocities vv i>
2 ,

in time St are v/rf
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i

and vn<8tt and are respectively greater and less than the

actual space $s.

Hence vv -^,
and v

2
are in descending order of magnitude.

If then St be diminished indefinitely, we have in the

limit i;
1
= 'i;

2
= the velocity at the instant considered, which

is therefore represented by Lt -, i.e., by -.

43. It appears therefore that we may give another inter-

ds
pretation to a differential coefficient, viz., that -77 means

the rate of increase of s in point of time. Similarly

-jj, ~, mean the rates of change of x and y respectively

in point of time and measure the velocities, resolved

parallel to the axes, of a moving particle whose co-ordin-

ates at the instant under consideration are x, y. If x and

y be given functions of t, and therefore the path of the

particle defined, and if Sx, Sy, St, be simultaneous in-

finitesimal increments of x, y, t, then

dy

-
dx

'

Sx Sx dx

and therefore represents the ratio of the rate of change of
1

y to that of x. The rate of change of x is arbitrary, and

if we choose it to be unit velocity, then -p -TL = absolute

rate of change of y.

44. Meaning of Sign of Differential Coefficient.

If x be increasing with t, the ^-velocity is positive,
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whilst, if x be decreasing while t increases, that velocity
is negative. Similarly for y.

dy

Moreover, since -r- = -7-, '-f- is positive when x and y
dx dx dx

increase or decrease together, but negative when one

increases as the other decreases.

This is obvious also from the geometrical interpretation

of --. For, if x and y are increasing together,
-~ is the

tangent of an acute angle and therefore positive, while, if

as x increases y decreases, -j^ represents the tangent of

an obtuse angle and is negative.

EXAMPLES.

Find from the definition the differential coefficient of y with

respect to x in each of the following cases :

x
1. y= x*. 8. y

* 2. y= 2*J~ax. 9. 3/

*3. y=*/a2 -ftfa, 10. y

V 4. = e*- 11. y
.5. y=e^x

. 12.

6. y^ a*iKx
t J3 a

7. s=a\o8 x
t 14.

15. In the curve y=cec
,
if ^ he the angle which the tangent at

any point makes with the axis of x, prove y=c tan ^.

16. In the curve y= c cosh-, prove y= c sec ^.
c

17. In the curve bzy=~ -ax2 find the points at which the
o

tangent is parallel to the axis of x.

[N.B. This requires that tan ^=0.
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9 n

18. Find at what points of the ellipse ^-+-f-= l the tangent cuts
a2 o2

off equal intercepts from the axes.

[N.B. This requires that tan ^= 1-]

19. Prove that if a particle move so that the space described is

proportional to the square of the time of description, the velocity

will be proportional to the time, and the rate of increase of the

velocity will be constant.

20. Show that if s x sin /*, where ^ is a constant, the rate of in-

crease of the velocity is proportional to the distance of the particle

measured along its path from a fixed position.

45. It will often be convenient in proving standard re-

sults to denote by a small letter the function ofx considered,

and by the corresponding capital the same function of

x+h, e.g., ifu= <f>(x),
then U =

<j>(x+ k), or if u = ax
,
then

U=ax+h
.

Accordingly we shall have

du , Uu
dv Vv
~T~ -"= -T

--
)

dx h
etc.

46. We now proceed to the consideration of several

important propositions.

47. PROP. I. The Differential Coefficient of any Constant

is zero.

This proposition will be obvious when we refer to the

definition of a constant quantity. A constant is essen-

tially a quantity of which there is no variation, so that if

y = c,Sy = absolute zero, whatever may be the value of Sx.

Hence ~- = and -r = when the limit is taken.
Sx dx
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Or, geometrically; y c is the equation of a straight line

parallel to the axis of x. This makes an angle zero with

that axis, and therefore tan
\fs

or -~ = 0.

48. PROP. II. Product of Constant and Function.

The differential coefficient of a product of a constant

and a function of x is equal to the product of the con-

stant and the differential coefficient of the function,

or, stated algebraical^,
d . , du
dx ' dx

For, with the notation of Art. 45,

d . cUcu ,
Uu

(010
=

du
dx

49. PROP. III. Differential Coefficient of a Sum.

The differential coefficient of the sum of a set of func-

tions of x is the sum of the differential coefficients of the

several functions.

Let u, v, w, ..., be the functions of #, and y their sum.

Let U, V, W, ..., Fbe what these expressions become

when x is changed to x+h.
Then y = u+v+w+...

Y=U+V+W+...>
and therefore

dividing by h

Y-y_U-u V-v W-w
~T T h h
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and taking the limit

dy_ du dv dw
dx dx dx dx

If some of the connecting signs had been instead of

+ a corresponding result would immediately follow, e.g.,

if y=u+v w+...

, dy _du dv dw
dx dx dx dx

50. PROP. IV. The Differential Coefficient of the product

of two functions is

(First Function) x (Diff. Coeff. of Second)

+ (Second Function) x (Diff. Coeff. of First),

or, stated algebraically,

d(uv) dv
,
du

:_L ty--L/y- >

dx dx dx

With the same notation as before, let

y = uv, and therefore F= UV ;

whence Y yUV uv
= u(V-v)+V(U-u);

f Yy Vv
,

,
therefore ^ u t

---h Vt
fi ti

and taking the limit

dy dv du
dx dx dx

51. On division by uv the above result may be written

I dy I du I dv

y dx u dx v dx

Hence it is clear that the rule may be extended to pro-

ducts of more functions than two.

For example, if y uviv
;
let vw = z, then y uz.
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Whence -

y ax u ax z ax

b t j
v dx w dx'

whence by substitution

1 dy _ 1 cZu 1 dv I dw

y dx u dx v dx w dx'

Generally, if y = uvwt . . .

I dy_ 1 du 1 dv 1 cZw 1
~

y dx
~~
u dx v^x w dx ~t dx

and if we multiply by uvwt. . . we obtain

dy

i.e., multiply the differential coefficient of each separate

function by the product of all the remaining functions
and add up all the results; the sum will be the differ-

ential coefficient of the product of all the functions.

52. PROP. V. The Differential Coefficient of a quotient of

two functions is

(Pi/. Coeff. ofNumr
.)(Den

r
.}
-

(Pi/. Coeff. ofDvnr.}(Num
r
)

Square of Denominator.

or, stated algebraically,
du dv

dx

dx*
~ '

With the same notation as before, let

v = -
,
and therefore Y= Tr .

v v

1 -r-r- L U
whence ) - y = -r?

-

V v

_Uv-Vu
Vv

~
;

d /u\
_
dx

dx\v/ v^
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U-u V-v
v~

therefore *-^ =

and taking the limit

du dv
, -TV -J-U
dy _

ax ax

dx~ v2

53. This proposition may also be deduced immediately from Prop.

IV., thus :

u
Let y=- ;

v

i.e.,
u= vy;
du dy ,

dv
whence -^-=v-~ + y-r-

dx dx dx

dy u dv

dx v dx

du u dv

c dy dx v dx
and therefore ~ ==-

dx v

du dv
i , V --j U
dx dx

54. We may also remark that Prop. II. is deducible from Proposi-

tions I. and IV. For by Prop. IV.

_,cu
\

(
i

dx dx dx

and by Prop. I.
-j-

=0.

Whence ^(cu) = c .

dx dx

The differential coefficient of --- is also of importance ;
and it fol-

u

lows immediately from Prop. V. that

d
_

u2 dx'
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55. PROP. VI. To find the Differential Coefficient of a,

Function of a Function.

Let u=f(v) ........................... (1)

and v= F(x) ...................... ..... (2)

Then, by elimination of v, we have a result which may
be expressed as u= $(x) ........................... (3)

Suppose the independent variable x to change to X
in (2) and let a value of v deduced from (2) y

be V. Let

this be substituted for v in (1), and let a value of u
deduced from (1) be U. Then we have the following

equations. U=f(V) ........................... (4)

and V=F(X) ........................... (5)

and by the same process by which (3) was deduced from
(1) and (2) we obtain from (4) and (o)

U=t(X) ........................ ...(6)

This result proves that if x be changed to X in

equation (3), then one of the values thence deduced for u

ivill be U, and therefore Lt-^r- when X x is dimin-X x

ished indefinitely is a value of the differential coefficient

of u with respect to x, reckoned as a direct function of x

as expressed in equation (3).

IT u Uu Vv
Now -~- =

-JT
--

. -y-X x V v Xx
Uu .

and Ltv-v-Q-rr- is a value of the differential coefficient
V v

of u with respect to v derived from equation (1) and

denoted by -y- ; also, Ltx- x=o^- is a value of the
^\. ~~~ x

differential coefficient of v with respect to x derived
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from equation (2) and denoted by ^-.
We therefore

have, when we proceed to the limit,

du _ du dv

dx dv
'

dx*

a formula already established in a different manner and

with different letters in Art. 43.

56. It is obvious that the above result may be extended.

For, if u =
<f>(v),

v = ifr(w), w= f(x), we have

du du dv

but

and therefore

dx dv
'

dx'

dv _ dv dw
\

dx
~
dw

'

dx '

du du dv dw
dx dv'dw'dx'

and a similar result holds however many functions there

may be.
,,2

Ex. Let -M=6sin-, v=sin~ l

w, w=
x
-^ that is,

Cv CC

, . /I .
t #2\

M=0sm( -sin' 1
).\a a'

Then, by Ex. 3, Art. 37, ~^- cos -.
'

dv a a

Ex. 2, Art. 40,^=-dw Vl- <2

T? o 'I 'J ^ 2#
Ex. 3, ibid, =

dx a

Hence
dx dv' dw' dx a a

'

v/ i - wi a

b /I . _^2 \ 1 2^
= - cos I

- sin l
I . _ .

a \a a/ / ,r
4 a

V 1 ~
2

The rule may be expressed thus :

d(lstFunc.) d(lstFunc.) d(2ndFunc.) d(LastFunc.}
dx

"

d(ndFunc.)
'

d(3rd Func.)'
'

dx
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57. There is a difficulty in Prop. VI. arising from the fact

that for one value of x in (2) there may be several values

of v, and for any value of v in (1) there may be several

values of u. In fact the f(v) and F(x) may one or

both be many-valued functions (such, for example, as

sin" 1
^, which denotes any one of the series of angles

whose sines are equal to x}. But it is clear that the

xame values of u and x will satisfy equation (3) as would

Uu
simultaneously satisfy (1) and (2), and that LtX-x
when X x is indefinitely diminished is one value of the

differential coefficient of u considered as a function of x
;

and it is equally obvious that there may be a series of

, 7 f du f du * * dv ,,

such values for -j-, as also for -j- and for -7-. so that in
a# dv dx

the theorem enunciated and proved above, in Art. 55, a

proper selection of those values is assumed to be made.

58. If in the theorem -4- = -=- (where y is written
dx dy dx

for v in the result of Art. 55) we suppose u = x, then

du
dx dx

Hence we have

dy dx_ 1

dx' dy
dy 1

or _

dx , (x+h) x_-= j7 = -L'th=Q- -JT
- A-

59. In this application of the general theorem of Prop.

VI. y is assumed to be a function of x and consequently x is

the inverse function of y. So that - is the differential
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coefficient of y with respect to x when y is considered as

doc
a, function of x, and T- is the differential coefficient of x

with respect to y when x is considered as the inverse

function of
^/

:

en i T o/ cii TI 'V* i~ n *ITI o*1 enn ~~
*^/

.(/ IX w olll ^ LllvTll ^t- ^ O-LII t/
t7 ' & f / /

(Ex. 1, Art. 40),
cfcr

and =_ . (Ex. 2, ibid),
rfy Vi-?/2

dy dx 1 cos# ,
and

"
- -= nna .-? . = = 1 .

b'O. The same difficulty occurs in Arts. 58 and 59 as

that discussed in Art. 57.

If
^ ^

2/=/(^)...(l),

and this equation be supposed solved for #, the result

will be of the form x= F(y) . . . (2).

Now, if x be changed to X in (1) and Fbe a value deduced

for y, then if Y be substituted for T/ in (2), X will be one

of the values thence deduced for x.

X x
Hence Lt-^- when Y y is indefinitely diminished

is a value of the differential coefficient of x with respect

F v
to y, as derived from equation (2), while Lt-r- - when

JT x is indefinitely diminished is rvalue of the differential

coefficient of y with respect to x as derived from equation
Y v Xx

(1). And since -v .^y- =1,
x Yy

,

we have
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when the limit is taken, the proper selection being made of

the values deduced for -^ and
ax ay

61. This may be illustrated geometrically.

Let the curve y =f(x) be drawn. Let the tangent to

o
Fig. 12.

the curve at the point P, (x, y), make an angle ^ with

/77/

the axis of x. Then, by Art. 39, -,
- = tan ty ;

and in the
dx

dx
same way it is obvious that -7-= tan (90 i/r)

= cot
-\/r,

so

that -
. T-= tan \/r . cot \/r

= 1.
dx dy

Suppose however that the ordinate through P cuts

the curve again at Pv P2 ,
P

3 ,
...

Then, for a given value of x there are several values of

y, and therefore also for a given increase Sx in the value

of x there may be several values of Sy the increment of y.

But if it be carefully noted that the Sy and Sx chosen are

to refer to the same branch of the curve at the same point

when we consider -f- as when we consider then,dx dy
under these circumstances, these expressions are respec-
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tively the tangent and cotangent of the same angle, and

Y

q N x

Fig. 13.

therefore their product is unity.

We say the same branch of the curve, for it may happen
that more than one branch of the curve passes through a

o

Fig. 14.

given point P, as in Fig. 14, and then there are two or

more tangents at P and therefore two or more values of

-j- and - at P. But the product of the -~- and the -

dx ay ax ay
which belong to any the same branch through P, is unity.

62. Differentiation of Inverse Functions.

When the differential coefficient of any function of x is
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found, that of the corresponding inverse function is easily

deduced by means of the theorem of Art. 58.

For let x=f(y), and therefore y=f'
l

(x) ;
then

ctcc

dy

But

therefore
d

f -l
dxj

dx dx'

dy
1

EXAMPLES.

Differentiate by means of the definition and the foregoing

rules :

1. y = x log sin x.

2. y = x \ld* - y?.

4.

c
2 ?

X

a

5. y = 2 *au, where u = 8in
*.

6. y = e^H
j
where ?* = log sin v, and v = (sin w)

w
,

and w = x*.

The results of any preceding examples may be assumed.



CHAPTER III.

STANDARD FORMS.

63. It is the object of the present Chapter to investigate

and tabulate the results of differentiating the several

standard forms referred to in Art. 40.

We shall always consider angles to be measured in

circular measure, and all logarithms to be Napierian,

unless the contrary is expressly stated.

It will be remembered that if u= <p(x), then, by the

definition of a differential coefficient,

du _ T <j>(x+=Mh=Q

64. Differential Coefficient of xn
.

If u = (p(x)
= xn

,

then $(x+ h) = (x+ h)
n

,

du
and

dx~ h

MT-.
h

Now, since h is to be ultimately zero, we may

consider - to be less than unity, and we can therefore
x

D
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(h\
n

1 + -1
, what-

ever be the value of n
;
hence

du xn ( h

dx
= Lth= Q(nx

n - l+ powers of h)
= nxn~ 1

.

65. If it be required to find the differential coefficient of xn with-

out the use of the Binomial Theorem we quote the result of Art. 23,

viz. :

and proceed as follows :

dxn

= n*

(
1+

;)"7,
v *JU ' *

[as before]

0+ -)"-iV x>

-1-1

=Lty^x"-^-^ [where y= 1 + -1
y-l L 07J

66. Differential Coefficient of ax .

If u =

and
du

a 1h-l

du

h
= ax

logea. [Art. 22.]

COE. If u = ex
, -j- = exlogee = ex.

dx
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67. Differential Coefficient of loga#.

If u= <p(x)
=
loga#,

and

Let T = 0, so that if h= 0, = GO
;
therefore

<&_
cfoT

= -
logae. [Arts.,12 (7) and 21.]w

COR. If U = loge%, -7-= -
x

68. Differential Coefficient of sin x.

If u= <j>(x)
sin 03,

<j>(x+ A)
= sin (x+ A),

sin o?- A sin 33

2 sin ^ cos

. h
sin -

2

cosic. [Arts. 12 (2) and 19.]
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and

69. Differential Coefficient of cos x.

If u= <f>(x)
cos x,

(f>(x+ h) = cos (x+ 7i),

du cos (x+h) cos x

cfcc h

2 sin ^ sin
Tu

1

2 . / L
M

-^BiD^+gj

and

= sin a;.

70. Differential Coefficient of tan x.Kj i

U^=(f)(

= tan
X

tsiu(x+h) tana?

sin (a?+ h) cos# cos (x+ A) sin ic
"

sin/i

1

cos a? cos

COS2
./'

and

71. Differential Coefficient of cot a?.

<f>(x+h)
= cot (x +h),

du
dx h

cos (x+ h) sin a? cos x sin (a?+ A.)
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T
sin h 1

"""""

-^^h ~Q i

/6 SI

1 = cosec2^.

72. Differential Coefficient of sec x.

If u=
cf>(x)

== sec #,

= sec (05+ h),

,

and r , SGc(x-\-h)
-j=Lth=Q- r-

-
dx h

cosx cos (x+h)-

. h . / h

sin oj

9
COS^C

and

73. Differential Coefficient of cosec x.

If u= (p(x) cosec x,

<p(x+h) = cosec (x+ /t),

cosec (a;+ h) cosec

sin x sin (x+ h)

h smxsin(x-}-1i)

h
sin ^ cos

Z

cos

2^*
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74. Inverse Trigonometrical Functions.

For the inverse trigonometrical functions it seems use-

ful to recur to the notation of Art. 45, and to denote

by U.

75. Differential Coefficient of sin- lx.

If u=
(j>(x)

= sin
~ l

x,

Hence

therefore

and

x= smu, and x+h= siuU
;

h= sinU siuu,

du_ T4 Uu T ^ Uu
dx
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77. Differential Coefficient of

If u =
(f>(x)

= tan~ l
x,

Hence #= tan u, and x-\-h = taln U
\

therefore h= tan U tan u,

du T Uu T Uu
and -j

= JLtho T = Ltu=u--jjax h tan U tan u

T , Uu TT= Ltu=u T-PP
-

^ cos U cos u

sec% 1 + ta,n
2u 1 +x2

'

78. Differential Coefficient

If u

Hence x= cotu, and x+h= cot U\
therefore h = cot U cot u,

Uu Uu
-7 =
dx h

J- . U U TTT .= Ltrr=u ^- TTT--v sin U sin u
sin

(
U u)

1 1

l+cot2u

79. Differential Coefficient of sec- lx.

If ^

Hence x = secu, and

therefore fi= sQC Usecu,
A du T Uu T Uu

and -7 "= jJth o
-

5
- =jL/6rr_ 9/

-
y^p

/i
w
sec U-secu

T ,
Uu TT= Ltrr=u -

fr COS U COS U
COS U COS U
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U-u
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definition; but by aid of Prop. VI. of the preceding

chapter we can simplify the proofs considerably.

Ex. (i.) If

we have x= sin u
;

dx
whence -=- = cos u :

du

andtherefore -=-=-=
dx dx cos u

and since cos~ 1o;=
~2

, dcos~ lx
we have - =

dx

Ex.
(ii.)

If u

we have x = tan

, dx
whence -,

du

c 1
and therefore

dx

and since cot" 1^ = -

A

,,2>

1+ a5

,

we have

Ex. (iii.) If u

we have x= vers u = l cos

dx
whence -y = sin u

;

and therefore -r-= =
sinu
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d covers" 1^ 1
whence also

dx

82. The Integral Calculus.

Suppose any expression in terms of x given ;
can we

find a function of which that expression is the differential

coefficient? The problem here suggested is inverse to

that considered in the Differential Calculus. The dis-

covery of such functions is the fundamental aim of the

Integral Calculus. The function whose differential

coefficient is the given expression is said to be the

"integral" of that expression. For example, if
<p'(x)

be the differential coefficient of
(J>(x), (j)(x) is said to be

the integral of <j>(x). Moreover, since
<f>'(x}

is also the

differential coefficient of
(j>(x)+ (7, C being any arbitrary

constant disappearing upon differentiation, it is customary
to state that the integral of (j>(x) is

</>(x)+ C, C being any

arbitrary constant.

The notation by which this is expressed is

f(j>(x)dx being read "
integral of

<j>'(x)
with respect to x"

Thus we have seen

d / \

-T-(sm x)
= cos x,-T-

1+a2 '

etc.,

whence it follows immediately that

fcos xdx= sin x,

I

1+x*
etc.,
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where the arbitrary constant may bemadded in each case

if desired.

83. We do not propose to enter upon any description

of the various operations of the Integral Calculus, but it

will be found that for integration we shall require to

remember the same list of standard forms that is estab-

lished in the present chapter and tabulated below, and it

is advantageous to learn each formula here in its double

aspect. We have therefore ventured to tabulate the

standard forms for Differentiation and Integration to-

gether. Moreover, we shall find it convenient to be

able to use the standard forms of integration in several

of our subsequent articles.

TABLE OF RESULTS TO BE COMMITTED TO MEMORY.

du -_ , xn+1= xn .

-_ ,

fx
ndx

*-^- .
-

r.

dx * n+I
du f\-j ax

= ax . -^- = axlogea. axdx =, -.
dx J

logea
ciK= ex. -Y- = e

x
. fe

xdx = ex.

dx *

du 1 . fdx= & '
~~

du 1=
logex. -T- = - or =-T-

-
T -.

dx x logae

-=

dx
u= sin x. -= = cos x. /cos xdx = sin x.

dx *

u= cosx. -= s\u x. fsinxdx =cos
dx </

u = tan x. T-= sec2o?. fsocPxdx = tan x.
dx *

x.
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u= cot x.

u = sec x.

u = cosec x.

u tan"1
^.

u = cot"
1
^.

u = sec
'

l
x.

= cosec
~ l
x.

covers l
x.

du
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v du\

dx

Three cases of this proposition present themselves.

di)
I. If v be a constant and u a function of x, -y- = and

' sv rvt

the above reduces to

dy_

as might be expected from Arts. 55, 64.

II. If u be a constant and v a function of x
y -r-= and

the general form proved above reduces to

dy dv-~=uv
logeu. -j-,dx dx

as might be expected from Arts. 55, 66.

III. If u and v be both functions of x, it appears that

the general formula

du ,du
dx

is the sum of the two special forms in I. and II., and

therefore we may, instead of taking logarithms in any

particular example, consider first u constant and then

v constant and add the results obtained on these

suppositions.

85. Hyperbolic Functions.

The differential coefficients of the direct and inverse

hyperbolic functions are now appended as additional

formulae. Their verification is very simple and is left as

an exercise. They will be found useful by the more

advanced student by reason of their close analogy of
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form with the results tabulated above for the direct and

inverse trigonometrical functions.

RESULTS FOR HYPERBOLIC FUNCTIONS.

.

w = sinh x = = cosh a:.

dx

u = cosh x = i
m

- sinh x.
dx

u = tanh x = sinh a;

cosh x'

cosh x
u = coth x = - -

.

smhx

y*
cosh xdx = sinh x.

xdx = cosh x.

/sech
2 xdx = tanhx.

-p
= - cosech2 x. ycosech

2xdx = - coth x.

sech2
a:.

sech x
1

cosh a:'

cosech x = ---

smhx

u = x

u =

~ l x =
log(x

i

tanh"1 x

du _
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Again, suppose y = tan
1

-.

Here

and therefore -
,ax 1 + o

-

87. Examples of Differentiation.

Ex. 1. Let y= *Jz, where z is a known function of x.

Here =
&->

and __,

whence = -, (Art. 55.)
dx dz dx

2 fjz

'

dx

This form occurs so often that it will be found convenient to commit

it to memory.

Ex. 2. Let y= e

t^?=2 and cot x=p,
so that y= QZ

t
where 2=

Now ^=e2
. (Art. 66.)

cfo

^!= L (Ex. 1 above.)
2^/P

= cosec2^,

and (Art. 56) =
.
-

.
= - cosec^ ..

-
. . .

as; dp dx 2 v cot ^7

With a little practice these actual substitutions can be avoided

and the following is what passes in the mind :

^

dx
d( N/cota;)

'

d(cot x)
dx

_
T

, (

2 v cot ^?
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Ex. 3. Let y= (sin z)
lo x cot

{ e*(a+ bx}}.

Taking logarithms

log y= log x . log sin x+ log cot
{
ex(a+ bx} I .

The differential coefficient of logy is .

y dx

Again, log x . log sin x is a product, and when differentiated

becomes (Art. 50) -log sin x+ log x.-r . cos#.
x smx

Also, log cot
{e?(a+ bx}\ becomes when differentiated

* =_- . [
- cosec2

{e*(a + bx} } ] .
{e*(a+ bx}+ be*} ;

= (sin x}
log *

. cot
{ e*(a+ bx} j

I -log sin x+ cot x . log

cosec

When logarithms are taken before differentiating, the compound

process is called Logarithmic Differentiation. It is useful to adopt
this method when variables occur in the index, or when the func-

tion to be differentiated consists of a product of several involved

factors.

Ex. 4. Let y= N/a2 - 62cos2
(log x).

dy_d \/a2 - 62cos2(log x) <*{<*?
- 62cos2(log x} }

dx d{a
2 - 62cos2

(log x) }

'

tfjcos (log #)

o?(log x) dx
=
J{a

2 - 62cos2
(log x}}

- x
{
- 262

cos(log x}}

x {-sin (log a?)}
x 1

x

_ 62sin2(log x)-... . . ,

Zx v a2 62cos2(log x}

Ex. 5. Differentiate x5 with regard to x*.

Let x*=z.

dx dx
Then -^-

=
-r~ 'j"~~7~

dz dx dz ofe
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Ex. 6. Given that y?+y*= 3#y, find the value of -^.
dx

Here 3,*2+ 3y*jL= 3a( y+ ),a# V Gte/

giving ax

EXAMPLES.

Find -Jl in the following cases :

dx

18.

1
or or

20. 2/
= sin (e

x
) log a?.

log cot .

22. ^ =

23. /
=

1 +x
5. y = 1 + x + - + --- + ... 24. y= Z/a

OK
--

>'

25. 2/= Va- + ar.

^ ^.4
27. ?/

= log cosh x.
" + ~~"' 28. /

=

8. y sin (a + bx).
-J ^- V~

^9. y = sin (a + bxn
).

3a # = vers^log (cot x).

t\ 0. y = sin Jx. 31. y = cot~ 1

(cose(

'11. 2/== x/sina:. 32. 2/
= sin~ 1

/^~ A/1 4
12. T/= v/sin ^x.
13. ?/

= siu"aJ. 33. ?/ = tan- 1 -

14.
2/
= sin-V2

.

15. y- (sin-^)
2 -

1 6. y = tan~ J

(log a

17. ?/
= sinx . 35. y si

E
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o/> / _
)b. y = (sm
37. y = sin(e*loga;)

38. y =

39. u = -

40. y =

41. y =

42. v =

45.

46.

47.

48.

a a

/ 'i

' '

I -

o t
'

X'-X+l

b + a cos a;

50. y =

51. y = e
a

*cos(&tan~
1

o;)

52. y =

53. ?/ =

44. =

55.
2/
=

56. y =

57. /
=

1 +

58. =

59. =

log
n
(#), where log

w means log log log ...

(repeated n times).

>Jb + a+ *Jb-a tan

log

1

a

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

1 -

a;

tan

fi5 11 px\Jf W ' ' O 9

A A rt/ xjC
V/VJ C/ ^^~ C/

67. y =

68. y = (sina;)
c08a:

+(cos,
69. y = (cota)

cota: + (cothic)
coth

*.

1
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71.

72.

78. </ =
\a

= e
cos\mx.

x

80. ax* + 2hxy + fy
2 = 1.

_ (o

74. y =

75.

76.

77.

.cot

1

82. (cos x]
y=

(sin
_ 2

83. c = e
ten

" 1

"^,

( x

85. v = cy.

86. = oj".

87.
2/
=

88.

89.

90.

91.

,)2.

___ .

a + bx

c = 0.

= e
ton

"
y
log secV.

Differentiate Iog10 with regard to x2
.

If*

Differentiate
(a;

2 + ax + a?)
n
log cot _. with regard to

2

*^^ cos bx).

93. Differentiate

a + b tan '-

a b tan
'

2

with regard to

2cos2-
2

2*

2

94. Differentiate x*
hl x with regard to sin"

1x

95. Differentiate tan" 1 * l +y?~ l
with regard to
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96. Differentiate >j^L with regard to

97. Differentiate sec' 1^ T with regard to
*j3L> L

98. Differentiate tan' 1 - _ with regard to sec' 1_
x/l-ce

2 2x*

99. Differentiate tan" 1-^- with regard to sin" 1 2x

100. Differentiate cc
w
log tan"

1^ with regard to
Sln

s

x?
.. to oo

1 A 1 T /
It"}/ /y*X V/ X . J. L (/ i>ty .

ax I y log aj

102. Ify = - x prove =
1 + fu

a! dx 1-+1+
lH-...tooo,

1 03. If v = a; + - 1 , prove -^ = - as
-,

x +- dx 2-- -i

x+- x+-X + ... tO 00, JC + -

,
tC "T" * *

1
i rv A Tf Sin ft/

1U4. Liy =- cosa;
1 j.- sin x

cos x

1 + ... tO 00.

1)T*OV* *J
_

\
~

' *7 /
'

t/

r/c 1 + 2y + cos a? - sin x'

105. If T/
= V sin a? + v sin x + v sin cc + Jetc. to oo,

c?v cos x
prove - = .

dx 2y-l

106. If #n= the sum of a G. P. to n terms of which r is the

common ratio, prove that
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a + 1 , prove
ch +

-

i dx\Q
2

""
i i

'

%+...+ ,

mo n- /^ i /a
r2cos20 r3cos 30

108. Given (7= 1 +rcos + ~
-<r- + =-;

-i ! o !

, a n ,
^sin 20 r3

sin 30
and O = rsm0 + + -f ...

a\ O I

show that

Cd^ + S^dr dr

dr dr

109. If y = sec 4#, prove that

^ =-^-'. where t = tan &'.

110. If y = e-
xz

sec-\x^/z} and 4 + a;
2
is = a5

5
,
find in terms

of x and z.

111. Prove that if 33 be less than unity

, . ,
... ad inf. =

l+x l+ic2 l+a;4 1+cc8 l-x

112. Prove that if x be less than unity

I-2x Zx-lx* 4x*-Sx7
, .

p+ ... ad inf. =
1 - X + X* 1 - X2 + X* l-X^ + X8 I + X + X*

113. Given Euler's Theorem thatxxx x sin 05

= COS - COS _ COS _ . . . COS ~ ^ __-,

1 , as 1 ccl cc j-.pl_tan_ +
_tan^+^tan gi

+ v.ad mf.=^

oC 9 CCl 9 C i-r 2 1
and - sec

2
.- + _ sec

2 - + _ sec
2 + ... ad inf. - cosec2^ - .

prove _

. _
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114. Given the identity

(2cos 2(9- l)(2cos 220- l)...(2cos 2W -

prove that ^ 2rsin2r 2M+1sin2w+1

2cos2"+1
<9

115. Given

sin<sin(2a +

where

prove that

cot(2a

2cos 2(9 + 1"

2sin2(9

2cos2(9+T

*

A*

2na = TT,

cot(4a

and that

cosec2
< + cosec2(2a + ^>) + cosec2(4a

+ cosec2

{2(n
-

l)a
116. Given

.,.

and hence that 222
TrcothTr = 1 + -- + --- + - _ + ... ad inf.,

and that -

117. Given

; = !

1 + I
2

1 + 22
1 + 32

2 2 2
... ad inf.

prove

and deduce

and

8

7T

+ - + - -+ ... ad inf.,
22 + I

2 22 + 3 2 2 +

TT
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118. Prove ?cotha? = J +
2 <^=i x2 +

119. Prove that

.+J--+
xn -an x- a x + a ^r-i 2m-

. 2

'

2
ar - 2ccos- + a

7Z-

if n be even,

, r-

=_1_+2V
x - a <-i-'r=i

but __ _ _
,

2r?r
or zacccos - + a-

n

if n be odd.

120. Prove that

71



CHAPTER IY.

SUCCESSIVE DIFFERENTIATION.

88. Repeated Operations.

The operation denoted by -r- is defined in Art. 39 with-

out any reference to the form of the function operated

upon, the only assumption made being that the function

is a function of the same independent variable as that

referred to in the operative symbol, viz. x. It is moreover

clear that the result of the operation is also a function

of x, and as such is itself capable of being operated upon

by the same symbol. That is to say, if y be a function

of x, -M- is also a function of x, and therefore we can have
dx

7 t
-J

\

7i~\sJ )
as a ^lue mathematieal quantity. And further, it

j
will be thus seen that the operation -r- may be performed

upon any given function of x any number of times.

89. Notation.

The expression -7-
(-7^)

is generally abbreviated into
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(d
V d\i

-7-) y or ,
-
y and is called the "second derivedfunction"

or
" second differential coefficient

"
of / with respect to x.

d
And, generally, if the operator -=- be applied n times, the

(d
\ n dn/u

T- I V or -5, and is called the nih

dx) dxn

derived function or nth
differential coefficient of y with

respect to 03.

It will be convenient to denote the operative symbol

by D, which, in addition to being simpler to write,

makes no assumption that the independent variable is

denoted by x\ and in many problems the independent
variable is more conveniently denoted by some other

letter. For example, in dynamical problems the time

which has elapsed since a given epoch is frequently

taken as the independent variable and is denoted by t,

while the letters x> y, z, are reserved to denote the

co-ordinates at that time of the point whose motion is

considered.

It appears then that if we use indices to denote the

number of times an operation has been performed, we

may write DT/=-^,
dx

y

dxn
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90. Analogy between the operator -j-
and symbols of

. . . d/oc

quantity.

The index notation employed above to denote the

number of times an operation is repeated is exactly

analogous to the index notation used in algebra to denote

powers of symbols of quantity.
If a be an algebraic quantity, the algebraical notation

for a . a is a2
,
and for a. a. a is ct

3
,
and so on

;
the index

here denoting the number of factors each equal to a

which are multiplied together. But, as defined above,

there is no idea of multiplication in D . D or I)2
,
but a

simple repetition of an operation. In the same way Dn

has no quantitative meaning in itself, but represents an

operation consisting of employing the process of differ-

entiation n times. For example, the difference between

such quantities as L2
y, (Dy)

2
,
and D2

y
2 should be carefully

noted. The index in the first case has reference only to

the symbol of operation "D" which is therefore to be

applied twice to y.

In (Dy)
2 the index is a purely quantitative one used

in the algebraical sense to denote the product Dy x Dy.

While in D2
y
2 we are to understand that the square of

y is to be differentiated twice.

That the ultimate results are different may be easily

seen by taking any simple case,

e.g., if y = x2
,

then Dy =
and D2

y

Again, (Dy)
2 = 4>x

2
(2)

whilst y
2 = x\

and Dy2 =
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giving D2
2/

2= 12&2
......................... (3)

A comparison of the results (1), (2), (3), will at once

satisfy the student of the truth of the above remarks.

91. The operator D satisfies the elementary rules of

Algebra.

We will next consider how far the analogy goes

between symbols of quantity and the symbol of opera-

tion which we have denoted by D.

The fundamental rules of algebra are three in number

and are known as

(1) The " Distributive Law"

(2) The " Commutative Law" and

(3) The " Index Law"
These three laws form the basis of all subsequent

algebraical formulae and investigations.

(1) The Distributive Law is that denoted by

Now, in Chap. II., Prop, in., it is proved that

so that the symbol D is distributive in its operation.

(2) The Commutative Laiv in algebra is that expressed

by ab= ba.

Now, in Chap. II., Prop. II., it is proved that

Dcy= cDy,
so that the symbol D is commutative with regard to

constants.

But it is clear that the positions of the D and the y
cannot be interchanged ;

such an error would be similar

to writing sin instead of sin 0. So that, while D is

commutative with regard to constants, it is not so with

regard to variables.
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(3) The Index Law in algebra is denoted by

m and n being supposed to be positive integers.

Now, to differentiate a result m times which has

already been operated upon 71 times is clearly the same

as differentiating m+n times,

i.e., Dm .Dny = Dm+ny.
So the operator Dm .Dn is equivalent to the operator
Dm+n where m and n are positive integers.

Hence the symbol D obeys tlue Index Law for a positive

integral exponent.

To sum up then, the operative symbol D satisfies all

the elementary rules of combination of algebraical

quantities, with the exception that it is not commutative

with regard to variables.

92. It follows from the above remarks that any
rational algebraical identity has a corresponding sym-
bolical operative analogue.

For example,

so also the operation (D+a)(D+b) is exactly equivalent

to the operation D2+ (a+ b)D+ ab.

Similarly, to the identity

(m 4- a)
2 =m2+ 2am+ a2

corresponds the equivalence of the operations

and

93. It is clear that in cases like the above an a priori

proof may be given of the identity of the operations

represented. For instance, suppose it be required to

show that (D+a)(D+ b)y=
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we have (D+b)y = Dy+ by,

and (D+ a)(D+%= (D+ a)(Dy+ by)

=D2
y -f frlty+aDy+ afo/

the result to be proved : and the process of proof is

exactly the same as that employed in proving that

(m 4- a)(m+ 6)
=m2

4- (a+ b)m+ ab.

However, such proofs are unnecessary after the remarks

of Art. 91, for they simply repeat in form the proof of

the corresponding algebraical theorem.

It will now be obvious, for instance, without further

proof, that since

n-t
f/v)

we shall also have

\

~
JL . ->

94. Notation.

The first derived function of y with respect to the

independent variable is often denoted by ylf y', or y.

This notation can be conveniently extended, and we
shall often find it convenient to denote

Dy, D*y, D*y, ... D^y

ty yv 2/2' 2/3 yn,

or by T/
(I)

, 2/
(2)

, y ...y
w

,

or by y', y", y'", etc.,

or by 2/, y, V, etc.
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It is clear however that the notation of dashes or dots

as used in the last two systems is inconvenient for higher

differential coefficients than the fourth or fifth by reason

of the number of dashes or dots which it would be

necessary to use. The bracketed index notation is a

somewhat dangerous one, from the liability of confusion

with an algebraical index. The suffix notation appears

to be free from objection in cases when there can be no

misunderstanding as to which is the independent variable.

95. Standard Results and Processes.

The nih differential coefficients of some functions are

easy to find.

Ex. 1. If y = ea*',

COR. (i.)
If a = 1

COR. (ii.)

= aeax -

) y2
= aV*

; yn=

yl
=

2/2
=

(logea

etc. = etc.,

Ex. 2. If

' 2/2-

(logea)V ;

(\ogea)
nax.

1
> 2/3

-1)(" 2)

(x+a)
n

COR. If y=- -,y =
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Ex. 3. If y = sm(ax -f 6) ;

= a3sinfa#+ b
+~|- ) ;

,

. /
,

,
,
7l7T\

2/w
= a^ml ewe -f o+

-g-
1.

Similarly, if y= cos(aa;+ 6),

2/w
= a^cosfa^+ b+ ~-V

COR. If a = I and 6 = 0;

then, when y = siux, yn= 8inlx+-^-\ ;

and, when y = cosa?, T/W
= cos

(
^ H 9" )

Ex. 4. If y = e
a
*sin(6#+ c) ;

2/x
= aecu:

sin(6aj+ c)+ &ea*cos(&#+ c).

Let a = rcos< and 6 =

so that r2= a2+ 62 and tan0 = -
;

ct

and therefore yl
= reaxsiu (bx+ c+ 0).

Similarly y2
= r2

eaxsm(bx+ c

and finally yn= r^e^si n(6rc+ c -f
n / 7A

= (a
2+ 62

)
V^sinf bx+c+ Titan- 1

-).

Similarly, if y= ea*cos(6# -f c),

- / 6\
2/

it= (a
2+ 62

)V*cos( 60;+ c+ ^tan" l- 1.
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As the above results are frequently wanted, it will

be well for the student to be able to obtain them

immediately.

96. Fractional expressions of the form (both

functions being algebraic and rational) can be differ-

entiated n times by first putting them into partial

fractions. (See p. 85.)

Ex. 1.

1

x a

(b c)(b a) x b (c a)(c

(see note on partial fractions) ;

W (-

c
2

Ex. 2.

(a-i)
2
(z+2y

To put this into Partial Fractions let x= 1 +0 ;

then y= % o~

.
4 2 \

90
'

9

1 5
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whence

4n!(-l)
n

97. When quadratic factors (which are not resolvable

into real linear factors) occur in the denominator, it is

often convenient to make use of Demoivre's Theorem.

Ex. Let
1 1

-____-
r^n+i (a

,+a+f6f+1
J

+l-
(x+ a-ib)

n+1
\

Let x+ a =
and 6 =
whence r2 =

(a?+

and tan =

(-lYn\Hence yn= ^

x
{ (cos 6+ sin 0)

n+l -
(cos

-
1 sin

where =
x+a

COR. If v='
-^x+a - b
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I .

and therefore yn= -
b

where tan =

i.e.,

x+a3

EXAMPLES.

Find the ?i
tb differential coefficients of y with respect to x in the

1

following cases.

x

3. y= si

4. y=
5. =

""

8. v=

9. ?/
= taii~ 1

-.
a

10. /=

11. y=.

12. -

98. LEIBNITZ'S THEOREM.

To find the nih
differential coefficient of a product of

two functions of x in terms of the differential coefficient*

of the separate functions.

It was proved in Chap. II., Prop. IV., that

d , , du . dv

dxdx
"
dx

It appears from this formula that the operative symbol

or D may be considered as the sum of two operative
(-IX

symbols Dl
and D

2 ,
such that D^ only operates on u and

differential coefficients of u, while D
2 operates solely
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upon v and differential coefficients of v. For with such

symbols D
l(uv)=v-r- t

and DJuv) = u 1dx

whence D(uv) v--+ u-j- =

We may therefore write for D the compound symbol

Now, since D^ and D
2
are symbols which indicate differ-

entiations, they each, like the original symbol D, obey
the distributive and index laivs and are commutative

^v^th regard to constants and each other. It therefore

follows by formal analogy with the Binomial Theorem

that the operations

and D
1 + ?iD

1 2
1 . &

are identical.

1L.TNow

dv

etc.

Hence

I+^^ID-W^+. . . + D^uv
dnu dv <i"-% . ',

dnv
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It appears therefore from this formula that if all the

differential coefficients of u and v be known up to the

7i
th

, inclusive, the nih differential coefficient of the pro-

duct may at once be written down.

99. Another Proof.

From the importance of the above result it is considered useful

to add here an inductive proof of the same theorem.

[Lemma. If nCr denote the number of combinations of n things

r at a time, then will

n(-'r+ Cr+l= n+lW+l
This will form an easy exercise for the student.]

Let y=uv, and let suffixes denote differentiations with regard to.?'.

Then y1=u1
v+ uv

J1

y.2
= u

2v+ 2^!+ uv.2, by differentiation .

Assume generally that

...+UV,,....................................................... (a)

Therefore, differentiating,

C ) ( Cn '

\
+ *-lV\

*

( +iv
(

\

+ n

by the Lemma
;

therefore if the law (a) hold for n differentiations it holds for n+ l.

But it was proved to hold for two differentiations, and therefore it

holds for three
;
therefore for four ;

and so on
;
and therefore it is

generally true, i.e.,

(Uv)n
= UnV+ nC\Un _ i l'i+ nCzUn -3%+ . . + nCrU n - rVr+ . . . + UVn .

100. Applications.
\

\y

Ex. 1. Let y=^$
ax
X, where X smy function of .'-.

Since
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rl

(
which may be written by analogy with the Binomial

Theorem e(a+T (Art. 93).

Ex. 2. y = xssmax.

i/ tl
= #3ansin ( ax H 5- j

+ n3otPan
- !sin ( CMC H

;>
TT

J

n(n 1) 2
. / % 2 \

* - 2
a; H 9 TT 1sm

2). ^ . .
y3 . '2 . law

~ 3
s

?1 o \

^- TT 1.

Ex. 3. Differentiate 91 times the equation

dy

fin

22/n,

dny_?
dxn

~

therefore by addition

2/n
= 0,

101. NOTE ON PARTIAL FRACTIONS.

Since a number of examples on successive differentiation and on

integration depend on the ability of the student to put certain

fractional forms into partial fractions, we give the methods to he

pursued in a short note.
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]

Let ^-;
' be the fraction which is to be resolved into its partial

*M
fractions.

1. If f(x) be not already of lower degree than the denominator,

we can divide out until the numerator of the remaining fraction is of
lower degree ;

- 2

-2) (.r -!)(#- 2)'

Hence we shall consider only the case in which f(x] is of lower

degree than <t>(x).

2. If 0(.r) contain a single factor (x
-

a), not repeated, we proceed
thus: suppose <t>(x)

= (x -a)

and let /(f) .=_J_
(# aw(x) x a

A being independent of x.

Hence -fe) = A+(x- a)

This is an identity and therefore true for all values of the vari-

able x\ put x=a. Then, since $(&) does not vanish when x=a (for

by hypothesis ^(x) does not contain x a as a factor), we have

Hence the rule to find J is, "Put xa in every portion of the

fraction except in the factor x a itself."

x c

(x a}(xb) a b'x-a b-a' xb'

Ex. (ii.)

Ex. (iii.)

Ex. (iv.)

1
= =_

i-a (b-c}(b-a}x-b
1

(c
-

a)(c
-

6) .^ c

2 3

'x-*2 2(x-S)

(.27 a)(x o)

Here the numerator not being of lower degree than the denominator, ^

divide the numerator by the denominator. The result will then be

we
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expressible in the form 1 + - +-r ,
where A and B are found

x a xb
2

b'
2a

as before and are respectively -r and --
.

a-b b-a
3. Suppose the factor (x a) in the denominator to be repeated r

times so that <t>(x}
= (x a}

r
\^(x}.

Put x ay.
Then

or expanding each function by any means in ascending powers of y,

+ ...)'

Divide out thus :

etc.,

and let the division be continued until y
r
is a factor of the remainder.

Let the remainder be y
r
x(y}'

C C C* C ^^
Hence the fraction =r +-TL+ -=\ + ... + r*4+

/) if QI?
~ 1 O I? ^ /3 / * /y

a. ^2 _L

T?^ '_*\r-2*'~

x a Y(x)

Hence the partial fractions corresponding to the factor (x af are

determined by a long division sum.

Ex. Take T'

Put x-l =y.

Hence the fraction= ^ "^^
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Therefore the fraction

1

2(#-l)
3

4(^-1 )
2

8(^-1) 8(#+l)'

4. If a factor, such as #2
-f a#+6, which is not resolvable into real

linear factors occur in the denominator, the form of the correspond-

ing partial fraction is ^ . For instance, if the expression+ ax + b

1
be

/ \/ Z. \ 9 / *) i *)\ / 9 i "L f) \ *?

( '7*
-" (1 i ( "7?

* Oli T r 1 1 /y^ \ i j*
j

/ 1 -i i -

the proper assumption for the form in partial fractions would be

C
7 \n '

"
Fx+G Hx+K

where J, ^, and (7 can be found according to the preceding methods,
and on reduction to a common denominator we can, by equating
coefficients of like powers in the two numerators, find the remaining
letters Z), E, F, G, 77, K. Variations upon these methods will

suggest themselves to the student.

EXAMPLES.

1~rn i i 9 f* i W c/

. If y = tan V, find _.

2. If y = x*logx, find -.

dx3

3. If 2/
= sin mx cos ?ix-, find *~.

dor

4. If y = aJe^, find X .

cfar
5

7r

5. If
2/
= ic

n
,
find isL distinguishing the cases in which

r <, =, or > w.

6. Ify = x
or

-, prove that x3

-^
=

( v a?-^ )
.

+ Dx aor \
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7. If y = ax sin x. prove that y?~. - 2x~- + (x* + 2}y = 0.
dx~ ax

S. Ify = a cos (log x), prove that x2
^ + x-

9. If y = axn+l + bx~n
, prove that x2^ = n(n+l )y.

ax~

(1 1J (tit

10. If y = sin~X prove that (1
- cc

2
) ^ - o;-^ = 0.

oar

11. If y = (sin"
1

^)
2

, prove that (1
- .x

2)^ = a: + 2.
ax ax

12. If y = e
asiir\ prove that (1

- o) _ = a2

2/.

13. If y = .4 sin mx + B cos m.x, prove that - 4-m2

y = 0.

rf^r

14. If y = Aemx + Be', prove that y~ -
<m?y

= 0.

oar

15. ~Ly A(x+ Jx~ + a2

)", prove that

ic
2 + a2

)
^ + x- - w2

y = 0.

16. If y = tan- 1

;*, prove that
(
1 + o;

2)^ + 2a$
/ = 0.

" ax

1 7. If y = e~xcos x, prove that ^ + 4y = 0.

18. If y = a;V, find .

dxn

19. If v = a^sin ao;. find ^.

20. -
,

(x
-
a)(x

-
b) dxn

21 - If y = / i w ON'
find '

(sc- l)
3

(.x'- 2)

22. If i/ = 05 tan"X find
(

23. If 2/
= log af + as"log aj. find - ^.

ax*
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24. If =
-,
show that ^ is

1 + x + or
2 + x3

-
l)

nn! sin"+10{8in(n + 1)0
-

cos(rz + 1)0 + (sin (9 + cos BY"'
1

}

where = cof 1
**;. [MATH. TRIPOS.

25. If (1
- or

5)^ - a^ = 0, prove that

26. If (1
- o2)^ _ x

dy = a*y, prove that
dxr dx

27. If y = sin(w sin" 1

^), show that (1
-

-
(2n>

and (1 :

28 If 77 -
-jL.1 . _LJL (I -

then will

and (cc
2 + :

= 0.

-~ = x

= 0.

a2

)

M + B(x

(x
2 + a2

)
-^ +

+ (2m + +

- n*y = 0.

= 0.
dxm+l dxm

29. If y = d**
* = a + a^x + a$? 4- . . .

,
show that

(i.)
dor dx

(iii.) (w

The last equation is to be found by substituting the series

for y in equation (i.)
and equating the coefficients of xn to zero.

30. If sin(m sin" 1^1

)
= + ax + a^ + . . .

, prove

(n + l)(n + 2)aw+2
=

(ri*
- m

31. If e
a *iu

~
lx = a -i- a:

x + ax2 + . . .

, prove
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32. If (sin~
l

xf = a + OjX + a^2 + <*&? + . . .
,
show that

(w + 1 )(n + "2)an+2
= n*an .

33. If /() can be expanded in a series of positive integral

powers of z, show that

e
ax

.

34. Show that

where X represents any function of x.

35. Show that

2
\siri // o-= /( mr)Jmx = T( nr) mx.

cos

36. Find the nth
differential coefficient of

e
ax

{ct?x
2 - 2nax + n(n + 1

)}.

[I.
C. S. EXAM.]

37. If u = sin nx + cos TIOJ, show that

axr

[I.
C. S. EXAM.]

38. If be differentiated i times, the denominator of the
e
x -l

result will be (e
x -

1)'
+1

,
and the sum of the coefficients of the

several powers of e
x
in the numerator will be

( 1)4 . 2 . 3...i.

[OAIUS COLL.]

39. Prove that

d?u _ dnuv _ dn~ l

( dv\ n(n-l) dn~*
(u^v\V

dxn
~''

da? >

n
dxn-\

U
dx)~ 1.2 dxn~\ dx*)



CHAPTER V.

EXPANSIONS.

102. The student will have already met with several

expansions of given explicit functions in ascending in T

tegral powers of the independent variable
;
for example,

those for (x+a)
n

,
ex

, log(l-f#), tan^x, sin x, cosx, which

occur in ordinary Algebra and Trigonometry.
The principal methods of development in common use

may be briefly classified as follows :

I. By purely Algebraical or Trigonometrical processes.

II. By Taylor's or Maclaurin's Theorems.

III. By Differentiation or Integration of a known

series, or equivalent process.

IV. By the use of a differential equation.

These methods we proceed to explain and exemplify.

103. METHOD I. Algebraic and Trigonometrical Methods.

Ex. 1. Find the first three terms of the expansion of log sec x in

ascending powers of x.

By Trigonometry
1 .V

2
,
X4 X* .

oos x= 1 - -4- +
2!
+

4! 6!

Hence log sec x log cos x log (1 z\

x1 xt . 3?
where ^_-_+_-...s
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and expanding log(l z) by the logarithmic theorem we obtain

9 ^TJ O
,2 ,r.4 r6

=
|

-__ +:L_
.2! 41^6!

'"

__ .

"

24 720

#4
_ A-

6"~

hence log sec x=+"-+ ......

2 12 45

Ex. 2. Expand cos3
.^ in powers of x.

Since 4 cos%= cos 3x+ 3 cos #

_ ,

r _ lV',
2!

'

"4f'
r

weobtain

Similarly sin%=i j
(3

3

-3)^- (3
5- - -- ...

13 : O ; 7 .

O2n - 1 _ o'-

Ex. 3. Expand tan # in powers of x as far as the term in-

volving x*.

/vW> . -)

__ _j_^ ~
3 1 5 1

~ " '

Since tan.v=
/jii /y4

l_^+^_...
we may by actual division show that

.3 g
tan #=# 4- + x*+ . . .

3 15
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Ex. 4. Expand |{log(l + #)}
2 in powers of x.

Since (l+x)y=ev los(l+x
),

we have, by expanding each side of this identity,

)g8 +y(y
-

Hence, equating coefficients of y
2
,

-- - *- etc.,

a series which may be written in the form

EXAMPLES.

1. Prove
/n <v*2

2. Prove cosher= 1 + "
+ v> (3n

-
2* .

3. Prove that

riogd+a)]^ p
/! r\

where rPk denotes the sum of all products k at a time of the first >

natural numbers.

104. METHOD II. Taylor's and Maclaurin's Theorems.

It has been discovered that the Binomial, Exponential,
and other well-known expansions are all particular cases

of one general theorem known as Taylor's Theorem, which

has for its object the expansion of f(x+ h} in ascending

integral positive powers of h, f(x) being a function of a.
1

of any form whatever. It will be found that such an

expansion is not always possible, but we reserve for

later articles [120 to 128] a rigorous discussion of the

limitations of the theorem.
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*

105. The theorem referred to is that under certain

circumstances

+!/(*) +
... to infinity, ."

'

<in expansion off(x-\-h) in powers of h.

This result was first published by Taylor in 1715, in

his
" Methodus Incrementorum Directa et Iriversa." In

1717 Stirling pointed out another form of Taylor's

Theorem, viz., 20/yiO

/(a5)=/(0) + ,

... to infinity,

which is easily deducible from Taylor's Series by writing

for x and x for h
;
the meaning of /

r
(0) being that f(x)

is to be differentiated r times with respect to x, and then

x is to be put equal to zero in the result.

The latter series gives a method of expanding any
function of x in positive integral powers of x. Being a

form of Taylor's Theorem it is subject to the same limita-

tions. It is generally known as Maclaurin's Theorem,

though its publication by Maclaurin was riot made until

twenty-five years after its first discovery by Stirling.

106. Taylors Theorem also deduciblefrom Maclaurin's.

It has been shown that Maclaurin's series is deducible

from Taylor's form. Taylor's series is also deducible

from Maclaurin's.

For, le t f(x) F(x+ y),

then f(x) = F'(x+y) t etc.,

so that /(O)
= F(y\ f(0) = F'(y\ f'(0) =Fff

(y), etc.
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Hence Maclaurin's Theorem

becomes F(y+x) = F(y)+ xF'(y)+ F"

which is Taylor's form.

TAYLOR'S THEOREM.

107. PROP. To prove that, if f(x+h) can be expanded
in a convergent series of positive integral powers of h,

that expansion is

... to x.

Put x+h = X\ then since x and h are independent

dX_
r
df(X)

d7T

Similarly
<2S& =f (X), etc.

Now, assuming the possibility of such an expansion,
7r h3

let f(x+k)=A +AJi+A^+A l̂

+..; ......... (1)

where A^ Av A.2 ,
... are functions of x alone, not con-

taining h, and are to be determined.

Differentiating with regard to h we have, by the

preceding work,

+... (2)

Differentiating again

etc.
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Put 7^ = 0, and we have at once from (1), (2), (3), ...

A
Q =f(x), A : =/C(oj), A 2 =f"(x\ etc., ...

Substituting these values in (1)

f(x+h) =f(x) + hf(x)+
h
~f"(x) + . . . +

h
~f(x) + ...

LA '. I '.

MACLAURIN'S THEOREM.

108. PROP. To prove that if f(x) can be expanded in

a convergent series of positive integral powers of x, that

expansion is

2 8

f(x) =/(0)+ xf'(0) + 57/^(0)+ ^/"'(O) ~i~ t o.

Assuming the possibility of such an expansion, let

/v>2 /y>3
-

1 4. m
Sot ' "' V

1 /

where A
Q}
Av A 2 , ..., are constants to be determined, not

containing x.

Then differentiating we have

^+....
........ (2)

^ '

V>O

,+ ............ (3)

etc.

Hence putting x () in (1), (2), (3), ..., we have

4 =/(0), A=/'(0), A, =/"(()), etc., ... ;

and substituting these values in (1)

f(x) =/(()) + xf(0) + .O .

109. It will be noticed that in the above proofs there is

nothing to indicate in what cases the expansions assumed

in the equations numbered (1) in each of the last two
G
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articles are illegitimate, and we shall have to refer the

student to Arts. 120 to 128 for a fuller and more rigorous

discussion.

110. It is important, before proceeding farther, that

the student should satisfy himself that the well known

expansions of such functions as (x+ h)
n

,
e
x

, sinx, etc.,

are really all included in the general results of Arts.

107, 108.

For example, if f(x)
= xn

,f(x+ h) = (x+ h)", f(x) = nx
= n(n I)x

u~2
,
etc. Hence Taylor's Theorem,

n-

gives the binomial expansion

(x + h)" = a"+ nhxn~ l+ -^hV-2+ . . .

i

Again, suppose f(x)
= e?

t
then f(x) e

x
, f"(x) e

x
, etc.,

therefore /(O) = 1,/(0) = 1, /'(O)
=

1, etc.

Hence Maclaurin's. Theorem,

f(x) =/(0)+ xf(0) + /"

nrfL

gives e
x = l+a;+ + + ...,

the result known as the Exponential Theorem.

111. We append a few examples which admit of ex-

pansion, and to which therefore the results of Arts. 107,

108 apply.

EXAMPLES.

Prove the following results :

x? x5= o:- 4- -....
3 ! 5 !
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> /vi

3. tan- 1*=#->-+
3 5

, 4. e*cos x= I + 2^cos
?r

. a?+ 2*cos
2ir -+ 2*cos -+ . ,

4 4 -21 43!

+2W- +....
4 n\

,1

5.

6.
** u

"7 GT"*"* ( * ^ ^ f^tr^ I Z. ^ ~ . ..
'^ ^ 't

-

(

^ 8. Sin-

^2
)l 3!

9. log sin (#+ K)
= log sin ^+ h cot ^ - cosec2^+ 1+

2 3 sm'%

.10.

METHOD III.

112. Expansion by Differentiation or Integration of
known series or equivalent process.

The method of treatment is indicated in the following examples :

Ex. 1. To expand tan~ lx in powers of x. Gregory's Series.

Suppose f(x)
= tan- 1

.*?= a + a^x+ a.^
2+ a$P+ . . .

,

then / (x)
= ---- =

ai + 2^^+ Sa^e
2+ 4 4^

3 + . . . :

X ~p ^/

Hence, comparing these expansions, we have

i 1) 3 3
= -1, 5a5 =l, etc.

Also, a = tan -1 = nir

therefore tan
-
\v= nir +x- 3

^--+ -'+..
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This result may be obtained immediately by integration of the

1
series for

1

the constant a being determined as before.

Ex. 2. To expand sin~ l x.

Suppose f(x)
= sin~J.r= + a^K+ a.^x*

therefore

But

1 ,

= =a 2
4- 4 4A

J
4- . . .

2.4

Hence, comparing these series, we have

a.2
= a^= a6

= ... =0,

and

Also

Hence

!
=

!, 3a3=i, 5%=
1.3

2.4'

1.3.r' 1 .3.5 .

-

'

3 2.4 5 2.4.6' 7

and, as before, this might have been obtained immediately bv

integration of the expansion of

Ex. 3. Again, if a known series be given, we can obtain others

from it by differentiation.

For example, borrowing the series for (sin"
1
^)

2 established in

Ex. 2 of the next Art., viz.

#* 2#* . 2.4 x6
. 2.4.6 a*

we obtain at once by differentiation

2 . 2.4 ,

,
2.4.6sin- 1

.*-

EXAMPLES.

1. Prove log(.>; + V 1 + ^>2

)
= smh- -^=

.r3 ,1.3 ji>

3 >

~~
'

5

2. Prove tanh~ \v= x + '+--+....
3 5
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. Deduce from Ex. 3, Art, 112,

/i
z\\ -i fi % *%A 2.4 x 1

"3 ~3~5~ "~3T5'T"
And hence by putting .r=shi0, prove

6 cot = 1 -
sin2* 2 sin4<? 2 ' 4 si

3 35 3.5 7

[QUARTERLY JOURNAL, vol. vi.]

IV. A NEWTONIAN METHOD.

113. It remains to exemplify a fourth method of pro-

ceeding which may often be employed with advantage,
and moreover is of historical interest, as having been

employed by Newton.

Assume a series for the expansion
I Od> V CC.-, I C-VT tAj ~[ CC-rt*^/ I /
* / U 1 i /

Then form a differential equation in the way indicated

in several of the examples in the preceding chapter.

Substitute the series in the ditferential equation and

equate the coefficients of like powers of x on each side

of the equation. We shall thus get equations enough to

find all the coefficients except one or two of the first which

may be easily obtained from the values of /(O) and /'(()).

Ex. 1. Expand ax in this manner,

I
oo.

/-|
\

jG \j CL Ct'to \ (%."\3G ~t (X'tfrXs ~T~ ^/O'*/' [" . . . . ***** ty J>
^

If v=ax
II C I \Ai

_jL
= rt

x
logt.a=y logc,# ( 2 )

But. = a
]
+2 2

A-+ 3a3
^2+ ...

;
..................... (3)

therefore, substituting from (1) and (3) in the differential equation

(2), 1 + 2a.2x+ 3as.t?
2+ . . .

=
Iogea(a + a^x+ "

2

Hence, comparing coefficients,

3a8=a2log/z, etc.
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Now

therefore

and the series is

Ex. 2. Lety=

a --

^
a*= 1+x logea+ - (logea)

2+

i = (sin-
]

(i)

.r+ . . . + nan^n
~ * + (n+ 1

) w

. .. + w(n
-

l),,.r
n ~ 2 + (w

Now, let y=
therefore y^

=

and =

Picking out the coefficient of xn in the equation (which may be

done without actual substitution] we have

(n+ 2)(?i+ l)an+ o n(n l}an=na, l ;

ft
2

therefore +>= an (2)
(w+ l)(w+ 2)

Now, o /() = (sin'^)
2
,

and if we consider siii" 1
.^ to be the smallest positive angle whose

sne s x,

Hence

Again,

sin- 1 = 0.

=0.

1 =/(0)= 2sin- 10. L ^= 0,
v 1 -0

and

and

Hence, from equation (2), 3, 5 ,
ar, ..., are each =0.

22 22 22
^,

42 22 .42 22
. 42

therefore

etc. = etc. ;

. 22

6!

^^G2

~^8T
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A slightly different method of proceeding is indicated in the

following example.
/VJ /Y*O

Ex. 3. Let y= sin (m sin
~ l
x) = aQ + a-^c + a2 + 3 + ........ (1)

2i I > .

Then y^cos (msm~ l
x) ---

,

whence (1 x^y-f m2
(l y

2
).

Differentiating again, and dividing by 2yl5
we have

(l-^'%2-^1+m2y=0......................... (2)

Differentiating this n times by Leibnitz's Theorem

(l-^2
)yw+2 -(2w + l)^n+1

+ (m
2-w%n=0............. (3)

Now, =
(y}x=o

= sin (m sin~ 1
0)
=

0,

(assuming that sin" 1
;*? is the smallest positive angle whose sine is x)

etc.

an= (yn)x=0'

Hence, putting x= U in equation (3),

Hence a4,
ac,

a8 , ..., each =0,
and 3

= (w
2 1 2)!= m(mi 1 2

)?

a
b
= -

(m
2 -3>3

=w(m2 - I 2)(m
2 - 32

),

etc.

Whence
.

,
. 1Nsin (m sm~%) =M# -

o !

w(w2 - I 2
)(m

2 - 32
)(w

2 - 52
)

, ._-___--#+ ....

The corresponding series for cos (m sin
~ l
x) is

- 22
)

. w2(m2 - 22
)(w2 - 42

)'- -/- -

2! 4! o!

If we write x= sin these series become

.sinm*- Siq > -*" "
siu3.+

"' - -
sinV - etc.,

3! 5!

cos m = - sn + sin**

^(m2 -22
)(m

2 -42)^ 6 f,

6!
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EXAMPLES.

104

1. Ify=(

prove that
ax

and hence that ar ^ 1 =!Ll^ar.

r+1
In this manner find all the coefficients of the Binomial Theorem.

2. If y= sin
" lx= a

Q+ a^x+a^2+ a^P+ . .
.,

prove that

and in this manner deduce the expansion given in Ex. 2, Art. 1 1 2.

3. If y= (tan
~ l
x}

2= a + j# + a^2+ aa^
3+ >

prove that (^+ 2)(/i + l)an+2+ 2w2a /e+ (. -2)(w- l)an_2 =0.

CONTINUITY.

114. DEF. A function is said to be continuous between

any two values of the independent variable involved if,

as that variable is made to assume successively all inter-

mediate values from the one assigned value to the other,

M

N

Fig. 15.

B

the function does not suddenly change its value, but

changes so that for any indefinitely small change in the

variable there is never a change of finite magnitude in

the value of the function.
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115. Suppose the function to be <p(x). Trace the curve

y = <t>(x)
between the ordinates AL(x= a) and BM(x = b).

Then if we find that as x increases through some value,

as ON (Fig. 15), the ordinate
</>(x) suddenly changes from

NP to NQ without going through the intermediate

values, the function is said to be discontinuous for the

value x = ON of the independent variable.

116. Similarly, we may represent geometrically the

discontinuity of a differential coefficient. For M repre-

sents the tangent of the angle which the tangent line to

o A B x

Fig. 16.

the curve makes with the axis of x. If, therefore, as the

point P travels along the curve the tangent suddenly

changes its 'position (as, for example, from PT to PTf

in

the figure), without going through the intermediate

positions, there is a discontinuity in the value of

117. PROP. Ifany function of x, say <j>(x),
vanish when

- = a and when x = b and is finite and continuous, as
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also its first differential coefficient </)'(x)
between those

values, then will <j>(x) vanish for at least one inter-

mediate value.

For if
(j>'(x)

were always positive or always negative

between x= a and x b, <j>(x)
would be continually increas-

ing or continually decreasing between those values (Art.

44), and therefore could not vanish for both x = a and x = b,

which would be contrary to the hypothesis. Hence
</>'(x)

must change sign and therefore vanish for some value of x

intermediate between x = a and x= b.

118. The same thing is obvious at once from a figure.

For, suppose the curve y = <f>(%)
cuts the axis at A

Fig. 17.

O

-R

/A X

Fig. 18.

= a,y = tt)
and B (x = b, y = G), then it is obvious that

if the curve y= <J>(x)
and the inclination of its tangent be
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continuous between A and B, the tangent line must be

parallel to the axis of x at some intermediate point P.

It is also clear that the tangent may be parallel to the

axis ofx at other points between A and B besides P as

in Fig. 18, so that it does not follow that
</>'(x)

vanishes

only once between two contiguous roots of $(x)
= 0.

119. The same proposition is thus enunciated in books

on Theory of Equations: "A real root of the equation

</>'(#)
= lies betiveen every adjacent two of the real

roots of the equation <j)(x)
= "

;
and is known as

Rolle's Theorem.

120. Remainder after the first n terms have been taken

from Taylor's Series.

There is much difficulty in giving a rigorous direct

proof of Taylor's Series, as might be expected from the

highly general character of the result to be established.

It is therefore found easier to consider what is left

after n terms of Taylor's Series have been taken from

<p(x+ h). If the form of this remainder be such that it-

can be made smaller than any assignable quantity when

sufficient terms of the series are taken, the difference

between
<j>(x+ h] and Taylor's Series for (j>(x+h) will be

indefinitely small, and under these circumstances we

shall be able to assert the truth of the theorem. The

following investigations of an expression for the remainder

are taken, with few changes, from Bertrand's " Traite de

Calcul Differentiel et Integral."

Let R denote the remainder after n terms of Taylor's

Series have been taken from </>(x+h) ;
so that
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Let ic+ 7i= JT, hence

(n-1)!
............. (2)

,'

Put R = -
P, a form suggested by the remaining

t V

terms of Taylor's Series. Consider the function formed

by writing z instead of x throughout the left-hand

member of equation (2) except in P, which is therefore

independent of z. Call the function thus obtained F(z).

Hence

-

We shall assume that
<j>(z)

and all its difijerential

coefficients up to the nth inclusive are finite and

continuous between the values x and X of the variable 2.

It is clear from equation (2) that F(x) = 0, also by putting
z=X in (3) we have F(X) = ;

also F(z) and ^(0) are finite

and continuous between these values of the variable z.

Hence F'(z) vanishes for some value of z intermediate

betiveen x and X, say for z = x+ Q(Xx), where is a

properfraction. Differentiating equation (3) with respect

to z, the terms alternately destroy each other except at

the end of the series, and we have left

whenc e
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that value of z being taken which makes F\z} vanish.

Hence, remembering that X x = h, the true value of R
hn

sought is $
n(+0h) .............

.

............ (5)

The theorem may therefore be written

h2

where is a, proper fraction.

If then the form of the function 0(a?) be such that by
hn

making n sufficiently great the expression */>

n
(x+Ok)

it i

can be made less than any assignable quantity however

small, we can make the true series for
<j>(x+ ti) differ by

as little ax we please from Taylor's form
h2

) + h(p'(x) + ,<p"(x) + . . .to o>.

The above form of the remainder is due to Lagrange,
and the investigation is spoken of as Lagrange's Theorem

on the Limits of Taylor's Theorem.

121. A different form of the remainder is due to Cauchy.
In equation (2) put R = (X x)P and proceed as

before, then, instead of equation (4), we shall have

(n 1)1

which vanishes as before for some value of z between

z= x and z= X = x+ h
t say for z = x -f- Oh ;

whence

. _

and therefore R=~ -<j>
n(x+0h\

(n 1)1
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122. Another form is obtained by Scblornilch and Rocbe

by assuming a slightly different form for R, viz.,

p+ 1

This gives, instead of equation (4),

whence
(n L)\

n .-

and JK

The last form includes the two former as particular

cases; for putting p-\-l=n it reduces to Lagrange's

result, and putting p= it reduces to Cauchy's.

123. The corresponding forms of remainder for Mac-

laurin's Theorem are obtained by writing for x and

x for h, when the three expressions investigated above

become respectively
. _ ft\n -p -

,

_ --, -,nr (n\). (n 1)1 (p+\

124. The student should notice the special cases of

equation (6), Art. 120, when n= l, 2, 3, etc., viz.,

1.2

+ h) = <l>(x)+ h<j>'(x) + '-$"(x+ OJt),

etc.

All that is known with respect to the in each case being

that it is a proper fraction.

125. Geometrical Illustration.

It is easy to give a geometrical illustration of the

equation <f>(x+ li)
=

<p(x) + h(J>'(x+ Oh).
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For let a;, </>(%),
be the co-ordinates of a point P on the

curve y= <J>(%),
and let ic+fr, <j)(x-{-h) be the co-ordinates

of another point Q, also on the curve. And suppose the

curve and the inclination of the tangent to the curve to

the axis of x to be continuous and finite between P and

Q ;
draw PM, QN perpendicular to X and PL perpen-

dicular to Q-ZV", then

<t>(x+h)-<j>(x)_NQ-MP_LQ_T ~MN~
--

Fig. 19.

Also, x+ 6h is the abscissa of some point R on the curve

between P and Q, and
<j>'(x+ 6h) is the tangent of the

angle which the tangent line to the curve at R makes

with the axis of x. Hence the assertion that

is equivalent to the obvious geometrical fact that there

must be a point R somewhere between P and Q at which

the tangent to the curve is parallel to the chord PQ.

126. The cases in which Taylor's Theorem is said to fail

are those in which it happens

(1) That
(j>(x),

or one of its differential coefficients,
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becomes infinite between the values of the vari-

able considered
;

(2) Or that 0(#), or one of its differential coefficients,

becomes discontinuous between the same values
;

hn

(3) Or that the remainder,
-

'-.d>
n
(x+ Qh). cannot be made

n !

r

to vanish in the limit when n is taken sufficiently

large, so that the series does not approach a finite

limit.

Ex. If 00) = *Jx

Hence Taylor's Theorem gives

If, however, we put #= 0, ^ becomes infinite, while

becomes

Thus, as we might expect, we fail at the second term to expand
v//i in a series of integral powers of h.

127. In Art. 107 the proof of Taylor's Theorem is not

general, the assumption being made that a convergent

expansion in ascending positive integral powers of x
is possible. The above article points out clearly when
this assumption is legitimate.

For any continuous function in which the (p+ l)
th

differential coefficient is the first to become infinite or

discontinuous for the value x of the variable, the theorem
IP

<t>(x+ h) = 0(oj)+ h<j>'(x) +...+ <f>*(x+ OK),
p.

which involves no differential coefficients of higher ordero
than the^

11

,
is rigorously true, although Taylor's Theorem,
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IIP JiP+ l

fails to furnish us with an intelligible result.

Ex. If 0(#) = (#-)*,
5 3

we have <f>'(x)
= -(x - a}^,

a

and Taylor's Theorem gives

2 4 2! s (x-a) 3!

which fails at the fourth term when x a.

But Equation 6 of Art. 120 gives the result

(x+h-d)%= (x-a}? + ^-(x-a^li+
l

-(
2i 4 2 !

which, in the case when x=a, reduces to

64

"225'

and this obeys the only limitation necessary, viz., that 6 should be

a proper fraction,

128. The remarks made with respect to the failure of

Taylor's Theorem obviously also apply to the particular

form of it, Maclaurin's Theorem, so that Maclaurin's

Theorem is said to fail when any of the expressions 0(0),

0'(0), 0"(0), ... become infinite, or if there be a dis-

continuity in the function or any of its differential

coefficients as x passes through the value zero, or if the

xn
remainder

\<j>

n
(Qx} does not become infinitely small when

H
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n becomes infinitely large, for in this case the series is

divergent and does not tend to any finite limit.

129. Examples of Expansions by Maclaurin's Theorem,

with investigation of Remainder after n terms.

Ex. 1. Let /(#) = *,

then f"(x} = a*(logecr)", and /*(0) = (loga)
n

.

Hence the formula

gives

'n 1 \r
(H 1)1

Now '

^'"v can ke made smaller than any assignable quantity

by sufficiently increasing n
;
hence the remainder, after n terms of

Maclaurin's Theorem have been taken, ultimately vanishes when n
is taken very large, and therefore Muclaurin's Theorem is applicable
and gives

-t- . . to oc.

Ex. -2. Let #

Hence /(0) = 0, /(0) = 1, /'(0)= -1, /"(0) = 2 ...,

And the Lagrange-formula for the remainder, after n terms of Mac-

laurin's Series have been subtracted from /(#), viz.
* x

', becomes
nl

i> \ n
<
' \

r^J 5

n

and if x be not greater than 1, and positive, is a proper frac-

tion, and therefore by making 7* sufficiently large the above re-

mainder ultimately vanishes, and therefore Maclaurin's Theorem

is applicable and gives

where x lies between and 1 inclusive.
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It appears that if we consider /(.#)
=

log(l -x) the remainder is

I (
x V

n\\-Qxl
'

In this form it is not clear that the limit of the remainder -is zero.

But if we choose for this example Cauchy's form of remainder,
Art. 123, it reduces to

,y _ /J M
and if x be positive and less than unity,

- is also less than
l "x

J /jp _ Qx\ n

unity, and therefore ---
(
-- 1 can be made as small as we like-^7

by sufficiently increasing n. Hence Maclaurin's series is applicable

ff-i
-3

_^4
and gives log(l #)=# -

. . . to QO .

t

BERNOULLI'S NUMBERS.

x cx I 1
130. To expand u=f(x} = - - r * powers of x.

2i (j 1

Let u=f(x) and u'=f(Q\

u^f(x] and '

2 =/"(0),

with a similar notation for higher differential coefficients. Then

Maclaurin's Theorem gives

Changing the sign of x we see that the left hand member of this

equation remains unaltered
;
hence we have

u= u' - xu\ + ~-n'.2
-

. . .
,

and by subtraction

whence, by equating to zero the coefficients of the several powers of

x, we infer that u'-,
=u\=u' r= ... =0,x o o *

so that the expansion contains no odd powers of x.
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Again, since ~
2

we have, by differentiating,

e*(u2 + 2Ul+ u)= u2+ (x + 2)~
2

x
,

x

etc.,

and putting #=0 in these equations we obtain from the first, third,

fifth, etc., ^'

7w'6+ 35u\+ 21 u'z + u'= |,

etc.,

giving u'= l, u'z
=k u\= -A, ^'6=TV, u'8

= -&, etc.

Hence
*

.

2 e*-l 6 2! 30 4! 42 6! 30 8!

This series introduces a set of coefficients which are found of

great importance in the higher branches of analysis. The series is

frequently written in the form

and the numbers JS
lt B%, BM ..., which are calculated above are

called Bernoulli's numbers, having been first discovered and used

by James Bernoulli.

The coefficients of this expansion have.been investigated as far

as the term containing o^2
by Bothe, and published in Crelle's

Journal.

131. Many important expansions can be deduced from that of

x e*+l
2 *-!'

For example,

.
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Writing ix for #, t^
1 coth u? becomes x cot #, and we have

92r2 04,r4
# cot x= 1 -B^L - J53

~~

Again, tan x= cot x 2 cot 2#

EXAMPLES.

1. Prove sin ax = ax - -
-\ -...+ sin -- + ..., and *

3! 5! n\ 2

that the remainder after r terms may be expressed as

arxr
. / a TTT\

sin I aux + 1.

rl \ 2/
'

2. Prove cos ax I- -+- -...+ cos-' - + ..., and
2! 4! nl 2

that the remainder after r terms may be expressed as

cos (a@x + -
-J.

arxr

r\

3. Prove (1 -)-=!

(r-1)!
xr

'

4. Expand and find the general term of the expansion of

bx.

RESULTS. l+ax
2! 3!

r

I*L M\2 /

General term = { ' cos I n tan
[
n tan l-W*.

\ a)
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5. Expand sinh3# and cosh3
a;, giving the general term in eacli

case.

6. Find the first three terms of the expansion in powers of x

of log (1 + tan x). RESULT, x - \^ + fx* + ....

7. Expand log (1 +x?e?) as far as the term containing a,-
5

.

x5

RESULT, x3
-f x'1 +

'

....

8. Expand as far as the term containing x4

(1) log (1 +cos#)
and (2) log(l +csin:e).

Io2---
RESULTS. ! 4 *

\^(2)
x -$x -f . . .

9T 1 ** ft"*7 1 f*"L> f\t+ C\"E
. Prove log cos x= -- _- 2 - 1 o -2/2 . , .

*
2 4

10. Prove log 'tuft'"x o 160

x2 7
11. Prove logo; cot x= "ss85*""'

-P, sinha- a?
2

.i
ij

12. Prove log
_ =

B
-_...

tan- 1^ a;
3 13 .

251
13. Prove log- = -

T +
g5*--__^...

H. Prove e*"=l +x + *'- i

%
2 3 1'4 5

15. Prove

16. Prove log

x3 25 1^
I/. Prove log .-
18. Prove

/>>2 / * * ' o*
1* >y*} />(>

, /1 O v i// ^*C */ */ **->

log (l-x + ,-)= -a+ + + . . -
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19. Prove

...

20. Prove (1 + x)
x = I + x* - xs + fx

4 -
|x

5
. . .

Expand Examples 21 to 30 in ascending integral powers of :r.

21. tan" 1^ + tanh" 1
^.

22. tan- 1-2
+ 8inli-

1

\

24,

25. tan~ ]

26. tan-1

Jl-x2

27. sec-1 L

n o '

28. sin
'

1l

Ck f\ 1"-'
~~

-/

29. cos -.

x + x

30. sinh- 1

(3c +

31. If y = e
n siu * = -f a^' + 2

x2 + a^ + > Prove

= "'
2)

(3)

5!

(.4) Deduce from (3), by expanding the left side according
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to the exponential theorem and equating the coefficients of a,

a2
,

the series for sin" 1

^, (sin"
1

^)
2

,
. .

.,
and show that if in

I SlTl"~ '/* I

the development of
, viz.,

x> I x:i 1.3 a?

I 2*3 2^*5 '

every number which occurs be increased by unity, the

x2 2 cc
4 2 . 4 x9

result,., _+ +_. f + ...

(sin-^)2is equal to --'. tT>
~

2 [PROFESSOR CAYLEY.J

32. Prove that if log^ =

and hence find the coefficient of x5 in the expansion of y by
Maclaurin's Theorem.

[I.
C. S. EXAM.]

33. If y satisfy the equation *L - m2
y = 0, and if the first

and second terms of its expansion be respectively A +B and
A-yj *t/yvv

(Am -
m)x, show that the general term is {A + (

-
\)

kB\ .

k\

Hence show that y = Aemx + Be""*.

34. If y satisfy the differential equation

and the first terms of the expansion of y are

k'2 b2
1 - kx + - - x2 + . . .

lj

continue the expansion.

35. If a.n be the coefficient of xn in the expansion of e
xsmx

show that . nir
sin

_
an-l , n-2 _ -3 , __?

1! 2T 3! ~^"
[I.

C. S. EXAM.]
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'
36. From y = (x + \/l + x2

)

n obtain a linear differential

equation with rational algebraic coefficients, and by means of it

find the expansion of y in ascending powers of x.

, 37. From the relation y = ^ ' obtain a linear differential
1 -x

equation with rational algebraic coefficients, and by means of it

find the expansion of y in ascending powers of x.

38. If tan y = l+ax + bx*2
, expand y in powers of x as far as

a?.
[I.

0. S. EXAM.]
39. If A

,
Av etc., be the successive coefficients in the

expansion of
2/
= e

co8mx+sinwa:
prove

m ( . vnmr
A ( TIT . rir\ |^B+ i

= - -.--< A n + 2j. -~An_r[cos
-sin

)
V.

n+ 1 ( r\ \ 2 2/ J

[I.
C. S. EXAM.]

'

40. If anx
n + an+lx

n+1 + aw+2#
n+2 be three consecutive terms of

the expansion of (1
- x2

^sin~
lx in powers of x

} prove that

also that all even terms vanish, and that the expansion is

1,2 2.4 7rv _ />v /vO /ytl _

v Q^ K
'

O
-

K
-

>T6 o.o 0.5.7

[QUARTERLY JOURNAL.]
41. Show that if a rational integral function of x vanish for

n values between given limits, its first and second differential

coefficients will vanish for at least (n
-

1) and (n
-

2) values of

x respectively between the same limits. Illustrate these results

geometrically. [I.
C. S. EXAM.]

42. Prove that no more than one root of an equationf(x)
=

can lie between any adjacent two of the roots of the equation

/'(*) = 0.

43. Show that the following expressions are positive for all

positive values of x :

(i.) (aj-

(ii.) (x-
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(*

* \ /

in.) (sc-

(iv.) x-

[N.B. By Art. 44, if ^ be positive, y is increasing when

.' is increasing. Hence, if y be positive when x = 0, and if also

be positive as x increases from to oo, it follows that y
dy
dx

will be positive for all positive values of x.

44. Show for what values of x and at what differential co-

efficient Taylor's Theorem will fail if

45. Can logcc or tan" 1

*/? be expanded by Maclaurin's
\a

Theorem in a series of ascending positive integral powers of x 1

_1
46. Iff(x) = e *, how does Maclaurin's Theorem fail for an

expansion in ascending powers of xl Is f(x) continuous as .>

passes through zero ?

47. If/<X) = show that there is a discontinuity in

df(x) as x passes through zero.
dx

48. Prove

*

49. If

prove that

6 = log x,

du
u +x- +

dx 2\ dx*

"d& 2!
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50. Deduce from Taylor's Theorem, by putting // = -
,
the

series

fix) =/(0) + */>) -
/ + / -^

. O

[JOHN BERNOULLI.]
51. Prove

in 6) Bin 6- ' sin 20
&

(h sin 0)
3

. o/i (/* sin 0)
4

+ - - sin 36 - -L- sin 4:0 -f etc.
,

3 4

where as = cot 6.

52. Verify the following deductions from Ex. 51 :

W7T
f\ ' a COS2

n /) COS3 /j COS4
- = + cos0.sm0 + - -sm20 + - sm30 + -
2i 2t o 4-

by putting Jt = x cot 0.

(2) {=;f2 2

by putting h= - *Jl+x2 = - -
-fl-am 6

/3\ _ 1 sin 20 1 sin 30 1 sin 40

2 ~cos^0 2
' oW

"

3
'

coW
"

4
'

"cos*0

"

by putting h = - x -

x sin 0. cos 0' [EULER.]

53. If J ^' L be a rational fraction in which the denominator
F(x)

has n factors, each equal to x -
a, and the remaining factors are

x - h, x- k, etc., so that F(x) = (x- a)
n
(f>(x)

where

(f>(x)
=

(x h) (x
-

k) . . .
,

prove that

_ __
a)

n
<j>(a) (x

-
a)"-

1 da \ <f>(a)

1)!

2
!(

- o)"
~a da2 ^(a)

x _

d*-i j /(a) (
ZT

! c^ft"- 1
( (/>/,;

- a j *- /*
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54. Establish the following approximations to the length of

a circular arc :

Let C be the chord of the whole arc,

H do. half the arc,

Q do. quarter the arc.

QIT_ r*

(1) Arc= - -_
-nearly. [HUYGHENS.]o

/ON A C + 256$-40#
(2) Arc = - J3L_ .

nearly.

Examine the closeness of the approximation in each case.

, 55. In the equation

show that the limiting value of 6 as h is indefinitely diminished

is J.

[Expand f'(x + Oh) in the above in powers of Ok, and also

f(x + h) in powers of h, and compare the two series, remember-

ing that itself, being a function of x and h, may be written

= A
Q + A l

h + A 2
h2

-f ... where A
Q ,
A

l
... are functions of x.

The term A Q will be the limiting value of 6 when ^, = 0.

56. In the equation

f(x + h) =f(x) + hf(x
if be expanded in powers of 7i, the first four terms will be

l.

5760
2
3

suffixes being used to denote differentiations.

57. Find by division the first six of Bernoulli's coefficients.

T, 1 1 1 1 5 691
y

6' 30' 42' 30' 66' ^730*

58. Prove by continuing the differentiations in Art. 130 that

a formula from which the values of the coefficients
lt

JB
3 ... can

be successively deduced by putting n = 2, 4, 6, etc.

MOIVRE.]
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(Q
\2-

j.
i in powers of 0.

sin #/

[Differentiate expansion of cot 0, Art. 131.]

60. Prove

= 1 + 2(2 -l)}sin 6/ 2 ! 4 !

[Use cosec = cot- - cot and Art. 131.]
a

61. Prove

tanh a = ?
"2T ~rr

62. By taking the logarithmic differential of the expression

for sin 6 in factors and comparison of the expansion of the

result with that of 0cot 6 (Art. 131), show that

/? _
-J

( ^') J i i i i

2 1
~ '

i o \.>n I f)'in Q2w "*"**
f

\ /TTi ( 4 O )

_2(2n)! 1

-^i [RAABE.]

where II| 1 - ) denotes the continued product of such factors

\ r2

"/

as 1 -

^
for all integral prime values of r from 2 to oo .

63. Expand sin(mtan~
1
a;)(l

in powers of x.



CHAPTER VI.
i

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIATION.

132. Functions of Several Independent Variables.

Our attention has hitherto been confined to methods

for the differentiation of functions of a single independent
variable. In the present chapter we propose to discuss

the case in which several such variables occur. Such

functions are common
;
for instance, the area of a triangle

\
depends upon two variables, viz., the base and the alti-

tude; while the volume of a rectangular box depends

upon three, viz., its length, breadth, and depth ;
and it is

plain that each of these variables may vary independently
of the others.

133. Partial Differentiation.

If a differentiation of a function of several independent
variables be performed with regard to aii}^ one of them

just as if the others were constants, it is said to be a

partial differentiation.
^ 7*i

The symbols etc., are used to denote suchM ^y

ifferentiations, and the expressions etc., are
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called partial differential coefficients with regard to x, ?/,

etc., respectively.

Thus if, for instance,

u exy sin z,

'du
we have -

9aj

= xexy sin 0,

= e cos 0.

134. Analytical Meaning.

The meanings of the differential coefficients thus formed

are clear
;
for if we denote u by f(x, y, z] the operation

denoted by ^ may be expressed as
ox

, . ., /.

and similarly tor - or

135. Geometrical Illustration.

It will throw additional light upon the subject of

partial differentiation if we explain the geometrical

meaning of the process for the case of two independent
variables.

Let PQRS be an elementary portion of the surface

=/(#, 2/) cut off by the four planes
Y = y, Y= y+ Sy \ [Capital letters representing
X = x, X = x-\-Sx ) current co-ordinates],

so that the co-ordinates of the corners P, Q, R, S are

for P x, y, f(x, y),
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forQ
for 8
and for R

, y+ 8y),

, y+Sy).

Fig. 20.

If PLMN be a plane through P, parallel to the plane
of xy, and cutting the ordinates of P, Q, R, S in P, L, M,N
respectively, we have

-f(x, y),

-f(x, y).

(1)

MR =f(x +Sx,
^0

Hence the partial differential coefficient
' '

n
obtained byuX

considering y a constant is

= Li tan

tangent of the angle which the tangent at P to the

curved section PQ (parallel to the plane xz) makes

with a line drawn parallel to the axis of x.

ff

Similarly -, which is obtained on the supposition
dy

that x is constant
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(3)
= tangent of the angle which the tangent at P to a

section parallel to the plane of yz makes with a

parallel to the axis of y.

136. If the tangent plane at P to the surface cut LQ,
MR, NS in Q/ R'

',
S' respectively,

Q' = ~'
.Sx, ............ (4)ox

(5)

Also the section made on the tangent plane by the four

bounding planes of the element is a parallelogram,
and the height of its centre above the plane PLMN is

given by \MR' and also by ^(LQ+ NS'}, which proves
that MR' = LQ'+NS'

The expressions proved in (4), (5), and (6) are first

approximations to the lengths LQ, NS, and MR respec-

tively, and differ from those lengths by small quantities

of higher order than PL and PN, and which are there-

fore negligible in the limit when Sx and Sy are taken

very small. The investigation of the total values of

LQ, NS, MR must be postponed until we have investi-

gated the extension of Taylor's Theorem to functions of

several variables. (Art. 156.)

137. Differentials.

It is useful at this point to introduce a new notation,

which will prove especially convenient from considera-

tions of symmetry.
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Let Dx, Dy, Dz be quantities either finite or infinitesi-

inally small whose ratios to one another are the same as

the limiting ratios of Sx, Sy, Sz, when these latter are

ultimately diminished indefinitely. We shall call the

quantities thus defined the differentials ofx, y, z. Also, as

we shall be merely concerned with the ratios of these quan-

tities, and any equation into which they may enter will be

homogeneous in them, it is unnecessary to define them

farther or to obtain absolute values for them. The student

is warned again (see Art. 41) that the differential coefficient

dii
-., is to be considered as the result of performing the

operation represented by -j- upon y, an operation de-

scribed in Art. 39. The dy and dx of the symbol
~
Cvi//

cannot therefore be separated, and have separately no

meaning, and hence have no connection with the differen-

tials Dx and Dy as defined in the present article
;
but at

the same time we have by definition

Dy : Dx = Limit of the ratio Sy :

Sy -

dx'

dii
and therefore Dy= -

Dy
and (which is a fraction)

-J*- (which is the result of the pro-

cess of Art. 39).
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We have used a capital in the differentials Dx, Dy, Dz
for the purpose of explanation, and for the avoidance of

any confusion between the notation for differentials and

for differential coefficients; but when once understood

there is no necessity for the continuance of the capital

letter, and it is usual in the higher branches of mathe-

matics to denote the same quantities by dx, dy, dz.

Hence we shall in future adopt this notation.

138. Equation 6 of Art. 136 may now be written

, ,
,

'dz
dz= ax + r-

dx ay
when Sx, Sy, Sz become infinitesimally small. This value

of dz is termed the total differential of z with regard to x

and y. The toted differential of z is therefore equal to

the sum of the partial differentials formed under the

supposition that y and x are alternately constant.

Ex. Consider the surface

then
^= wand, =x

t

ox dy
whence dz=xdy+ydx.

139. It is easy to pass from a form in which differentials

are used to the equivalent form in terms of differential

coefficients. For instance, the equation
dz , dz ,

/w>"y _ /i <y* _J ri <? i
\J(j<O ^r \JvvU |^ ^_ \JUU

ox oy

may be at once written

dz _
dz dx dz dy

dt dx dt dy dt'

where t is some fourth variable in terms of which
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each of the variables
,/;, y, z may be expressed ;

-for

z =-. dt, dx = -7. dt, dy = f,
. dt (Art. 137).

Similarly the equation

may, by the same article, be written in the language of

differential coefficients as

(dx\* (dy\*
\~d~s) +Us/ '

or

or

or

dt dt
(dyV
\dtr

(ds\
2

_
\dx)

~
dx '

''//> \dy)
'

140. Total Differential (Analytical). Two independent
variables. We may investigate the total differential of

the function <p(x, y) analytically as follows :

Let u =
<p(x, y),

and when x becomes x+ k and y becomes y + 7c, let u
become u+ Su, then

and ^(x} y)

i

li

and when we proceed to the limit in which h and /

become indefinitely small we have

/.-=o >
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and

Also du : dx : dy = the ultimate ratios of Su : h : k, hence

du du

141. Several independent variables.

We may readily extend this result to a function of

three or of any number of variables.

Let u=
(f>(xv x,2 ,

a?
3 ),

and let the increments of xv x.3 ,
xy be respectively hv h#

hv and let the corresponding increment of u be Su ;
then

Su (p(xl

u

, ]? 0> 3, o, .

; \ . .

whence, on taking the limit and substituting the ratios

du : dx
l

: dx
2

: dx
B

instead of the ultimate ratios of

h^ : h
2

: h
B ,
we have

7 7 1du= - dx,+ -dx*+ - dx
,

i.e., the total differential of u when xv x
z ,
x
3 , all vary is

the sum of the partial differentials obtained under the

supposition that when each one in turn varies the others

are constant.

142. And in exactly the same way if

U -=

du 7 du 1 du 7 du 7we have du = ax* + - dx9+ r -dx* -f . . . + -dxn .9 * . . .

dx
2

dx
s

dxn
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143. Total Differential Coefficient

T J / \

where x
l
and x

2
are known functions of a single variable

a;, we have du =

and remembering that

dx dx

we obtain
<5# 'dx

1

'

cfcc

And similarly, if u=

'v

dx

'du

dx
'

where x
') Xn)yry, = (>

l , 2 , ..., n ,

-
> ^n> are known functions of x, we obtain

du *du dx &U dx *du dxn
dx

*du dx
r

&U dx
2

'dx^' dx *dx
2

'

dx
'

^ 2 '?)xn
'

dx'

And further, if xv x2 ,
xy ...,xn be each known functions

of several variables x, y,z, ..., we shall have in the same

way the series of relations

, x.
'

'dx
'

"dxn
'

'dx

t " " '

dxn
'

'by
'

etc.

144. An Important Case.

The case in which u =
(/>(x, y),

y being a function of x, is from its frequent occurrence

worthy of special notice.

(0 du 30 30 dy
Here, by Art.

since
dx

dx
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145. Differentiation of an Implicit Function.

If we have 0(#; y)
=

0,

then
(fr(x+ h, y+ k)

= 0,

and the Su of Art. 140 vanishes. Proceeding as in that

article we obtain ~
-+

-*- -=^ = 0,

or
dx

This is a very useful formula for the determination of

-7 in cases in which the relation between x and y is an
dx

implicit one, of which the solution is inconvenient or

impossible.

dy
^itA/j y y *AJ ~| y ^ix/i^-y

\_/
y

i i i M i

Here

Ex. 0(.^, ?/) = ^f
3+ ?/

3 %aa?u=
;
find -.

dx

ox

and

>

a?/

146. Order of Partial Differentiations Commutative.

Suppose we have any relation

where a is a constant, and that by differentiation we

obtain

it is obvious that the result of differentiating <f>(x, a)
would be F(x, a) ;

that is, the operation of changing a

to a may be performed either before or after the

differentiation, with the same result. We may put this

statement into another form, thus : Let Ea be an
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operative symbol such that when applied to any function

of a it will change a to a, -i.e., such that

EJ(a) =/(').
then in operating upon the function

(j>(x, a) the operations

Ea and ,- are commutative, that is,

Next, suppose

x
d *

**)-&*
z =

<}>(x, y).
~\ *-\

The partial differential operations and have been
dx dy

defined to be such that when the operation with regard
to either variable is performed the other variable is to be

considered constant. We propose to show that these

operations are commutative, i.e., that

d d d d
z = z.

dx dy dy dx

Let Ey denote the operation of changing y to y+ Sy in

any function to which it is applied; then Ey and the

partial operation ^
are commutative symbols. And

ox

J-, d<p(x, y) d<fi(x, y)

3/n fl /~Y* /n/Y*
\~s . w- \JiAj \*JUU * "T~"\ /*

^ yTv/T1 4i \ ^ i ,1" s A rlAT I IOT
^N ^, W*^> V )

jL/?/OV= ft"

~
9 VV JL/t?l.

Q4J **** V -*^ I **

F ,
(/r&y(f>(x, y)-

'dx

o

yvU; //) </>(, ?/)

dx
d

^d

dx
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147. Another Proof.
Cs ^\

The symbols and may also be shown to be

commutative as follows :

By definition

, y)
- 00, y)

,, ,

and _ (h(x, y)
9?/ Ba

<f>(x+h,y+k)-<l>(x,y+k) , (/>(x+h, y}-<f>(x, y}~~ - -

0~ i

i-.
-

- Ltlh=Q

p.
--\

And, similarly,
-

; ^>(^, 2/) may be shown equal to

i/

the same expression.

148. Extension of Rule.

This rule admits of easy extension by its repeated

application. Thus

cn/dx
l aw 3 V' , / a Yf ^ \" ,

S,m,larly ^- 0.

Also if we have more than two independent variables

for instance, if u= <j>(x, y, z)
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so that the order in which the differentiations are

performed is immaterial in the final result.

149. Notation.

- It is usual to adopt for

the more convenient notation

and the propositions above enunciated will then be

.,
written

'dy'dx
2 '

'd
m+nu

etc.

150. The formulae here established may be easily verified in any
particular example.

Ex. Let

then

and

^- =y cos (xy) ,

\a

oyox
= cos xy xy sin xti................ ..(1)

and

^- =
oy

-- = cos xy
-
xy sin xy,

Oxoy
(2)

and the agreement of equations (1) and (2) verifies for this

example the result of Arts. 146, 147.

151. It is convenient to use the letters p, q, r, s, t, to

denote the partial differential coefficients
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where is a given function of the two variables x and y.

Hence we have, if z =
<p(x, y\

dz =pdx + qdy, Art. 140
;

and to obtain -- from the implicit relation
cf>(x, 2/)

= 0,

iwe have P
CMC

152. To obtain the Second Differential Coefficient of an

Implicit Function.

To obtain ?4 we have only to differentiate the last
j~J

/yi
v

result of the preceding article
; thus,

a ~~~~

ft ^1 1 /Tr^y* "*

\AJ ijt \AjUU

dx2 o2

Now dp 'dp 'dp dy ( p\ qrps
dor,

do do do dy ,( p\ qs ptand _^ =
.^-+^ y=s + t{-^}=- -,

ax ox dy ax \ q/ q

-P(
qs-pt

o
giving: --, o = : - :

o
: *

dx2 a2

q
2r 2pqs

/^<
Similarly ~, etc., may be found, but the results are

CljX

complicated.
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1. If

prove

and verify the formula -

Oxoy

2. Verify the formula

oases :

EXAMPLES.

du dx
,

civ= m - J
<i x

'dxdy 'b

in each of the following

(1) w = sin~" 1^.
x

/0 s JC-U-
2) u=~"

a2 - z2

(3)

(4)

3. If

show that

4. If

prove
and

and hence that

and that xdy -ydx=r2dd.

K Tf<J. J-I U=

prove x~^-=y.

6. Prove that if

~9' T7>
==

'

7. Show that if

x=r cos 6 and y= r sin 6,

dx= cos ddr r sin 6d6,

di/= sin ddr -f r cos 6dO
;

a2
?/
3

dx1
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u II CM v
153. To find -, and

-^- from the equations

Jx, y, z)
= 0,

F
s(x, y, z)

= 0.

Here, as in Art. 145,

=
'dx 'dy

'

dx 'dz
'

dx

"dz
'

dx

Solving these equations we obtain

dy dz

dx dx

'dx 'dx 'dy 'dx 'dy

'dy 'dz

which orive the values of , and -A
dx dx

Ex. Given y=f
1

l(xj z),

and z=Fx

prove

154. Given that

x
} y,z..., ,?),..., and

/orm a system of independent variables, to shoiv that
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Let

so that

then

and

Similarly

and

etc.,

. '.
=1- 1>etc-

. 'dy.
;
'

-

1

?>t
*'

j

'dx
l

'

"

155. Hence we have the following identity of opera-

tors, viz. :-

and as the variables are all independent and the opera-
tors partial,

?>\n

^"
the development being made in formal analogy with the

Multinomial Theorem,.

For example, in the case of
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9F 3F
we shall have = A -

-f *?B

_|_

etc.

TAYLOR'S THEOREM. EXTENSION.

156. To expand <p(x;+ h, y+k) in powers of h and

By Taylor's Theorem we obtain

d<b(x+k,y)^
<p(x+h,

and expanding each term we have

7 v

, y+k) =

-dy

+ . T__

<) ' O\ 2 ' *

or, as it may be written symbolically,

(*-N̂
+

157. Since it is immaterial whether we first expand
with regard to k and then with regard to h, or in the

opposite order, we obtain by comparison of the coefficient

of hk in the two results the important theorem

'dy'dx

-already established in Arts. 146, 147.
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158. Further Extension. Several Variables.

The form of the general term in the preceding case and

the further extension of Taylor's Theorem to the expan-
sion of a function of several variables is more readily

investigated as follows :

Let #(#+ $, 2/-M, )

be called F(t). Then Maclaurin's Theorem gives

F(t) = F(0) + tF'(0)+|/"
and by Art. 155

and since the variables x, y, ..., are independent of t, we

may put t = either before or after the operation has

been performed.

Hence ^(0) =(^ + >j~+ . .

.)V& y> )

We thus obtain

(
t
2

Now, putting h=
gt,

k= rjt, l = fy, ..., we obtain

<l>(x+ht

a'+ eh'
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159. Extension of Maclaurin's Theorem.

Moreover, if we put x = and
2/
= 0, and then write x

for h and y for k, we have an extension of Maclaurinx

Theorem which, for two independent variables, may be

written

)-*. >+*(!).+.

+ etc.

160. If we now recur to Art. 136 we see that the true

value of ME is f(x+ Sx,y+ 8y) f(x, y)

Ij^Sy*} + etc,.
^>y

L
I

showing what error was made in that article in taking
MR' as an approximation to the correct value.

The student will find no difficulty in writing down the

true values of the lengths of LQ or NS.

EULER'S THEOREMS ON HOMOGENEOUS FUNCTIONS.

161. If 11 = A xayP+Bxa
'yP'+ . . . = lAxa

yP, say, where

T ,7 'du
to show that x^-+ y--= nu.

By differentiation we obtain

K
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x-^ ^^

then a; 4- y = 2-4a#

= nu.

It is clear that this theorem can be extended to the case

of three or of any number of independent variables, and

that if, for example,
u=AxayPzy -f Bx-'yPzy' -f . . .

where a+ /34-y = a'+ /3'+ y'
= ... =n,

,, .,, ?>u
, ,

then will 05^-+ y + z--= nu.*

The functions thus described are called homogeneous

functions of the nih
degree.

162. We now put the same theorem in a more general
form.

DEF. A homogeneous function of the nih
degree is one

which can be put in the form

Let

Put

= x"F(
y

, \ ..AW x /

X X

whencewiujiice - ---

ox x2 dx x2

_ etc"~~ "j VJUO.

Now, since u = n
^( Y, Z, . . .

),
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_ /v.- __" '-"'
etc. = etc.

Finally, multiplying by x
t y y

z
y
... respectively, and adding

-

//
| ' " )=ff

163. If 16 be a homogeneous function of x and ^ of the

degree, - will be homogeneous functions of the
,

dx &y

(w--l)
th

degree, and applying the result of Art. 162 to

/ 9 9 \du . .'bu
these we have _ _-_ = ^_l_,

Multiplying by x and ?/ we have on addition

/= w- 11

Similarly we may proceed and finally by induction

establish a general theorem of similar character, but of

higher order; but it is better to adopt the method

hereafter applied in Art. 166.

164. If F=un+ ?.frn_i-f uH _ 2 +... + w,
2 4-i^+ ^o,

where un ,
w u _ 1} ... are homogeneous functions of degrees

n, n - - 1
, ... respectively. Then
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= nun+ (n I)un .i+ (n
=nV {un _i+ 2un_ 2 +3ifcn_3+ . . . + (n

Hence if F=0

165. Let u = </>(Hn),
where # is a homogeneous func

n of the 7i
th

degree.

Suppose we obtain from this equation

^-\ *-\

then XF
(
U } +% F^+-=nH >

r,,, , .

-

r,, .

or F'(u) x-+y+...** nF(u),

F(u}

In the particular case in which u = we therefore have

EXAMPLES.

Verify the following results by differentiation.

1. Let u= a?+ ?/
3+ 3^2/^.

This is clearly homogeneous and of the 3rd degree, whence

'du
,

'du . 'dux^- +y~r + z~r-
ax oy oz

2. ].et

This is a homogeneous expression of degree ?Vj whence

'du
o
c/
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3. Let

Here Art. 162 gives -
da? oy

4. Let M
x-y

Here Art. 165 gives x
ox oy

5. Find which of the following functions are homogeneous, and

in cases of homogeneity verify Euler's Theorem of the first degree :

(a) xe~y.

Ve y >

(7) (g

/s\ i

(5) sin" 1

x+y

6. Given s = ^7
2+y and y^zt + x, find the differential coefficients

of the first order

(1) when x is the independent variable,

(2) when y is the independent variable,

(3) when z is the independent variable.

7. Given xyz= aP, find all the differential coefficients of the first

aiid second orders, taking x and y for independent variables.

Q T f i X
8. If tt*sm

prove that # +y = ^ tan u.
ox oy

9. If u= ax1

.-show that, if it be possible to find values of #, y, s which will

simultaneously satisfy

then will

___
' * '~

'

=*0.

a,h,g
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10. If u be a homogeneous function of the 7*
th

degree of any

number of variables, prove that

(

11. If w = 0(, ?/)
and ^(a?, #)

= 0, prove that

166. General Proof of Euler's Theorems.

We now proceed to give a more complete investigation

of Euler's results.

Let u=<f>(x, y, z ...) be any function expressible in the

form n/y z \xnF(Z, -,
...j.

It is observable that if -x+ xt, y+yt, z+ zt, ... be

written instead of x, y, z, ... in any such function we
obtain the result

so that the effect is simply that of multiplying the

original function by (l+)w
.

Now, let Fm denote the symbol of operation obtained

by expanding (xX+yY+zZ+ ...)
m

by the Multinomial
7^ 7*i 7)

Theorem, and after expansion writing in
'

place of X, F, Z, etc.
;
then we have, upon expansion of

each side of the above equality,
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.Tj
*J

tr

+ -,

3!

'+

And on equating coefficients of like powers of

V^u.
= nu,

. . . l

= n(n
etc.

167. When there are two independent variables, x and

, these become

etc.
;

and for the case of three independent variables

'du

etc.

168. Care must be taken to distinguish between the

expressions ^u
np*1

I //>!/^ -^j2~^^xy~-

and I
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which might at first sight be thought to be identical.

However, it is apparent that the latter

32u \
:--
^y^xj

and therefore differs from the first expression by the

addition of the two terms

EXAMPLES.

(j *?/ (j ?/
'

1.

'

Verify the formula in the followin cases

/ \ y
(a) 16 = sin-.

u = log{# tan" 1

Jx* + y
2

} .

2. Find ^ (a) if ax1 + 2hxy + fy
3 = 1. .

if x4 + y
4 = 5a2

xy.

(y) if (cos x)
3' =

(sin /)*.
*

(S) if y
x +

(e)
if xy

. y* =
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* /vi f\ i (jQ/ (jQ/

3. If u = sin" 1- + tan" 1
^, show that x---+y--- = 0.

y x ox oy

4. If u, y, z be functions of x such that

d / dn\ d I dz\

d I dz dy\
prove that ^ru \ ^^T

~ z
)
=

"
.

5. If u and v be both functions of the same function of x and

y, prove that
" * = " J? and that , -(%-J = 5-1^5-V

6. If V=f(uj v), u=fL(x, y), v=f2(x, y), show how to find

37. 37 97. ,
in terms of ~ and- ~

ou ox

Ex. Given u x2 + 2/
2
,
v = 2y, show that

97 97
'

'dx

7. Verify Euler's Theorem

'da

9,'t-

'

^y

(x-
y\ l

J
\

x + y)

yy- .<u = :

T , x v

8. If u = ^(y + ace) + j% -
ax), prove 2

rr j/V\ //V\ 9^2% ,

32^
9. If u = x$[ ?- \ + M "

), prove x2- ~ + 2xy +
\a;/ \7 9.x2 Sa?^

10. If u = ^ + ^.- +*tA^ +^Y prove that

2m(2m- 1) \o?/ \a5/
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2 _ 3* 3s
3-

11. If V =
^--.,

+ ^-2
+ ^-a and ?- = ar* + y- + z2

,
show that each

oar oy~ oar

of the functions tan~ a% ,
- -

,
- Jog -- , satisfy the equationx r a? -f y- r r z

V\, = 0.

1 2. Prove V = m(w + l)r'"-
2

.

13. If u and u be functions of
a?, y, z, both satisfying V" V = 0,

_2. /3// 9w' 3w Bw' c
1^ 3%'\

prove that V (uu )
= 21 -^

---^~ + ~- -^- + ^- . -^
\o OB d^/ qy oz oz J

14. If Fn be a homogeneous function of the ni}l

degree,

2 V
satisfying V V = 0, then will -&+i also satisfy the same equation.

1 5. 1ff(x, y) 0, ^>(x-, z)
= 0, show that

.

3.7;

1 6. Find - in terms of y and z from the equations :

dz

a sin .7; + b sin y = c.

a cos x + 6 cos s = c. [I. 0. S. EXAM.]

r
IT. If a-

4
4- y* + a?xy = 0, show that

ax'"

,
, /x\" iy\

n
iz\

n
,'dz , 32

a-
18. If I -I +1-1 +1-1 =1, find and ---- . Also, hnd

\aj \b/ \c/ ox oyoz

- ? when the variables are connected by the two equationsdx

a
=

b) a b c~
'

[H.C.S. EXAM.]

i f\ Tf L->/ \ . ,

19. If / = ^ (x
-

y, y -z, z-
a?), prove -- + -^- + - =0.

ox oy, oz
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20.

y
2

,
z2

x, y,

1, 1,

prove ~- + -~- = 0.~ ~ ~
ox ay oz

21. VI.

J.

-~^9* + yl

show that

tan w/13

32z 32

22. Find the value of the expression ^- + ?. \
when

OT2
o^/

2

a*a? + [I.
C . S. EXAM.

]

f
23. If V=Ast? + :

2 prove

=f(x + x/
- -

ly), prove - - _
x 'dx

_ ^ i _ ,v

' ~

25. If u+

degree +

and

It' be a homogeneous function of

then

, y, z, of

+ + - =pu -
qv,

ox oy oz

'dv

ôx

'dv

~r-
oy

'dv

~r
oz
=Pv

26. If V-. =
(1 2 *, prove that

37 3F

Also that I- { (1
- x

3l v
I +
j

1 = 0.
)
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x'2 i/
>2 z2

27. If + ~- + - - = 1, and Ix + my + nz 0, prove that
a2 o2 c2

dx dy dz

ny mz Iz nx mx ly

~&~ ~t2 c'
2 ~~d? a2 "P

'/ 4/*2 ^^ -^2 /j/2 ^^
28. If

'

+^-+- =
1, and -+-/ + ,

=
1, prove2 '

-c

that Z + +
-

= 0.

dy dz

4 29. If Pdx + $e??/ be a perfect differential of some function

, 'dQor ic, y, prove that - -
.

oy ox

30. If Pdx + $cfo/ + .Sc?^ can be made a perfect differential of

some function of x, y, z by multiplying each term by a common

factor, show that



APPLICATIONS TO PLANE CUKVES.





CHAPTER VII.

TANGENTS AND NORMALS.

1 69. Equation of TANGENT.

It was shown in Art. 38 that the equation of the

tangent at the point (x, y) on the curve y =/(#) is

X and Y being the current co-ordinates of any point on

the tangent.

Suppose the equation of the curve to be given in the

form /(#, y)
= 0.

It is shown in Art. 145 that

y.
dy _

dx

d/u

Substituting this expression for -- in (1) we obtain
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a-,)+(F-,) = ............... (2)

for the equation of the tangent.

170. Simplification for Algebraic Curves.

If f(x, y} be an algebraic function of x and y of degree

n, suppose it made homogeneous in x, y, and z by the

introduction of a proper poiver of the linear unit z

wherever necessary. Call the function thus altered

f(x, y, z). Then f(x, y, z) is a homogeneous algebraic func-

tion of the nth
degree ;

hence we have by Euler's Theorem

(Art. 161) x+y+nflx, y, *)
=

by virtue of the equation to the curve.

Adding this to equation (2), the equation of the tangent
takes the form

where the z is to be put 1 after the differentiations

have been performed.

Ex. /(#, y)
=^+ a?xy+ Wy + c4= 0.

The equation, when made homogeneous in x, y, z by the introduction

of a proper power of z, is

f(jc, y,z)
= x*+ a?xyz

2 + b*yz
3+ c%4=

0,

and

Substituting these in Equation 3, and putting * = 1, we have for

the equation of the tangent to the curve at the point (x, y}

a2
it) + F(azx+ 63

) + Za?xy+ 3b3
y + -ic

4= 0.

With very little practice the introduction of the z can
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be performed mentally. It is generally more advan-

tageous to use equation (3) than equation (2), because (3)

gives the result in its simplest form, whereas if (2) be

used it is often necessary to reduce by substitutions from

the equation of the curve.

171. Application to General Rational Algebraic Curve.

If the equation of the curve be written in the form

f(xt 2/)
= uri+un_i+un _ 2 +... +^2+^+^0=

(where ur represents the sum of all the terms of the rth

degree), then when made homogeneous by the introduc-

tion where necessary of a proper power of z we shall

have

f(x, y, z)=un+un _ lz+un-.&'
2
'+...

- + u,z
n - 2+u1

zn
~ l+u zn

,

I
-ftf

and ^ = i6n _
oz 2l ,

and therefore substituting in (3) and putting # = 1, the

equation of the tangent is

(4)

172. NORMAL.
DEF. The normal at any point of a curve is a straight

line through that point and perpendicular to the tangent
to the curve at that point.

Let the axes be assumed rectangular. The equation of

the normal may then be at once written down. For if

the equation of the curve be

y =
L



I
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the tangent at (x, y) is Yy= -~-C^

and the normal is therefore

If the equation of the curve be given in the form

/&)=.
the equation of the tangent is

and therefore that of the normal is

X-x_Y-y

'dy

Ex. 1. Consider the ellipse

This requires
2 in the last term to make a homogeneous equation

in x, y, and 2. We have then

-2+f-2-*
2= (X

a2 o2

Hence the equation of the tangent is

where z is to be put = 1. Hence we get
YOI

!=l for the tangent,2 *a

and therefore
~'r= Z^ for the normal.

.

a2

Ex. 2. Take the general equation of a conic

ax2+ Zhxy+ by
2+ Zgx+ Zfy+ c= 0.

When made homogeneous this becomes

aa?+ Zhxy+ by*+ Zgxz+ Zfijz+ cz2= 0.

The equation of the tangent is therefore
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X(ax+ hy +g) + Y(hx+ by +/) +gx +fy+ c= 0,

and that of the normal is

X-x _ Y-y
ax+hy+g hx+ by+f

Ex. 3. Consider the curve
x

-= o sec
a a

Then
ax a

and the equation of the tangent is

and of the normal

(Y-y)tan
x+(X- x} = 0.
t

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the equations of the tangents and normals at the point

(x, y) on each of the following curves :

(1) ^2+y2= c2. (5)

(2) y
2=4cu: (6)

(3) xy= k*. (7) ^-

(4) y= CC
osh^.

2. Write down the equations of the tangents and normals to the

curve y(x
z+a2

)
= ax2 at the points where #=

-,

3. Prove that
x
+'i= l touches the curve y= be~ a at the point

a o

where the curve crosses the axis of y.

4. If p= x cos a+y sin a touch the curve

m m

prove that pm-l= (a cog a)m-
1
_j_ (ft s{n a)-l.

Hence write down the polar equation of the locus of the foot of the

perpendicular from the origin on the tangent to this curve.

Examine the cases of an ellipse and of a rectangular hyperbola.
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5. l^rove that, if the axes be oblique and inclined at an angle
the equation of the normal to y=f(x] at

(.r, y) is

173. Tangents at the Origin.

It will be shown by a general method in a subsequent
article (254) that in the case in which a curve, whose

equation is given in the rational algebraic form, passes

through the origin, the equation of the tangent or

tangents at that point can be at once written down
;
the

rule being to equate to zero the terms of lowest degree

in the equation of the curve.

Ex. In the curve x^+y* -\-ax-\- 6y= 0, ax+by= Q is the equation
of the tangent at the origin ;

and in the curve (#
2+y2

)
2= a2

(.a?

2
y

2
),

#2
y

2=0 is the equation of a pair of tangents at the origin.

It is easy to deduce this result from the equation of

the tangent established in Chapter II. That equation is

Y y=m(X x) where m= -

At the origin this becomes Y=mX,
where the limiting value or values ofm are to be found.

Let the equation of the curve be arranged in homo-

geneous sets of terms, and suppose the lowest set to be of

the rih degree. The equation may be written

Dividing by xr
,
and putting y = mx, and then x = and

y = 0, the above reduces to the form

an equation which has r roots giving the directions in

which the several branches of the curve pass through the

origin. If m
1?
m

2 ,
m

3 ,
. . . mr be the roots, the equations
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of the several tangents are

/y\
These are all contained in the one equation //(")

= 0;
\x/

and this is the result obtained by
"
equating to zero the

terms of lowest degree" in the equation of" the curve,

thus proving the rule. In this manner all the trouble of

differentiation is avoided, and the result written down

by inspection. .

GEOMETRICAL RESULTS.

174. Cartesians. Intercepts.

From the equation Y y =-(X x)

it is clear that the intercepts which the tangent cuts off

from the axes of x and y are respectively

y dy
x -?- and y x ,-,

dy dx

dx
for these are respectively the values of X when F=0
and of F when X= 0.

Fig. 21.

Let PN, PT, PG be the ordinate, tangent, and normal

to the curve, and let PT make an angle with the axis
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ft 11

of x
;
then tan = -A Let the tangent cut the axis of y

in t, and let OF, OY
l
be perpendiculars from 0, the

origin, on the tangent and normal. Then the above

values of the intercepts are also obvious from the figure.

175. Subtangent, etc.

DEF. The line TN is called the subtangent and the

line NG is called the subnormal.

From the figure

I/

Subtangent= TN= ycoi6 = -J-.

dx
d ?/

Subnormal =NG = y tan = y-~.

Normal =PG = ysec0= y+f+te3*0 =yl + .

m mi
Tanqent = TP v cosec 6=y-

tan dy
dx

dy
,.j __ /y /Jl __ /-v>

^ .-7 y TJ

oy=o^cose=-

dyx+y~l

These results may of course also be obtained analyti-

cally from the equation of the tangent.
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176. Values of -
-, -, etc.

dx as
Let P, Q be contiguous points on a curve. Let the

co-ordinates of P be (x, y} and of Q (x+ 8x, y+ Sy). Then

the perpendicular PR = $x, and RQ = Sy. Let the

o M N x

Fig. 22.

arc AP measured from some fixed point A on the

curve be called s and the arc AQ = s-{-Ss. Then arc

PQ = Ss. When Q travels along the curve so as to

come indefinitely near to P, the arc PQ and the chord

PQ ultimately differ by a small quantity of higher order

than the arc PQ itself (Art. 36).

Hence, rejecting infinitesimals of order higher than the

second, we have
<5s

2= (chord. PQ)2 = (to?+ 8y*),

or 1 =

8s
2

Similarly Lt^=

or

and in the same manner

(ds\
2

_

\dy)
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If
i/r

be the angle which the tangent makes with the

axis of x as in Art. 39,

and also cos
\fs
=

and

PR PR
PQ

Sx dx

chord PQ"

177. Polar Co-ordinates.

If the equation of the curve be referred to polar co-

ordinates, suppose to be the pole and P, Q two

contiguous points on the curve. Let the co-ordinates of

P and Q be (r, 6} and (r+Sr, + SO) respectively. Let

PN be the perpendicular on OQ, then NQ differs from

Sr and NP from rSO by small quantities of a higher
order than SO (Art. 33).

Fig. 23.

Let the arc measured from some fixed point A to P be

called s, and from A to Q, s+ Ss. Then arc PQ = Ss.

Hence, rejecting infinitesimals of order higher than the

second, we have

<W = (chord PQY = (NQ
2+PN2

)
= (Sr

2+ rW),
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and therefore

according as we divide by Ss
2

,
Sr2

,
or SO2 before proceed-

ing to the limit.

178. Inclination of the Radius Vector to the Tangent.

Next, let
(f>

be the angle which the tangent at any

point P makes with the radius vector, then

dO dr . rdO
tan d> = r-^-i cos d> = -=-. sin <J>

=
-^-i > -=-. > ^.
dr ds ds

For, with the figure of the preceding article, since, when

Q has moved along the curve so near to P that Q and P
may be considered as ultimately coincident, QP becomes

the tangent at P and the angles OQT and OPT are each

of them ultimately equal to 0, and

.NP .rSO dO
tan = Lt tan NQP =

cos = Lt cos NQP = Lt , D= Lt D= Lt~= -

;

chord QP arc QP Ss ds

NP NP T ,rSO rdO
sin (h = LtsmNQP= Lt-,

--^-r^ = Lt -/\ n= Lt-^- = -T .

chord QP arcQP Ss ds

179. Polar Subtangent, Subnormal, etc.

DEF. Let OF be the perpendicular from the origin on

the tangent at P. Let TOt be drawn through per-

pendicular to OP and cutting the tangent in T and the

normal in t. Then OT is called the " Polar Subtangent
"

and Ot is called the " Polar Subnormal.'
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It is clear that T= OP tan <& = r2
d6

and that = OPcot0 =
dr

Fig. 24.

(1)

(2)

180. It is often found convenient when using polar

co-ordinates to write for r, and therefore ,

'

'for -
-,.-u uz dO d6

With this notation

Polar Subtangent = r2-^-= . -.
dr du

181. Perpendicular from Pole on Tangent, etc.

Let OY=ptmdPY=t.
Then p = r sin

<p,

and therefore

1 1 1
-

-^ cosec^cfr = -5

therefore - = -s+
'

-

(1)

..(2)

Similarly = ?" cos
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therefore
-^
=

-% sec2^ = -
2(1 + tan2<)

6 T T

therefore =
*+ ................ (3)

... .

du/
....

182. Polar Equation of the Tangent.

Let the polar co-ordinates of the point of contact be

(rr,
a); and let Uf

be the value of -^ for the curve at
U / dO

that point.

The equation of any straight line may be written in

the form u=A cos (6 a) +B sin (0 a), (1)

A arid B being the arbitrary constants. Let this straight

line represent the required tangent.

By differentiation

-a) (2)
dO

Now, since the tangent touches the curve, the value ol

at the point of contact is the same for the curve and
dO

for the tangent. Hence, putting 6 = a in equations (1)

and (2), we have

U=A and U'= B,

whence the required equation will be

u=Ucos(0-a)+U'sm(0-a) (3)

183. Polar Equation of the Normal.

The equation of any straight line at right angles to the
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tangent given by equation (3) of the preceding article

may be written in the form

Cu= 0"cos (0- a)-U sin (0
-

a),

G being an arbitrary constant.

This equation is to be satisfied by u= U, 6= a for the

point of contact
;
therefore substituting we have

CU = U'
t

whence the required equation of the normal is

U'
-jjU U'cos(0a) U sin (6 a).

184. Class of a Curve of the nih
degree.

DEF. The number oftangents which can be drawnfrom
agivenpoint to a rational algebraic curve is called its class.

Let the equation of the curve be f(x, 2/)
= 0. The

equation of the tangent at the point (x, y] is

where z is to be put equal to unity after the differentia-

tion is performed. If this pass through the point h, k we

This is an equation of the (n l)
th

degree in x and y
and represents a curve of the (n l)

th
degree passing

through the points of contact of the tangents drawn from

the point (h, k) to the curve f(x, y)
= 0. These two

curves have n(nl) points of intersection, and therefore

there are n(n l) points of contact corresponding to

n(n \) tangents, real or imaginary, which can be

drawn from a given point to a curve of the ?i
th

degree.*

It appears then that if the degree of a curve be n, its

+
f

Poncelet,
" Annales de Gergonne," vol. VIII.
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class is 71(71 --1); for example, the classes of a conic, a

cubic, a quartic are the second, sixth, twelfth respectively.

185. Number of Normals which can be drawn to a Curve

to pass through a given point.

Let h, k be the point through which the normals are

to pass.

The equation of the normal to the curve f(x, y) = Q at

the point (x, y) is

If this pass through h, Jc,

This equation is of the nih
degree in x and y and

represents a curve which goes through the feet of all

normals which can be drawn from the point h, k to the

curve. Combining this with f(xt y)
= 0, which is also of

the ?i
th

degree, it appears that there are n2
points of

intersection, and that therefore there can be n2
normals,

real or imaginary, drawn to a given curve to pass

through a given point.

For example, if the curve be an ellipse, w=2, and the number of

2 2

normals is 4. Let +-= 1 be the equation of the curve, then
a2 62

<*-*)=(*-<
is the curve which, with the ellipse, determines the feet of the

normals drawn from the point (A, k}. This is a rectangular hyper-
bola which passes through the origin and through the point (A, k).

186. The curves

...............0)
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and

on which lie the points of contact of tangents and the

feet of the normals respectively, which can be drawn to

the curve f(x, y)
= so as to pass through the point (k, lt)

t

are the same for the curve f(x, y)
= a. And, as equations

(1) and (2) do not depend on a, they represent the loci of
the points oj contact and of the feet of the normals

respectively for all values of a, that is, for all members of

the family of curves obtained by varying a in f(x, y) = a

in any arbitrary manner.

187. Polar Curves.

The curve

is called the " First Polar Curve
"
of the point h, k with

regard to the curve f(x, y) = 0; being a linear unit

introduced as explained previously to make f(x, y) homo-

geneous in x, y, 0, and put equal to unity after the differ-

entiation is performed.
As this is a curve of the (n l)

th
degree it is clear that

the first polar of a point with regard to a conic is a

straight line, the first polar with regard to a cubic is a

conic, and so on.

The first polar of the origin is given by

#=0
dz

If the curve be put in the form

Un+ Un _i+Un _2+... + 1^+^+ 1^
=

the first polar of the origin is

^-i+ 2u_ 2+ 3t(,t _ 3 -h .. + (n 1)^+ m& = 0.

In the particular case of the conic
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^+ ^4-1*0=
the polar line of the origin has for its equation

For the cubic u
3+ u.2+ u^+u =

the polar conic of the origin is

188. Thejp, r or Pedal Equation of a Curve.

In many curves the relation between the perpendicular
on the tangent and the radius vector of the point of con-

tact from some given point is very simple, and when
known it frequently forms a very useful equation to the

curve
; especially indeed in investigating certain Statical

'and Dynamical properties.

189. Pedal Equation deduced from Cartesian.

Suppose the curve to be given by its Cartesian Equa-
tion and the origin to be taken at the point with regard
to which it is required to find the Pedal Equation of the

curve. Let x, y be the co-ordinates of any point on the

curve
; then, if F(x, y) = be the equation of the curve,

the equation of the tangent is

~+ z ~- = 0,

where z is as usual to be put equal unity after the differ-

entiation is performed.
If p be the perpendicular from the origin on the

tangent at
(03, y) we have

dx ~\dy
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Also r2 x2+ ?/
2

, (2)

and F(x,y) = (3)

If x and y be eliminated between these three equations
the required relation between p and r is obtained.

Ex. If F(x, y)
= be -a+-l

we have
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and the required equation between p and r will be

obtained.

Ex. Given rm=amsinmO, required its pedal equation.

Taking logarithms and differentiating,

m dr _ cos md
.

r dd sin md
'

therefore cot = cotw0, or =

Again, p=

therefore

,'
"""" /

P

a"
i.m+1

a'

The following special cases of this example are worthy of notice,

and will furnish exercises for the student.

Value
of m.
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foot of the perpendicular is called the
" FIRST POSITIVE

PEDAL "
of the original curve with regard to the given

point.

To find the first positive pedal with regard to the

origin of any curve whose Cartesian Equation is given.

Let F(x,y} = V ........................ (1)

be the equation of the curve.

Suppose X cosa-f Fsina=_p touches this curve.

By comparison of this equation with

-f z =

, 'dx 'dy "<jz

we have -=-H -= X, sa\r ......... ..(2)
cos a sm a p

If x, y, X be eliminated between the four equations (1)

and (2) a result will remain which depends on p and

only. And since p, a are the polar co-ordinates of the

foot of the perpendicular, if r be written for p and for a,

the polar equation of the locus required will be obtained.

Ex. Find the first positive pedal of the curve

The tangent is

Compare this with X cos a + Fsin a =
/>,

A m i cos a , TJ , _i sin aAx =-
,
and By n

P P
m . m

Hence 4/255=3 -f

Ap
'

V Bp
Therefore the polar equation of the locus required is

rm ~ l =- I +

192. To find the Pedal with regard to the Pole of any
curve whose Polar Equation is given.
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Let F(r, 0)
=

(1)

be the equation of the curve.

Let r'
} 0' be the polar co-ordinates of the point Y, which

is the foot of the perpendicular Y drawn from the pole

PM)

Fig. 25.

on a tangent. Let OA be the initial line. Then
< =AOY+YOP

/i> . 7T

(2)

also tan d = r-^-. (3)
dr

and r'= r sin

(Art. 181) (4)1_ ij-i/?^or

If r, 0, $ be eliminated from equations 1, 2, 3, and 4

there will remain an equation in r', 0'. The dashes may
then be dropped and the required equation will be

obtained.

Ex. To find the equation of the first positive pedal of the curve

rm=amcosm6.
Taking the logarithmic differential

tn dT

7 ~dO~

therefore cot = tan md
;

therefore
2

But 8=

tf
\ 1 1 erefore 6= 6' md, or =
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Again /= r sin
<f>
= r cos md

i

= a cosmmd . cos m6

Hence the equation of the pedal curve is

wi tn
*y\i

.

ra+1

193. DEF. If there be a series of curves which we mav
/

designate as

A A A A A
*-*> --i **<& 3'

" 1 n> "

such that each is the first positive pedal curve of the one

which immediately precedes it; then A
2 ,
A

3 , etc., are

respectively called the second, third, etc., positive pedals
of A. Also, any one of this series of curves may be

regarded as the original curve, e.g.,
A

3 ;
then A

2
is called

the first negative pedal of A 3,
A

l
the second negative

pedal, and so on.

Ex. 1. Find the P1

positive pedal of

rm=amcosme.
It has been shown that the first positive pedal is

= awicos

i m
where ml

=
I +m

Similarly the second positive pedal is

where - m2
= -

mi- 771

1 + mj
and generally the ^th

positive pedal is

where .

I +km

Ex. 2. Find the kth negative pedal of the curve

rm= amcos
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We have shown above that r
m= a'"eosm0 is the &th

positive pedal
99

of the curve rn ancosnd, provided m= .

l+Jcn

This gives n=-
m

I - km
Hence the &th negative pedal of rm= amcos md is

where n= -

.

1 fan

194. Tangential-Polar, or p, \js Equation of a Curve.

If
i/r

be the angle which the tangent to a curve makes

with any fixed straight line, the relation between p and

\[s
often forms a very simple and elegant equation of the

curve. This relation has been called by Dr. Ferrers the

Tangential-Polar Equation.
The p, i/r equation may be deduced at once from the

equation of the first positive pedal.

If r=f(0) be the pedal curve, then, since ^ =
â

(see Fig. 25, Art. 192), the equation between p and
i/r

is

clearly

Ex. i. The p, \f/ equation of 'Ax2 + By2= I is

= +
A B

Ex. 2. The pedal of = l+cos0 with regard to the origin is

r

r ,-os 6 = a, and therefore its p, \f/ equation is p sin \f/^=a.

195. Relations between p, t, p, etc.

Let PY, QY' be tangents at the contiguous points P, Q
on the curve, and let OF, OF be perpendiculars from

upon these tangents. Let OZ be drawn at right angles to
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Y'Y produced. Let the tangents at P and Q intersect at

T, and let them cut the initial line OX in R and S. Let

the normals at P and Q intersect in C.

Fig. 26.

Let the co-ordinates of P be (r, 6), and. those of Q

(r+ Sr, + 80). Let OF=p, O7' = p+ 8p, PRX =
\fs,

QSX = ^+fy. Then STR, PCQ, YOT each = ^. Let

P7=t, and arc PQ= Ss. Let OF cut TY in F; then,
A

.
A

since OFF is a right angle and FOF=<5\/r a small angle
of the first order, F differs from F by a quantity of

higher order than the first (Art. 33).

Hence FF' differs from Sp by a quantity of higher
order than Sp, and

f
therefore

mT7TY / tan FF'

and proceeding to the limit t = yy (1)

Similarly, if PC be called p we have

arc PQ = PC.
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neglecting infinitesimals of higher order than
S\fs, there-

f -> arc PQ
fore pc=--*,

o\js

and proceeding to the limit,

ds

Again St=Y'Q-YP
= (Y'T+TQ)-(7V+VT-PT)
= (PT+TQ}+ (Y'T-VT}-YV.

Now YV=pta,uS\/s,

and remembering that when S\fr is an infinitesimal of the

first order, VT and FT, PT+TQ and &, tan <ty and ^,
each differ by quantities of order higher than the first,

we have, upon dividing by ch/r and proceeding to the

dt ds

d\[s

or p = p -f -^-ft, by (1) and (2) (3)

196. Perpendicular on Tangent to Pedal.
A A

From the same figure it is clear that since YO Y'= YTY',

the points 0, F, Y', T are concyclic, and therefore

OYZ=Tr-OYY'=OTY'', and the triangles OYZ and

OZ OF'
OTY' are similar. Therefore jyy~~7}T'

And in the limit when Q comes into coincidence with

P, Y' comes into coincidence with F, and the limiting

position of F'Fis the tangent to the pedal curve. Let

the perpendicular on the tangent at F to the pedal curve
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be called pv then the above ratio becomes

Pi = P

p r'

or pir=p
2

.

197. Circle on Radius Vector for Diameter touches Pedal.

It is clear also from the figure of Art. 195 that the

circle on the radius vector as diameter touches the first

positive pedal of the curve. For OT is in the limit a

radius vector
;
and the circle on OT as diameter passing

through Y and F', two contiguous points on the pedal,

must in the limit have the same tangent at Y as the

pedal curve, and must therefore touch it.

198. Pedal Equation of Pedal Curve.

Let v=f(p) be the pedal equation of a given curve.

v2

Then, since p,r = p
2

,
we have p=-j^, and therefore,

ftp)

writing r for p and p for pv the pedal equation of the

/>&

first positive pedal curve is P =
a

Ex. The first positive pedal of the rectangular hyperbola r= - is

n*&
yW>

P ==
9
==

~9>2 a2

r

which is the p, r equation of Bernoulli's Lenmiscate, as is also

obvious from Art. 190. +

EXAMPLES.

Write down the pedal equations of the first positive pedals of the

curves given in the table of Art. 190.

199. We may also prove the results of Art. 195 as

follows :
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Let the tangent P^T make an angle i/r
with the initial

line. Then the perpendicular makes an angle a = \fs-
Zi

with the same line. Let OY=p. Let PjP2
be the

normal, and P
2
its point of intersection with the normal

at the contiguous point Q. Let Y
1
be the perpendicular

from upon the normal. Call this pr Let P P
3
be

drawn at right angles to Pf^ and let the length of Yn ,

the perpendicular upon it from 0, be py

The equation of P^T is clearly

p = x cos a+ y sin a (1)

The contiguous tangent at Q has for its equation

p+ Sp = x cos (a+ So) -f y sin (a+ So) (2)

Hence subtracting and proceeding to the limit it appears

that dv
-,- = x sin a+ ?/ cos a. .

da
(3)

is a straight line passing through the point of intersec-

tion of (1) and (2) ;
also being perpendicular to (!) it is

the equation of the normal P^l\.
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d2
i>

Similarly -^ = x cos a y sin a................. (4)

represents a straight line through the point of intersec-

tion of two contiguous positions of the line Pfn and

perpendicular to Pf* viz., the line Pfy and so on for

further differentiations.

From this it is obvious that

ni7 dp dp . d\IsOY =-f- = -j- t
since V-= l;da dyr da

etc.

Hence t >

dy
and > =PP

200. Tangential Equation of a Curve.

DEF. The tangential equation of a curve is the condi-

tion that the line lx+my+n = Q may touch the curve.

Method 1. Let F(x, 2/)
= be the curve, then the

tangent at x, y is
'

VVF -dF
+ Y-^- + s- = 0.

Comparing this with LY+mF+?i = 0,

= _. = _. =, say.
6 m n

If #, y, X be eliminated between these equations, and

F(x, 2/)
= 0, or Ix+my + n Q, a relation between ^, m, n

will result. This is the equation required.

Method 2. We may also proceed thus. Eliminate y
between F(x, y) = () and lx+my+n = Q', we obtain an
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equation in x, say <f>(x)
= Q. For tangency this equation

must have a pair of equal roots. The condition for this will

be found by eliminating x between
</>(#;)

= and
/

(a;)
= 0.

In following this method, instead of eliminating y it is

often better to make a homogeneous equation between

F(x,y) = Q and lx+my-\-n= (\ and then express that the

resulting equation for the ratio y : x has a pair of equal

roots.

Ex. Find the tangential equation of the conic

ay?+ Zhxy+ by*+ Zgx+ 2fy+ c= 0.

The first process gives us

AIso Ix+my+ n == 0.

The eliminant from these four equations is

a, h, g, I

h, b, /, m =Q
ff, f, c, n

I, m, n,

which may be written

A P+ Bm*+ On2+ZFmn+ ZGnl+ ZHlm = 0,

where A, B, C, ... are the minors of the determinant

a, h, g

INVERSION.

201. DEF. Let be the pole, and suppose any pointP be

given ;
then if a second point Q be taken on OP, or OP

produced, such that OP . OQ = constant, kz
say, then Q is

said to be the inverse of the point P with respect to a

circle of radius k and centre 0.
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If the point P move in any given manner, the path of

Q is said to be inverse to the path of P. If (r, 0) be the

polar co-ordinates of the point P, and (r', 0) those of the

inverse point Q, then rr'= k2
. Hence, if the locus of P

(TO

\

~; 0)
=

-

For example, the curves rm= am cosm6 and rm cosmO=a l>l are

inverse to each other with regard to a circle of radius a.

202. Again, if (x, y] be the Cartesian co-ordinates of P,

and (x
f

, y
r

) those of Q, then

>/ cos x'72= r cos Q= ,cos O = K
a?

and similarly i/=

Hence, if the locus of P be given in Cartesians as

F(x,

the locus of Q will be

Ex. The inverse of the straight line x=a with regard to a circle

radius k and centre at the origin is

or
a

a circle which touches the axis of y at the origin.

203. Tangents to Curve and Inverse inclined to Radius

Vector at Supplementary Angles.

If P, P' be two contiguous points on a curve, and Q, Q'

the inverse points, then, since OP . OQ= OP' . OQ', the

points P, P', Q', Q are concyclic; and since the angles
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OPT and OQ'T are therefore supplementary, it follows

that in the limit when P' ultimately coincides with]P

..,, P

Q'

T

Fig. 28.

and Q' with Q the tangents at P and Q make supplemen-

tary angles with OPQ.
The ultimate ratio of corresponding elementary arcs,

viz.,

ds _ T
PP'_ T ,OP_OP_ OP . OQ _ W _^

'
= '~

QQ
f
==

OQ'
~
OQ

= ~

B

Fig. 29.

204. Mechanical Construction of the Inverse of a Curve.

In the accompanying figure AC, GB, BQ, QA, PA, PB
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is a system of freely jointed rods, of which AC=BC, and

At P and Q sockets are placed to carry tracing pencils.

A pin fixes G to the drawing board. The system is then

movable about G. It is clear from elementary geometry
that C, Qj P are in a straight line, and that

nnd is therefore constant. Hence whatever curve P is

made to trace out, Q will trace out its inverse, the point
C being the pole of inversion.

In the figure P is represented as tracing a straight

line, in which case Q will trace an arc of a circle, as

shown in Art. 202.

Peaucellier has utilized this construction for the con-

version of circular into rectilinear motion.

POLAR RECIPROCALS.

205. Polar Reciprocal of a Curve with regard to a given
Circle.

DEF. If Y be the perpendicular from the pole upon the

tangent to a given curve, and if a point Z be taken on

Y or OY produced such that Y . OZ is constant (
= k2

say), the locus of Z is called the polar reciprocal of the

given curve with regard to a circle of radius k and centre

at 0.

From the definition it is obvious that this curve is the

inverse of the first positive pedal curve, and therefore its

equation can at once be found.

Ex. Polar reciprocal of an ellipse with regard to its centre.

For the ellipse ^+f*=l,
a* b*

the condition that p=xcosa.+ysu\a touches the curve is
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Hence the polar equation of the pedal with regard to the origin is

'# ..9

Again, the inverse of this curve is

or cx
which is therefore the equation of the polar reciprocal of the ellipse

with regard to a circle with centre at the origin and radius k.

206. The method may therefore be stated thus :-

First find the condition that p = x cosa+ y sina will

k2

touch the given curve. Then write - --

for p and for a

in that condition. The result is the required polar

reciprocal with regard to a circle of radius k and centre

at the origin.

207. Polar Reciprocal with regard to a given Conic.

DEF. If S=Q be any curve and U = a given conic, the

locus of the poles with regard to U of tangents to S is

called the Polar Reciprocal of the curve S with regard

to the conic U.

Let the equation of a tangent to S be

p =X cos a+ Fsin a,

and the condition of tangericy

P =/()
If x, y be the pole of this tangent with regard to

U= 0, the tangent must be coincident with the polar

v vX h F- + z =
;

dz

cos a 'dx sin a
therefore ^TT'

~~
^rf-

oil oilp o p~
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Hence and tan = ~

Hence the equation of the Polar Reciprocal is

/3tA 2

For further information on the subject of reciprocal

polars and the methods of reciprocation the student is

referred to Dr. Salmon's Treatise on Conic Sections,

Chap. XV.
i

EXAMPLES.

1. Find where the tangent is parallel to the axis of x and

where it is perpendicular to that axis for the following curves :-

(a) ax2 + Zhxy + 'by
1 = 1 .

y% = X2
(
2a X).

2. Find the equations of the tangents at the origin in the

following curves :

(a)

08)

(y)

3. Find the length of the perpendicular from the origin on

the tangent at the point x, y of the curve

03* + 4 = <
A

.
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^ %

4. Show that in the curve y = be the subtangent is of constant

length.

5. Show that in the curve by
2 =

(x + a}
3 the square of the

subtangent varies as the subnormal.

6. For the parabola y
z = kax, prove

*> 9
/y* Q f

7. Prove that for the ellipse .'- + 4- = 1 if x = a sin
<f>,

a2 6
2

efe .___.-
7J&

= a v 1 ~ <s
2sin2

</>.

8. For the cycloid x = a vers

- sinV \

prove
-V!

9. In the curve
^/
= a log sec'-,

ds x ds x
-, ,

prove - = sec -
,

. -= cosec -. and x = ay.
dx a ay a

10. Show that the portion of the tangent to the curve222
x* + y* = a?,

which is intercepted between the axes, is of constant length.

Find the area of the portion included between the axes and

the tangent.

11. Find for what value of n the length of the subnormal

of the curve xy
n = an+l is constant. Also for what value of n

the area of the triangle included between the axes and any

tangent is constant.

12. Prove that for the catenary T/
= c cosh -, the length of the

c

?/
2

normal =*^-.
c

N
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Prove also that the length of the perpendicular from the foot

of the ordinate on the tangent is of constant length.

13. In the tractory

/ ;
c

-,

c v/c
2 -

y-
x = Jc* :-f + ^ log- -7=%c + tjc* - y

2

prove that the portion of the tangent intercepted between the

point of contact and the axis of x is of constant length.

14. In the spiral r = ae^ cota
, prove

dr = cos a and p = r sin a.
as

15. For the involute of a circle, viz.,

- cos" 1

a /

prove . a
cos

</>
= .

r

2a
16. In the parabola = 1 - cos 0, prove the following

r

results :

(a) </>
= TT--.

W P = ^
sn-

_j

(7) P
2 = ar-

(8) Polar subtangent = 2a cosec 0.

17. For the cardioide r = a(l cos 6), prove

().*-

: . ,e
SIET-

Polar subtangent = '2<-

COSg
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18. If the curves f(x, ?/)
= 0, F(x> 2/)

= touch at the point

at the point of contact.

19. If the curves f(x, 2/)
=

0, F(x, y}-=Q, cut orthogonally,

prove that at the point of intersection

'dx

20. If the form of a curve be given by the equations

prove that the equation of the tangent at the point determined

by the third variable t is

and that the corresponding normal is

21. Apply the preceding example to find the tangent and

normal at the point determined by 9 on

(a) The ellipse x a cos 9 }

y = b sin 9 )

(P) The cycloid. x = a(6 + sin 9) )

y = (1
- cos 0) }

A "

(7) The epicycloid x = A cos 9 - B cos

y = A sin 9 - B sin _ 9
B -

22. In the four-cusped hypocycloid
2

show that if x a cos3a then y a sin3a,

and that the equation of the tangent at the point determined

by a is x sin a + y cos a = a sin a cos a.

Hence show that the locus of intersection of tangents at right

angles to one another is
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23. Tf pl and p2 be the perpendiculars from the origin on the

tangent and normal respectively at the point (x, y), and if

CM ?/

tan ^ = -^, prove that p1
= x sin

\f>

- y cos ^,
c(/x

and >
2
= cc cos ^ + y sin \p.

Hence prove that p^ = J^-.
dy

24. Through the point h, k tangents are drawn to the curve

Ax? + Byz = 1
;

show that the points of contact lie on a conic.

25. If from any point P normals be drawn to the curve

whose equation is y
m = maxn

,
show that the feet of the normals

lie on a conic, of which the straight line joining P to the origin

is a diameter. Find the position of the axes of this conic.

26. The points of contact of tangents from the point h, k to

the curve x3 + y
3 = Saxy lie on a conic which passes through the

origin.

27. Through a given point /&, k tangents are drawn to curves

where the ordinate varies as the cube of the abscissa. Show that

the locus of the points of contact is the rectangular hyperbola

%xy + kx - Shy = 0,

and the locus of the remaining point in which each tangent cuts

the curve is the rectangular hyperbola

xy 4:kx + 3/iy
= 0.

28. Prove that the locus of the extremity of the polar sub-

tangent of the curve u +/(#) = is

Ex. Find this locus in the case of the conic

- = 1 + e cos 9.
r

29. Prove that the locus of the extremity of the polar sub-
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normal of the curve r=f(0) is

Hence show that the locus of the extremity of the polar sub-

normal in the equiangular spiral r = aemd is another equiangular

spiral.

30. In the curve
a

1 + tan -
a

m + n tan -

2

the locus of the extremity of the polar subtangent is a cardioide.

[PROFESSOR WOLSTENHOLMF:.]
31. Show geometrically that the pedal equation of a circle

with regard to a point on the circumference is pd=r2

,
d being

the diameter of the circle.

32. Show that the pedal equation of the ellipse

with regard to a focus is

33. Show that the pedal equation of the parabola y
2 =

with regard to its vertex is

a?(r
* -ff =p\ri + 4 2

)(p
2 + 4a2

).

34. Show that the pedal equation of the curve r = a& is of

the form p = mr where m is a constant.

35. Show that the pedal equation of the tetracuspidal hypo-

cycloid x* + y* a* is r2 + 3p
2 = a2

.

36. Show that for the epicycloid given by

x = (a + 6)cos -b cos 7 $

y = (a + b) sin
- b sin 6

o
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/ OZA a a i (t-\-2b n
p=(a+ 26)sin-0 ; ^ =-0 ; p = (a +

and that the pedal equation is

o . (a + 6)6r2 = 2 + 4-i- -jar.

(a+ 26)*'

37. Show that the first positive pedal of the parabola y
2 = 4.r

with regard to the vertex is the cissoid

38. Show that the first positive pedal of the curve

7/3
_ as

is (or + 2

39. Show that the first positive pedal of the curve222
is r = a sin cos #.

Also that the tangential polar equation of the curve is

_ Cv * /-k *

p = + _ sm2^.

40. Show that the first positive pedal of the curve

is rm+n = mm
. nn

41. Show that the fourth negative pedal of the cardioide

r a(\ + cos $) is a parabola.

42. Show that the fourth and fifth positive pedals of the

2
curve r9cos ~ =

y

are respectively a rectangular hyperbola and a Leniniscate.

43. Show that the nth
positive pedal of the spiral r e^ cot a

is r = sm ae e

44. Show that, if the curves r=f(Q\ r F(0) intersect at

(r, 6) t
the angle between their tangents at th^ point of intersec-

turn is
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45. Show that the inverse of the parabola y
2 = 4:ax with

regard to a circle whose centre is at the origin and radius the

semilatus rectum is the pedal of the parabola ?f + iax = Q with

regard to the vertex.

46. Show that the inverse of the conic u2 -\-u l + uQ
= ^ with

regard to the origin is the bicircular quartic curve

>&X + &X(o;
2 + if) + uQ(x

2 + ?/
2

)

2 = 0.

47. Show that the inverse of the general curve of the nth

degree, viz.
,

un + un^ + un_^ + ...+ul + uQ
=

1

with regard to the origin is

#X + JP-X-i** + ^""XV + + flV8"- 8 + u,r
2n =

0,

where r2 = or + y*.

48. Show that the inverse of a conic with regard to the focus

is a Lima^on (Equation r = a + b cos 0), which becomes a cardi-

oide if the conic be a parabola.

49. Show that the inverse of a conic with regard to the

centre is an oval of Cassini (Equation r2 = + 6cos2#), which

becomes a Lemniscate of Bernoulli if the conic be a rectangular

hyperbola.

50. If P1? P2 be two points whose inverses are Q^ Q.2 with

regard to any origin 0, prove that

* i*a = -f\f\
' *^1^2*

Utyz

51. The locus of a point X is denned by the equation

F(P\> P-2> PS, Pn)
= a

>

where plt /o2 ,
. . . are the distances of X from n fixed points P2 ,

/'.,, . . . PH . Show that the equation of its inverse with regard

to any origin is

jT> IT - -W
where />/, p.S }

... are the distances of X', the inverse of X from

the n fixed points $1, Q& which are the respective inverses
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of P
iy P2,

... r
15

r.2 ,
r3 ,

. . are the lengths of (9P15 OP.2,
. . .

;
and

52. Show that the inverse with regard to any pole of the

Cartesian oval whose equation is Ir + mr' = n, where r, r are

the distances of any point on the curve from two fixed points

F-H F.2 ,
is I . OF

l . pl + m. OF2 . p.2
= np3 ,

where p1} p2 are the distances of any point on the inverse curve

from the points which are the inverses of F^ F^ and
/o3

is the

distance of the same point from the pole of inversion.

53. Show that the inverse of a Cassini's oval defined by the

equation rr = constant

is of the form p^p.2
=

Ap.?,

the letters pv />2 , ps denoting the distances of any point on the

inverse curve from certain fixed points.

54. Show that the inverses of two curves intersect at the

same angle as the original curves; and as particular cases that

if two curves touch their inverses also touch, and if two curves

cut orthogonally their inverses cut orthogonally.

55. It is an obvious property of two confocal and co-axial

parabolas whose concavities are turned in opposite directions

that they cut at right angles. By inverting this proposition,

the focus being the pole of inversion, show that the curves

which cut orthogonally each member of the family of cardioides

r = a(l+cos#) found by giving different values to a, are also

cardioides.

56. Show by inverting a conic with regard to its focus that

the circle a? + y-
=

l(e + cos a)x + I sin a . y
touches the Lima^on r = l+le cos 6

at the point given by 6 = a.

57. Show that the polar reciprocal of the curve r
m= ameoBm&.

with regard to a circle whose centre is at the pole is of the form

_^_ m
rm+icos- # = 6m+ 1

.

m+ 1
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58. Show that the polar reciprocal of the curve xmy
n = a

with regard to a circle whose centre is at the origin is another

curve of the same kind.

59. Show that the first positive pedal of the curve p = is
am

p
m+lam =

and that its polar reciprocal with regard to a circle of radius a

whose centre is at the origin is pm+l = amr.

60. Show that the inverse of the curve p =/(?*) with regard

to a circle whose radius is k and centre at the pole is

p =

and that the polar reciprocal is

r p
61. Show that the pedal of the inverse of p=f(r] with

regard to a circle whose radius is k and centre at the origin is

62. Show that the pedal of the inverse of p = with
CL

regard to a circle whose radius is k and centre at the origin is

m 2m 1

p = I _
Jm-l^m-l.

\ /

63. Show that the polar reciprocal of the curve r
m = amcosmO

with regard to the hyperbola r2cos 20 = a2
is

m mm = a^.
m+l

64. In the semicubical parabola ay* = x3 the tangent at any

point P cuts the axis of y in M and the curve in Q. is the

origin and N the foot of the ordinate of P. Prove that MN
and OQ are equally inclined to the axis of x.

65. At any point of a curve where the ordinate varies as the

cube of the abscissa, a tangent is drawn
;

where it cuts the

curve another tangent is drawn ;
where this cuts the curve a

O 3
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third is drawn, and so on. Prove that the abscissae of the points.

of contact form a geometrical progression, and also the ordinates.

66. A straight YmeAOPof given length always passes through
a fixed point 0, while A describes a given straight line AT; show

that if PT be the tangent at P to the locus of P, the projection

of

67. The point P moves so that OP . O'P = constant, 0, O r

being fixed points. If OY, O'Y' be the perpendiculars from

and 0' on the tangent at P to the locus of P, prove that

PY-.PY' :;OP2
'.0'P\

68. and 0' are two fixed points, P any point in a curve

defined by the equation ,

r r c

where r OP, r' O'P, and c is constant. Prove that the dis-

tance between P and the consecutive curve obtained by

changing c to c + 8c is ultimately

Sc

, +

where a = 00'. [SMITH'S PRIZE.]

69. In a system of curves defined by an equation containing

a variable parameter investigate at any point the normal dis-

tance between two consecutive curves, and determine the form

of the equation for a system of parallel curves.

[PROFESSOR CAYLEY, Messenger of Mathematics, Yol. V.]



CHAPTER VIII.

ASYMPTOTES.

208. DEF. If a straight line cut a curve in two points
at an infinite distance from the origin and yet is not

itself wholly at infinity, it is called an asymptote to the

curve.

209. Equations of the Asymptotes.

Let the equation of any curve of the nih
degree . be

arranged in homogeneous sets of terms and expressed as

To find where this curve is cut by any straight line

whose equation is

(B)

substitute
JUL+ ' -

t

for - in equation (A), and the resulting
OC '3C

equation

^

(jives the abscissae of the points of intersection.

Applying Taylor's Theorem to expand each of these
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functional forms, equation (c) may be written

Xn
</>n(fJi)+X

n - 1 n-2
= 0. (D)

This is an equation of the ?^
th

degree, proving that a

straight line will in general intersect a curve of the 7i
th

degree in n points real or imaginary.
The straight line y = iu.x+ ft is at our choice, and there-

fore the two constants
//,

and ft may be chosen, so as to

satisfy any pair of consistent equations. Suppose we
choose

/UL
and

ft, so that

and
ft<t>'n(iu-)-}-<f)ii^i(iU')

Q (F)!

The two highest powers of x now disappear from equa-
tion (D), and that equation has therefore two infinite

roots.

If, then, JULV /x2
. ..., fjin be the n values of /x deduced

from equation (E) (which is of the nih
degree in

//,),
the

corresponding values of ft will in general be given by

' r^z if

9 *
>

<ind the n straight lines

are the asymptotes

of the curve.

210. Rule.

Hence, in order to find the asymptotes of any given

curve, we may either substitute ju.x-\-ft for y in the equa-

tion of the curve, and then by equating the coefficients of
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the two highest powers of x to zero find /u.
and

ft. Or we

may assume the result of the preceding article, which

may be enunciated in the following practical way : In

the highest degree terms put x = ~L and y = ^ [the result of
this is to form <pn(i^)] and equate to zero. Hence find /*.

Form
<pn -\(p-} in a similar way from the terms of degree

n1, and differentiate (/>n(fj), then the values of ft are

found by substituting the several values of /x,
in the

formula 8=

Ex. Find the asymptotes of the cubic

Sx3 - oPy Zxy*+g3+ 2.r2+xy y
z+x+y+ 1 = 0.

Here 3(M)=/^
3 -2Ai2 -^+ 2=

;

therefore (/A
-

!)(/*+ !)(/*
-

2)
=

;

giving M = l, --1, or 2.

Again,
and

,, ^a
2

/j. 2
therefore /3= -i-_ L.--- .

3^-4^-1
Hence if /*

=
!) /

3=1
5

if /*=-!, 0=0,
and if ^= 2, j8=0.

Hence the asymptotes of the curve are

EXAMPLES.

. The asymptotes of

=

2. The asymptotes of

?/ xl
y + %/

2+ 4y + A1=
are #= 0, y .^+1=0.
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211. Number of Asymptotes to a Curve of the nih
Degree.

It is clear that since n( ya)
= is in general of the nih

degree in
/x, and fi<f>'n (fji) + il _i( yu)

= is of the first degree
in

/3, that n values of /m. and no more, can be found from

the first equation, while the n corresponding values of

ft can be found from the second. Hence n asymptotes,
real or imaginary, can be found for a curve of the nih

degree.

212. If the degree of an equation be odd it is proved
in Theory of Equations that there must be one real root

at least. Hence any curve of an odd degree must have

at least one real asymptote, and therefore must extend to

infinity. No curve therefore of an odd degree can be

closed. Neither can a curve of odd degree have an eveno
number of real asymptotes, or a curve of even degree an

odd number.

213. If, however, the term y
n be missing from the

terms of the nih
degree in the equation of the curve, the

term
fj.

n will also be missing from the equation <j>n (fji)
= 0,

and there will therefore be an apparent loss of degree in

this equation. It is clear, however, that in this case,

since the coefficient of
/u.

n
is zero, one root of the equation

^W(M) is infinite, and therefore the corresponding

asymptote is at right angles to the axis of x
; i.e.,

parallel to that of y. This leads us to the special con-

sideration of such asymptotes as may be parallel to

either of the axes of co-ordinates.

214. Asymptotes Parallel to the Axes.

Let the curve arranged as in equation (A), Art. 209, be
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2
xn -'2

y
2+--+ an _^^ - x+ any

n

Ji ~ 2
2/ + .................. +^,-i?/"-

1

H-*^"-
2 + ...'

+ ... = ..................... (A')

If arranged in descending powers of x this is

ajK
n+ (aly+ bJop-

1
+... = Q................ (B')

Hence, if c& vanish, and y be so chosen that

the coefficients of the two highest powers of x in equation

(B') vanish, and therefore two of its roots are infinite.

Hence the straight line a
ly+ b

1
= is an asymptote.

In the same way, if an = 0, aTC_ic+ &n_i = is an

asymptote.

Again, if c& = 0, a
1
=

0, b =0, and if y be so chosen that

three roots of equation (B') become infinite, and the lines

represented by

represent a pair of asymptotes, real or imaginary, parallel

to the axis of y.

Hence the rule to find those asymptotes which are

parallel to the axes is,
"
equate to zero the coefficients of

the highest 'powers of x and y."

Ex. Find the asymptotes of the curve

x-y* ;c-y , 'cy
2+ x+y + 1 = 0.

Here the coefficient of x1 is y^y and the coefficient of y* is x^ x.

Hence #= 0, #=1, #= 0, and y=^l are asymptotes. Also, since the

curve is one of the fourth degree, we have thus obtained all the

asymptotes.
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EXAMPLES.

* 1. The asymptotes of #
2
(#

2 - a2
) =# are

'

2. The co-ordinate axes are the asymptotes of

3. The asymptotes of the curve ,r
2
?/
2= c2(^

2+y2
) are the sides of a

square.

215. Partial Fractions Method.

The values of
/3, viz.,

are exactly the constants required in putting

partial fractions*
This gives a very easy way of obtaining the asymptotes.

For if

_ &
..|___A

, A
|

the asymptotes will be

etc.

* Suppose the single factor / - ^ to occur in
<t>n(t). Let

Hence, differentiating

0'n(0

and putting t= MJ,

^
But if be the partial fraction corresponding to the factor t -

t P!

A .-= - ^!izlW
(Art. 101).
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Ex. Find the asymptotes of the curve,

25 5

XJ. cZ " ~ --
*- tl ;^ _ ;

~
\ v. \ .' . I ITT

~~~
~^~. '. ^ *

~ T "I"
'

Hence the asymptotes are

25=-
,

it x=
3

216. Particular Cases of the General Theorem.

We return to a closer consideration of the equations

of Art. 209.

It is proved in Theory of Equations that if an

equation such as
(f>n (t^)

= have a pair of roots equal, say

t
then n

/

(Ml)
= 0.

I. Let the roots of n(/*)
= be /xp /x2 , ..., //n , supposed

different, so that < n'(/x) does not vanish for any of

these roots. Also, suppose n(/x) a^ic? n_i(/x) o contain

a common factor JUL JUL^ say, then u _ 1 (/x1)
= 0, and there-

fore ft =0.

Hence the corresponding asymptote is y =^x and

passes through the origin.

II. Next, suppose two of the roots of the equation

0Xu) = to 6e equal, e.g., JUL^^, then <n'(X)
= 0. In this

case, if
<pn _i(jj) do not contain /x ^ as one of its factors,

the value /3 determined from equation (F) is infinite. The

line
2/
=

/*1#+/31
then does indeed cut the curve in two

points at an infinite distance from the origin, but it

makes an infinite intercept on the axis of y and there-

o
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fore this line lies wholly at infinity. Such a straight

line is not in general called an asymptote, but it will

however count as one of the n theoretical asymptotes
discussed in Art. 211.

III. But if
<f>n(juL)

= have a pair of equal roots each

=
/AJ,

we have
<t>n'(ju>i)

= Q> and if ^ be also a root of

^>-I(M) = ^ the value of /3 cannot be determined

from equation (F). We may however choose /3 so that

the coefficient of xn ~ 2 in equation (D) of Art. 209 vanishes,

that is so that

from which two values of
/3,

real or imaginary, may be

deduced. Let the roots of this equation be /3V
and /?/.

We thus obtain the equations of two parallel straight

lines ^

which each cut the curve in three points at an infinite

distance from -the origin. In this case there is a double

point on the curve at infinity (see Art. 249).

It is clear that in this case any straight line

parallel to 'y
=

fjLl
x will cut the curve in two points

at infinity. But of all this system of parallel straight

lines the two whose equations we have just found

are the only ones which cut the curve in three

points at infinity, and therefore the name asymp-
tote is confined to them. The one equation which

includes both straight lines is obtained at once by

substituting y ^x for /3 in the equation to obtain

/3 and is

(y
-

/^a?)
2^"W + 2(?y

- n&tfn- i(X)+ 20n_ 2 (/z 1)
= 0.
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Ex. Find the asymptotes of the cubic curve

Equating to zero the coefficient of y
1 we obtain #=0, the only

asymptote parallel to either axis.

Putting fjuc+p for y, ^ + 2x2
(/jix+p}+x(/juv+f3y

2 -x2
-x(/jix+p) + 2,=

(),

or rearranging a?( 1 + 2^+ /x
2
) + x\2p+ 2^/3

- 1 -
/*)+ ^(/3

2 -
18) + 2= 0.

l + 2/A+/x
2= gives two roots /*=-!. 2/3+2/^3-1 -/.t

= is an

identity if //,=
-

1, and this fails to find
/3.

Proceeding to the next coefficient, /3

2
/3=0 gives /3=0 or 1.

Hence the three asymptotes are #= 0, and the pair of parallel

lines

217. Form of the Curve at Infinity. Another Method for

Oblique Asymptotes.

Let Pr,
Fr be used to denote rational algebraical

expressions which contain terms of the rth and lower, but

of no higher degrees.

Suppose the equation of a curve of the nih
degree to be

thrown into the form

(aoj+&y+c)P_i+.Fn _i = .......... ...(1)

Then any straight line parallel to ax+ by = obviously

cuts the curve in one point at infinity ;
and to find the

particular member of this family of parallel straight lines

which cuts the curve in a second point at infinity, let us

examine what is the ultimate linear form to which the

curve gradually approximates as we travel to infinity in

the above direction, thus obtaining the ultimate direction

of the curve and forming the equation of the tangent at

infinity. To do this we make the x and y of the curve

become large in the ratio given by x:y=b:a, and we
obtain the equation
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If this limit be finite we have arrived at the equation

of a straight line which at infinity represents the limiting

form of the curve, and which satisfies the definition of an

asymptote.
To obtain the value of the limit it is advantageous to

put x= -- and y= z, and then after simplification make
ti V

Ex. Find the asymptote of
x3+ 3a%+ 3zy

2+ 2y
3= X*+y2+ x.

We may write this curve as

(x+ 2y) (x
2+xy+y2

)
=x2+y2+ x,

whence the equation of the asymptote is given by

2 1
and putting x=--, y= - we have

6 6

4 1_2
t*
+f t . 5-2* 5

i.e.,

EXAMPLE. Show that #+y=- is the only real asymptote of the
ja

curve ($ +y}(x*+y4
)
= a(x*+ a4

).

218. Next, suppose the equation of a curve put into

the form (ax+by+ c)Fn _ i+Fn _ 2
= 0,

then the line ax+ by+ c = cuts the curve in two points

at infinity, for no terms of the nili or (71 l)
th

degrees
remain in the equation determining the points of inter-

section. Hence in general the line ax+ by-\-c
= Q is an

asymptote. We say in general, because if Fn _i be of the
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form (ax+ by+ c)Pn ._2, itselfcontaining a factor ax+by+ c,

there will, as in Art. 216, in., be a pair of asymptotes

parallel to ax-\-by-{-c 0, each cutting the curve in three

points at infinity. The equation of the curve then

becomes

and the equations of the parallel asymptotes are

= J- Li
F,,n-2
"p >

Ln-2

where x and y in the limit on the right-hand side become

infinite in the ratio '-==-.
y a

And other particular forms which the equation of the

curve may assume may be treated similarly.

Ex. To find the pair of parallel asymptotes of the curve

9= 0.

Here 2^ - 3?y+ 1 =

where x and y become infinite in the direction of the line 2#=3y.
3 2

Putting #=-, y=, the right side becomes +2. Hence the
v v

asymptotes required are Ix - 3y= 1 and 2o? - 3y+ 3 =0.

219. Asymptotes by Inspection.

It is now clear that if the equation Fn = break up
into linear factors so as to represent a system of n

straight lines no two of which are parallel, they will

be the asymptotes of any curve of the form

Ex. 1. (#

is a cubic curve whose asymptotes are obviously
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Ex. 2. (x
-
y)\x+ 2y

-
1)
= 3#+ 4y+ 5.

Here #4-2y- 1 = is one asymptote. The other two asymptotes
are parallel to y=x. Their equations are

*_y= /Zij
V 1 -t -\3

220. Case in which all the Asymptotes pass through the

Origin.

If then, when the equation of a curve is arranged in

homogeneous set of terms, as

I I I A

it be found that there are no terms of degree n 1, and

if also un contain no repeated factor, the n straight lines

passing through the origin, and whose equation is un= Q,

are the n asymptotes.

221. Intersections of a Curve with its Asymptotes.
If a curve of the nih

degree have n asymptotes, no two

of which are parallel, we have seen in Art. 219 that the

equations of the asymptotes and of the curve may be

respectively written Fn = Q,

and Fn+Fn _ 2
= ().

The n asymptotes therefore intersect the curve again at

points lying upon the curve jPn _ 2
= 0. Now each asymp-

tote cuts its curve in two points at infinity, and there-

fore in 7i 2 other points. Hence these n(n 2) points
lie on a certain curve of degree n 2. For example,

1. The asymptotes of a cubic will cut the curve again
in three points lying in a straight line ;

2. The asymptotes of a quartic curve will cut the curve

again in eight points lying on a conic section ;

and so on with curves of higher degree.
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222. Common Transversal of a Curve and its Asymptotes.
The equation of the asymptotes and that of the curve

coincide in the terms of the nih and (n l)
th

degrees.

Hence, if we put both equations into polars, the sums of

the roots of the two equations for r are equal ; also, the

origin is arbitrary. Hence, if through any point a

line OP^Pcfz". be drawn to cut the curve in the points

Pj, P2 ,
P

3 ,
... and the asymptotes in pv p2, p3

then

20P= ZOj9, whence, if 20P = 0, it follows that 20p= 0,

so that both systems of points have the same centre of

mean position. Hence also the algebraical sum of the

intercepts between the curve and the asymptote is zero.

[NEWTON.]
A well known case of this is tha of the hyperbola,

where, if be the middle point of Pfy OP.+ OP^O,
and therefore 0^+ 0^ = 0, and therefore is also the

middle point of plp2 ,
whence it follows that in that case

^ift="JVPf-

223. Other Definitions of "Asymptotes."

Other definitions have been given of an asymptote,

e.g., (a) That an asymptote is the limiting position of the

tangent to a curve when the point of contact moves away

along the curve to an infinite distance from the origin,

while the tangent itself does not ultimately lie wholly at

infinity ; again, (/3) That an asymptote is a straight line

whose distance from a point on the curve diminishes

indefinitely as the point moves away along the curve to

an infinite distance from the origin.
/

224. To prove the Consistency of the Several Definitions.

We propose to show that the results derived from these defini-

tions are the same as those derived from our definition in Art. 208.
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Consider definition (a).

Let the curve be U= un + un-\ -f wn_ 2 + . . . + w = 0.

The equation of the tangent is

n
ox oy

We shall now suppose the point of contact x, y to move to oo along

some branch of the curve. We shall therefore only retain the

highest powers of x and y which occur, viz., those of the (n- l)
th

^ <"v
j-r ^\ ^v rr-

degree. Thus we must retain only -J^1

for ^ , ^ for -^ ,
and

< Or* qy cfy

wn_i for _! + 2 n_ 2 + ... + WW0. Hence in the limit we shall have

or

and it is easy to see that this agrees with the equation of an asymp-
tote found in Art. 209.

225. We next consider definition (/3) ;
we have already shown

that ax + by+c=Q is, according to our definition, in general an

asymptote of the curve (ax+by + c)Fn-\ + /
T

n_2
= 0.

The perpendicular from any point #, y of this curve upon the line

s

and the limit of this expression is clearly zero when x and y become

infinite in the ratio b : a, provided that the terms of degree n 1

in jFn-i do not contain ax + by as a factor, for the degree of the

denominator is higher than that of the numerator. Hence the

distance between the curve and the asymptote is ultimately a vanishing

quantity',
and the line ax + by + c=0 is such as to satisfy definition p.

226. The Curve in General lies on Opposite Sides of the

Asymptote at Opposite Extremities.

Let the straight line ax-\-by+ c=Q be an asymptote of
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the curve, and suppose there is no other asymptote of the

curve parallel to this. The equation of the curve is of

the form (ax+ by+ c)Fn _i-t-Fn _2 = 0; and, as in the last

article, the perpendicular from any point x, y of the

curve on this asymptote is given by

p__ _

When x and y become very large in the ratio given by

2/=_-,
x b'

this may ultimately be written as

where Jc is a constant, and it is therefore obvious that P
changes sign with x.

Hence in general the curve at the opposite extremities

of this asymptote lies on opposite sides of it.

227. Exceptions.

If, however, ax+by be a factor of the terms of highest

degree in Fn _ 2 ,
we may write the equation of the curve

so that the perpendicular on the asymptote is now

given by

and when x and y become very large in the ratio given by

^=_-,
x b

y

this can be ultimately written
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This, however, though ultimately vanishing, does not

change sign with x, so that in this case the curve at

opposite extremities of the asymptote lies on the same side

of it.

228. Again, if the equation of the curve be expressible

in the form (ax+by+ c)
zPn-2+^-2= 0,

the expression for the length of the perpendicular is in

the limit of the form n -I. This does not in general/W
ultimately vanish, and therefore in general ax+by+ c = Q

is not an asymptote, but is parallel to a pair of asymp-
totes. This case has been discussed in Art. 218.

229. If, however, the curve assumes the form

the length of the perpendicular is given by

(Perpendicular)
2 =2 = 1 P 3

Hence, if the ratio of - be that of 7 when x and
x- b

become infinite, this may ultimately be written

and therefore

Perpendicular
= A/- /(-)

which ultimately vanishes, but x cannot change sign or

the perpendicular will become imaginary at one extremity

of the asymptote. Hence the line is only asymptotic at

one end and the curve approaches the asymptote on

opposite sides.
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And in the same way other particular forms may be

discussed.

230. Curvilinear Asymptotes.

If there be two curves which continually approach
each other so that for a common abscissa the limit of the

difference of the ordinates is zero, or for a common
ordinate the limit of the difference of the abscissae is

zero when that common abscissa or common ordinate is

infinite, these curves are said to be asymptotic to each

other. For example, the curves

,

X

are asymptotic ;
for the difference of their ordinates for

any common abscissa x is -, a quantity whose limit is
x

zero when x is infinite.

231. Linear Asymptote obtained by Expansion.

If it be possible to express the equation of a given

curve in the form

G D
+-}+...,

/ it/

then the line y = Ax+B is clearly asymptotic to the

curve. This method of obtaining rectilinear asymptotes
is frequently useful.

232. To find on which side of the Asymptote the Curve

lies.

The sign of (Art. 231) is useful in determining on

which side of the asymptote the curve lies.
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Let y be the ordinate of the curve, y' that of the

asymptote, then

ri

If x be taken sufficiently large, the sign of -

governs the
x

sign of the whole of the right-hand side.

Suppose x and y to be positive, i.e., in the first quadrant,
then y y

f

will have in the limit the same sign as C. If

C be positive, y y' will be positive, and the ordinate of

the curve will be greater than that of the asymptote, and

the curve will therefore approach the asymptote from
above. Similarly, if C be negative, y y' will be nega-

tive, and the curve will approach the asymptote from below.

And in the same way for portions in the other quadrants.

Ex. Find the asymptotes of the curve

Here x2 2=0 gives x=a and x a, two asymptotes parallel to

the axis of y.

Again,

3a2

Hence the asymptotes are

and '-**}.= a
i

Again, considering y~x ~ : +

and
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it appears that if x be positive the ordinate of the curve is less

than the ordinate of the asymptote, and therefore the curve

approaches the line y=x in the positive quadrant from below.

Similarly the curve approaches the asymptote y= x in the fourth

quadrant from above.

233. General Investigation.

In order to express the general equation

in the form

. . . =o (i)

(2)

substitute for y from (2) in (1) ; then, since the result

must be an identity, the coefficient of each power of x

will be zero. This will give sufficient equations to

determine
JUL, /3, y, ....

The result of this substitution is

^- 2

y0n(Ai)+...=0

which gives us the series of equations

= 0,

Hence p, /3, y . . . are determined.

234. Polar Co-ordinates.

Let the equation of the curve be

(1)
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or
^

To find the directions in which r=oo or = Q we have

(3)

Let the roots of this equation be

6 = a, p, y, ....

p

xo
">--L.

Fig. 30.

Let XOP = a. Then the radius OP, the curve, and the

asymptote meet at infinity towards P. Let Y( = p) be

the perpendicular upon the asymptote. Since OY is

at right angles to OP it is the polar subtangent, and

Let XOY=a, and let Q be any point whose

co-ordinates are r, upon the asymptote. Then the

equation of the asymptote is

p= r cos (9 a) .................. (4)
^r

It is clear from the figure that a = a ~.

dO
To find the value of

du
when u = differentiate

equation (2), and put u= Q and = a, and we obtain

(5)
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Substituting the value of (
-

J hence deduced for
\ (] 1J I A

p in equation (4) we have

* i" rr\c I H /-* I

/f \
' ^ &

V
" dt o I

n() \ 2/

= r sin (a 0).

Hence the equations of the asymptotes are

;/ /)\_/-i()/ &1LI ^C( 17/ ~~>7~"7 \" >Aw
r sn ="^

etc.

COR. The case most often met with is that in which n= I
,

when the equation of the curve is rf^O) +/($) = 0. Then
= gives a, /5, y, etc., and the asymptotes are

,
etc.

235. To deduce the PolarAsymptote from the Polar Tangent.

The same results may be deduced from the equation of

a tangent (Art. 182).

The result u 7 cos (6 a)+ U' sin (0 a) at once re-

duces to ,
= r sin (0 ),

when U0. Putting

as found in the last article, we again obtain the equation

na
Ex. Find the asymptotes of the curve

r at&nO or rcosd

Here f^d] =cos Q and / (0) = a sin B.

r\ IT OTT= gives a= -, j3= , etc.,
2i
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and
f\(e) -sin0

(__

v

9 -0)= or

- /3?r A
r sini -- 6 I

= a or r cos 6 a
V 2 /

are the asymptotes.

236. Circular Asymptotes.
In many polar equations when is increased indefin-

itely it happens that the equation takes the form of an

equation in r, which represents one or more concentric

circles. For example, in the curve

e
r =a^-r

which may be written

T= a--:r,

1-

it is clear that if becomes very large the curve

approaches indefinitely near the limiting circle r= a.

Such a circle is called an asymptotic circle of the curve.

EXAMPLES.

Find the asymptotes of the following curves :-

2.
;?/

3 =

3. x3 + y
s = aB

.

4.
't/(a? + #2

)
= a

5. axy = x3 - a3
.

6.

7.

8. x*y + y
2x = a 3

.
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i 9.

10.

11. #?/(# -y) -
a(x-

- -
y*}

= 6 :}

.

I 12. (a'-a^^a-V + a-
3

).

1 3. xy
2 = 4a2

(2a
-

a?).

1 4. ?/
2

(a
-
x)
=
%(b

-
xf.

15. x"y = x3 + x + y.

1 6. xy~ + cry = x3 + mx* + nx +p.
17. x3 + 2o;

2

2/
-

CT/
2 -

2y
3
4- 4y

2 + 2a^ + ?/ -1=0.
18. XB -

2x^y + xy
1

19.

20.

-721.

/ 22.

- 3a2
a; + 2

2/
= 0.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31. Show that all the asymptotes of the curve rtsmnO = a

touch the circle r = -.
n

32. Show that there is an infinite number of asymptotes of

the curve y (a- x) tan
? -, viz.,

x = a, x = 3a, a? = 5, etc.

33. Show that the curve 2

(&r-r
2

)
= 6

2 has a circular

asymptote.

34. Show that there is an infinite series of parallel asymp-

totes to the curve 7* = 7
sin

P
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and show that their distances from the pole are in Harmonical

Progression. Find the circular asymptote.
<j 2

35. Find the asymptotes of the curve y = x- -. Find on
ar - or

which side of the oblique asymptote the curve lies in the posi-

tive quadrant. Show also that the hyperbola x(y
-

x)
= 2a2

is

asymptotic to this cubic curve.

36. Find the asymptotes of the curve y'
2 = x*--

,
and find

x a
on which side the curve approaches these asymptotes.

Q/ . //"

37. Show that the curve x = has a rectilinear asymp-
ay

tote y = 0, and a parabolic asymptote y
2 = ax.

38. Show that the curve ary x4 + xi + x2 + x+ 1 has a

parabolic asymptote whose vertex is at the point (
--

1, |), and

whose latus rectum = 1.

39. Show that the curve x*y = x3 + #2 + x + 1 has a hyperbolic

asymptote whose eccentricity =

40. Find the equation of a cubic which has the same asymp-
totes as the curve or* - 6x*y + 1 Ixy*

-
6y* + x + y + 1 =0, and

which touches the axis of y at the origin, and goes through the

point (3, 2).

41. Show that the asymptotes of the cubic

cut the curve again in three points which lie on the line x + y = 0.

42. Find the equation of the conic on which lie the eight

points of intersection of the quartic curve

with its asymptotes.

43. Show that the four asymptotes of the curve

(x
2 - y

2
)(y

2 - 4x2
)
- Qx3 + 5x^y + 3xy

2 -
2y*

- x2 + 3xy - 1 =

cut the curve again in eight points which lie on a circle.
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44. Form the equation of the cubic curve which has x =
QCf *U

y = 0,
'

+ Z = I for asymptotes, and cuts its asymptotes in the
a

three points where they intersect the line ~+^L = l and also
a b

passes through the point a, b.

45. Form the equation of a quartic curve which has x = 0,

y = Q,y = x,y= - x for asymptotes, which passes through the

point a, 6, and cuts its asymptotes again in eight points lying

upon the circle x2 + y
2 = a2

.

46. Form the equation of a quartic curve which has asymp-
totes x-y = Q and x + y = 0, the curve being supposed to

approach each asymptote at one extremity only, but from both

sides of that asymptote, and also to touch the axis of y at the

origin.

47. Form the equation of a quartic curve with asymptotes

2/
=

0, x + y = Q, x y = Q, the curve being supposed to approach

y = from opposite sides at the same extremity, but the other

two asymptotes from the same side and at opposite extremities

in each case. The curve is also to touch the axis of y at the

origin and to pass through the point (2a, a).

48. If the equation of a curve be written

and if <(/*,)
= 0, ^'(^) = 0, ^)l_ 1(/*1 )

=
0, and <'M_iW =

0, show

that there are two parallel asymptotes equidistant from the

origin, whose equations are

49. Show that the first approximation to the difference of the

ordinates of the curve

/ii\ / 1/\ /^/\ r\
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and its rectilinear asymptote y =
abscissa is x is

-iWf -W
for a point whose

+ Wn-

assuming that no other asymptote is parallel to this one. Show

from this result that the curve at opposite extremities is in

general also on opposite sides of the asymptote.

50. Show that the curve

(?/ 2x)
2
(y + x) -f- (y + 3x}(y - x} + x = 0.\/ / \7 / \tS /\t/ /

has the parabolic asymptote 3?/
2 - I2xy + I2x2 + 5x = 0.

51. Show, by transforming to the point k, k, that the asymp-
totes of the general curve of the n th

degree

( , Oj, ..., an joj, y)
n + n(b ,

blt ..., bn_^x} y)*~
l + ... =0

will all pass through one point if

h, b'n

and that the co-ordinates of that point are

afii a.2b a-J) a^
- a{ aQa.2

- a{

[Professor Cayley uses the notation (a0)
alt

the general binary quantic of the ?i
th
degree :

j y)
n



CHAPTER IX.

SINGULAR POINTS.
/

237. Concavity. Convexity.

In the treatment of plane .curves the terms concavity
and convexity with regard to a point are applied with

their ordinary signification. Thus, for example, any arc

of a circle is said to be concave to all points within the

circle
;
whilst to a point without the circle the portion

lying between that point and the chord of contact of

tangents drawn from the point is said to be convex and

the remainder of the circumference concave.

238. In general the portion of a curve in the immediate

neighbourhood of any specified point lies entirely on one

side of the tangent at that point. This is clear from the

definition of a tangent, which is considered as the limit-

s'

Fig. 31.

ing position of a chord. There is an ultimately coincident

cross and recross at the point of contact, as shown at

the ultimately coincident points P, Q in Fig. 31
;

so
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that the immediately neighbouring portions AP, QB
must in general lie on the same side of the tangent PT.

239. Point of Inflexion.

The kind of point discussed in Art. 238 is an ordinary

point on a curve. It may however happen that for some

point on the curve the tangent, after its cross and recross,

crosses the curve again at a third ultimately coincident

point. Such a point can be seen magnified in Fig. 32.

R

Fig. 32.

In this case it is clear that two successive tangents

coincide in position : viz., the limiting positions of the

chords PQ, QR. The tangent at such a point is therefore

said to be "
stationary," and the point is called a "

point

of contrary flexure" or a "point oj inflexion" on the

curve. The tangent on the whole crosses its curve at

such a point, and the curve changes from being concave

to points on one side of the tangent to being convex to

the same set of points.

240. Point of Undulation.

Again, there may be a point on the curve for which the

p Q R s

Fig. 33.

tangent crosses its curve in four ultimately coincident

points, P, Q, R, S, as seen magnified in Fig. 33, and the
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point is then called a "point of undulation" on the

curve. There are now three contiguous tangents coincid-

ent, and the tangent on the whole does not cross its

curve. And it is clear that singularities of a higher order

but of similar character may arise.

241. Analytical Tests. Concavity and Convexity.

It is easy to apply analysis to the investigation of the

form of a curve at any particular point.

Let us examine the point x, y on the curve y = ^(x).

Let P be the point to be considered, Pl
an adjacent

point on the curve. Let PN, P1
N'

1
be the ordinates of P

Y

PI/

N N,

Fig. 34.

and Pv and suppose P1
N

l
to cut the tangent at P in Qr

Then ON=x, NP = y = <j>(x\

Let ON
1
=x+h t

then N,P, = d>(x+ h)

....... (1)

,,
h?

by Taylor's Theorem. Again, the equation of the tangent

at Pis Y-y = <l>'(x)(X-x).

Putting X = x+ h

we obtain Y=y+ h<f>'(x)
=

(j>(x)+h<j>(x),
...... (2)

which gives the value of JV
1Q1

.
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Hence the ordinate of the curve exceeds the ordinate of

the tangent by

(3)

Now, if k be taken sufficiently small, the sign of the

right-hand side will be governed by that of its first

terra
;
and this term does not change sign with h because

it contains an even power of h, viz., the square. Hence

in general, on whichever side of P the point P1
be taken,

^T
l
P

l ^iQi will have the same sign positive if
<j>"(x)

be

positive, and negative if
(J>"(x)

be negative; and therefore

the element of the curve at P is convex or concave to the

foot of the ordinate of P according as
(f>"(x) is positive or

negative.

We have drawn our figure with the portion of the

curve considered above the axis of x. If, however, it

had been below, the signs of N
1
P

l
and N^ would both

have been negative and we should have had the contrary
result. But observing that

(j>(x)
is positive for points

above the axis of x, and negative for points below, we

may obviously state the unrestricted rule that the

elementary portion of the curve y = <f>(x)
in the neigh-

bourhood of the point (x, y) is convex or concave to the

d?v
foot of the ordinate according as <j>(x)<f>"(x) or y-j^ is

positive or negative.

242. Points of Inflexion.

If
</>"(x)

= Q at the point under consideration, we have

and, as before, the sign of the right-hand side, when h is
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taken sufficiently small, is governed by the sign of its

first term. But this now depends on /i
3
,
and therefore

changes sign with h
;

that is, the ordinate of the curve

Y

O N Nx
X

Fig. 35.

is greater than the ordinate of the tangent on one side of

P, but less on the other. The tangent now crosses the

curve at its point of contact, and the point is of the kind

described in Art. 239, arid called a, point of inflexion. A
necessary condition then for a point of inflexion is that

<t>"(x) if not infinite should vanish, and the sign of <p'"(x)

determines the character of the inflexion; for (assuming
the element above the axis of x) if <}>"(x) be positive,

^i^i'"^iQi changes from negative to positive in passing

from negative to positive values of h: i.e., in passing

through P the change is from concavity to convexity with

regard to the foot of the ordinate. But if
<f>'"(x)

be

negative, the change is from convexity to concavity, and

this latter is the case represented in the figure.

243. Point of Undulation.

Again, if
<j>'"(x)

= Q at the same point, and </>""(x)
do

not vanish, the first term in the expansion ofN
1
P

1
N

1Q1

depends on h*
} and therefore this expression does not

change sign in passing through P. The tangent there-
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fore on the whole does not cross its curve at P. The

point is of the kind described in Art. 240 and called a

point of undulation.

244. Higher Degrees of Singularity.

It will now appear that, if by two successive differenti-

ations a result of the form

= A(x- afn(x

be deduced from the equation to the curve, although -y 2.

vanishes both at the points given by x = a and by x= b,

yet it only undergoes a change of sign when it passes

through x = b, the index of the factor x b being odd.

Hence at the points given by x= a there is no ultimate

change in the direction of flexure, while at those given

by x = b there is a change. The points given by x = a

look to the eye like ordinary points on a curve, while

those given by x = b resemble points of inflexion, and

indeed have been for distinction called by Cramer points
of visible inflexion* although the singularity is of a

higher order than that described in Art. 239, which is

the case of m = 0. If n = 1, the points given by x = a are

points of undulation, such as described in Art. 240. So

that for an Inflexional Point the condition -=^
= 0,

though necessary, is not sufficient. The complete cri-

d u d u
terion is that -, should change siqn. If -,~ vanish, but

dx2- ax2

do not change sign, the curve at the point under con-

sideration is undulatory.
* Dr. Salmon, "Higher Plane Curves," p. 35. Cramer, "Analyse

des Lignes Courbes," Geneva.
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245. Case when the Tangent is parallel to the>?/-axis.

The test of concavity or convexity has been shown to

(A if

depend upon the sign of ,-
-
z

. In the case, however, of an

arc, the tangent to which is parallel to the axis of y, the

value of *S? and of all subsequent differential coefficients
ax

is infinite. But in this case it is obvious that it would

be convenient to consider y instead of x for the independ-
. d2x

ent variable, and then the sign of - Wl^ test the con~

cavity or convexity to the foot of the ordinate drawn

from the point under consideration to the axis of y.

Similarly, at a point of inflexion at which the tangent
fj 1C

is parallel to the axis of y, -^ must change sign.

And in other cases whenever it is more convenient to

use y instead of x for our independent variable, we are

of course at liberty to do so with an interchange of the

letters x and y in the formula quoted.

246. The test for concavity or convexity may also be

investigated as follows :
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Let P be any point of the curve, co-ordinates x and y.

Let the adjacent points on the curve P
x
and P., have co-

ordinates,^ h^yj and (x+ h, y z) respectively. Let the*

ordinate of P cut the chord PjP2
in Q. Then if h be

made infinitesimally small, the portion of the curve in the

immediate neighbourhood of P will be convex or concave

to iV, according as NP is < or > NQ, i.e., as

y is < or >
2

Now

l dx2

so that the criterion depends upon whether

2/be< or

and proceeding to the limit the curve is convex or con-

d^i/
cave to N accordin as -4 is positive or negative.

Ex. 1. Consider the curve y= <

2,\!ax. Is it convex or concave to the

foot of the ordinate ?

Here
do*

and
x

Hence yVg is negative for all positive values of x (and negative

values are not admissible), so that the curve in the neighbourhood
of any specified point is concave to the foot of the ordinate of that

point.

Ex. 2. Consider the curve x=y*+ 3y
2

. Has it a point of inflexion ?

j<f..

Here

so that
-r-^ changes sign as y passes through the value y=--I.

Therefore the point (2,
-

1) is a point of inflexion on the curve*
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247. Convexity and Concavity of a Polar Curve.

Suppose the equation of a curve to be given in polar

co-ordinates, and that it is required to find a test of con-

vexity or concavity towards the pole.

\B

Fig. 37.

Let be the pole, P the point of the curve to be

examined. Let the co-ordinates of P be denoted by r, 6,

and let A, B be two points on the curve adjacent to P,

and one on each side of it whose co-ordinates are respec-

tively (rx , 6-86) and (ra ,
6+ 86). Then the curve in the

immediate neighbourhood of P will be concave or convex

to 0, according as

AAOP+AOPis > or < AA OB
when we proceed to the limit. That is, according as

rjr sin SO+ rr., sin 86 > or < r

i\r.2
sin

or r,r+ rr
z
> or < 2?^r2

cos 86 ;

'i.e., as ^J+ MJ.
> or < 2ucos80,

where we have written r=- , etc.
u.

Now, by Maclaurin's Theorem,

80*

d6
' d& "2!"

d2u 802

2!
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and therefore
2

,

\
+

2!

whence we have concavity or convexity to the pole accord-

T... is > or < %ul 1 -

-f ...i,ing as

and proceeding to the limit according as

.

is > or < 0.

248. Polar Condition for a Point of Inflexion.

At a point of inflexion the curve changes from con-

cavity to convexity, and therefore the necessary condition

d u
is that ^+-772 snould change sign.

Ex. Find the point of inflexion on the curve r= aO~^.

Here au= 0*

,, ,. _

therefore -rr, -9
4

d2u
Hence, putting u+-=()

to find for what value of d a change of sign can occur, we have

And the positive value only is admissible, giving

as the polar co-ordinates of the point of inflexion.

MULTIPLE POINTS.

249. Nature of a Multiple Point.

A singularity of different nature from those above de-

scribed occurs on a curve at a point where two branches
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intersect, as at the point A in the accompanying figure.

It will appear from an inspection of the figure that at such

a point as the one drawn there are two tangents to the

R

Fig. 38.

curve, one for each branch. Each tangent cuts the

curve in two ultimately coincident points, such as P,

Q on one branch, and it incidentally intersects the

other branch through A in a third point R, ultimately
also coinciding with A. Each tangent therefore at such

a point intersects the curve in three ultimately coincident

points at the point of contact; and if the curve be of the

nth
degree, each tangent will cut the curve again .in n 8

points real or imaginary. In this respect the tangent
at such a point resembles the tangent at a point of in-

flexion, for (Art. 239) the point of contact of a tangent at a

point of inflexion counts for three of the n intersections

of the line with the curve. .

250. Points through which more than one branch of a

curve passes are called
"
multiple points

"
on the curve.

If two branches pass through the point A, as in the above

figure, A is called a "double point" If three branches pass

through any point, that point is called a "
triple point

"
on

the curve
;
and generally, if through any point r branches

of the curve pass, that point is referred to as a "
multiple

point of the rth order
"
on the curve. From what has been

said with regard to the tangents at a double point it will

be obvious that there are r tangents (real or imaginary)
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at a multiple point of the rth order, one for each branch.

At such a point each of these r tangents cuts its own branch

in general in two points, and each of the other branches in

one point : i.e., in r+ 1 points altogether, all ultimately co-

incident with the multiple point. Such a tangent there-

fore cuts the curve in n r 1 other points real or

imaginary. But if at the multiple point there happen
to be a point of inflexion on the branch considered, the

tangent will cut that branch in three points instead of

two at the point of contact, making r+ 2 points of inter-

section with the curve at the multiple point, and there-

fore reducing the remaining number of points of intersec-

tion to n r 2.

251. Species of Double Points.

Consider the case of a double point. The tangents

there may be real, coincident, or imaginary.

CASE 1. If the tangents be real and not coincident,

there are two real branches of the curve passing through
the point, and the point is called a node or era/node.

Fig. 39.

CASE 2. If the tangents be imaginary, there are no real

points on the curve in the immediate neighbourhood of

the point considered, and we are unable to travel along
the curve from such a point in any real direction. Such

a point is therefore simply an isolated point, whose co-
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ordinates satisfy the equation to the curve, and is called a
"
conjugate point

"
or

" acnode."

CASE 3. If the tangents at the double point be coinci-

dent, the two branches of tl\e curve will touch at the

point considered. The point is then in general of the

character called a cusp or spinode.

252. Two Species of Cusps.

There are two kinds of cusps, as shown in the accom-

panying figures.

Fig. 40. Fig. 41.

(a) In Fig. 40 the branches PA, QA lie on opposite
sides of the tangent at A. This is referred to as a cusp
of the first species or a keratoid cusp (i.e., cusp like

horns).

(/3) In Fig. 41 the branches PA, QA lie on the same

side of the tangent at A. This is called a cusp of the

second species or a ramphoid cusp (i.e., cusp like a beak).

253. A Multiple Point can be considered as a Combina-

tion of Double Points.

A triple point may obviously be considered as a com-

bination of three double points, for of the three branches

intersecting at the point each pair form a double point at

Q
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their point of intersection. And in general a 'multiple

point of the rth order may be considered as the result of

v('y ~~ 1 1

the combination of '-^
- double points, since this is the

number of ways of combining the r branches two at a time.

254. To examine the Nature of the Origin.

If the equation of a curve be rational and algebraic, it

may be written in the form

a

+ b
lx+b2y

(A)

If this be put into polar co-ordinates it becomes

a

+r(61
cos #+ Z?

2
sin 0)

^+ c
2
cos sin + C

3
sin2$)

- 1 sin 0+ . . . +fcn+1sin"0) = 0. . . .(B)

Let be the pole and OA the initial line. Then equa-

tion (B) gives the points Pv P2 ,
P

3 , ..., in which a radius

Fig. 42.

vector OP
1
P

2 ..., making a given angle with OA, cuts

the curve. The roots of this equation are OPV OP
2 ,

OP2,
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It is clearly of the nih
degree, and therefore has in

general n roots. These ma}7

", however, become imaginary
in pairs.

I. If a = 0, it will be obvious from either the Cartesian

equation (A) or the Polar equation (B) that the curve

passes through the origin 0. In this case one root of the

equation (B) is zero, and in the figure OP-^
= 0.

II. In this case, if be so chosen as to make

^cos $+ 6
2
sin =

0, a second root of the equation (B)

vanishes, and therefore we infer that a straight line

making an angle tan" 1
! ^-) with the initial line cuts/ h
\ b

the curve in two contiguous points at the origin, and

therefore is the tangent there. The Cartesian equation
of this line is obvious upon multiplying by r, viz.,

Hence if a curve pass through the origin, the terms of

first degree (if any such exist) on being equated to zero

form the equation of the tangent at the origin. (See

Art. 173.)

III. If a = Q, 6
1
= 0, and b

2
=

Q, then in general it is

possible to choose so that

C1cos
2 + c

2
cos sin + C

3
sin2 = 0,

and then three roots of equation (B) will vanish
;
that is to

say, of the pair of lines whose equation is c^+c^xy+c^y
2=

each cuts the curve at the origin in three contiguous

points. There are therefore two branches of the curve

intersecting at the origin, to each of which a tangent can

be drawn, and of the three contiguous points in which it

has been seen that each of these tangents cuts the curve

two lie on one branch and the other on the remaining t
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branch. The origin is in this case a double point on the

curve, and the terms of lowest degree in the equation of

the curve, viz., c^-^-c^xy+ c^y
2
,

when equated to zero form the equation of the tangents
at the origin. The tangent of the angle betiveen these

straight lines is given by

If C
2
2 >4c

1
c
3 , the tangents are real and not coincident,

and there is a node at the origin.

If c
2
2 = 4c

1
c
3,

the tangents are coincident, and the two

branches of the curve touch, and there is in general
a cusp at the origin.

If cJ^< 4^3, there are no real tangents at the origin, al-

though the co-ordinates of the origin satisfy the

equation of the curve; there is then a conjugate point
at the origin.

If
(^+ 3

= 0, the tangents at the origin intersect at right

angles.

IV. If a = 0, 6j
= 0, b

2
= 0, c

l
= 0, c2

=
0, c

3
=

0, the origin

is a triple point on the curve, and (as shown in III. for

the tangents at a double point) the tangents at the origin

are d^x? -f- d2
x2
y+ d^xy

2
-f d^y*

= 0.

V. And generally, if the lowest terms of an equation

are of the rth degree, the origin is a "
multiple point of

the rih order
"
on the curve, and the terms of the rtl;

degree equated to zero give the r tangents there.

255. To examine the Character of any Specified Point on a

Curve.

Results similar to those of the preceding article may be

deduced for any point on the curve.
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1C *~~~ IL II ~~ n

Let the straight line
"
-
1

= -= p be drawn through
I m

a given point (h, k) to cut the curve f(x, 2/)
= 0. Then

x = h+ lp,

The use of these equations is obviously equivalent to a

double transformation of co-ordinates, the first to parallel

axes through h, k, the second to polars.

Substituting for x and y in the equation of the curve

we obtain f(h+ lp, k+ mp) =
to find the points P1,'P2 ,

... in which a radius vector

through the point h, k cuts the curve.

If this be expanded by the extended form of Taylor's

Theorem, the equation becomes

f(h,

which is exactly analogous to equation (JB) of Art. 254,

and corresponding results follow.

I. If f(h, k)
= 0, one root of the equation for p vanishes

and the point h, k lies on the curve (which is otherwise

obvious).

II. In this case, if the ratio I : m be now so chosen that

then another root vanishes, and this relation gives the

direction of the tangent, whose equation is therefore

as found in Art. 169.
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III. But if = and = 0, as well as f(h, k)
= 0, then

Oil OK

all lines through h, k cut the curve in two contiguous

points. But if the ratio I :m be so chosen that

we have in general, as in Art. 254, III., two directions in

which a radius vector drawn through (h, k) cuts the curve

in three contiguous points. The point (h, k) is a double

point on the curve, since two branches of the curve pass

through this point; and of the three contiguous points in

which each of the above-mentioned radii vectores meets

the curve, two lie on one branch and one on the other.

The equation of the two tangents is

IV. Further, if =
0,

= 0, and = 0, in addi-

tion to ^r=0, sr^'O, and f(h,k} = 0, identically for thesr

same values of h, k, and if on going to terms of the third

order we find that all these do not identically vanish, the

point (h, k) is a triple point on the curve.

V. And generally the conditions for the existence of

a multiple point of the rth order at a given point h, k of

the curve are that f(x, y) and all its differential coeffici-

ents up to those of the (r l)
th order inclusive should

vanish when x= h and y = k; and then the equation of the

r tangents at that point will be
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256. Special Case of Double Point.

Recurring to the case of a double point at a point (h,

since the equation of the tangents is

the angle between these tangents is given by

,
tan -

and the point /&, A; is a wocfe or conjugate point according

as

^ t

and is in general a cusp if

dhdk

with the preliminary conditions in each case that

= 0, and = 0.

We say in general a cusp; for it will be seen that

in some cases when the above conditions hold the

curve becomes imaginary in the neighbourhood of
the point considered, which must therefore be classed

as a conjugate point. In the case of the coincidence

of tangents, further investigation is therefore neces-

sa,ry. The mode of procedure is indicated below in the

method for the investigation of the character of a cusp.

It appears that

represents a curve which cuts f(x, y)
= U in all its cusps ;

and that
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is a curve which cuts f(x, y)
= Q in all the double points

at which the tangents are at right angles.

257. To search for Double Points.

The rule therefore to search for double points on a curve

"T^f "s*>f

f(x. ?/)
= is as follows. Find -^ and _-

; equate each to

zero and solve. Test whether any of the solutions satisfy

the equation of the curve. If so, apply the tests for the

character of each of the points denoted, i.e., try whether

be
*

\dxdyj

258. To discriminate the Species of a Cusp.

METHOD I. Suppose the position of a cusp to have been

found by the foregoing rules. Transfer the origin to the

cusp. The transformed equation will be of the form

where ax+ by = Q is the tangent at the origin, and U
B ,
u

4 ,

... are homogeneous rational algebraical functions of x

and y of the degrees indicated by their respective

suffixes.

Let P be the length of the perpendicular drawn from

a point x, y of the curve, very near the cusp, upon the

tangent ax+ by = 0.

mi ax+ byThen P=-W=4- (2)

If y be eliminated between equations (1) and (2), an

equation is obtained giving P in terms of x. It is our

object to consider only the two small perpendiculars from

points on the curve near the origin, and having a given
small abscissa x\ hence in comparison with P2 we reject
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cubes and all higher powers of P and also all such

terms as P2
x, P2x2

,
. . . which may arise on substitution.

Fig. 43. Single cusp, first species. Fig. 44. Single cusp, second species.

Fig. 45. Double^cusp, first species. Fig. 46. Double cusp, second species.

Fig. 47. Double cusp, change of species. Osculinflexiori.

We shall then have a quadratic to determine P. If,

when x is made very small, the roots be imaginary,
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the branches of the curve through the origin are unreal,

and therefore there is a conjugate point at the origin.

If the roots be real, but of opposite signs, the two small

perpendiculars lie on opposite sides of the tangent, and

there is a cusp of the first species at the origin. If the

roots be real and of like sign the perpendiculars lie on

the same side and the cusp is of the second species, and

the sign of the roots determines on which side of the

tangent the cusp lies.

Complete information is also afforded by this method

as to whether the cusp is single or double, i.e., as to

whether the branches of the curve extend from the cusp
towards one extremity only of the tangent, or towards

both extremities as shown in the annexed figures.

The reality of the roots of the quadratic for P will in

some cases depend upon, and in others be independent

of the sign of x. In the former cases the cusp is single ;

in the latter, double. Moreover, if double, we can detect

whether the cusp is of the same or of different species

towards opposite extremities of the tangent. When the

cusp is of different species towards opposite extremities

the point is called by Cramer a point of Osculinflexion.
In adopting the above process it will clearly be suffici-

ent to put P= ax+ by, thus dropping the \/a?+b2 for the

sake of brevity; the effect of this being to consider a line

whose length is proportional to that of the perpendicular
instead of the perpendicular itself.

Ex. 1. Examine the character of the origin on the curve

x* 4%2
y 2,-CT/

2+ 4?/
2= 0.

Here the tangent at the origin is y= Q. According to the rule put

ty= P. The quadratic for P is

P2
(4
-
2#)

- 4P.r2+ x*= 0.
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The roots of this equation are real or imaginary according as

4#* is > or < #4
(4
-

&r),

i.e., according as x is 'positive or negative. Hence the cusp
is "single" and lies to the right of the axis of y. Moreover the

yA
product of the roots is --- and is positive when x is very small,

T: ~~*

and the roots are therefore of the same sign. The origin is there-

fore a single cusp of the second species. Moreover the sum of the

roots is positive, so that the two branches near the origin lie in the

first quadrant.

Ex. 2. Examine the character of the curve

& - 3x2
y - 3xy*+ 9y*

=
at the origin. Here y= is a tangent at the origin. Put y= P :

The quadratic for P is

The roots are real or imaginary according as 9.#4 4(9 3#)#* is

positive or negative, i.e., as - 27^*+ 12^ is positive or negative.

Now, when x is very small, x* is negligible in comparison with #*,

and therefore the above expression is negative for very small positive

or negative values of x. The roots of the equation forP are therefore

imaginary, and the origin is a conjugate point on the curve.

Ex. 3. Examine the character of the curve

2w+l

y=F(x}(x-hr*nM ....... . ............. (1)

in the neighbourhood of the point x=h, y=F(h), m and n being posi-

tive integers.

By Taylor's Theorem we may write

F(x+ A) = F(h] + ax + bx*+ . . .

and [f(x + h)J=al+ b
lx+...,

where a
1 being \_f(h}f is necessarily positive.

Hence on transforming our origin to the point {A, F(h}} we
obtain for the transformed equation

2m + 1

(y-ax - bx2 -
...)

2= #~^~(a1+ 6
1#+ ...)............. (2)

Examining the form of the curve at the origin, there are obviously

coincident tangents if i^Jli be > 2.
n

Put y - ax=P, then
1m+ 1

ax-^ -...=0.
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That the roots of this quadratic are real, if x be positive and small,

is obvious from equation (2) ; also, that the roots are imaginary for

small negative values of x. There is therefore a single cusp extending

to the right of the new axis of y.
2m+l

Again, the product of the roots= b2&A a
l
x~^~

If > 4, this product has the same sign as .r
4 when x is

n

taken sufficiently small, and therefore is positive, giving a cusp of

the second species.

If <4, the term a\x~^n~ is the important term in the
n

product and is negative, x being positive. There is therefore in

this case a cusp of ihz first species.

We have assumed that the coefficient b or F"(h) is not zero. If

however this coefficient vanish, it is easy to make the corresponding

change in the subsequent investigation.

Ex. 4. Examine the nature of the double point on the curve

Here

These give
and

i/ "7

or #=1, )

y= -1. j"

Now this point obviously lies upon the curve, and there is therefore

a multiple point of some description there.

Again,

*+y=o, )

-.#+2=0, j

2 2= - 2 at the point (1,
-

1),

Hence at this point

^

and we have a double point at which the tangents are coincident.
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Next, transforming to the point (1, -!) for origin, the equation
becomes (x+y)* x/2(y-.r)

2=0.

According to the rule we put y x=P. Then rejecting terms in P*
and P^oc we have P 2 - 6^2

>J2P - 4r3 J2= 0.

The roots are real if 1 S^4+ 4 J203> 0,

which is the case if x be very small and positive. There is therefore

a single cusp at the point (1, 1).

Agaiu, the product of the roots = -4^/^/2, and is negative
when x is small. This indicates that the cusp is one of the first

species.

[This curve is obviously ouly a transformation of the semi-cubical

parabola y
z=x

259. METHOD II. Another method of discrimination of

the species of a cusp depends upon the test for concavity
cL 11 (I ic

or convexity. Find the two values of ~^ (or -y 2,
see

Art. 245). If these have opposite signs very near to the

cusp, the two branches starting from the cusp are one

concave and the other convex to the foot of the ordinate,

and the cusp is of the first species. But if the signs be

the same, the two branches are either both concave or both

convex to the foot of the ordinate, and the cusp is of the

second species.
Q

Ex. Discuss the form of the curve y= x x* at the origin.

d?y L 3 1
Here -^ = T -.-.

dxl 4 tjx

Hence only positive values of x are admissible and the two values

of ^. have opposite signs. The origin is therefore a single cusp of

the first species.

This result is obvious also from the form of the equation to the

curve.
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260. Singularities of Transcendental Curves.

In addition to the singularities above discussed others

occur occasionally in transcendental curves, due to dis-

continuities in the values of y, ~, etc. For instance, if
ax

the value of y be discontinuous at a certain point the

curve suddenly stops there and the point is called a
41

point d'arrdt"

Consider the curve y= vii\ (a > 1).

When .r= oo, y= l, and as x increases from oo to zero y is

always positive and decreases down to zero. As soon, however, as

x becomes positive, being still indefinitely small, y suddenly be-

comes infinitely great, and as x increases to +co y gradually
diminishes down to unity. The origin is a point tfarret on this

curve, and the shape is that shown in the annexed figure.

o X

Fig. 48.

Next suppose that the value of y is continuous, but

dij
that at a certain point -~- becomes discontinuous, so that

ax

two branches of the curve meet at certain angle at the

same point and stop there. Such a point is called a
"
point saillant"
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261. Branch of Conjugate Points.

Tt sometimes happens that a curve possesses an infinite

series of conjugate points, satisfying the equation to the

curve and forming a branch of isolated points. M.

Vincent, in a memoir published in vol. xv. of Gergonne's
"Annales des Math./' has discussed several such cases,

and calls such discontinuous branches by the name

branches pointillees.

Ex. In tracing the curve y=x*, it is clear that, when #= oo,

^= 00
;
and. when #=1, y\. Also that as x decreases from oo to

1, y also decreases from oc to 1. Between x= \ and x=0 y is less

than 1; and when #= 0, 3/=l (see Chap. XIII.). There is there-

fore a continuous branch of the curve, viz., QC PJ5, above the axis

of v.

Again, whenever x is a fraction with an even denominator there

n

B

O

Fig. 49.

are two real values of y, differing only in sign ; e.g.,

(i)*= Vi
whilst, whenever the denominator of x is odd, there is but one real

value for y. There is therefore a branch of conjugate points below
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the axis forming a discontinuous branch, of the same shape as the

continuous branch above the axis.

Next consider what happens when x is negative. Let the co-

ordinates of any point P on the branch in the first quadrant be

(#, y), then ON=x. Take On= x along the negative portion of

the axis of x, then, if p be the corresponding point on the curve, we
have pn = (-x) -*, PN #*,

and therefore pn . PN= ( 1)*,

which maybe =1, -1, or imaginary, according to the particular

value of x. Hence, when the ordinate pn is real, its magnitude is

inverse to that of the corresponding ordinate PN. Hence on this

curve we have two infinite series of conjugate points, as shown in

the figure.

For an account of M. Viucent's memoir and criticisms upon it

see Dr. Salmon's "
Higher Plane Curves," p. 275, or a paper by Mr.

D. F'. Gregory,
" Camb. Math. Journal," vol. i., pp. 231, 264.

262. Maclaurin's Theorem with regard to Cubics.

We conclude the present chapter with an important
theorem with regard to cubic curves, which is due to

Maclaurin.

// a radius vector OPQ be drawn through a point of

inflexion (0) ofa cubic, cutting the curve again in P and Q,

to show that the locus of the extremities of the harmonic

means, between OP and OQ, is a straight line.

If the origin be taken at the point of inflexion and the

tangent at the point of inflexion as the axis of y, the

equation of the cubic must assume the form

y3+ XU = Q (1)
where u is the most general expression of the second and

lower degrees, viz.,

ax2+ 2hxy+ by
2+ 2gx+ 2fy -f- c,

for it is clear that the axis of y cuts this curve in three

points ultimately coincident with the origin.

The equation (1) when put into polars takes the form
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where

L = sin3 + (a cos2#+ '2k sin cos + b sin20) cos 0,

M= (2#cos + 2/sin 0) cos 0,

AT= ccos 0.

If rv r
2
be the roots of this quadratic, and p the

harmonic mean between them, we have

_ _ -~~ ~~~
c

which shows that the Cartesian Equation of the locus of

the extremity of the harmonic mean is the straight line

gx+fy+c = 0.

263. It is obvious from Art. 187 that the equation of the

polar conic of the cubic (1) with regard to the origin is

or x(gx+fy+c} = 0.

Hence the polar conic of a point of inflexion on a cubic

breaks up into two straight lines, one of which is the

tangent at the point of inflexion, and the other the locus

of the extremities of the harmonic means of the radii

vectores through the point of inflexion. It appears from

this that only three tangents can be drawn from a point

of inflexion on a cubic to the curve, viz., one to each of

the points in which the line gx+fy+ c= Q meets the

curve, and consequently also that their three points of

contact lie in a straight line.

264. If a Cubic have three real points of Inflexion they

are Collinear.

It follows immediately from Maclaurin's Theorem above

proved that if A and B be two points of inflexion on a

cubic, the line AB produced will cut the curve in a third

R
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point (7, which is also a point of inflexion on the cubic.

For if B, B^ B2
be the three ultimately coincident points

on the cubic, which lie in a straight line (B being a point
of inflexion), let AB, ABV AB2

cut the curve in C, Cv (7
2 ,

and let AH, AHV AH2
be the harmonic means between

AB, A C
;
AB

lt
AQ ;

AB
2 ,
AG

2 respectively, then H, Hv H2

lie in a straight line by Maclaurin's Theorem, and B, Bif
B

2

lie in a straight line
;
therefore by a theorem in conic

sections C, Cv Cz
also lie in a straight line, and they are

ultimately coincident points. C is therefore a point of

inflexion.

EXAMPLES.

1. Write down the equations of the tangents at the origin for

each of the following curves :

(a) y-l- c = c cosh -.

c

(ft) y-

(y) y^ x log(l + x).

(8) a? + y*=3axy.

2. Show that the curve y = e
x
is at every point convex to the

foot of the ordinate of that point.

3. Show that for the cubical parabola

a?y = (x- b)
3

there is a point of inflexion whose abscissa is b.

4. Show that for the semicubical parabola

the origin is a cusp of the first species.

5. Show that the origin is a cusp of the first species on the

curve a(y
- xf = x3

.
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6. Show that on the curve

(ay
- #2

)

2 = bx*

there is a cusp of the first species at the origin, and a point of

inflexion whose abscissa is b.

64

7. Show that there are points of inflexion at the origin on

each of the curves

(\
x

a) I/
XCOB-.

a

o

(y) y = x2

log(I-x).

8. Show that the curves

O 9 *> 9 O i w
2/-
= x- sin -, v = ^ ^n -

a a

have cusps of the first kind at the origin.

9. Show that at the origin on the curve

OT vC

y ox sm -
a

there is a node or a conjugate point according as a and b have

like or unlike signs.

10. Show that there is a point of inflexion on the curve

y = <f

at the point (8, e
2

).

11. Show that the Trident curve

axy + as x3

has a point of inflexion at the point in which it cuts the axis of

x, and show that the tangent at the point of inflexion makes

with the axis of x an angle

12. Show that the curve

b(a

has a cusp of the second species at the origin.
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13. Show that, if n be greater than 2, the curve

has a cusp at the origin of the first or second species according

as n is less or greater than 4.

14. Find the two points of inflexion of the curve

y x2 /x- \

c
=

9^~2
+
\ a )

and draw figures showing the characters of the inflexions.

15. Show that every point in which the curve of sines

y . x9 = sin-
a o

cuts the axis of x is a point of inflexion on the curve.

1 6. Show that the points of inflexion on the cubic

a?x

XT + CT

are given by x = and x = a J3.
Show that these three points of inflexion lie on the straight

line x =

17. Find by polars the points of inflexion on the curve

1 8. Show that the curve au = n has a point of inflexion

where .>
au= [n(l 7i)}

2
.

19. Show that if the origin be a point of inflexion on the

curve ul + u2 + u3 + . . .
=

uz will contain u^ for a factor.

20. Show that there is a point of inflexion at the origin on

the cubic y = axy + by* + ex3.

21. Show that there is a point of undulation at the origin on

the curve y = ax4 + bx*y
2 + cy

4
.

22. Show that the origin is a triple point on the curve

and that there is a cusp of the first species there.
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23. Show that there are two points of inflexion at the origin

on each of the curves

24. Show that the abscissae of the points of inflexion on the

curve y
n =

are roots of the equation

25. Show that the abscissae of the points of inflexion on the

curve y = e
-** tan px

are given by

2/x sec
2

jjix([j,
tan /x#

-
A) + A2 tan

[JLX
= ().

26. Show that the curve

Xs + ay? + a3

y= -J--T-or-flr

has but one point of inflexion, and that its abscissa is

3/3-lv

27. Find the positions of the points of inflexion on the curve

28. Prove that the curve

-(-Y
y = be w

has a point of inflexion given by

n

29. Prove that the point / - 2, - -
J

is a point of inflexion

on the curve y = xe
x

.

30. Show that there are two points of inflexion on the cubic

Xs + y
3 = a3

at the points (a, 0), (0, a) respectively.
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31. In the curve a? + y* = ax*

show that there is a cusp of the first kind at the origin, and a

point of inflexion where x = a.

32. In the curve y*
= (x- a)(x -b)(x- c)

show that if a = b there is a node, cusp, or conjugate point at x = a

according as a is >
,
=

,
or <: c. Also show that the points

of inflexion have for their abscissae x =- . Hence show

that the points of inflexion on this curve are real or imaginary

according as the curve has a conjugate point or a node.

33. Show that for the curve

r = a(\
- cos 6)

there is a cusp of the first kind at the origin.

34. Show that the curve

has a double point at the origin.

35. Show that the curve

r = a sin nO

has a multiple point at the origin of order n or 2n according as

n is odd or even.

36. Show that the curve

has a cusp of the first kind at the pole.

37. Show that if the cubic

xy
1 + ey = ax3 + bx* + cx + d

have a centre, then will b = and d = and the centre is at the

origin.

In this case show also that the origin is a point of inflexion

on the curve.

38. Show that there is a conjugate point on the locus

Xs + y
3 + 3cxy = c

3

at the point (
-

c,
-

c).
Trace the curve.
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39. Show that the curve

has two cusps of the first species at the origin, and that x + y = a

is an asymptote.

40. Show that a cubic curve cannot have more than one

double point, and cannot have a triple point.

Examine the case of the curve

2(0* + T/
3

)
- 3(3x

2 +
2/

2

) + 1 2x = 4

and show that there are apparently two nodes at (1, 1) and at

(2, 0) respectively. Explain this result.

41. Show that the curve

79 O ow
by- = v? sin--

a

has a cusp of the first species at the origin and is symmetrical

with regard to the axis of x. Show also that it has an infinite

series of conjugate points lying at equal distances from each

other along the negative portion of the axis of x.

42. Show that the curve

'4a?

has a node at the point (1, 2).

43. Show that the curve

has a triple point at the origin, and that the angles between

the branches through the origin are equal.

44. Show that the curve

has a multiple point of the eighth order at the origin, and that

the curve consists of eight equal loops.

45. Show that for the Cissoid
/V"

- x

the origin is a cusp of the first species.
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46. Show that for the Conchoid

if b be > a there is a node at x = 0, y = -
,
and if 6 a there is

a cusp at the same point.

47. Show that at the point (
-

1,
-

2) there is a cusp of the

first species on the curve

y? + 2x2 + 2xy - y
2 + 5x - 2y = .

48. Examine the singularities of the curve

cc
4 - 4^ - 2ay

3 + 4aV + 3y - a4 = 0.

There are nodes at the points (0, ), (a, 0), (2a, a). Find the

directions of the tangents at these points.

49. Show that the curve

ce
4 -

2orfy
- xf -2x--2xy + y

z -x+2y+l=Q
has a single cusp of the second kind at the point (0,

-

1).

50. Examine the character of the curve

ay* ax^y
1 + x5 + x4

y =

in the immediate neighbourhood of the origin.

51. Show that at each of the four points of intersection of

the curve , $ /; \1 / 2 *,2\^
(ax) +(byy = (a?-b

2

)

with the axes there is a cusp of the first species.

-^ 52. Show that the origin is a conjugate point on the curve

a;
4 - ax2

y + axy* + a?y
2 = 0.

53. Show that at the origin there is a single cusp of the second

species on the curve x* - 2ax2
y - axy* 4 a2

y
2 = 0.

54. Show that the curve

has a single cusp of the first species at the origin.

55. Show that the curve

2/

2 = 2ary -t x*y + x*

has a double keratoid cusp at the origin.

56. Show that the curve

2/

2= 2x~y + x4
y

has a conjugate point at the origin.



CHAPTER X.

CURVATURE.

CURVATUKE.

265. Angle of Contingence.

Let PQ be an arc of a curve. Suppose that between

P and Q there is no point of inflexion or other singularity,

but that the bending is continuously in one direction.

Let LPR and MQ be the tangents at P and Q, intersect-

M
Fig. 50.

ing at T and cutting a given fixed straight line LZ in L
and M. Then the angle ETQ is called the angle of

contingence of the arc PQ.
The angle of contingence of any arc is therefore the
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difference of the angles which the tangents at its extremi-o o
ties make with any given fixed straight line. It is also

obviously the angle turned through by a line which rolls

along the curve from one extremity of the arc to the

other.

266. Measure of Curvature.

It is clear that the whole bending or curvature which

the curve undergoes between P and Q is greater or less

according as the angle of contingence RTQ is greater or

m, ,. angle of contingence .

less. I he traction -
5
- is called the

length 01 arc

average bending or average curvature of the arc. We
shall define the curvature of a curve in the immediate

neighbourhood of a given point to be the rate of deflection

from the tangent at that point. And we shall take as a

measure of this rate of deflection at the given point the

,. ., ,. angle of contingence
limit ot the expression -=- when the

length oi arc

length of the arc measured from the given point and

therefore also the angle of contingence are indefinitely

diminished.

That this is a proper measure of the rate of deflection

is obvious from the consideration that, for a given length
of arc, the deflection is greater or less as the angle of

contingence is greater or less, and for a given angle of

contingence the deflection is greater or less as the length
of the arc is less or greater.

267. Curvature of a Circle.

In the case of the circle the curvature is the same at
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every point and is measured by the RECIPROCAL OF THE

RADIUS. _ JR

P

Fig. 51.

For let r be the radius, the centre. Then
A A

RTQ=POQ=
r

the angle being supposed measured in circular measure.

TT- angle of contingence _
1

"
'

length of arc
"
r'

and this is true whether the limit be taken or not.

Hence the " curvature
"

of a circle at any point is

measured by the reciprocal of the radius.

268. Circle of Curvature.

If three contiguous points be taken on a curve, a circle

may be drawn to pass through those three points. Let

them be P, Q, R. Then, when the points are indefinitely

close together, PQ and QR are ultimately tangents both

to the curve and to the circle. Hence at the point of

ultimate coincidence the curve and the circle have the

same angle of contingence, viz., the angle RQZ (see Fig.

~>2). Moreover, the arcs PR of the circle and the curve

differ by a small quantity of order higher than their own,
and therefore may be considered equal in the limit (see

Art. 36). Hence the curvatures of this circle and of the
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curve at the point of contact are equal. It is therefore

convenient to describe the curvature of a curve at a

given point by reference to a circle thus drawn, the re-

ciprocal of the radius being a correct measure of the rate

Fig. 52.

of bend. We shall therefore consider such a circle to

exist for each point of a curve and shall speak of it as

the circle of curvature of that point. Its radius and

centre will be called the radius and centre of curvature

respectively, and a chord of this circle drawn through the

point of contact in any direction will be referred to as the

chord of curvature in that direction.

269. Formula for Radius of Curvature.

Referring to the figure of Art. 265, let the arc AP
measured from some fixed point A on the curve up to P
be called s, and AQ, s-\-Ss ;

let the angle PLZ=\ls, and

QMZ=\!s+S\ls. Then the angle of contingence RTQ = S\[r

and the measure of the curvature = Lt-~-= -~~. If there-
Ss as
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fore the radius of curvature be called p we have

1 dty ds
-=-j-, or p=j-.~...................(A)
p ds dty

270. This formula may also be arrived at thus. Let PQ
and QR (Fig. 52) be considered equal chords, and there-

fore when we proceed to the limit the elementary arcs

PQ and QR may be considered equal. Call each Ss, and

the angle RQZ=8ty.
Now the radius of the circum-circle of the triangle

PR
PQR i

PR 2Ss r ,Ss Sty ds
Jtlence p = Lt^-. nr. n Lt^-. z-i-= jW-r-r- . VT = ~rr>

1 &&.JPQR 2 sin Sty Sty sin Sty dty

Also, it is clear that the lines which bisect at right angles
the chords PQ, QR intersect at the circum-centre of PQR,
i.e., in the limit the centre of curvature of any point on a

curve may be considered as the point of intersection of
the normal at that point with the normal at a contiguous
and ultimately coincident point.

271. The formula (A) is useful in the case in which the equation
of the curve is given in its intrinsic form, i.e., when the equation is

given as a relation between s and
\f/ (Art. 291). For example, that

relation for a catenary is known to be s= ctan^; whence we deduce

r7*
at once p= -l=csecV,r 7 / 17

a\f>

and the rate of its deflection at any point is measured by
1 COS2

'/' C

p c s2 + c2
'

272. Transformations.

This formula however must be transformed so as to

suit each of the systems of co-ordinates in which it is
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usual to express the equation of a curve. These trans

formations we proceed to perform.

We have the equations
'dx dy

1 kJAAJ. \Lf ~
1

as as

Hence, differentiating each of these with respect to s,

dj^r_ d2x
sm

ds
' ~

ds2 '

d2x

cos
ds

whence
p dy

'

dx'

ds ds

and by squaring and adding

These formulae (B) and (c) are only suitable for the case

in which both x and y are known functions of s.

273. Cartesian Formula. Explicit Functions.

. dy
Again, since

we have
dx

dx ds
'

dx p cos

by differentiation with regard to x.

d\Is d\ls- ds
JNow

therefore

and

therefore

o ,
1 d2

y
sec3 i/r .

- =
P

P = .(D)

dx2
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This important form of the result is adapted to the

evaluation of the radius of curvature when the equation
of the curve is given in Cartesian co-ordinates, y being
an explicit function of x.

274. Cartesians. Implicit Functions.

We may throw this into another shape specially

adapted to Cartesian curves, in which neither variable

can be expressed explicitly as a function of the other.

Thus, if
(f)(x, 2/)

= be the equation to the curve, we

have
'dx "dy dx

and
*dxdy

'

dx 'dy^dx/ 'dy

'

dx2

ft ^ I fi tyI

Hence, substituting for -^ and -r4 in formula (D),

P =

or

o ,\ 2~\ '

o<p\ h

&//}
'2'

'dx'dy' 'dx'dy 'dy*'dx

275. A curve is frequently defined by giving the two

Cartesian co-ordinates x, y in terms of a third variable,
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e.y., the equation of a cycloid is most conveniently

expressed as x= a(0+ sin 0) ,

Formula (D) is very easily modified to meet the

requirements of this case.

Let x=F(f)\ be the equations of

y =/(0 J the curve.

dy

Then

and

dx dx
~

dt

d2
y _ d idy\ dt

dx1 dt
'

\dx)
'

dx

d2
y dx d2x dy

dt2
'

dt
'

dt
fdxV
<~dt)

J"(t).F'(t)-f(t).F"(t)

and formula (D) becomes

*y.dxd?x dy ~f(t) . F'(t) -f(t) . F"(t)
'

dt2
'

dt dt2
*

dt

Ex. In the above-mentioned case of the cycloid

_= a('H-COS0), ^r-r sin0.
de dd~

dy
-f-=a sin 0.

de

and by formula (F)

p
~

8a cos3

cos 6(1 + cos 8) + sin2
= 4acos .

.(F)
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276. Curvature at the Origin.

When the curve passes through the origin the values

of -r p) and =-(= ) at the origin may be deduced

\)y substituting for y the expression =r +... (the

expansion of y by Maclaurin's Theorem) and equating
coefficients of like powers of x in the identity obtained.

The radius of curvature at the origin may then be at

once deduced from the formula p = [Formula (D)].

Ex. Let the curve be ax

Putting

we have a

+ bp

x+
21

a'

bq

= 0.

... =0,

therefore

and

giving

whence

etc.,

a=-_ and =-

_
2 a'tf-Zh'ab+ b'd*

This result of course might be deduced at once from formula (E).

'277. It will be noticed that, if the lowest terms of the

equation be of the second degree, we should get a quad-
ratic equation giving two values for p, and consequently
also two values for q. These indicate the two values of

s
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p corresponding to the two branches of the curve passing

through the origin.

Ex. Find the radii of curvature at the origin for the curve

=0,

Substituting px+--3? + ... for y we have

?
2 + pq

+ 2 -1
whence

whence

and

and therefore

or

etc.,

p=l or 2,

2= -2 or 2,

-2
= _ 1

=5-590....

The diflference of sign introduced by the q indicates that the two

branches passing through the origin bend in opposite directions.

B

278. Newtonian Method.

The Newtonian method of finding the curvature of the

curve at the origin is instructive and interesting. Sup-

pose the axes taken so that the axis of x is a tangent to
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the curve at the point A, and the axis of y, viz., AB, is

therefore the normal. LetAPB be the circle of curvature,

P the point adjacent to and ultimately coincident with A
in which the curve and the circle intersect. Then

PN 2=AN.NB,

NB

Now in the limit

NB= AB= twice the radius of curvature.

1 PN 2 x2

Hence

Similarly, if the axis of y be the tangent at the origin,
2

we have

Ex. Find the radius of curvature at the origin for the curve

2.r4 + 3#
4 + 4a% + xy-y* + 2.r= 0.

In this case the axis of y is a tangent at the origin, and therefore

we shall endeavour to find L$.
toe

Dividing by x
o

2

X X

Now, at the origin Z^-= 2/>, #=0, #=0, and the equation becomes

or P= l.

279. The same method may be applied when the

tangent to the curve at the origin does not coincide with

one of the axes
;
but as the method of Art. 276 is very

simple we leave the investigation as an exercise to the

student.

Ex. Establish in the above manner the result of the Example in

Art. 276.
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280. Formula for Pedal Equations.

To find a formula for the radius of curvature adapted
to pedal equations. Let be the pole and C the centre

Fig. 54.

of curvature corresponding to the point P on the curve,

P r

a contiguous point on the curve ultimately coincident

with P, the normals at P and P' intersecting at G (Art.

270). Let OF, the perpendicular on the tangent at P,

=p. Then OC2= r2+p2
-2rpcosOPC

sin

since
p

sin <
= -.
r

Again, for the contiguous point P', r becomes r+Sr
and p becomes p+Sp, while p and OC remain the same.

Hence OC2=
(

therefore by subtraction

or in the limit P-
Sr dr

dp
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Ex. In the equation p2= Ar2+ B, which represents any epi- or

hypo-cycloid [Chap. VII., Ex. 36], we have

dp
and therefore p p.

The equiangular spiral, in which p ocr, is included as the case in

which 11=0.

281. Polar Curves.

We shall next reduce the formula to a shape suited for

application to curves given by their polar equations.

We proved in Art. 181

1 . duV

w 1 dp _ I d2u\du
~ =z '

4

{
rvnn/t

Now

dp J d2
u\

or -r-= vHu+ -r^lI fJ \\ w
i 7/19 fdu \ dO2

/

rdr

dp
1 du 1

therefore p= -~s T =
,

* /V\O^ O I /I *

(du\
\d@)

282. This may easily be put in the r, form thus :-

Since u = -

,we have

r

1 c?r
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and therefore

therefore

CURVATURE.

^_2 (dr\
2

_l
>
2~VW0/ r2

.r*dP)i*\r+i*\dO

,(j)

283. Tangential-Polar Form.

In Art. 195 it was proved that

giving us a formula for the radius of curvature suitable

for p, \[s equations.

Ex. It is known that the general p, ^ equation of all epi- and

hypo-cycloids can be written in the form

p= A sin^ (Chap. VII., Ex. 36).

Hence p=A sin B$ - A 2 sin Zty,

and therefore p oc p,

thus again proving the result of the Example in Art. 280.

284. Point of Inflexion.

At a point of inflexion the radius of curvature is in-

finite. This is geometrically obvious from the fact that

it is the radius of a circle which passes through three

collinear points. We may hence deduce various forms of

the condition for a point of inflexion
;
thus if

we get = from (A),
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dx2
~" "*"" W*

^ h ^r~o I ^~ } from

some of which have already been established otherwise.

EXAMPLES.

1. Apply formula A to the curves

2. Apply formula ^) to the curves

x
y2= kax, y= c cosh -.

c

3. Apply formula E to the curve

ax+ by+ a'#2 + 2A'.ry+ b'y
2

to find the radius of curvature at the origin.

4. Apply formula F to the ellipse

x= a cos

y= b sin

5. Apply formula J7 to the curves

am

6. Apply formula / to the reciprocal spiral

au=&.

285. Centre of Curvature.

The Cartesian co-ordinates of the centre of curvature

may be found thus :

Let Q be the centre of curvature corresponding to the

point P of the curve. Let OX be the axis of x
;

the

origin ; x, y the co-ordinates of P
; x, y those of Q ; \fs

the
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angle the tangent makes with the axis of x. Draw PN,

QM perpendiculars upon the o?-axis and PR a perpendi-

cular upon QM. Then

and

Now

= x p sin
\fs,

=MQ=NP+RQ

tan^= -7;
dx

therefore sin ir =

and COS
\/s
= -

Also j^m
ft 11

dx2

X
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Hence
dx dx

1 +

dx*

2

y=y+
(dy\
\dx/

da?

INVOLUTES AND EVOLUTES.

286. DEF. The locus of the centres of curvature of all

points of a given plane curve is called the evolute of that

curve. If the evolute itself be regarded as the original

curve, a curve of which it is the evolute is called an

involute.

The equation of the evolute of a given curve may be

found by eliminating x and y between equations (a), (/5)

of the last article and the equation of the curve.

Ex. To find the locus of the centres of curvature of the parabola

Here

Hence

dy _ x
dx 2a

dx dx

dx*

4a*

dx*

whence

Hence the equation of the evolute is
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287. Evolute touched by the Normals.

Let Pj, P2, P3
be contiguous points on a given curve,

and let the normals at P
lt
P and at jP

,
P

3
intersect at

Q2 respectively. Then in the limit when P
2 ,
P

3
move

along the curve to ultimate coincidence with P
x
the

limiting positions of Qv Q2
are the centres of curvature

corresponding to the points Plf
P

2
of the curve. Now

j
and Q2

both lie on the normal at P
2 ,
and therefore it

Fig. 56.

is clear that the normal is a tangent to the locus of such

points as Qlt Qy i.e., each of the normals of the original

curve is. a tangent to the evolute; and it will be seen in

the chapter on Envelopes (Art. 313) that in general the

best method of investigating the equation of the evolute

of any proposed curve is to consider it as the envelope of
the normals of that curve.

288. There is but one Evolute, but an infinite number of

Involutes.

Let ABCD... be the original curve on which the

successive points A, B, C, Z>, ... are indefinitely close to

each other. Let a, b, c, ... be the successive points of

intersection of normals at A, B, C, ... and therefore*" the

centres of curvature of those points. Then looking at

ABC... as the original curve, abed... is its evolute. And
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regarding abed... as the original curve, ABCD... is an
involute.

Fig. 57.

If we suppose any equal lengths AA', BE
f

, CCT, ... to be

taken along each normal, as shown in the figure, then a

new curve is formed, viz., A'E'G'..., which may be called

a parallel to the original curve, having the same normals

as the original curve and therefore having the same

evolute. It is therefore clear that if any curve be given
it can have but one evolute, but an infinite number of

curves may have the same evolute, and therefore any
curve may have an infinite number of involutes. The

involutes of a given curve thus form a system of parallel

curyqs.

289. Involutes traced out by the several points of a

string unwound from a curve.
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Since a is the centre of the circle of curvature for the

point A (Fig. 57), aA = aB
= bB+ elementary arc ab (Art. 36).

Hence aA bB = arc ab.

Similarly bB cC= a,rc be,

= &YC cd,

etc.,

Hence by addition

aA #6r
= arc afr+ arc 6c+ ...+arc fg
= arc ag.

Hence the difference between the radii of curvature at

tivo points of a curve is equal to the length of the

corresponding arc of the evolute. Also, if the evolute

abc... be regarded as a rigid curve and a string be un-

wound from it, being kept tight, then the points of the

unwinding string describe a system of parallel curves,

each of which is an involute of the curve abed..., one

of them coinciding with the original curve ABC.... It is

from this property that the names involute and evolute

are derived.

290. Radius of Curvature of the Evolute.

It is easy to find an expression for the radius of curva-

ture at that point of the evolute which corresponds to

any given point of the original curve.

Let (Fig. 57) be the centre of curvature for the point a

of the evolute. The angle S\fs'
between the normals at ^, b

= the angle between the tangents at a, b

= the angle between the tangents at A, B to the

original curve
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And if s' be the arc of the evolute measured from some
fixed point up to a, and p the radius of curvature of the

evolute at a, and p that of the original curve at A, we
have, rejecting infinitesimals of order higher than the first,

Ss'= arc ab = Sp,
and therefore

s being the arc of the original curve measured from some

fixed point up to A, and
\[r

the angle which the tangent
at A makes with some fixed straight line.o

INTRINSIC EQUATION.

291. The relation between the length of the arc (s) of a

given curve, measured from a given fixed point on the

curve, and the angle between the tangents at its extremi-

ties
(\[r) has been aptly styled by Dr. Whewell the

Intrinsic Equation of the curve. For many curves this

relation takes a very elegant form. The name seems

specially suitable to a relation between such quantities

as these, depending as it does upon no external system of

co-ordinates. The method of obtaining the intrinsic

equation from the Cartesian or polar relation is dependent
in general upon processes of integration. If the equation
of the curve be given as y=f(x), the axis of x being

supposed a tangent at the origin, and the length of the

arc being measured from the origin, we have

tan ^ =/'()............................ (1)

and

If s be determined by integration from (2) and x elimin-
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ated between the result and equation (1), the required
relation between s and \s will be obtained.

Ex. 1. Intrinsic equation of a circle.

If
\f/

be the angle between the initial tangent at A and the

tangent at the point P, and a the radius of the circle, we have

A A

and therefore

X

Ex. 2. In the case of the catenary whose equation is

the intrinsic equation is

For

and

and therefore

= c tan
\f/.

tan ^= -- = sinh -,ax c

~
/

dx

the constant of integration being chosen so that x and s vanish

together, whence s=ctan \f/.

EXAMPLES.

1. Show that the cycloid #= a(0+ sin 0)

has for its intrinsic equation s= 4a sin ^.
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2. Show that the epi- or hypo-cycloid given by
x= (a+ 6) cos 6 - b cos 2-

sin B - b sin

has an intrinsic equation of the form

s=A sin

292. Intrinsic Equation of the Evolute.

Let s=f(\js) be the equation of the given curve. Let

s' be the length of the arc of the evolute measured from

some fixed point A to any other point Q. Let and P

be the points on the original curve corresponding to the

points A, Q on the evolute, pQ, p the radii of curvature at

and P
; \js

the angle the tangent QP makes with OA
produced, and ^ the angle the tangent PT makes with

the tangent at 0.

^.P -* A-Then / = and

or
. . .

the intrinsic equation of the evolute.

293. Intrinsic Equation of an Involute.

With the same figure, if the curve AQ be given by the

equation s
f
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i

we have p = s + /o , p = yy,
and

i/r
=

\J/ t

whence s

294. Evolutes of Cycloids or Epi- and Hypo-Cycloids.

If we apply the result of Art. 292 to the intrinsic

equation s =A sin B\[s, we get for the equation of the

evolute s' = ABcosB\fs'

or, dropping the dashes,

s =AB cos B\fs,

if s be supposed measured from the point where
i/r
= -.

This proves that the evolute of an epi- or hypo-cycloid
is a similar epi- or hypo-cycloid. Also, the case in

which jB=l shows that the evolute of a cycloid is an

equal cycloid.

[For further information on Intrinsic Equations the student is

referred to Boole,
"
Differential Equations," p. 263, and to

" Camb.

Phil. Trans.," Vol. VIII, p. 689, and Vol. IX., p. 150.]

CONTACT.

295. First, consider the point P at which two curves

cut. It is clear that in general each has its own tangent
at that point, and that if the curves be of the ?nth and 7i

th

degrees respectively, they will cut in mn 1 other points

real or imaginary.

p̂ ^

Fig. 60.

Next, suppose one of these other points (say Q) to
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move along one of the curves up to coincidence with P.

The curves now cut in two ultimately coincident points

at P, and therefore have a common tangent. There is

then said to be contact of the first order. It will be

observed that at such a point the curves do not on the

whole cross each other.

Again, suppose another of the mn points of inter-

section (viz., R) to follow Q along one of the curves to

coincidence with P. There are now three contiguous

points on each curve common, and therefore the curves

Fig. 61.

have two contiguous tangents common, namely, the

ultimate position of the chord PQ and the ultimate

position of the chord QR. Contact of this kind is said

to be of the second order, and the curves on the whole

cross each other.

Finally, if other points of intersection follow Q and R
up to P, so that ultimately k points of intersection coin-

cide at P, there will be k 1 contiguous common tangents
at P, and the contact is said to be of the (k l)

th order.

And if k be odd and the contact of an even order the

curves will cross, but if k be even and the contact there-

fore of an odd order they will not cross.

T
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296. Closest Degree of Contact of the Conic Sections with

a Curve.

The simplest curve which can be drawn so as to pass

through two given points is a straight line,

do. three do. circle,

do. four do. parabola,

do. five do. conic.

Hence, if the points be contiguous and ultimately
coincident points on a given curve, we can have respec-

tively the

Straight Line of Closest Contact (or tangent), having con-

tact of the first order and cutting the curve in two

ultimately coincident points, and therefore not in

general crossing its curve
;
the

Circle of Closest Contact, having contact of the second

order and cutting the curve in three ultimately
coincident points, and therefore in general crossing

its curve (this is the circle already investigated as

the circle of curvature) ;
the

Parabola of Closest Contact, having contact of the third

order and cutting the curve in four ultimately
coincident points, and therefore in general not

crossing ; arid the

Conic of Closest Contact, having contact of the fourth
order and cutting the curve in five ultimately
coincident points, and therefore in general crossing.

We say in general : for take for instance the "
circle

of closest contact" at a given point on a conic section.

Now, a circle and a conic section intersect in four points
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real or imaginary, and since in our case three of these are

real and coincident, the circle of closest contact cuts the

curve again in some one real fourth point. But it may
happen as in the case in which the three ultimately coin-

cident points are at an end of one of the axes of the conic

that the fourth point is coincident with the other three, in

which case the circle of closest contact has a contact of

higher order than usual, viz., of the third order, cutting
the curve in four ultimately coincident points, and there-

fore on the whole not crossing the curve. The student

should draw for himself figures of the circle of closest

contact at various points of a conic section, remembering
from Geometrical Conies that the common chord of the

circle and conic, and the tangent at the point of contact

make equal angles with either axis. The conic which

has the closest possible contact is said to osculate its

curve at the point of contact and is called the osculating
conic. Thus the circle of curvature is called the

osculating circle, the parabola of closest contact is called

the osculating parabola, and so on.

297. Analytical Conditions for Contact of a given order.

We may treat this subject analytically as follows.

Let y= 0(o;) )

y= \lr(x) i

be the equations of two curves which cut at the point

P(x, y).

Consider the values of the respective ordinates at the

points Pv P2
whose common abscissa is x+ li.

Let MN=h,
Then
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and
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-- ^(x+ h)

0*0
~ ^'

M N
Fig. 62.

If the expression for P
2
P

l
be equated to zero, the roots

of the resulting equation for h will determine the points

at which the curves cut.

If
(j>(x)

=
\/s(x),

the equation has one root zero and the

curves cut at P.

If also <p'(x)
=

\ls'(x) for the same value of x, the equa-
tion has two roots zero and the curves cut in tivo

contiguous points at P
t
and therefore have a

common tangent. The contact is now of the first

order.

If also <l>'(x}
=

\fs"(x) for the same value of x, the equa-
tion for h has three roots zero and the curves cut

in three ultimately coincident points at P. There

are now two contiguous tangents common, and the

contact is said to be of the second order; and so on.

Similarly for curves given by their polar equations, if

r=f(0), r=<j)(0) be the two equations, there will be ->i+ l

equations to be satisfied for the same value of in order
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that for that value there may be contact of the nih
order,

viz.,

208. Osculating Circle.

The circle of curvature may now be investigated as the

circle which has contact of the second order with a given

curve at a given point.

Suppose y=f(x) .................. (1)

to be the equation of the curve.
-

Let (-)2+ (y-3J)
2 =

/o

2
..................... (2)

be the equation of the circle of curvature.

By differentiating (2) we have

O, ..................... (3)

and differentiating again

dii d
Now the x, y, -A ---^ of equations (2), (3), (4) refer to

the circle. But, since there is to be contact of the second

order with the curve y =f(x) at the point (x, y\
~ and -=-4

have the sasme value as when deduced from the equation

to the curve, i.e., we may write f(x) for -- and f'(x)

ffiy

From equation (4)

A*)
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whence a x=

dx2

and by squaring and adding

__ J_ >
_ _1_

p -

f(x)
dx2

such a sign being given to the radical as will make p
d ij

positive, i.e., if - be positive we must choose the +

,

sign for the numerator, and if -^ be negative we must

choose the sign.

The values of x and y are the same as those found

geometrically in Art. 285, viz.,

dx t \dtfj

S
dx2

f

dy\
2

dx/

dx2

299. Conic having Third Order Contact at a given point.

The locus of the centres of all conies having third

order contact with a given curve at a given point

(i.e., cutting the curve in four ultimately coincident

points) is a straight line which passes through the

point of contact.
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Let P be a point on the curve and G the centre of one

of the conies having third order contact with the given

o~

T' P Y T

Fig. 63.

curve at P. Let CD be the semiconjugate to CP and

CY a perpendicular on the tangent at P.

Let CP= r, CD= r', CY=p, and let PC make an angle

(/>
with the normal at P.

Then we have r2+ r'
2 = a2+ 62

,

and prab,
and therefore re??*+ r'dr' =

;

and for a conic

therefore

CD3 r'3= =; (See - 301)

dp_3r'
2 dr 3r" r

'

ds ab
'

ds

3r dr _ sin
~T~

~ *J~~

p as cos
/ 1 fit

for - - = cos CPT'= sin <t>, the arcs of the curve and of
ds

the conic being measured from the points and 0' up to

P, and
p- = cos d> I

T

therefore

and tan d> = -
-f-t where - is found for one of the conies.

3 ds ds J
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But since the conic and the curve have contact of the

dr
third order they have the same tangent, the same -^

cL r ( / v
the same -r^9 ,

and the same -^7^ at the point of contact.
dOz d6B

They therefore also have the same p and the same -/-, for
as

d2r . dp dBr
p depends on -^^ and ~ on -^ .

atr as dOd

Hence the value of found above is the same for all

the conies, and depends only upon the shape of the curve

at the point of contact. The locus of all such centres is

therefore a straight line through the point of contact

inclined in front of the normal at an angle tan~M- -~l,

where -f- is found from the curve.

300. Osculating Conic.

We can now pick out the particular conic which has

fourth order contact with the given curve at the given

point.

Let be the centre of curvature of the point considered

and C the required centre of the conic of closest contact.

Let Pj be a point on the curve adjacent to the given point

P. Join OP, CP1
and draw P^ at right angles to CP.

Let OPC=<j>, OP
lC=<j>+ S<j>,

PG=R
Then PEP^pds+fr
and also =P

1CE+ +%
whence POE=P,CE+ $$.

Also, neglecting infinitesimals of higher order than the

first, PP
l
= Ss,
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and

Ss Ss cos &
Hence - =

/ +
p -ft

or, proceeding to the limit,

cos 1
dcf>

"H
=
~p~ds'

where ^. fon-i P

And since the contact is of the fourth order, -f- is
as

the same for the curve as for the conic, and may therefore

be supposed derived from the equation of the curve.

These equations determine the position of G.

301. Tangent and Normal as Axes. Co-ordinates of a

Point near the Origin in terms of the Arc.

When the tangent and normal at any point of a curve

are taken as the axes of x and y it is sometimes requisite
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to express the co-ordinates of a point on the curve near

the origin in terms of the length of the arc measured

from the origin up to that point.

s2 s3

x = a+ c^s+ a
2

(

+ 3 '., ,+ ...,Assume

y=
s-
i\

s3

O :

the letters a, ar . ., b, br . . denoting constants whose values

are to be determined, and s being the length of arc.

Then, when s = 0, x and y both vanish, and therefore

a = b = 0.

Again, by Maclaurin's Theorem

[the suffix zero denoting
the values at the origin]

(d

2
x\ I .

^)=-lsm
/sin

i/r

) -]'

(d?x\

/

^/" ~V
cos

i/r
sin

i/r dp\ 1~ = ~dp\
ds)

=
,2'

sn ir cos d t

etc.,

whence ic= s ..

6p
2

2
s
3 d
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EXAMPLES.

1. Prove that in the case of the equiangular spiral whose

intrinsic equation is

2. For the tractrix s = c log sec ^ prove that p = c tan
\f/.

3. Show that in the curve

y = x + 3x2 - XB

the radius of curvature at the origin =-4714..., and that at

the point (1, 3) it is infinite.

4. Show that in the curve

2/
2 - 3xy 4#2 + x3 + x^y + 2/

5 =
the radii of curvature at the origin are

717 and 5 J2.

5. Show that the radii of curvature of the curve

o t)Qj ~i vi/

y* = x*-
a-x

for the oriin = + a

and for the point (
-

a, 0)
= -.

6. Show that the radii of curvature at the origin for the curve

aj3 + y?>
^axy

are each = a
.

7. Prove that the chord of curvature parallel to the axis of y
for the curve x

y = a log sec -
a

is of constant length.

8. Prove that for the curve

s = m(sec
3

i/' 1),

p = 3m tan
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and hence that 3m == 1.

Also, that this differential equation is satisfied by the semicubical

parabola 11my1 = Sx3
.

9. Prove that for the curve

and hence that \ = ,

2a

and that this differential equation is satisfied by the parabola

10. Show that for the curve in which s = aec

/ O O\i
cp = s(s^ c*)?.

11. Show that the curve for which s= JSay (the cycloid)

has for its intrinsic equation

s == 4:0, sin

i

Hence prove p =

12. Prove that the curve for which
2/

2 = c2 + s2 (the catenary)

has for its intrinsic equation

s = c tan

Hence prove p = ^- = the part of the normal intercepted
c

between the curve and the #-axis.

13. For the parabola y
2 = 4ax,

prove x = 2a + 3.T,

3
*

a?

P being the focal distance of the point of the parabola whose

co-ordinates are (x, y}.
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14. Show that the circles of curvature of the parabola y
2 =

for the ends of the latus rectum have for their equations

&2 + ?/
2 1 Qax kay 3a2 =

0,

and that they cut the curve again in the points (9, + 6a).

15. Show that the evolute of the parabola y
2 = 4ax is the

semicubical parabola

and that the length of the evolute from the cusp to the point

where it meets the parabola = 2(3 \/3 - 1).

16. For the ellipse __|_^ =1,
a- o"

- a2 - 62 o

prove x =-- x*

'II =

Hence show that the equation of the evolute is

(oo;)l + (6y)
-

(a
2 - 62

)3,

and prove that the whole length of the evolute

= / v\

\-f-if
17. Show that in a parabola the radius of curvature is twice

the part of the normal intercepted between the curve and the

directrix.

18. Prove that in an ellipse, centre (7, the radius of curvature

at any point P is given by

CD* aW (rr'f
p .

' '

ab //
; ab

where a, 6 are the semi-axes, r, r' are the focal distances of Pr

p the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent at P, and

CD the semi-diameter conjugate to CP.

19. Show that in any conic

(normal)
3

P =

(semi-latus-rectum)
2
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20. Apply the polar formula for radius of curvature to show

that the radius of the circle

a - a
r a cos u is -.

M

21. Show that for the cardioide r = a(\ + cos 6)

4a 6
/,
= __ cos-; i.e., cc Jr.

Also deduce the same result from the pedal equation of the

curve, viz., p j2a =A
22. Show that at the points in which the Archimedean

spiral r = aO intersects the reciprocal spiral rO = a their curva-

tures are in the ratio 3:1.

23. For the equiangular spiral r = ae e
prove that the centre

of curvature is at the point where the perpendicular to the

radius vector through the pole intersects the normal.

24. Prove that for the curve

2$,

25. For any curve prove the formula

r
p =

, , rd6
where tan <f> =

dr'

Deduce the ordinary formula in terms of r and 6.v

26. Show that the chord of curvature through the pole for

the curve p =

T\

is given by chord = 2/>-y-
=

-y- --.

27. Show that the chord of curvature through the pole of the

4.

cardioide r a(l + cos 0) is -r.
o
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28. Show that the chord of curvature through the pole of the

equiangular spiral r = ae
mQ

js 2r.

29. Show that the chord of curvature through the pole of the

curve r
m = amcosm9 is

2r

m+ I

Examine the cases when m= --2,
-

1, -|, |-, 1, 2.

30. Show that the radius of curvature of the curve

I

at the origin is
^j

31. Show that for the curve

we may write p in the form

(cos

m 1

"~JL ;~4~^T^P
,

where x = k cosm<.

cos m

Examine the cases m =
2, ,

1.

32. For the rectangular hyperbola

xy k2
,

prove that p = -
,

2k'2

T being the central radius vector of the point considered.

33. For the curve rm = am cos m0,
am

prove that p= -.

(m + Ijr-
1

Examine the particular cases of a rectangular hyperbola,

leinniscate, parabola, cardioide, straight line, circle.

34. Show that the co-ordinates of the centre of curvature of

any curve may be written

f
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35. If A be the area of the portion of a curve included

between the curve, two radii of curvature, and the evolute,

prove _ ndA

36. Show that the evolute of an equiangular spiral is an

equal equiangular spiral.

37. Given the pedal equation of a curve, viz., p=f(r) ;
show

that the pedal equation of its evolute may be found by elimi-

nating p and r between this equation and the equations

(a)

Again, that if the equation p =f(r') of a curve be given, the

general differential equation of its involutes may be obtained by

eliminating p', r' between this equation and the equations

(), (0.
38. Show that the curve whose equation is

p2
_ r2 _ a2

is an involute of a circle, and that its intrinsic equation is

^Q - /Tf '

F
39. Show that the evolute of the epi- or hypo-cycloid denoted

by p2

is another epi- or hypo-cycloid denoted by

- IV

40. Show that the pedal equation of the evolute of the curve

r
m = am sin m6

is obtained by eliminating r between

, 2 _a
2m + (m

2 -

'j

(1- _ rt*-

and )"2 = r2

41. Show that the intrinsic equation of the evolute of a

parabola is s = 2(sec
3

t/'

-
1).
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42. If x, y be the co-ordinates of a point P of a curve OP
passing through the origin 0, then the radius of curvature at

x sin a y cos a

where ?/
= a; tan a is the equation of the tangent at the origin.

Hence show that the radius of curvature of the curve

x4 + ?/
2 = 2a(x + y)

at the origin is 2a J2.

43. Show that the curvature at any point of the pedal of an

(r
4 + aV)

epi- or hypo-cycloid is -,

where a is the radius of the fixed circle and r and p refer to the

pedal curve. [SIDNEY COLL., GAME.]

44. If r, p, p be respectively the radius vector, perpendicular

from the origin on the tangent and the radius of curvature at

any point of a curve, prove that the radius of curvature at the

corresponding point of the reciprocal polar with regard to the

Pr3

origin is
,

P*P
where k2 is the constant of reciprocation.

Hence show that the reciprocal of a circle is a conic with the

origin as focus.

45. If r, p, p be the same as in the last question, show that

the radius of curvature at the corresponding point of the inverse

k2p
with regard to the origin is

2 '

k- being the constant of inversion.

46. Show that the parabola whose axis is parallel to the axis

of y, and which has the closest possible contact with the curve

= xn

at the point (a, a), has for its equation

n(n - l)x
2 = 2ay + 2n(n

-
2)ax -(n-l)(n- 2)a

2
.

U
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47. Show that the locus of the centre of the rectangular

hyperbola, having contact of the third order with the conic

has for its equation x2 + y
2 =

(
"7 "*" o I J-Ax

2 + By\

48. Show that the locus of the centres of the rectangular

hyperbolae, having contact of the third order with the parabola

is the equal parabola y
2 + 4a(x + 2a)

= 0.

49. If the equation to a curve passing through the origin be

M! + u2 + us + . . .
=

0,

where un is a homogeneous function of x, y of n dimensions,

show that the general equation to all conies having the same

curvature at the origin as the given curve is

M! + u.2 + (Ix + my)ui = 0.

Thence find the circle of curvature.

50. Show that the circle of curvature at the origin for the

curve x + y = ax2 + by
2 + ex5

is (a + b')(x
2 + y

2
)
= '2x + '2y.

51. If a right line move in any manner in a plane, the

centres of curvature of the paths described by the different

points in it in any position lie on a conic.

52. If, on the tangent at each point of a curve, a constant

length be measured from the point of contact, prove that the

normal to the locus of the points so found passes through the

corresponding centre of curvature of the given curve.

[BERTRAND.]

53. if through each point of a curve a line of given length

be drawn, making a constant angle with the normal to the

curve, the normal to the locus of the extremity of this line

passes through the corresponding centre of curvature of the

proposed curve. [BERTRAND.]
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54. If on the tangent at each point of a curve a constant

length c be measured from the point of contact, show that the

radius of curvature of the curve locus of its extremity is given

(/>
2 + <

by p =-

ay
where p and

\f/
refer to the corresponding point of the original

curve.

55. If through each point of a curve a line of given length c

be drawn, making a constant angle a with the normal at that

point, the radius of curvature of the locus of its extremity is

o

v / (p
2 + c2 - 2pc cos a}?

given by p = - =-,

p2 + C2 _ 2pccosa
- c sin a-4

where p and ^ refer to the corresponding point of the original

curve.

56. If on each tangent to a given curve a length be measured

from the point of contact equal to the radius of curvature there,

the centre of curvature at any point on the locus of the ex-

tremity of the measured length is at the centre of curvature of

the corresponding point of the original curve.

57. If accented letters refer to a point on a curve and

unaccented letters to the corresponding point on the involute,

, _ dx
prove x = x + p 7 ,

Show how, by means of these equations and
'

+ p '=
I,

the equation of an involute of a given curve may be found
;

s

being supposed known in terms of the co-ordinates of the

extremities of the arc.
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58. Show that the equation of the involute of the catenary

, x
y = c cosh

c

which begins at the point where x = 0, y = c,

is the Tractrix

;;; = c COsh" 1 - \/C
2 - y2.

y

59. If a straight line be drawn through the pole perpen-

dicular to the radius vector of a point on the equiangular spiral
f\

r = ae
'

to meet the corresponding tangent, show that the

distance between the point of intersection and the point of con-

tact of the tangent is equal to the arc of the curve measured

from the pole to the point of contact. Hence prove that the

locus of this point of intersection is one of the involutes of the

spiral, and show that it is an equal equiangular spiral.

60. An equiangular spiral has contact of the second order

with a given curve at a given point ; prove that its pole lies on

a certain circle, and that, if the contact be the closest possible,

the distance of the pole from the point of contact is

P

[MATH. TRIPOS.]

61. If the tangent and normal to a curve at any point be

taken as the axes of x and y respectively, and if s be the

distance, measured along the arc, of a point very near to the

origin, show that the Cartesian co-ordinates of that point are

approximately
dp

ds

the values of p, j, and
{-- being those at the origin.

ds ds'-
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62. If a line be drawn parallel to the common tangent of a

curve and its circle of curvature, and so near to it as to

intercept on the curve a small arc of length s measured from the

point of contact, of the first order of small quantities, show that

the distance between the two points on the same side of the

common normal in which the line cuts the curve and the circle

of curvature is
, i.e., is of the second order of small

Qp ds

quantities, the values of p and being those at the point of
ds

contact
;
and again, if a line be drawn parallel to the common

normal, the distance between the points of intersection with the

curve and the circle is -f- and is of the third order of small
as

quantities.

63. Prove that the circle

has contact of the third order with the conic

64. Show that for the portion of the curve

ar

^'
2 = x1

very near the origin the shape of the evolute is approximately

given by 1 225ary = 1 6a5
.

65. A line is drawn through the origin meeting the cardioide

r = a(l
- cos 6} in the points P, Q, and the normals at P and Q

meet in C. Show that the radii of curvature at P and Q are

proportional to PC and QC.

66. If PQ be an arc not containing a point of maximum or

minimum curvature, the circles of curvature at P, Q will lie

one entirely within the other.
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67. If in the plane curve
(j>(x, y)

= 0, we have at any point
o i

*s\fL ^2 J.~ =
0, _!-=: 0, : -? 0. prove that the curvature of one of the

ox dy
branches of the curve which passes through that point is

l awsty v- 1

3 ?)a?\dxdy) [CAius COLL., GAME.]

68. If 6 be the angle between the normal at any point P of

a plane curve
(j>(x, y} = 0, and the line drawn from P to the

centre of the chord parallel and indefinitely near to the tangent
at P, prove that

bp
2 - 2hpq + aq

2

cos = --' ^

y + q
2 V { (fr +A>2 - 2 (a + b)hpq + (a

2 + AV}
, 3</> ^ , 3V . v

where = _ T = ~:L a r A = _._.A and 6 =

69. A curve is such that any two corresponding points of its

evolute and an involute are at a constant distance. Prove that

the line joining the two points is also constant in direction.



CHAPTER XI.

ENVELOPES.

302. Families of Curves.

If in the equation <f>(x, y, c)
= we give any arbitrary

numerical values to the constant c, we obtain a number

of equations representing a certain family of curves
;
and

any member of the family may be specified by the

particular value assigned to the constant c. The quantity

c, which is constant for the same curve but different for

different curves, is called the parameter of the family.

303. Envelope. Definition.
V

Let all the members of the family of curves ^>(x, y,c)

be drawn which correspond to a system of infinitesimally

close values of the parameter, supposed arranged in order

of magnitude. We shall designate as consecutive curves

any two curves which correspond to two consecutive

values of c from the list. Then the locus of the ultimate

points of intersection of consecutive members of this

family of curves is called the ENVELOPE of the family.

304. The Envelope touches each of the Intersecting

Members of the Family.
It is easy to show that the envelope touches every
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curve of the system. For, let A, B, C represent three

consecutive members of the family. Let P be the point of

intersection of A and B, and Q that of B and C.

Fig. 65.

Now, by definition, P and Q are points on the envelope.

Thus the curve B and the envelope have two contiguous

points common, and therefore have ultimately a common

tangent, and therefore touch each other. Similarly, the

envelope may be shown to touch any other curve of the

system.

305. To find the Equation of an Envelope.

To find the equation of the envelope of the family of

curves of which
<f>(x, y, c)

= is the typical equation.

Let 0(05, y, c)
= 0, ) ,,

0(aj,y,c+ &) = 0, j

..................
'

be two consecutive members of the family. Expanding
the latter we have

* 3
0(05, y, c)+ So>(xt y, c)+ . . .

= 0.

Hence in the limit, when Sc is infinitesimally small, we
--\

obtain r0(#i V> c)
= 0,

oc
v

as the equation of a curve passing through the ultimate

point of intersection of the curves (A).

If we eliminate c between the equations

and
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we obtain the locus of that point of intersection for all

values of the parameter c. That is, we obtain the equations

of the envelope of the family of curves of which

<p(x} y, c)
= is the type.

The polar curves 0(r, 0, c) may be treated in the same

manner.

Ex. Find the envelope of the system of straight lines of which

y=cx+- is the type, c being the parameter and (a) constant for all
c

lines of the system.

Here <(#, y, c)
=

?/
- c.v - - =

0,f \ J ts 7 / t/ J

C

V
, , no 1 1 < \ ffo[ >v* ft /* \

>y* _|_ ^ ii

Ou c2

therefore c= . / -
;

Af *

/a ,

a
whence

<y==.r /v / + '^"=2'

or y
a parabola, which is therefore the envelope. In other words,

every straight line, obtained by giving any arbitrary special value

to c in the equation y= cx + -^ touches the parabola y
2= 4ax.

c

306. The Envelope of A\*+ 2B\+ C=Q is B2 = AC.
If A, B, C be any functions of # and y, and the equation

of any curve be A\*+ 2B\+C=0,
\ being an arbitrary parameter, the envelope of all such

curves is B2 = AC.
For we have to eliminate X between

and

and the result is clearly
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The result of the example of Art. 305 may be obtained in this

way ;
for the equation y=mx+ -

may be written m2x my+ a= 0,

and therefore the envelope is y
2

'

307. Another Mode of Establishing the Rule.

The equation A\*+ 2B\+C=Q may be regarded as a

quadratic equation to find the values of X for the two

particular members of the family which pass through a

given point (x, y). Now, if (x, y) be "supposed to be a

point on the envelope, these members will be coincident.

Hence for such values of x, y the quadratic for X must

have two equal roots, and the locus of such points is

therefore B2= AC.

The envelope of the system <f>(x, y,c)
= might be con-

sidered in a similar manner. And it is proved in Theory
of Equations that iff(c)

= is a rational algebraic equation

for c, the condition that it should have a pair of equal

roots is obtained by eliminating c between the equations

a result agreeing with that of Art. 305.

EXAMPLES.

Y *?/

1. Show that the envelope of the line '-+^ = 1, where ab= c2 . a
a o

constant, is 4o;y
= c.

2. Show that the envelope of the line lx+my+ 1 = 0, where the

parameters I, m are connected by the quadratic relation

al2+ Zhlm+ bm2+ 2gl + 2fm+ c= 0,

is the conic A x2+ ^LHxy+ By2+2Gx+ 2Fy + C= 0,

I, Z7, (7, F, Gj H being minors of the determinant

ffj ft
c

,
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308. Case of Two Parameters.

Next, suppose the typical equation of the family of

curves to involve two parameters , ft connected by a

given equation. Then two courses are open to us. We
may eliminate one of the parameters by means of the

connecting equation and thus reduce the problem to that

solved in Art. 305, or, as is frequently better from con-

siderations of symmetry, consider one of the parameters

capable of independent variation and the other depend-
ent upon it. We then proceed as -follows.

Let 0(o5, y, a, ft)
= ..................... (1)

be the typical equation of the curves whose envelope is

to be investigated, and /(a, (3)
= ..................... (2)

the relation connecting a and ft.

Then, supposing a the independent parameter, we have

30 30 d/3
x +-^Q-;J- =U >

oa o cla

3/
1

where ^-+^>-^ = ...................... (4)
oa o cla

We thus have four equations and three quantities to

eliminate, viz., a, 8, -f. The result of elimination is the
da

equation of the envelope.

The parameters a, ft, connected by the relation

f(a, ft}
= 0, may be regarded as the co-ordinates of a

parametric point which lies on the curve f(x, y)
= 0.

309. Indeterminate Multipliers.

The equations (3) and (4) may be written

~
oa

dj8=0 (Art. 189),
op
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The result of eliminating da, dfi between these equations

30 30
3a 3/5

is

Call each of these ratios X. We then have

?^ = x

This quantity X is called an " Indeterminate Multiplier."

It remains to eliminate a, /3, and X between equations

(1), (2), (5), and (6).

This method is peculiarly adapted to the case in which

0(ic, y, a, /3)= 1(#, y, a, /3) a^
= 0,

and f(a, /3) =fi(a, /3) a
2
= 0,

where
X
and /x

are homogeneous in a and /3, and of the

p
th and 5

th
degrees respectively, a^ and a

2 being absolute

constants.

Multiply equation (5) by a and (6) by /3, and add.

Then by Euler's Theorem

so that in such cases X is easily found.

Ex. Find the envelope of -+^= 1, where a and b are connected
a b

by the relation a2+ b2= c2
,

c being an absolute constant; i.e., the envelope of a line of constant

length which slides with its extremities upon two fixed rods at right

angles to each other.

Here

At

and therefore = Xa,
a*
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*-*
Multiplying by a and 6 respectively, and adding,

a^l
or 1 = Xc2 .

l-r/\>"i fir^ n& f*** o 1

XXt/llL-ty W- C/ iX/
t

TO O
/ 1 f***)l

and since

we have

or

310. Case of Three Parameters connected by Two Equations.

Next, suppose the equation of a curve to contain three

parameters connected by two equations.

Let the equation of the curve be

00,2/, a,/3,y)
= 0, (1)

and let /i(a,&y) = <U (2)

be the two connecting equations. Then we have

(5}

3y~'
W

fl I
+SJ 07 r\ / r*\

^~dy ^ (6)
oy

The result of eliminating da, d/3, dy between these three

equations is 30

=
(7)

9a' ?){3' 'oy
'
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If a, /3, y be eliminated between the four equations (1),

(2), (3) and (7), the result will be the equation of the

envelope.

It is to be noted that the same determinant would

arise from the elimination of the " indeterminate multi-

pliers
"
Xj and X2

from the equations

and it is often advantageous to use these latter equations
in place of (4), (5), (6), involving da, d/3, dy.
The result of eliminating a, /3, y, \ t \2

between the six

equations (1), (2), (3), (8), (9), (10) will then be the equa-
tion to the envelope.

311. The general investigation of the envelope of a

curve whose equation contains r parameters connected by
r 1 equations proceeds in exactly the same way, and is

the result of the elimination of the r parameters and

r 1 indeterminate multipliers between 2r equations.

312. Converse Problem. Given the Family and the En-

velope to find the relation between the Parameters.

Suppose we are given the equation of a curve

<t>(x,yt a,/3)=0 ..................... (1)

containing two parameters. Suppose also the envelope

given, viz., F(x,y) = ........................ (2)

Required the relation between a and
/3.

Eliminate y between (1) and (2). We obtain an equa-
tion of the form /(Va,$)= Q, ....................... (3)
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giving the abscissa of the point of contact of the curve

with its envelope. Since the curve touches its envelope,

equation (3) must also be true for a contiguous value of

x, viz., x+ Sx (unless the tangent at the point of contact

be parallel to the axis of y, in which case we could have

eliminated x between (1) and (2) and proceeded in the

same way with y). Hence

f(x, a, 6)
= 0,

|
................... (4)

f(x+ Sx, a, 6)
= 0. 1 ................... (5)

The latter may be expanded in powers of Sx, when it

becomes *, 7X *df 9

f(x,a,b)+Sx+...=0, ............... (6)

and therefore in the limit

.

............................ co

If, then, x be eliminated between

f(x, a, /3)
= 0,

-f(x, a, /3)
= 0,

we obtain the relation sought.

It will be observed that this is precisely the same

process as finding the envelope of

considering a, /3 as the current co-ordinates and x, y as

parameters connected by the relation

F(x,y) = 0.

'

Ex. Given that #s
+y

s= c3 is the envelope of --fi = ]
5 find the

a o

necessary relation between a and b.

We have

a o

therefore a* =
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Hence ~=\x*, =
a b

and by addition 1 = Xc9
.

This gives a= c*or, b=
and by squaring and adding

the relation required. (See Ex., Art. 309.)

313. Evolutes considered as Envelopes.

The evolute of a curve has been defined as the locus of

the centre of curvature, and it has been shown (Art. 287)

that the centre of curvature is the ultimate point of inter-

section of two consecutive normals. Hence the evolute

is the envelope of the normals to a curve. It is from this

point of view that the equation of the evolute of a given
curve is in general most easily obtained.

yfl y't
Ex. To find the evolute of the ellipse '!-+*- = 1.

a2
b'
2

The equation of the normal at the point whose eccentric angle

is^is ax __%_ =a2_2_ n\
cos sin

We have to find the envelope of this line for different values of the

parameter 0.

Differentiating with regard to <,

ax-

,-
|

by ax

TT" Sill (Z) COfe V' /*-*\Hence ^_= , r= _
(3)B fi V I Q o *

Substituting these values of sin0 and cos< in equation (1) we obtain,

after reduction, (axfi+ (6y)
s =

(a
2 - 62

)

;

'.
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314. Pedal Curves as Envelopes.

It has already been pointed out (Art. 197) that if

circles be described on radii vectores of a given curve as

diameters they all touch the first positive pedal of the

curve with regard to the origin. It is obvious, therefore,

that the problem of finding the first positive pedal of a

given curve is identical with that of finding the envelope

of circles described on the radii vectores as diameters.

Again, the first negative pedal is the envelope of a

straight line drawn through any point of the curve and

at right angles to the radius vector to the point.

Ex. 1. Find the first positive pedal of the circle r= %acosd with

regard to the origin.

Let c?,
a be the polar co-ordinates of any point on the circle, then

Again, the equation of a circle on the radius vector d for diameter

is r= dcos(0 a\ ................................. (1)

or r=2acosacos(0 a) .......................... (2)

Here a is the parameter.

Differentiating with regard to a,

- sin a cos(0
-

a) + cos a sin(0 a)
=

0,

whence sin(0-2a) = 0,

or

Substituting this value of a in equation (2)

r=2a cos2-,

or r=
the equation of a cardioide.

Ex. 2. Find the equation of the first negative pedal of the car-

dioide r=a(l+cosd} with regard to the origin.

Here we have to find the envelope of the line

x cos a -\-y sin a=
c?,

where d, a are the polar co-ordinates of any point on the cardioide ;

i.e., where c?=a(l.+ cos a).

X
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The equation of the line is therefore

x cos a +y sin a= a(l + cos a),

or (x a) cosa+y sin a = a,

a line which, from its form, is easily seen to be a tangent to

(x a)
2
+?/

2=a2
,

or r

which is therefore its envelope.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the equation of the curve whose tangent is of the

form y = mx + ra4
,
m being independent of x and y.

2. Find the envelope of the curves
2cos 62sin 6 c2

x y a
for different values of 0.

3. Find the envelope of the family of trajectories

y = x tan \g ,

being the arbitrary parameter.

4. Find the envelopes of straight lines drawn at right angles

to tangents to a given parabola and passing through the points

in which those tangents cut

(1) the axis of the parabola,

(2) a fixed line parallel to the directrix.

5. Find the envelope of straight lines drawn at right angles

to normals to a given parabola and passing through the points

in which those normals cut the axis of the parabola.

6. A series of circles have their centres on a given straight

line, and their radii are proportional to the distances of their

corresponding centres from a given point in that line. Find

the envelope.
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7. Find the envelopes of the line

x y i
- + ! =1a b

under the following conditions :

(1) a + b = k,

(2) an + b
n = kn

,

(3) ambn = km+n
,

k being a constant in each case.

8. P is a point which moves along a given straight line.

PM, PN are perpendiculars on the co-ordinate axes supposed

rectangular. Find the envelope of the line MN.

9. A straight line has its extremities on two fixed straight

lines and forms with them a triangle of constant area. Find

its envelope.

10. Find the envelope of the line y mx - 2am - am? for

different values of tn ; i.e., find the equation of the evolute of

the parabola y
2 = iax.

11. Show that the envelope of the family of curves

where A is the arbitrary parameter and A^E^C^D are functions

of x and y, is

(EG -

12. Show that the envelope of the family of curves

A cos"0 + B sin
w = C,

where 6 is the arbitrary parameter and A, E}
C are functions

of x and ?/, is 222
A_1~n 4. ]$l=7i C*^.

13. Show that the envelope of the lines whose equations are

x sec2# + y cosec2 = c

is a parabola touching the axes of co-ordinates.
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14. Find the envelopes of the systems of coaxial ellipses

whose semiaxes a and b are connected by the equations

(1) a + b = k,

(2) >+ Jb = Jk,

(3) am + b
m = km

,

(4) ab = k\
k being a constant in each case.

15. Find the envelopes of the parabolas which touch the

co-ordinate axes and are such that the distances (a, fi) from the

origin to the points of contact are connected by the relations

(1) a + /3
=

k,

(2) oT+^^Ar,
(3) a/3

= &2
,

k being a constant in each case.

16. Show that the system of conies obtained by varying A

in the equation

a* ab o*

have for their envelope the parallelogram whose sides are

x= a, y= b.

17. Find the envelope of the line which joins the feet of the

two perpendiculars from any point of a circle upon a given pair

of perpendicular diameters.

18. Show that the envelope of straight lines which join the

extremities of a pair of conjugate diameters of an ellipse is a

similar ellipse.

19. Show that if PM, PN be perpendiculars from any point

P of the curve y = mx* upon the axes the envelope of MN is

= 0.

20. Find the envelope of circles described on the radii vectores

of an ellipse drawn from the centre as diameters.
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21. Show that the envelope of a circle whose centre lies on

the parabola y
1 = kax and which passes through its vertex is

22. Show that the envelope of a circle whose centre lies on

the parabola y^ = 4ax and whose radius = the abscissa of the

centre is made up of the tangent at the vertex and a circle with

centre at the focus.

23. If a lamina rotate in its own plane about any fixed point
in that plane, show that the directions of motion at any instant

of any given curve of points in the lamina have for their

envelope the first negative pedal of that curve with regard to

the fixed point.

Examine the particular cases of a straight line and a circle.

24. Two particles move along parallel straight lines, the one

with uniform velocity and the other with the same initial

velocity but with uniform acceleration. Show that the line

joining them always touches a fixed hyperbola.

25. A series of circles is described having their centres on an

equilateral hyperbola and passing through its centre. Show that

the locus of their ultimate points of intersection is a lemniscate.

26. Prove that the equation of the normal to the curve

may be written in the form

y cos
(f>

x sin < = a cos

Hence show that the evolute of the curve is

(x + 2/)S + (x 2/)
= 2$.

27. Show that the envelope of the lines

x cos ma + y sin ma, = (cos

where a is the arbitrary parameter, is

_M _^L_ n
tpm-n = am-n CQS U.m n

m
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28. If be the pole and P any point of the curve

r = a cos m6,
and if with for pole and P for vertex a similar curve be

described, the envelope of all such curves is

mO

29. If be the pole and P any point of the curve

r
m = m

cos mO,
and if with for pole and P for vertex a curve similar to

rn = an cos nO

be described, the envelope of all such curves is

mn j,m mn
rm+n am+n COS-- U.m + n

30. If be the pole and Y the foot of the perpendicular
from on any tangent to the curve

and if with for pole and Y for vertex a curve similar to

rn = an cos nB

be described, the envelope of all such curves is

i mn
ir = of cospa, where p =m+n+ mn

31. If a point on the circumference of a given circle be taken

as pole, and circles be described on radii vectores of the given
circle as diameters, the envelope of these circles is a cardioide.

32. Show that the envelope of all cardioides on radii vectores

of the circle r = a cos for axes, and having their cusps at the

pole, is r* = a

33. Show that the envelope of all cardioides described on

radii vectores of the cardioide r = a(l + cos 0) for axes, and

having their cusps at the pole, is
n

.

4
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34. On radii vectores of r-
n

a~
n
cos 2nO as axes curves

similar to it are described, the curves being all concentric.

Show that the envelope of all these is

rn = an cos nO.

35. Prove that the pedal equation of the envelope of the line

x cos 20 + y sin 26 = 2a cos 9

is p2 =
-|(r

2 a2
).

36. Prove that the pedal equation of the envelope of the line

x cos mO + y sin mO = a cos nO

is raV2 = (m
2 n2

~)p
2 + n2a2

.

37. Two central radii vectores of a circle of radius a rotate

from coincidence in a given initial position with uniform angular

velocities w and to'. Show that the pedal equation of the

envelope of a line joining their extremities is

(co + <u')
2r2 = 4<oo/p

2 + (a> a/)'
2a2

.

38. The envelope of polars with respect to the circle

x2 + y
2 = 2ax

of points which lie on the circle

x2 + 1 = 2bx

is

39. A square slides with two of its adjacent sides pa'ssing

through fixed points. Show that its remaining sides touch a

pair of fixed circles, one diagonal passes through a fixed point,

and that the envelope of the other is a circle.

40. An equilateral triangle moves so that two of its sides

pass through two fixed points. Prove that the envelope of the

third side is a circle.

41. Prove that the envelope of the circles obtained by vary-

ing the arbitrary parameter a in the equation
_ a

)

9 + (ex
- a2

)

2 -
(a

2 + c
2

)

2

consists of a straight line and a circle.
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42. Two points are taken on an ellipse on the same side of

the major axis and such that the sum of their abscissae is equal

to the semi-major axis. Show that the line joining them

envelopes a parabola which goes through the extremities of the

minor axis and whose latus rectum is equal to that of the

ellipse.

43. Given the centre and directrices of an ellipse, show that

the envelope of the normals at the ends of the latera recta is

44. Prove that the envelope of a circle which passes through
a fixed point F and subtends a constant angle at another fixed

point F is a limacon.

45. Find the envelope of a parabola of which the directrix

and one point are given.

46. Find the condition between a and b that the envelope of

the line - + ^= 1
a b

may be the curve xpy
9 = kp+Q .

47. S is a fixed point, and with any point P of a curve for

centre and with radius PS + k a circle is described. Show that

the envelopes for different values of k consist of two sets of

parallel curves, one set being circles
;
and find what the original

curve must be that both sets may be circles.

48. Rays emanate from a luminous point and are reflected

at a plane curve. OF is the perpendicular from on the

tangent at any point P, and OY is produced to a point Q, such

that YQ = OY. Show that the caustic curve is the evolute of

the locus of Q. Show that the caustic curve may also be

regarded as the evolute of the envelope of a circle whose centre

is P and radius OP.

[If a ray of light in the plane of a given bright curve be incident upon
the curve the reflected ray and the incident ray make equal angles with
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the normal to the curve at the point of incidence, and the reflected ray
lies in the plane of the curve. If a given system of rays be incident

upon the curve, the envelope of the reflected rays is called the caustic by
reflection. ]

49. Parallel rays are incident on a bright semicircular wire

(radius a) and in its plane. Show that the caustic curve is the

epicycloid formed by a point attached to a circle of radius

rolling upon the circumference of a circle of radius .

Jt

50. Rays emanate from. a point on the circumference of a re-

flecting circular arc. Show that the caustic after reflection is a

cardioide.

51. Show that if rays emanate from the pole of an equi-

angular spiral and are reflected by the curve the caustic is a

similar equiangular spiral.



CHAPTER XII. .

CURVE TRACING.

315. Nature of the Problem. Cartesian Equations.

If, in the Cartesian equation of any algebraic curve,

various values of x be assigned, we obtain a number of

equations whose roots give the corresponding values of

the ordinates. The real roots of these equations can

always be either found exactly or approximated closely

to by methods explained in the Theory of Equations.
We can by this means, laborious though it will in most

cases be, find as many points as we like which satisfy the

given equation of the curve; and by joining these points

by a curved line drawn freely through them we can form

a fairly good idea as to its shape. The experience, how-

ever, which we have gained in previous chapters will in

general obviate any necessity of resort to the usually

tedious process of approximating to the roots of equations
of high degree ;

and we propose to give a list of sugges-
tions for guidance in curve tracing which in most cases

will enable us to form, without much difficulty, a

sufficiently exact notion of the character of the curve

represented by any specified equation.
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316. Order of Procedure.

1. A glance will suffice to detect symmetry in a curve.

If no odd powers of y occur, the curve is symmetrical
with respect to the axis of x.- Similarly for symmetry
about the axis of y. If all the powers of both x and y
which occur be even, the curve is symmetrical about both

/p2 ty

axes, as, for instance, in the case of the ellipse f) -\-~=\.
cr o*

Again, if on changing the signs of x and y the equation

of the curve remain unchanged, there is symmetry in

opposite quadrants, as in the case of the hyperbola xy k2
.

The origin is then said to be a centre of the curve.

If the curve be not symmetrical with regard to either

axis, consider whether any obvious transformation of

co-ordinates could make it so.

2. Notice whether the curve passes through the origin;

also the points where it crosses the co-ordinate a,xes ; or,,

in fact, any points whose co-ordinates present themselves

as obviously satisfying the equation to the curve.

3. What asymptotes are there ? First find those

parallel to the co-ordinate axes
; next, the oblique ones-

(Art. 210). These results point out in what directions

the curve extends to infinity.

Find also on which side of each asymptote the curve

lies (Art. 232).

4. If the curve pass through the origin, equate to zero

the terms of lowest degree. These terms will give the

'tangent or tangents at the origin (Art. 254), and thus tell

the direction in which the curve passes through the

origin. A more complete method of finding the shape of
the curve near to and at a great distance from the

origin is to follow in Art. 320.
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5. If there be a node, cusp, or conjugate point at the

origin, or a multiple point of higher order than - the

second, take note of the fact. If there be a cusp, test its

species (Art. 258).

6. Find what other multiple points the curve has (Art.

257), and ascertain the position and character of each.

(in
7. Find

-^- ;
and for what points it vanishes or becomes

infinite. These results will indicate the points at which

the tangent is parallel or perpendicular to the axis of x.

The direction of the tangent at other points may also be

ascertained if desirable.

8. Find, if convenient, the points of inflexion.

9. A straight line will cut a curve of the 7i
th

degree in

n points real or imaginary, and imaginary intersections

occur in pairs. These facts are often useful in detecting

a false notion of the shape of a curve.

10. If we can solve the equation for one of the vari-

ables, say y, in terms of the other, x, it will be frequently
found that radicals occur in the solution, and that the

range of admissible values of x which give real values for

y is thereby limited. The existence of loops upon a curve

is frequently detected thus.

11. It sometimes happens that the equation is much

simplified upon reduction to the polar form. This is

especially the case when the origin is a multiple point on

the curve.

317. It is not necessary of course in every case to take

all the steps indicated above, or to keep to the order laid

down, but the student is advised in any curve he may
attempt to trace to note down the result of each inves-
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tigation he may make. For instance, he should remark

the absence just as much as the existence of symmetry,

asymptotes, or singular points, and the total information

gained will generally be sufficient to give a tolerably good

diagram of the curve.

318. We add a few examples to illustrate the points

enumerated.

x

Fig. 66.

I. To trace the curve y = (x- V)(x
-
2)(#

-
3).

(a) This curve is not symmetrical about either axis ; but if the

origin be transferred to the point (2, 0) the equation becomes

showing symmetry in opposite quadrants when referred to the new
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axes, and that the tangent at the new origin is inclined at an angle
135

C
to the axis of x.

(|3) Recurring to the original equation,Kr\ i r\ r
~il II t' - I "' t~\V < *

(/ \/j *r--i) Zj or o ,

If #= 0, #=-6;
If #=co, #=oo;
If X= X

, y= oo.

"When .r is > 3 y is positive,

# < 3 but > 2 y is negative,

# < 2 but > 1 ?/ is positive,

x < 1 y is negative.

(7) The curve does not go through the origin, and, although

extending to infinity, it has no rectilineal asymptote.

(5) Since

we have
ax

which vanishes when #=2 r

u
(e) Also

-^
= 6(.~2), which shows that there is a point of in-

flexion at the point where #= 2.

The shape of the curve is therefore that shown in Fig. 66.

o

Fig. 67.

II. To trace the curve

CASE 1. Suppose a>l> (Fig 67).
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(a) The curve is symmetrical with regard to the axis of x.

(|8)
While x < 6, y is imaginary,

and y is real for all values of x from b to oo, and the curve meets the

axis of x when x= a and when x=b.

(y\
= when x= a, and =00 when x=b, so that the curve

dx

touches the axis x at the point (a, 0), and cuts it at right angles at

(6, 0).

(5) There is no asymptote; but, when #=<, y and -3L are both
QW7

oo in the limit, the curve ultimately taking the shape of

y-4

Fig. 68.

CASE 2. Next consider a < b (Fig. 68).

(a') There is in this case also symmetry about the axis of x.

(/?') The equation to the curve is satisfied by the point (a, 0), but

by no other point in its vicinity, for if x be < 6, y is imaginary

except when x= a. The point (, 0) is therefore a conjugate point.

(y'} Moreover ^=co when x= b, and the curve cuts the axis of
dx

x at right angles at this point.

(5') Also, when x =00,-^= oo
;

so the curve in departing from
CkOC

(6, 0) (the point B in Fig. 68) must bend towards the positive direc-
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tion of the axis of x, and, finally,
^ again becomes infinite, showingdx

that there must be a point of inflexion at some point C between B
and oo . Its exact position is of course given by the equation

The shapes of the curves in the two cases are given in Figs. 67

and 68 respectively.

EXAMPLES.

1. Trace the curve y=x2
(x-V),

showing that its tangent is parallel to the axis of x at the origin
and at the point #=.

2. Trace y=^3
>

and show that there is a point of inflexion at the origin. This curve

is called the cubical parabola.
3. Trace the curve y

2=x3
,

showing that there is a cusp of the first kind at the origin. This

curve is called a semicubical parabola.
4. Trace the curve ay

2= (x a}(x b) (x c),

where a, b, c are in descending order of magnitude, and examine the

cases (1) a= b.

(2) b=c.

(3) a= b c.

III. To trace the curve

_ x3+ ax2+ a3

y *2_ a2
>

a being positive.

a. There is no symmetry about either axis and the curve does not

pass through the origin.

/3. The curve cuts the axis of y at the point (0, a) and the axis

of x at the point given by the real root of

(It is clear that two roots of this equation are imaginary, for the

sum of the squares of the reciprocals of its roots is negative.) Also,

the real root is obviously negative and numerically greater than a.

y. When x is > a, y is positive.

When x lies between a and a, y is negative.
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When x is < -
a, y is positive until x passes the negative root

above referred to, and then is negative afterwards.

5. The asymptotes parallel to the axes are x= a. To find the

oblique asymptote

or w= ^;

1-!L

a2

a

O X

Fig. 69.

Hence y=x+a is the oblique asymptote, and, if x be positive, the

ordinate of the curve is obviously greater than that of the asymp-
tote, and the curve lies above the oblique asymptote. .If x be

negative, the curve lies below it.
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dy_x(x*
- Sa?x 4a3

)

dx~ (#
2 -a2

)
2 "'

which gives -^=0, when #=0 or when ^3 -3a%-4a3
=0, which

CLX

clearly has a positive root lying between #=2a and #=3a, and

which can be shown to have only this one real root. Also, = oc

dx

only when x= a.

f. A point of inflexion lies between x 5a and x= 6a (Ex. 26,

Chap. X.).

The shape is therefore that given in Fig. 69.

IV. To trace the curve y
2+ 2x3y+xr=Q.

a. The curve is not symmetrical about either axis and there are

no asymptotes.

/3. The curve passes through the origin, but cuts neither axis again.

7. There is a cusp at the origin, the equation of the tangent being

Fig. 70.

Proceeding according to Art. 258 the quadratic for P is

an equation whose roots are real if x be very small, positive or

negative ; for the criterion for real roots is that x* x1 should be > 0.
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This condition is fulfilled until x is > 1, when P or y becomes

imaginary.

Moreover, the product of the roots=x7 and is positive or negative

according as x is positive or negative. There is therefore a double

cusp at the origin, and on the positive side of the axis of y it is of the

second species, while on the negative side it is of the first species.

The point is therefore a point of oscul-inflexion (Fig. 47).

5.

so that -~= oo if x=
dx

Also, one value of - is zerowhen x
dx 49

The shape of the curve is now readily seen to be that shown in Fig. 70.

319. The following curve illustrates a particular artifice

which may be occasionally employed, namely to express

the ordinate of the curve as the sum or difference of the

ordinates of two known or easily traceable curves.

Fig. 71.

V. To trace

Here

therefore

or

-
x)

2cu? .v
2 2

=
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where yl
and #2 are corresponding ordinates of the circle a?-\-y

z=
and of the parabola y

z=ax. Hence the ordinate of the curve is the

sum or difference of the corresponding ordinates of these curves.

The circle and the parabola are shown by dotted lines in the accom-

panying figure, and the resultant curve by the continuous line.

EXAMPLES.

1. Trace the curve (x+y+ 1
)
2=

(1 #)
5
,

showing that there is a cusp of the first species at (1, 2) ;
also

that all chords parallel to the axis of y are bisected by the line

2. Trace the curve r=a sec 6 a cos 0,

the radius vector being the sum or difference of the radii vectores

of a straight line and a circle.

320. Newton's Diagram of Squares.

When a curve whose equation is algebraic and rational

passes through the origin it is frequently desirable to

ascertain the shape of the curve in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the origin more accurately than can be pre-

dicted from a mere knowledge of the direction of the

tangents, and also to form some idea of the limiting form

of the curve at a great distance from the origin.

The following is a graphical method of determining
what terms of an equation are to be retained or rejected

in such cases :

Let Axp
yv, Bxr

y
s be any two terms of the equation of

the curve
;
and let us suppose them to be such that they

are of the same order of magnitude. Take a pair of

co-ordinate axes and mark down the positions of the

points (p, q) (r, s), which we shall call P and R respec-

tively. Then, since xpyq and xr
y

8 are of the same order

of magnitude, xp ~ r and y
s -v are also of the same order,

-g

and therefore the order of x is that of ?-r
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s ~~~ a
Now = tan 0, where is the angle which the line

r p
PR makes with OX. So that the order of x is that of

^-tan0 and therefore the order of the term Axpyq is that

of 2/2
-P t n

0. Now q pt&nO = the intercept OA made

B
R

Fig. 72.

by the line PR upon OF, so that the order of the terms

Axp
yQ and Bxr

y
s
is that of y

A] and is measured by the

intercept OA.

Consider next any other term Gxmy
n in the equation.

Let its graphical point (m, n) be denoted by M in the

figure. Then the order of this term is that of

n, -m tan 6

the line MB being drawn parallel to RP, cutting off the

intercept OB on the axis of y. OB therefore graphically

marks the order of this term, which may therefore be

rejected in tracing near the origin in comparison with

the terms denoted by the points P and R if OB be greater

than OA
;
and in tracing the curve at a great distance

from the origin it may be rejected if OB be less than OA.
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Thus if all the terms of the equation be represented

graphically by the series of points P, Q, R, S . . . in the

manner above described, and if when any two, say P and

R, are chosen all the other points lie on the side of the

line PR, remote from the origin, they may all be rejected

in tracing the portion of the curve in the immediate

proximity of the origin; but if they all lie on the origin

side of the line PR they may all be rejected in tracing
the curve at an infinite distance from the origin.

Ex. If the equation be
*=

0,

the points A, B, C, D, E represent the 1st, 2nd, etc. terms respect-

V

E

D

O

Fig. 73.

ively, and a glance at the diagram will show that the

second and third
|

and the second and fifth )

are groups which may be taken together in tracing near the origin,

whilst the first and third
|

and the first and fifth )

are groups which may be taken together in approximating to the

form of the curve at an infinite distance from the origin.

321. The above method is a modification of the one

adopted in such cases by Newton, and is known as

Newton's Parallelogram. A further slight variation on

the same method is due to De Gua, and is known as De
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Gua's "Analytical Triangle." [De Gua's "Usage de

1'Analyse de Descartes," Paris, 1740.]

VI. To trace

a. Newton's diagram shows at once that near the origin the first

and third of these terms, or the second and third, may be taken

together, whilst at a great distance from the origin the first and

Fig. 74.

second may be taken together. This indicates that at the origin
the curve assumes the parabolic forms

and that at infinity it approximates to the straight line ,r+y= 0,

which is obviously the only asymptote.
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/?. Moreover, the equation may be written

-x- 4-w - ~
?

#
when in the limit y= -.r=a very large quantity.

Hence again y= x is an asymptote, but we gain the additional

information that if x be negative and very large the ordinate of the

curve is greater than the ordinate of the asymptote.

7. Since when the signs of x and y are both changed the equation
remains of the same form there is symmetry in opposite quadrants.

5. Since dyjc^tfy-x*)
dx y^ a?3?

we have -?=0
dx

at the points where the curve is intersected by the cubical parabola
2a2y=^3

(which is easily traced), and by the axis of y ;
and

Jh-
where the curve is cut by either of the parabolas y

2= ax. The
form of the equation is therefore that shown in Fig. 74.

EXAMPLES.

1. Trace ^+y5=5a^2
ty

2
,

showing that at the origin there are two cusps of the first species,

an asymptote #+y= a, two infinite branches below the asymptote,
and a loop in the first quadrant.

2. Show that the curve y
6 a?x2

y
2+xP=Q

consists of four equal loops, one in each of the four quadrants and

lying entirely within the circle r=a.

322. Polar Equations. Order of Procedure.

In tracing a curve from its polar equation it is advis-

able to follow some such routine as the following :

1. If possible form a table of corresponding values of

r and which satisfy the equation of the curve. Con-

sider both positive and negative values of 0.
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2. Obtain the value of tanfa Art. 178. This will

indicate the direction of the tangent at any point. The

length of the polar subtangent is often useful, Art. 179.

3. Examine whether any values of exist which give

an infinite value of r. If so, find whether the curve has

asymptotes in such directions (Art. 234) and find their

equations.

4. Examine whether there be an asymptotic circle

(Art. 236).

5. Find the positions of the points of inflexion (Art.

248).

6. It will frequently be obvious from the equation of

the curve that the values of r or are confined between

certain limits. If such exist they should be ascertained.

E.g., if r=asinn6 it is clear that r must lie in magnitude between

the limits 0/and a, and the curve lie wholly within the circle r=a.

323. Curves of the Classes r = asinn6, rsinnO= a.

VII. To trace r a sin 59.

a. We have the following table of corresponding values of r and 6 :

Values of 6
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/3. r is never greater than a, and there is no asymptote.

7. tan 0= tan 50, and therefore vanishes whenever r vanishes

and =co whenever r= a. The curve therefore consists of a series

of similar loops as shown in Fig. 75, all being arranged symmetri-

cally about the origin and lying entirely within a circle whose
centre is at the pole and radius .

Fig. 75.

324. Any other curve of the class

r= a sin nO

may be traced in a similar manner.

We annex a figure of the curve

r = a sin 60 (Fig. 70).

It will be noticed for this class of curves that if n be odd

there are n loops, whilst if n be even there are 2n loops.

This will be easily seen from the order of description of

the loops, which we have denoted by the numerals 1, 2,

3 ... in the figures.
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325. Curves of the class

T sin nO = a

are inverse to the above species, and their forms are

8

therefore obvious, going to QO along a radial asymptote
whenever the radius of the companion curve r= a sin n6

vanishes, and touching r= asin.n6 at the extremity of

each loop. We give in illustration a tracing of the curves

r= a sin 40 )

and r sin 4$ = a )

with the asymptotes of the latter, in one figure (Fig. 77).

326. Class rn= ancoznO.
The class of curves of which

is the type embraces, as has been previously noticed,

several important and well known curves. For instance,
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we get Bernoulli's lemniscate (n= 2), the circle (n=
the cardioide (n = J), the parabola (n= |), the straight

line (n= 1), the rectangular hyperbola (n= 2).

Fig. 77.

VIII. To trace r2= a2cos 20 (Bernoulli's Lemniscate}.

a. Negative values of cos 20 give imaginary values of r. Hence

the only real portions of the curve lie in the two quadrants

bounded by 0=-- and 0=+" and by = and =.44 44
8. r=0 when 0= - or ^ or

,444
and = a when 0=0 or TT.

y. Since the only power of r occurring is even, the curve is sym-
metrical about the origin. Again, since the equation is unaltered

by writing for the curve is obviously symmetrical about the

initial line.
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Also, r increases from 6= to and decreases again from =
4

to ^ and is nowhere infinite or in fact greater than a.

The curve therefore consists of two similar loops as shown in

Fig. 78.

Fig. 78.

Other curves of this species may be treated in a similar manner.

It will be easily seen that if n be fractional (
=^-

), the curve will
\ q/

have p portions arranged symmetrically about the origin.

For example, in the curve
Fig. 79.

O
8

5
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we have the following, scheme of values for r and :

d
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Values of 6 in

Circular Measure
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EXAMPLES.

a62

1. Trace r=
W+?

showing that it lies entirely within the circle r= a, which is an

asymptotic circle ; also, that there is a cusp of the first species at

the origin.

2. Trace r=- -.

6 1

Show that there are two linear asymptotes and an asymptotic

circle ;
also a cusp of the first species at the origin and a point of

inflexion when 2 =3.

EXAMPLES.

1. Show that the curve

2
a? + x*

y == - -

consists of two branches each passing through the origin and

extending to infinity, and that the whole curve is contained

between ^wo asymptotes parallel to the axis of y.

2. Show that the curve

cflCz

has two infinite branches passing through the origin and lying

between the asymptotes x= .a, and that there are in addition

two other infinite branches resembling those of the hyperbola

2/

2 =

3. Show that the curve

consists of one infinite branch running to the asymptote
x + y at each end and cutting the axes at right angles at

the points (or, 0), (0, a) at which there are points of inflexion.

4. Show that the curve

consists of one infinite branch running to the asymptote
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x+y+aQ at each end and lying on the upper side of that

line. Also, that the axes of co-ordinates are tangents at the

origin, and that there is a loop in the first quadrant. This

curve is called the Folium of Descartes.

5. Trace the curves

^ (a)

^ (ft)

(y) ay* = x(a?
-

x*). [R. M. A., Nov., 1883.]

6. Show that the curve

ay* = x*y + x* [R. M. A., July, 1880.]

has a cusp of the first species at the origin and an asymptote

x + y = a cutting the curve at
( -,

-- 1. Trace the
\2 2/

7. Trace the curves

(a) ay*
- 2axy + x3 = 0. [E. M. A., Nov., 1880.]

(/?) y* + axy + bx* = 0. [R.M. A,, Nov., 1881.]

a and b both being positive quantities.

8. Trace xy* = ia?(2a
-

x).

Show that this curve may be constructed thus : take a semi-

circle APE whose diameter is AB, produce MP the ordinate of

P so that MP : MQ = AM : AB,
then the given curve is the locus of Q. [This curve is called

the Witch and was discussed by Maria Gaetana Agnesi, Pro-

fessor of Mathematics at Bologna, 1748.]

9. Trace the curve y
2

(2a-x) = x\ [Cissoid of Diodes.]

Show that this curve arises from the following geometrical

construction. AB is the diameter of a semicircle APE, BT the

tangent at B, APT a straight line through A cutting the semi-

circle and the straight line in P and T
; then, if Q be taken on

this line'so that AQ = PT, the locus of Q is the Cissoid.

Z
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(i,
\3 T nJL\ == _^_ rt

,

x4-af x4- ^a1
~

/

and show that the oblique asymptote cuts the curve at an angle

tan-'S. [R. M. A., Nov., 1882.]

11. Trace 2x(x
z + y

2

)
= a(2x^ + y

z

)

and find by polars the co-ordinates of the points of inflexion.

[R. M. A., June, 1883.]

12. Trace y(a? + x2

)
= a?x,

showing that there are points of contrary flexure where x =

or a ^3, that the tangent is parallel to the axis of x where

x = a, and that the axis of x is an asymptote.

1 3. Trace x2
y
2 a2

(x
2 - y

2
),

showing that the curve lies entirely between its asymptotes

y=a, and that its tangents at the origin are y=x.
14. Trace the curve

(x
2 - a2

)(y
2

b'
2

)
= a2b2.

1 5 . Trace a?
4 = a2

(x
2

y
2
).

1 /* r M'I / O O\9 9/ 9 f\ O\
ri I i*Q /"o I /!/* __ ft** \* SY&I nt*" / ft&\

Jl \Jm JLlduC (U ~~
(Jv t t// (iv "~ AVU I.

1 7. Trace axy = a?- a3
. (The Trident.

)

18. Trace the curve

when m is respectively greater than, equal to, and less than

unity, and also when m is zero. [LONDON, 1880.]

19. Trace a^
x a

20. Trace y
2 = x2^^r*'~* siA

t*/
~ C*

21. Trace x(x + y)
2 = a(x

-
y)

2
. [I. C. S., 1879.]

22. Trace x* = y(x-a) 2
. [OXFORD, 1876.]
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23. Trace f___-V*~?. [H. C. S., 1881.1

\y-*/ y +

24. Find the multiple points on the curve

and the directions of the tangents at those points.

[H. C. S., 1881.]
Also trace the curve.

25. Trace the curve XB + t/
3 + Zcxy = a3

,

and prove that as c diminishes to a the ultimate form of the

loop is that of an ellipse whose eccentricity
=

^/f .

[MATH. TRTPOS.]

26. Trace (x-yY(x + y)(
f
>,x + y)

= a^. [GAME., 1879.]

27. Trace the curve r = (l + cos#). (Cardioide.)

1$. Trace r = a + b cos 9. (The Lima^on of Pascal.)

29. Trace r = a(2 cos 6 1
). (The Trisectrix.)

30. Trace the following spirals :

(a) r = a6. (Spiral of Archimedes.)

(f3] r6 = a. (The Hyperbolic or Reciprocal Spiral.)

(y) r2e = a2
. (The Lituus.)

(8) r = ae . (The Logarithmic or Equiangular Spiral.)

Show that in each case there is an infinite number of convolu-

tions round the pole, and that r sin Q a is an asymptote to (/?)

and the initial line an asymptote to (y).

31. Trace the curves

,
r cos 50 = a, r aco0.

.'52. Trace the curves
2 2 n n

r^ = a cos 4u,O '

What is the relation between them ? [GAME., 1876.]

2 2 n n 2 2
.,,

2 2 ., /,

r^ = a cos 4u r-5 =0^860 <yC7. r 5 = a* cos -^o1

.
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33. Trace the curve = _^
,

r a

showing that a line parallel to the initial line at a distance a

above it is an asymptote. Show also that there is an

asymptotic circle r a.

a A TI 6 + sin
o4. Trace r = a

0-8in0
Show that this curve has an asymptotic circle

;
also that as each

branch of the curve comes from infinity it approaches the asymp-
totic circle from the outside on one side of the initial line and

from the inside upon the other.

35. Trace r=2^n!f (The Cissoid)
cos

from the polar equation.

36. Trace r = an . [R. M. A., July, 1880.]
u + a

37. Trace r0* = tan 0, from 6 = to 6 = Zir.

[OXFORD, 1876.]

38. Trace ^sin 3(6
-

a)
= sin - sin a. [GAME., 1879.]

39. Trace the "curve of sines"

y = 6sin -.
a

40. Trace y = e~*x tan pac.

41. Trace r = -

for positive values of 6. [TRIN. COLL. CAME., 1873.]

42. Trace r = - [OXFORD.]
1 - sm 20

43. Trace (x + a}\y -a) + (y + af(x
-
a) 0.

[OXFORD.]
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A A m o o(# + ttVa; -f b)44. Irace y = c~ -Q '-.

(x a)(x 6)

45. Trace x a(l -cos 0) )

y = a6 }'

(The companion to the Cycloid.)

/y

46. Trace /
= ccosh-. (The Catenary.)

c

47. Trace y a? + cosh x.

48. Trace afy
2 =

(a + y)\& -
if),

or r = a cosec b.

(The Conchoid of Niconiedes).

49. Trace {y
3 + (a + xfH^/

2 + (a
-
a)

2

}
= 2

6
2

,

examining the cases

(1) a<b.

(2) a = 6. (Lemniscate of Bernoulli.)

(3) a>b. (Cassini's Ovals.)

50. Trace y
4- + x'

2

y + 2^ + a3 = 0. [CRAMER.]

51. Trace

r = (cos a cos -
J cos 3a cos 30 + 4 cos 5a cos 50 - . .

.).

[MATH. TRIPOS, 1878.J

52. Trace y = e~~*'". (The Probability Curve.)

53. Trace the curves

(a) y
4

axy* + ^c
4 = 0.

if +^ -
b'xy

2 = 0. [CRAMER. ]

54. Trace x4 - ax*y + by*
= 0. [DE GUA.]

55. Trace (a) x5 + y
5

=2cfxy.

[FROST.]





APPLICATION TO THE EVALUATION OF

SINGULAE FOKMS AND MAXIMA

AND MINIMA VALUES.





CHAPTER XIII.

UNDETERMINED FORMS.

327. In Chap. I. it was explained that a function may
involve an independent variable in such a manner that

its value for a certain assigned value of the variable

cannot be found by a direct substitution of that value.

And in such cases the function is said to assume a
"
Singular,"

"
Undetermined,"

"
Illusory" or " Indeter-

minate
"
form.

328. It is proposed in the present chapter to consider

more fully the method of evaluation of the true limiting

values of such quantities when the independent variable

is made to approach indefinitely near its assigned value.

329. List of Forms occurring.

Several cases are to be considered, viz., when, upon
substitution of the assigned value of the independent

variable, the function reduces to one of the forms

f\ rvO 1 <*>

TT, x oo
, -, oo GO

, ,
oo

,
or 1 .

00

It is frequently easy to treat these cases by algebraical
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or trigonometrical methods without having recourse to

the Differential Calculus, though the latter is required for

a general discussion of such forms.

By far the most important case to consider is that in

which the function takes the form .-; for, in the first

place, it is the one which most frequently occurs
; and,

secondly, any of the other forms may be made to depend

upon this one by some special artifice.

330. Algebraical Treatment.

Suppose the function to take the form when the

independent variable x ultimately coincides with its

assigned value a. Put x = a+h and expand both

numerator and denominator of the function. It will

now become apparent that the reason why both

numerator and denominator vanish is that some power
of h is a common factor of each. This should now be

divided out. Finally, put h= so that x becomes =a,
and the true limiting value of the function will be

apparent.

In the particular case in which x is to become zero

the expansion of numerator and denominator in powers
of x should be at once proceeded with without any pre-

liminary substitution for x.

In the case in which x is to become infinite, put x= ~,
y

so that when x becomes = oo y becomes = 0.

The method thus explained will be better understood

by examining the mode of solution of the following

examples.
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Ex. 1. Find Ltx .,.

Here numerator and denominator both vanish if x be put equal to 0,

We therefore expand ax and bx by the exponential theorem. Hence

U*-b*

x

{
1 + X logea+

f-'(logea)
2

+...}-{ 1 + ff logeb+ f*(loge&)
2+ . . . I

Z . ) ( Z . )

X

Ex. 2. Find

This is of the form - if we put x\. Therefore we put x= 1

and expand. We thus obtain

j =0

(1 + A)
3 - 3Tl + h)*+ 2

_

- O/i ~t~

-3+A+...

-3

It will be seen from, these examples that in the process of expan-
sion it is only necessary in general to retain a few of the lovwst

powers of h.



V
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Ex. 3. Find

Since

x

tan<r 1 sin*

# COS #

we have
x

Hence the form assumed by (
an>r

ja?
is 1 when we put #=0.

Expand sin x and cos x in powers of x. This gives

x +..

// ^ tan^-y* '

-kf*=0l I* -ka:-=0
V x '

2 X= Z^=0
^

1 +- + higher powers of 57 V"

where ^ is a series in ascending powers of x whose first term (and
therefore whose limit when #= 0) is unity. Hence

T . /tan^Vi r . \(, xH \-a\3 i
tv-di V =^=oi

(
1 +-- )

zz
r =e

>

Ex. 4. Find Ltx

This expression is of the form I
00

. Put

l-*jr,
and therefore, if ^7=1, ty

= 0;
i

therefore Limit required = Z^=0(1 y)v=- e~
l

(Art. 21).

i

Ex. 5. Ltx=v>x(dx 1). This is of the form oc x 0.

Put #= -j
3/ i

therefore, if x oo
, y= 0, and

a? 1
Limit required= Lty=o =logca (Art. 22).

t/
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EXAMPLES.

Find the values of the following limits :

2. Ltx=

ax 1

0rbx -l
3

1~

_

X

/ 8. Ltx=0

y.

^=0

a?-an a? cos^

^P _ x
12. Ltx=o

,

16.
cosh x cos x

x&v&x

i K r /
15. Ltx=

16.

1 /.

sin" 1
.*

1 - sinh x

,

og
-

X

tan,

o
\ x

x

1/S)A r. /smaA 3
/:i4. Ltx=<\- f.\ x '

-

25. Ltx=Q(covers x}*.

26. Zk 7r(cosec ^)
Un

331. APPLICATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL CALCULUS.

John Bernoulli * was the first to make use of the pro-

cesses of the Differential Calculus in the determination of

"Acta Eruditorum," 1704.
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the true values of functions assuming singular forms.

We propose now to discuss each singularity in order.

332. I.
FORM^.

Consider a curve passing through the origin and

defined by the equations

x=

.

Let x, y be the co-ordinates of a point P on the curve

very near the origin, and suppose a to be the value of t

N

Fig. 81.

corresponding to the origin, so that <p(a)
= and

Then ultimately we have

Lt- =Z^tanPOJV"=the value of 7 at the origin ;
/v rlrvt O

= 0.

X

and

Hence

and if^

dy

dx

dx dx

~dt

o
be not of the form .^ when t takes its assigned
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value a, we therefore obtain

_>'()
J-Jl't= a I /.v -

r //" \*

()

But, if
, 7/ ,\

be also of undetermined form, we may
\fr(t)

repeat the process and say

= etc"

proceeding in this manner until we arrive at a fraction

such that when the value a is substituted for t its

numerator and denominator do not both vanish, and thus

obtaining an intelligible result zero, finite, or infinite.

333. Another Proof of the Method.

We may arrive at the same result in another way,
thus :

Let ~r-( take the form when x approaches and
\sx

ultimately coincides with the value a. Let x = a

Then by Taylor's Theorem

\f,(x)

for 0(a) = and ^(o,) = by supposition. Hence in the

limit when x= a (and therefore ^ = 0), we have

<f>'(a+eh) _

If it should happen that $'(a) and ifr'(a) are both zero,

we can, as before, repeat the process of differentiating the

numerator and denominator before substitution for x.

Ex. 1. Lta
5 ^.

0=0 0'*

Here 0(0) = sin -
0, and $(0)

= 63
,

which both vanish when 6 vanishes.
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<'(0)
= cos 1, and ^'(0)

= 302
,

and both of these expressions vanish with 0.

Differentiating again

0"(0)= sin0, and i//'(0)
=

60,

and still both expressions vanish with 0. We must therefore

differentiate again

0"'(0) = cos0, and \f/"'(0)
=

6,

whence </>"'(0)= 1, and ^"'(0)
= 6

;

sin - 1
therefore Lt

Ex. 2. Lt

n }

-
.

0=o 3
(5

2sind - 40

0=o 5

=Lt e

0=o

= Lt
6

0=o

0=o 600 2

0=o 1200

0=o 120 30*

k. The proposition of Art. 332 may also be treated

as follows.

Let ^>(o-)
= and i/r(a)

=
0, and let the p

ih differential

coefficient of
<f>(x)

and the q
ih of ^]s(x) be the first which

do not vanish when x is put equal to a. Then by Taylor's

Theorem, putting x = <

- 1

...j\P~ '

IP

Similarly
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_q\
I / / N

pi \ls
q
(a)

Now, if p>q,
If <

If v -a Ltp ~ q> *=

so that the limit is 0, -7-7--(,
or oo

, according as p is >
,

r (a)

=
,
or <. q.

335. II. FORM x oo .

Let 0(a) = and \[s(a)
= vo, so that

<j>(x)\fr(x)
taken

the form x oo when a; approaches and ultimately co-

incides with the value a.

Then

1 1
and since .

,

- =--=0.
oo

the limit may be supposed to take the form -, and may

be treated like Form I.

Ex. 1. Lt, dcote = Lta -- =Lta
- = 1.

^=o 0=o tan 6 0=o sec2

. . a
sm - sin -

C1 *Y* IT

Ex.2. Ltx^ocsm = Ltx=aa = Lt(, a- -=a.
x a

X X

336. III. FOKM .

Let 0(a)
= oo

, i/r(a)
= oo

,
so that

<

^?y takes the form

when x approaches indefinitely near the value a.
oo

2A
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The artifice adopted in this case is to write

1

Then since = = 0, and :
= = 0, we may con-

\fs(a) oo 0(a) oo

sider this as taking the form -, and therefore we may

apply the preceding rule.

r T T~ ~ "

= [Lix- a^^Ltx= ^^ (Art. 12)L V()J #wTherefore
\

Hence, unless Ltx=a~- be zero or infinite, we have

orr

If, however, Ltx=a~- be zero, then

and therefore, by the former case (the limit being neither

zero nor infinite), =Ltx=a ~.
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Hence, subtracting unity from each side,

Tt *M
7 '

Finally, in the case in which

. r, _
x=a ~

and therefore by the last case

therefore

This result is therefore proved true in all cases.

337. // any function become infinite for any finite

value of the independent variable, then all its differential

coefficients will also become infinite for the same value.

An algebraical function only becomes infinite by the

vanishing of some factor in the denominator. Now, the

process of differentiating never removes such a factor,

but raises it to a higher power in the denominator. Hence

all differential coefficients of the given function will con-

tain that vanishing factor in the denominator, and will

therefore become infinite when such a value is given to

the independent variable as will make that factor vanish.

It is obvious too that the circular functions which

admit of infinite values, viz., tan x, cot x, sec x, cosec x, are

really fractional forms, and become infinite by the vanish-

ing of a sine or cosine in the denominator, and therefore

these follow the same rule as the above.

The rule is also true for the logarithmic function
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\og(x a) when x = a, or for the exponential function bx-a

when x= a, b being supposed greater than unity.*

338. From the above remarks it will appear that if <p(a)

and \ls(a) become infinite so also in general will </>(a)

and \f/(a). Hence at first sight it would appear that the

formula Ltx=a/,,. { is no better than the original form

Ltx= a
I

/ { But it generally happens that the limit of

the expression -*p>- ', when x= a, can be more easily

evaluated.

Ex. 1. Find Lt n w- which is of the fo
ri"m .

0= a tan 6 oo

Following the rule of differentiating numerator for new numera-

tor, and denominator for new denominator, we may write the above

limit 1

-u
e=* sec2

0'
2

which is still of the form . But it can be written
GC

= Lt [ which is of the
form?)

2

- 2 cos 6 sin

/Y rf*>

Ex. 2. Evaluate Ltx=<a --, which is of the form
G QO

* For further discussion of this point the student is referred to Pro-

fessor De Morgan's "Diff. and Int. Calculus."
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xn
>

e*

n\

e* oo

It is obvious that the same result is true when n is fractional.

Ex. 3. Evaluate Ltx=0x
m
(log &)

n
,
m and n being positive.

This is of the form x oo
,
but may be written

n
J00

I X n
m

and by putting x = e~y this expression is reduced to

{71

^ n

y I

_J?L f =0asin Ex. 2.
t' J

339. IV. FOKM oo - oo .

Next, suppose </>(a)
= oo and ^(a) = oc,so that <j>(x)-\ls(x)

takes the form oo oo
, when x approaches and ultimately

coincides with the value a.

Let U

From this method of writing the expression it is obvious

that unless Ltx=a~r = \ the limit of u becomes

x (a quantity which does not vanish) ;
and therefore

the limit souht is oo .

But if Ltx=Q~~ = 1, the problem is reduced to the
VO)

evaluation of an expression which takes the form oo x 0,

a form which has been already discussed (II.).

Ex. Ltx=0(
- cot x\= L^=0 -( 1

- x cot x]
^x ' x

(
whicll is Of the form

?)x sin x

x&\\\x /which is of the same \

sin x+ X cos

sin#+# cos # _ n
"~j

"" V/

(wnicn
is or tne same \

form still /

2 cos x x sin x
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340. Y. FORMS 0, 00, 1.
Let y = ur

,
u and v being functions of x

;
then

Now logel = 0, loggoo
= oo

, loge()= oo
;
and therefore

when the expression uv takes one of the forms 0, oo
, 1,

log;?/ takes the undetermined form x oo . The rule is

therefore to take the logarithm and proceed as in

Art. 335.

Ex. 1. Find Ltx^oX*, which takes the undeterminedform 0.

I

o(
-
x) = 0,

x or

whence Ltx=^c
K= = 1 .

Ex. 2. Find Ltx=1L(sinx)^
x

. This takes the form 1.
2

and =
2

_ _ t

cot ^7 2
- cosec-.r

= Ltx^-jr( sin x cos #) = 0,
2

whence required limit= e=l.
A slightly different arrangement of the work is exemplified here.

341. The following example is worthy of notice, viz.,

given that 0(a)
= 0, ^(a) = oo

, Ltx=a^(x)\j^(x) = m.

We can write the above in the form

which is clearly em by Art. 21, Chap. I.

It will be observed that many examples take this form,
\ L

such, for example, as Ltx= <{- Y on P- 364, and Exs.
\ x /

20 to 26 on p. 365.
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342. - of doubtful value at a Multiple Point.
ax

Since ; =0 and ~-= at any multiple point on the
if

curve u = 0, it will be apparent that at such a point the

value of -f- as derived from the formula
ax

dy _ 'dx

dx

will be of the undetermined form -.

The rule of Art. 332 may be applied to find the true

limiting values of -~ for such cases, but it is generally

better to proceed otherwise.

If the multiple point be at the origin, the equations of

the tangents at that point can be at on'ce written down

by inspection and the required values of -^ thus found.

If the multiple point be not at the origin, the equation
of the curve should be transformed to parallel axes

through the multiple point and the problem is then

solved as before.

Ex. Consider the value of
V at the origin for the curve

= 0.

The tangents at the origin are obviously

#=0, 2/
=

0, a#+&y= 0,

making with the axis of x angles whose tangents are respectively

which are therefore the required values of -Si.

dx
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EXAMPLES.

Investigate the following limiting forms :

1- ^*=u i

log cos x
Cl

-< Jjtx.--l

or. 1 - tan x
6. _.

4 1 -
<s/2 sin x

1 +COS1TXA

*>

I &\*
Z^=alog I 2 1 cot (x a).

\ *)

6. _/
log*in*cos ^
log8in5COS

*

Q
cot tan -1

(m tan 0}
- m cos2-

7.
'-

. .,6*
sin-

i

8.

9.

10.

.

+...
accordin

&'
as

or < /ft.

12. Ltx==tfc~
::

,
m being positive.

10 r, /acc+lV
Id. ^=00 I _1 .

\ax
-
I/

U. Lt, J\<***=

AI- cos x)
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15.

16. ZC
i i

M*
A

nx

17. ZX_

2 3
2or 2e* + 2 cos .-;

'*=<)

18. Lt
rl+x- /x/

'x=l

X -J 1 - X2

T . x . 6 ( (i.) If a be > 1.
19. Lt^nCfsm . { ./*

( (ii.) If a be <: 1.

20.
cosec # cot

4- a +
21.

x'2 a A / 1 +
V

log cos
'

lX
-_1W ^

. 1 i*"

6 sin 4- log-

22. SO-3
1

x=a
I

~TT ~r ~3 I
*

23. Lt.;/ , .^\

^i - - cot -
).

\' /

24.

25.

V a2 + ax + x2
-Jo-

2 ax 4-

log (
1 + X + -X'

2
) + log (l-x + x2

}

sec x cos x

* *sm itjin o*\ ciii2,-v>V * J Li 1 IOJ.11 tf i I o I 1 1 M>
\ /

27.
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G*Ji> J. J. fstA.'

28.

29. Ltx=x fa/1 + IV -
eaflogA +

30. Ltx n -
y)(y

-
u)(a

-
x)

[Put # = a + k, y = a + k, and expand in powers of /*, and k.

and finally, after reduction, put h =0, A; = 0.

si01. y
x
- -.

a; + y - 2

32. Show that generally, if a function of two independent

variables take one of the singular forms -, etc., for certain

values of the variables, its value is truly indeterminate.

33. Given x* + y
B + a3 = 3axy,

find the values of
*'

when x= y = a.
dx

34. Find the values of - at the origin for the curve
dx

35. For the curve o?y* = (a
2 -

y'
2
)(b + y)

2

find the values of at the point (0,
-

b).dx

36. For the curve cc
4 + ax2

y = ay
s

find the values of~ when x = 0.
dx

37. Prove
x

a* - 1 (b sin x - sin bx\
n

/b\\
r--!- } =(o) log a

sin x\ cos a; - cos ox / \&J
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d'
l+lu

38. Prove

cos mywhere u = - and x = sin y.
cosy

39. Find LttjSlL where y = Jt and ^cos^l -as).
dxi sin C7

[I. C. S., 1384.}

40. If y = (sin"
1

^)
2

, prove that

dx"

xm

41. Prove that Ltx=x ^ is zero or infinite according as n is.

greater or less than m, a and b being both greater than unity.

TTx

/ ^A tan-s- 2

42. ProveZ^=J2-
-J

=6^.

43. Prove Ltx_ T

44. Find Z^=0(cos ax)

^ \a + o^

.2,,,.

^c I?- i r .^sin 6a? - i^sin aa; ((1) Ifa? = 0.
45. Find Z^-

,
J

tan 6,7: tan ,x- ( (2) If a = b.

-GV i T446. Find Ltx=l

47. Find /

48. Find Lt Wsin a;)
taax

.
a:= v '
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49. Prove that if, when x is infinite, <$>(x)
= GO

,
then will

x

and also that Lt^n {ftx)}*
~

[TODHUNTER'S DIFF. CALC.]

(afVs
y =

C!J

.
r
_

, ^ n t1
[TODHUNTERS DlFF. CALC.J

' m 'n 'u

51. Prove -rm + 1

being positive.

52. Prove Lth=0h{a
m + ct + A|

w + + '2h\

m + . . . + a + (
-

where A =
r6

,
and a, 6 are any given quantities.

ft



CHAPTER XIV.

MAXIMA AND MINIMA ONE INDEPENDENT
VARIABLE.

343. Elementary Algebraical Methods.

Examples frequently occur in elementary algebra and

geometry in which it is required to find whether any
limitations exist to the admissible values of certain func-

tions for real values of the variable or variables upon
which they depend.

For example, the function x2 4#+ 9 may be written

in the form (x 2)
2
-f- 5,

from which it is at once apparent that the least admis-

sible value of the expression is 5, the value which it

assumes when x='2. For the square of a real quantity
is essentially positive, and therefore any value of x other

than 2 will give a greater value than 5 to the expression

considered.

As a second illustration let us investigate whether any
limitation exists to the values of the expression

x2 x+ 1

xz
-\- x+i

for real values of x.
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/v>2 _^ __
-pj ... it/ i> T^
Putting -^-

- =
'?/,2

we have o?
2
(l y) x(l + ?/) -f- 1 y = 0,

an equation whose roots are real only when

i.e., when (%y 1) (3 y) is positive ;

i.e., when T/ lies between the values 3 and \. It appears
therefore that the given expression always lies in value

between 3 and J. Its maximum value is therefore 3 and

its minimum

344. Method of Projection.

Ex. Suppose it be required to determine geometrically
the greatest triangle inscribed in a given ellipse.

It is obvious from elementary considerations that if

the ellipse be projected orthogonally into a circle the

greatest triangle inscribed in the given ellipse must pro-

ject into the greatest triangle inscribed in a circle
;
and

such a triangle is equilateral and the tangent to the

circle at each angular point is parallel to the opposite

side. This property of parallelism is a project!ve pro-

perty, and therefore holds for the greatest triangle in-

scribed in the given ellipse.

Moreover

Area of greatest triangle inscribed in the ellipse

Area of ellipse

Area of equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle

Area of the circle

Hence the area of the greatest triangle inscribed in an
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ellipse whose semiaxes are a, b is

*

, ab.
4

EXAMPLES.

1. Show algebraically that the expression x+ - cannot lie be-
00

tween 2 and - 2 for real values of x. Illustrate this geometrically

by tracing the hyperbola xy x2= 1.

y& 4x 4- 9
2. Prove that, if x be real, t

'

must lie between 5 and \.
#2+ 4r-f9

3. Show that, if x be real,
^ *.Ltr cannot lie between the

values

4. Show that the triangle of greatest area with given base and

vertical angle is isosceles.

5. Show that the greatest chord passing through a point of inter-

section of two given circles is that which is drawn parallel to the

line joining the centres.

6. If A, E be two given points on the same side of a given straight

line and P be a point in the line, then A P+BP will be least when

A P and BP are equally inclined to the straight line.

7. Show that the triangle of least perimeter inscribable in a given

triangle is the pedal triangle.

8. If A, By
C be the angular points of a triangle and P any other

point, then AP+BP+ CP will be a minimum when each of the

angles at P is 120. [AP is a normal to the ellipse with foci B
t
C

and passing through P.]

9. The diagonals of a maximum parallelogram inscribed in an

ellipse are conjugate diameters of the ellipse.

10. If the sum of two varying positive quantities be constant

show that their product is greatest when the quantities are equal.

Extend this to the case of any number of positive quantities.
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THE GENERAL PROBLEM.

345. Suppose x to be any independent variable capable
of assuming any real value whatever, and let cf>(x) be any
given function ofx. Let the curve y = <j>(x)

be represented
in the adjoining figure, and let A, B, C, D, ... be those

points on the curve at which the tangent is parallel to

one of the co-ordinate axes.

Fig. 82.

Suppose an ordinate to travel from left to right

along the axis of x. Then it will be seen that as the

ordinate passes such points as A, C. or E it ceases to

increase and begins to decrease; whilst when it passes

through B, D, or F it ceases to decrease and begins to

increase.. At each of the former set of points the ordinate

is said to have a maximum value, whilst at the latter it is

said to have a minimum value.

346. Points of Inflexion.

On inspection of Fig. 83 it will be at once obvious that

at such points of inflexion as G or H, where the tangent
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is parallel to one of the co-ordinate axes, there is neither

a maximum nor a minimum ordinate. Near G, for

instance, the ordinate increases up to a certain value NG,
and then as it passes through G it continues to increase

without any prior sensible decrease.

N X

Fig. 83.

This point may however be considered as a combination

of two such points as A and B in Fig. 82, the ordinate

N,

Fig. 84.

increasing up to a certain value N^Glt
then decreasing

through an indefinitely small and negligible interval to

Nft,,, and then increasing again as shown in the magnified

figure (Fig. 84), the points Gv G
2 being ultimately co-

incident.

2'B
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347. We are thus led to the following definition :

DEF. //. while the independent variable x increases

continuously, a function dependent upon it, say </>(x),

increases through any finite interval however small until

x= a and then decreases, (j>(a) is said to be a MAXIMUM
value of (f>(x).

And if <f>(x) decrease to 0(a) and then in-

crease, both decrease and increase being through a finite

interval, then
<j>(a)

is said to be a MINIMUM value of cj>(x).

348. Properties of Maxima and Minima Values. Criteria.

The following statements will now be obvious from the

figures 82 and 83 :-

(a) According to the definition given, the term maximum
value does not mean the absolutely greatest nor minimum
the absolutely least value of the function discussed.

Moreover there may be several maxima values and

several minima values of the same function, some greater

and some less than others, as in the case of the ordinates

at A,B,C,... (Fig. 82).

(j8) Between two equal values of a function at least
IN

one maximum or one minimum must lie ; for whether

the function be increasing or decreasing as it passes the

value [M1
P

1
in Fig. 82] it must, if continuous, respectively

decrease or increase again at least once before it attains

its original value, and therefore must pass through at

least one maximum or minimum value in the interval.

(y) For a similar reason it is clear that between two

maxima at least one minimum must lie
;
and between

two minima at least one maximum must lie. In other

words, maxima and minima values must occur alternately.

Thus we have a maximum at A, a minimum at B, a

maximum at G, etc.
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In the immediate neighbourhood of a maximum or

minimum ordinate two contiguous ordinates are equal,

one on each side of the maximum or minimum ordinate
;

and these may be considered as ultimately coincident

with the maximum or minimum ordinate. Moreover as

the ordinate is ceasing to increase and beginning to

decrease its rate of variation is itself in general an infini-

tesimal. This is expressed by saying that at a maximum
or minimum the function discussed has a stationary value.

This principle is of much use in the geometrical treatment

of maxima and minima problems.

(e) At all points, such as A, B, C, D, E, ..., at which

maxima and minima ordinates occur the tangent is

parallel to one or other of the co-ordinate axes. At

points like A, B, C, D the value of -
vanishes, whilst

(ilij

at the cuspidal points E, F, ~ becomes infinite. The
ax

positions of maxima and minima ordinates are therefore

given by the roots of the equations

<f>'(x)
== x J

'

() That - = 0, or - = 00, are not in themselves
dx dx

sufficient conditions for the existence of a maximum or

minimum value is clear from observing the points G, H
of Fig. 83, at which the tangent is parallel to one of the

co-ordinate axes, but at which the ordinate has not a

maximum or minimum value. But in passing a maxi-

mum value of the ordinate the angle \fr
which the

tangent makes with OX changes from acute to obtuse (Fig.
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85), and therefore tan
\fs,

or
-^, changes from positive to

negative; while in passing a minimum value
i/r changes

from obtuse to acute (Fig. 86), and therefore -3? changes

from negative to positive.

x

N

Fig. 86.

We can therefore make the following rule for the

detection and discrimination of maxima and minima

values. First find -f and by equating it to zero find

for what values of x it vanishes; also observe if

any values of x will make it become infinite. Then

test for each of these values whether the sign of
dx

changes from + to or from to + as x increases

through that value. If the former be the case y has a.

maximum value for that value of x
;
but if the latter, a
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minimum. If no change of sign take place the point is a

point of inflexion at which the tangent is parallel to one

of the co-ordinate axes.

349. Criteria for the discrimination of Maxima and Minima

Values. Another Method of Investigation.

The same criteria may be deduced at once from the

aspect of - as a rate-measurer. For -? is positive or
ax ax

negative according as y is an increasing or a decreasing

function. Now, if y have a maximum value it is ceasing

to increase and beginning to decrease, and therefore -~
dx

must be changing from positive to negative; and if y
have a minimum value it is ceasing to decrease and

beginning to increase, and therefore - must be changing

from negative to positive. Moreover, since a change from

positive to negative, or vice versa, can only occur by

passing through one of the values zero or infinity, we
must search for the maximum and minimum values

among those corresponding to the values of x given by

t/>'(x)
= or by (j>'(x)

= oo .

rl 'ij

Further, since ~ must be increasing when it changes

from negative to positive, v| must then be positive ;
and

dij d u

similarly, when -,- changes from positive to negative -7-^

must be negative, so we arrive at another form of the

criterion for maxima and minima values, viz., that there

will be a maximum or minimum according as the value
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(i ?y

of x which makes -- zero or infinite 'gives -rt a negative

or a positive sign.

EXAMPLES.

1. Find the maximum and minimum values of y where

y=(x-\}(x-V)\

Here = (x
-

2)
2+ 2(#

-
!)(#

-
2)

CM?

Putting this expression =0 we obtain for the values of x which

give possible maxima or minima values

4#=2 and x= -.

3

To test these : we have,

if x be a little less than 2, ( )( + )
=
negative,

if x be a little greater than 2,
-=

Hence there is a change of sign, viz., from negative to positive as x

passes through the value 2, and therefore #=2 gives y a minimum
value.

Again, if x be a little less than -, 'T'
= (~^~ )

==
positive,

and if x be a little greater than -, _'=
( )( + )

=
negative,

- _

showing that there is a change of sign in -, viz., from positive to

A

negative, and therefore x=- gives a maximum value for y.

Otherwise : =
(x
-

2) (3.v
-

4),
dx

4
so that when is put =0 we obtain ^=2 or -

.

ux o

And
dx*

d2y
so that, when #=2. -~2.

dor
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a positive quantity, showing that, when a?=2, y assumes a minimum

value, whilst, when

which is negative, showing that, for this value of #, y assumes a

maximum value.

2. If
ax

where n and p are positive integers, show that x= a gives neither

maximum nor minimum values of y, but that x=b gives a minimum.
It will be clear from this example that neither maxima nor minima

values can arise from the vanishing of such factors of -r- as have even

indices.

3. Show that- - has a maximum value when #= 4 and a
#-10

minimum when #=16.

4. If

show that #=0 gives a maximum value to y
and x=3 gives a minimum.

5. To show that a triangle of maximum area inscribed in any
oval curve is such that the tangent at each angular point is parallel to

the opposite side.

If PQR be a maximum triangle inscribed in the oval, its vertex

P lies between the vertices L, M of two equal triangles LQR, MQR
inscribed in the oval. Now, the chord LM is parallel to QR and

Fig. 87.

the tangent at P is the limiting position of the chord I/M, which

proves the proposition.

It follows that, if the oval be an ellipse, the medians of the

triangle are diameters of the curve, and therefore the centre of

gravity of the triangle is at the centre of the ellipse.
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6. Show that the sides of a triangle of minimum area circum-

scribing any oval curve are bisected at the points of contact
;
and

hence that, if the oval be an ellipse, the centre of gravity of such a

triangle coincides with the centre of the ellipse.

7. To find the path of a ray of light from a point A in one medium
to a point B in another medium supposing the path to be suck that the

least possible time is occupied in passing from A to B, and that the

velocity of propagation of light changes from v to v' on passing the

boundary separating the media. [FERMAT'S PROBLEM.]
We shall, for simplicity, consider A and B to lie in the plane of

the paper, and the separating surface of the media to be cylindrical

with its generators perpendicular to the plane of the paper.

Let OPP' be the section of the separating surface by the plane of

the paper, and let APB, AP'B be two contiguous paths from A to B.

A
'O

Fig. 88.

Then, if the times in these two paths be equal, the quickest path
lies between them. Let fall perpendiculars P'n, P'n' from P' upon
A P and BP, and draw the normal ZPZ' at the point P.

Then, since the time in AP = time in AP'B,
AP PB_AP'BP'

i T~
~~ H T )

V V V V

Pn Pn'
or in the limit

v o'

whence Lt. . . = Lt-f ,
=

,'>
sin n PZ Pn v

and therefore, if in the limit the incident ray AP and the refracted

ray PB make angles i, i' respectively with the normal at P, we obtain

sin i v

sin i' v"
thus proving Snell's well known law of refraction*
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350. Analytical Investigation.

We now proceed to investigate the conditions for the

existence of maxima and minima values from a purely

analytical point of view.

It appears from the definition given of maxima and

minima values that as x increases or decreases from the

value a through any small but finite interval h, if (p(x) be

always less than 0(a), then 0(a) is a maximum value of

<j)(x) ;
and that if 0(se) be always greater than (p(a), then

</>(a) is a minimum value of
(j>(x).

We shall assume in the present article tKat none of the

derived functions we find it necessary to employ become

infinite or discontinuous for the particular values dis-

cussed of the independent variable. We then have by

Lagrange's modification of Taylor's Theorem

h2

I.+0W

and <p(x h) </>(x)
=

h</>'(x) + '^-.<j>"(x Oh)
~* .

And when h is made sufficiently small the sign of the

right-hand side of each equation, and therefore also of

the left-hand side, is ultimately dependent upon that of

h</>'(x)j
that being the term of lowest degree in h.

Hence
<f>(x+ h) <j>(%) \

and
(f>(x h)

have in general opposite signs.

For a maximum or minimum value, however, it has

been explained above that these expressions must, when

h is taken small enough, have the same sign. It is

therefore necessary that <p'(x) should vanish, so that the

lowest terms of the right-hand sides of the equations (A)
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should depend upon an even power of h. <'(#)
= is

therefore an essential condition for the occurrence of a

maximum or minimum value. Let the roots of this

equation be a, b, c, ....

Consider the root x a.

We may now replace equations (A) by the two equations
7.2 *s x

) 4- ~0'''(a+ 0^),

h2

It is obvious now as before that the term -^-.$"(0), being

that of lowest degree, governs the sign of the right and

therefore also of the left side of each of equations (B) ;

i.e., in general the signs of

and

are the same as that of <"(a). Hence if <"(a) be negative

(f>(a+li) and <p(a h) are both < 0(a), and therefore <(a)
is a maximum value of 0(oj) ;

while if 0"(a) be positive

both <j>(a+h) and
<fr(cb Ji) are > 0(a), and therefore 0(a)

is a minimum value of 0(ic).
But if it should happen

that 0"(^/ vanishes, equations (B) are replaced by

and therefore when h is sufficiently small

h) (p(a) J

are of opposite signs, and therefore there cannot be a

maximum or minimum value of (p(x) when x = a unless
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<p'"(a) also vanish, in which case the sign of the right side

of each equation depends upon that of 0""(a). And, as

before, if this be negative we have a maximum value and

if positive a minimum.

Similarly, if several successive differential coefficients

vanish when x is put equal to a, it appears that for a

maximum or minimum value it is essential that the first

not vanishing should be of an even order, and that if that

differential coefficient be negative when x= a a maximum
value of

(j)(x)
is indicated, but if positive a minimum.

EXAMPLES.

1. Determine for what values of x the function

0(5?)
= 1 25T5

acquires maximum or minimum values.

Here 0'(#)
=

60(57*
-

Putting this =0 we obtain 57= 0, 57=1, #=2.

Again 0"(#) = 60(4#
3 - 9.r2+ 4#).

If a?=l, 0"(5?) is negative and therefore we have a maximum value;

if 57=2, 0'
/

(57) is positive and therefore this value of 57 gives a

minimum value for 0(57). If 57= 0, 0"(5?) vanishes, so we must pro-
ceed further.

Now 0"'(5?)
=

60(1257
2 -]857+ 4),

which does not vanish when 57=0, so 57=0 gives neither a maximum
nor a minimum.

2. Show that 57=0 gives a maximum value, and 57= 1 a minimum,
/vO *77^

for the function -.

3 2

3. Show that 57= gives a maximum and 57=1 a minimum for

5T
5

57
4

5
"

4'

4. Show that the expression sin3 cos 6 attains a maximum
value when = 60.

5. Illustrate geometrically the statement of Art. 350 that in

general 0(5;+ h} 0(57) and 0(57 h) 0(57) are of opposite sign.
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IMPLICIT FUNCTIONS.

351. In the case in which the quantity y, whose

maximum and minimum values are the subject of in-

vestigation, appears as an implicit function of x, and

cannot readily be expressed explicitly, we may proceed
as follows :

Let the connecting relation between x and y be

#(*,) =o, (i)

then
, t--0 (2)

But for a maximum or minimum value of V, -~=Q. and
ax

therefore - = 0.
/""l/V*
C^iXy

The values of y deduced from the equations

(3)

fix
S

therefore include the required maxima and minima.

Differentiating equation (2) we have

92 32
dy ( B2 32

dy\dy 90 d2
y

~"i
"~ '

~T" I ~~I o *~T I ~~~t
"

I
" " * "~~

( } ( 4 )

c^/yi^s ^/y|7^?/ ci^ \ c^ ^*o/
?y c^'U CM HP t cinr "P^^/ ciw

dij

and, remembering that -p
= 0, this reduces to

Substituting the values of x and y derived from equa-
fffiij

tions (3) we can test the sign of -3-3,
and thus dis-

criminate between the maxima and minima values.
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The case in which this test fails, viz., when -? = for

the values of x and y deduced by equations (3), is com-

plicated owing to the complex nature of the general

formulae for -~ and T~-
ax* dx*

Ex. Find the maximum and minimum ordiiiates of the curve

Here (x*
-
ay] + (y

2 -
ax]^

=
0, ..................... (1)

ctx

and -p=0 gives x2=
ay.

Combining this with the equation to the curve we obtain

i.e.
, y= or y

2= Zax.

y= Q gives #= 0,

whilst y2= 2ax ) 4 ,*
\ give y

4= 4a3
y,

and x*=ay )

which presents the additional solution

Hence the points at which maxima or minima ordinates may exist

have for their co-ordinates (0, 0) and (a ^/2, a

Now = 6^ and =
ox* oy

and therefore at the point #=

2
_~
~a

'by

and is negative, and therefore at this point y has a maximum value.

At the point #= 0, 2/=0, the formulae for - and 3[. both
2

become indeterminate, and we have to investigate their true

values.
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Differentiating equation (1) we have

And when x and y both vanish these give

dy -.
-,

6#
2
?/ 2

-f =0 and 4= -,
3a

showing that the ordinate y has for this point a minimum value.

SEVERAL DEPENDENT VARIABLES.

352. Suppose the quantity u, whose maxima and

minima values are the subject of investigation, to be a

function of n variables x, y, z, etc., but that by virtue of

ti 1 relations between them there is but one variable

independent, say x. We may now, from the n 1 equa -

tions, theoretically find the n 1 dependent variables y,

z, ... in terms of x, and suppose that by substitution u is

expressed as a function of the one independent variable

x. The methods of the preceding articles can now be

applied. It is often, however, inconvenient, even if

possible, actually to eliminate the n 1 dependent vari-

ables y, z, etc., and it is not necessary that this should be

immediately done.

Suppose, for instance, u=
<j>(x, y, z)

a function such as the one discussed, x the independent

variable, y and z dependent variables connected with x

and y by the relations

y, z)
=

0,

, y, z)
= 0.

Then, putting -7- = for ^ maximum or minimum, we
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have
du _ 30 30 dy ,30 dz

_ ,-.

By
'

efcc 30
'

cfoc

!*

," "
* .(3)

,,..,.
and eliminating:

,

and . ,

era;

30
Ba;

1

By*

(4)1 V
, aF2
'

dy'

an equation in x, y, z which, with u =
(f>(x, y, z}, Fl

= 0,

and F
2 0, will serve to find x, y, z and u.

Again, by differentiating equations (1), (2), (3), and
// /) I /f fy ft ty I f~ *y

eliminating -, ^-4, (
we may deduce the value of

dx dx

and test its sign for the values of x, y, z found.

Ex. A Norman window consists of a rectangle surmounted by a

semicircle. Given the perimeter, show that, when the quantity of

light admitted is a maximum, the radius of the semicircle must

equal the height of the rectangle.

[TODHUNTER'S DIFF. CALC., p. 214, Ex. 30.]

Let y be the height and 2# the breadth of the rectangle, then the

area of the window is given by

and this is to be a maximum.
For the perimeter we have

P = 1y+ *2x+ irx= constant.
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Choose x to be the independent variable. Then we have, since

4 dA diiA is a maximum, =0= TTX + 2y + 2#-^,
ax ax

and since P is constant

ax ax

Eliminating -jL
we have

CHOC

or &= -,

1T+ 4'

and therefore the radius of the semicircle is equal to the height of

the rectangle.

To test whether this result gives a maximum value to A we have

and
dx*

therefore l = 7r+ 2(-2-7r)= -rr-4,
cue*

and is therefore negative.

Hence the relation found, viz., x=y, indicates a maximum value

of the area.

353. In the solution of such questions as the foregoing
it is frequently unnecessary to employ any test for the

discrimination between the maxima and minima, since it-

is often sufficiently obvious from geometrical considera-

tions which results give the maxima values and which

give the minima.o

354. Function of a Function.

Suppose z=f(x), where x is capable of assuming all

possible values, and let y = F(z)\ then it appears that

dy dy dz ,,,.
smce =^L -^r=dz dx
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the vanishing of either of the factors f(x) or F'(z)

will give -=2=0, and therefore y may
r have maxima or

minima either for solutions of F'(z) = or for such values

of x as make f'(x)
= 0, and which therefore make z a

maximum or minimum. Moreover, if z be not capable of

assuming all possible values, it may happen that some of

the roots of F'(z) are excluded by reason of their not

lying within the limits to which z is restricted. Several

such problems have been discussed at length in the
"
Cambridge Mathematical Journal," Vol. III., p. 237.

Ex. 1. To find the maxima arid minima values of the perpendicular
from the centre of an ellipse upon a tangent.

If r and r' be conjugate semi-diameters, a and b the semi-axes,

and p the perpendicular from the centre on the tangent at the point

whose radius vector is r, we have

pr' = ab,

giving ^!=a2 + 62 -r2
.

Differentiating with respect to r

a?b2 dp_

p3 dr

and putting ^=0,dr

we obtain r=0,
a result which is inadmissible, since r is restricted to lie between

the limits a and b. It appears therefore at first sight as if the

ordinary criteria had failed to determine the true maxima aud

minima values of r. We should remember, however, that since r is

restricted to lie between certain values it will not do for an inde-

pendent variable, and we should therefore have substituted the

value of r from the equation of the curve in terms of 0, which is

2c
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susceptible of all values and therefore suitable for an independent
variable. We should thus have

a262 dp_ dr

%P de~~
r
de'

fJr
and the vanishing of - indicates that the maximum and minimum

ad

values of p are to be sought at the same values of Q for which the

maximum and minimum values of r occur; i.e., obviously when r= a

and when r= b. This result was of course apparent a priori from

the form of the relation between p and r.

Ex. 2. The orbits of the earth and Venus being assumed circular

and co-plauar, to investigate in what position Venus appears

brightest.

The brightness of a planet varies directly as the area of its

phase, and inversely as the square of the distance of the planet
from the earth.

Let E and S be the earth and the sun and V the centre of Venus,
the plane of the paper being the plane of motion.

Let PVP', QVQ' be diametral planes of the planet, perpendicular
to the lines EV and >$F, and let ZVZ' be the diameter perpendicu-
lar to the plane of motion. Draw QN at right angles to PP '. Let

c be the planet's radius and x, a, r the lengths of EV, ES, and SV

E S

Fig. 89.

respectively. The hemispherical portion QPQ' is illuminated by
the sun's rays, whilst PQP' is the portion exposed to view from the

earth. The illuminated portion visible is therefore bounded by the

line ZQZ'PZ) whose projection upon the plane PZP'Z' is a crescent-

shaped area bounded by a semicircle and a semi-ellipse, the greatest
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breadth being PN. The area of this crescent is

\irc
2 -

\TTC . c cosN VQ,

and th erefore oc 1 - cosN VQ.

The brightness therefore oci^Z? or

Now

whence brightness oc
fr+*)'-<* or

1
+*+*^

X3 X X* X3

This expression has its maximum and minimum values,

(1) when x is a maximum or a minimum,
i.e., when x=a+ r]

(2) when
;2

This second relation ives

or x= \/3a2+ r2 2r,

the negative root being inadmissible.

We have now to inquire whether this value of x lies between the

greatest and least of the admissible values of x, viz., ar.
Now

if r< a,

and

-.e a
if r > -.

4

For the inferior planets, Venus and Mercury, whose mean dis-

tances from the sun are respectively *7a and '39a roughly, r

obviously lies within the prescribed limits. To distinguish be-

tween the maxima and minima, we observe that when the earth

and planet are in conjunction, i.e., when x=a r, the brightness= 0,

and is obviously a minimum. Hence x= \/3#2 + ;r
2 2r gives a

maximum, and x=a+r a minimum. It is easy to deduce hence

that, for the position of maximum brightness,

2 tan #= tan-
-,

m
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an equation due to Halley, and

3a cos2E+ 4r cos E- 4a= 0,

which determines the angle E.

[See GODFRAY'S ASTRONOMY, 2nd Ed., p. 287.J

355. Other Maxima and Minima; Singularities.

The accompanying figure (Fig. 90) is intended to

illustrate some points with regard to maxima and minima

which we have not at present considered.

Y K T

o T V W X

Fig. 90.

At 8 there is an asymptote parallel to the 7/-axis.

The curve y = <j>(x) approaches the asymptote at each

side towards the same extremity. Here y = oo and

=00, but -p changes sign in crossing the asymptote,-7

and there is an infinite maximum ordinate at $.

At T there is another asymptote parallel to the y-axis,

but in crossing the asymptote the curve reappears at the

opposite extremity and does not change sign ;
there is

therefore neither a maximum nor a minimum at T.
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AtM there is a "point saillant
"
giving a discontinuity

in the value of
-p.

The ordinate at such a point is a

maximum or a minimum. In the case in the figure we
have a maximum ordinate.

At R the curve has a "point d'arret" and a maximum
(iij

ordinate, though
-~ does not vanish or become infinite.
ax

At N there is a cusp, but ~~ is neither zero nor infinite.

Yet the ordinate at N is the smallest in its immediate

neighbourhood, and therefore a. minimum. It is to be

noticed, however, that in travelling along the branch MN
the value of x does not pass through W, and therefore

the ordinary theory does not apply.

dii
At such points as Q,

-~ = oo and changes sign, and yet

obviously the value of y is not a maximum or minimum.

As in the last case, it should be observed that in travel-

ling along the branch NQR the value of x does not pass

through the value OF, but recedes to it from W to V and

then increases again. We notice, however, that this

fi oc cLy
result may be written as -= =

0, an(i that -r- changes

sign at Q, indicating a maximum or minimum value

of the abscissa x.

For further information upon this subject the student

is referred to Professor De Morgan's
"
Diff. and Int.

Calculus.'
1
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EXAMPLES.

1. Find the maximum and minimum values of

2. Show that the expression

has a maximum value when x = -, and a minimum value when
o

3. Show algebraically that the greatest value of

x(a x)
a2

is
,
and illustrate the result geometrically.

4. Show that the expression

a8 - 3a? + 6a: + 3

has neither a maximum nor a minimum value.

5. Investigate the maximum and minimum values of the

expression 3xP 25xP + 6Ox.

6. For a certain curve

*L =
(aj
-

l)(a;
-
2f(x

-
3)

3

(a
-
4)

4
;

dx

discuss the character of the curve at the points x=l
t
x = 2,

oj=3, cc= 4.

7. Find the positions of the maximum and minimum or-

dinates of the curve for which

dx

8. Find for what values of x the expression

has maximum or minimum values.
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9. Find algebraically the limits between which the expression

x

must or must not lie for real values of x. Illustrate your
result by a sketch of the curve

y = ax + -.

X

10. Investigate algebraically the maximum and minimum

x^ x + 2
values of the expression

i

for real values of x. Illustrate your answer geometrically.

11. Investigate the maximum and minimum values of the

expression 2a?
3 21&2 + 6Qx + 30.

12. Find the minimum ordinate and the point of inflexion on

the curve x3 - axy + 6
3 = 0.

13. Find the maximum and minimum ordinates of the curve

(y
- cf = (x- a)

Q
(x
-

b).

14. Show that the curve y xe
x

has a minimum ordinate where x= 1.

15. Show that the values of x for which e
xsiux has maximum

or minimum values may be determined graphically as the

abscissae of the points of intersection of the straight line

y= -

with the curve of tangents y = tan x.

16. Show that the expression

a + (x
-

b)* + (x
-

b)*

has a minimum value when x = b.

17. Find the minimum value of
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18. Show that sin*0cos0

attains a maximum value when

q

19. Show that the function

x sin x + cos x + cos2#

continually diminishes as x increases from to -.

(IV
- 1 .

21. Show trigonometrically that the greatest and least values

of the expression a sin x + b cos x

are *a? + b* and - Va2 + b
2
.

22. Show by trigonometry that the greatest and least values

of the function a cos~0 + 2/i sin B cos 6 + b sin
2

- i a + b, I /a - 6\
2

are respectively ,*/ 1 ___ I + h~.

23. Find in an elementary manner the maximum and

minimum values of the expression

(a sin + b cos 0)(a cos 6 + b sin 6).

24. If y = 2x tan" 1^- log{# +

show that y continually increases as x changes from zero to

positive infinity.

x,2 12
9!) Tf ~_ "

1

^t/. XI i3 ~r
5

a; /

where x + y = ,

show that has a minimum value when

# = ^,

and a maximum when x =
a- b
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26. Given that - + ?=!,a o

show that the maximum value of xy is - - and that the mini-
4

mum value of &2 + y
2
is -.

or

27. Show that the area of the greatest rectangle inscribed in

a given ellipse and having its sides parallel to the axes of the

ellipse is to that of the ellipse as 2 : TT.

28. Show that the maximum and minimum values of

where ast? + %hxy + by*
= 1

are given by the roots of the quadratic

Hence find the area of the conic denoted by the first

equation.

29. PSF, QSQ' are focal chords of a conic intersecting at

right angles. Find the positions of the chords when PP' + QQ'
has a maximum or minimum value.

30. Divide a given number a into two parts, such that the

product of the p
ih
power of one and the q

ih
power of the other

shall be as great as possible.

31. Show that if a number be divided into two factors, such

that the sum of their squares is a minimum, the factors are each

equal to the square root of the given number.

32. Into how many equal parts must the number ne be

divided so that their continued product may be a maximum ;
n

being a positive integer and e the base of the Napierian

Logarithms'?

33. What fraction exceeds its p
th

power by the greatest

number possible 1
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34. Given the length of an arc of a circle, find the radius of

the circle when the corresponding segment has a maximum or

minimum area. [PAPPUS ALEXANDRINUS.]

35. The centres of two spheres, radii r
lt

r2 ,
are at the ex-

tremities of a straight line of length 2a, on which a circle is

described. Find a point in the circumference from which the

greatest amount of spherical surface is visible.

36. In the line joining the centres of two spheres find a point

such that the sum of the spherical surfaces visible therefrom

may be a maximum. [EDUCATIONAL TIMES.]

37. AC and ED are parallel straight lines, and AD is drawn.

Show how to draw a straight line COE, cutting AD and ED in

and E respectively, so that the sum of the triangles EOD,
COA may be a minimum. [ViviANi.]

38. A person wishes to divide a triangular field into two

equal parts by a straight fence. Show how it is to be done

so that the fence may be of the least expense.

39. If four straight rods be freely hinged at their extremities

the greatest quadrilateral they can form is inscribable in a

circle.

40. A tree in the form of a frustum of a cone is n feet long,

and its greater and less diameters are a and b feet respectively.

Show that the greatest beam of square section that can be cut

out of it is feet long.
3(a

-
b)

41. If the polar diameter of the earth be to the equatorial

as 229 : 230, show that the greatest angle made by a body

falling to the earth with a perpendicular to the surface is about

14' 59", and that the latitude is 45 7' 29".

42. The resistance to a steamer's motion in still water varies

as the nth

power of the velocity. Find the rate at which the
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steamer must be propelled against a tide running at a knots an

hour so as to consume the least amount of fuel in a given

journey.

43. Show that the volume of the greatest cylinder which can

be inscribed in a cone of height b and semivertical angle a i&

-7r63tan 2a.
27

44. Show that the height of the cone of greatest convex

surface which can be inscribed in a given sphere is to the radius

of the sphere as 4 : 3.

45. Show that the chord of a given curve which passes

through a given point and cuts off a maximum or minimum,

area is bisected at the point.

46. Two particles move uniformly along the axes of x and y
with velocities u and v respectively. They are initially at

distances a and b respectively from the origin, and the axes are

inclined at an anle w. Show that the least distance between

the particles is (^ -
bu) sin o>

2 + vz 2uv cos

47. Find the area of the greatest triangle which can be-

inscribed in a given parabolic segment having for its base the

bounding chord of the segment.

48. For a maximum or minimum parabola circumscribing a

given triangle ABC, show that the sum of the perpendiculars.

from ABC upon the axis is algebraically zero.

49. In a submarine telegraph cable the speed of signalling

varies as o?
2
log where x is the ratio of the radius of the core

x

to that of the covering. Show that the greatest speed is,

attained when this ratio is 1 : Je.
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50. S is the focus of an ellipse of eccentricity e, and E is a

fixed point on the major axis, and P is any point on the curve.

S
1

7?
Show that when PE is a minimum *ST= - -.

e

51. Find the maximum value of

I (2) whena<6.
What happens if a = bt Illustrate your answers by diagrams

of the curve y = (x af(x b)

in the three different cases.

52. An open tank is to be constructed with a square base

and vertical sides so as to contain a given quantity of water.

Show that the expense of lining it with lead will be least if the

depth is made half of the width.

53. If two variables x and y are connected by the relation

4&E
2 + fo/

2 = ab, show that the maximum and minimum values of

the function xz + y* + xy will be the values of u given by the

equation 4c(u
-
a)(u

-
b)
= ab.

54. If SP and SQ be two focal distances in an ellipse in-

clined to each other at the given angle 2a, find the greatest and

least values of the area of the triangle PSQ.

55. SQ is a focal radius vector in a given ellipse inclined at

a given angle a to SA, where A is the vertex nearest to the

focus S. Find the angle ASP, where SP is another focal radius,

such that the area of the triangle PSQ may be a maximum.

56. Find the point P on the parabola y
z = ^ax such that the

perpendicular on the tangent at P from a given point on the axis

distant h from the vertex may be the least possible. What is

the geometrical meaning of the result ?

57. Find the area and position of the maximum triangle
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having a given angle which can be inscribed in a given circle,

and prove that the area cannot have a minimum value.

58. From a fixed point A on the circumference of a circle of

radius c the perpendicular A Y is let fall on the tangent at P.

Prove that the maximum area of the triangle APY is

gC Jo.

59. If a parallelogram be inscribed in an ellipse the greatest

possible value of its perimeter is equal to twice the diagonal of

the rectangle described on the axes.

60. is a fixed point without a circle, A one of the extremi-

ties of the diameter through 0, OQQ' a chord through 0. Find

its position when the area of the triangle QAQ' is a maximum.

Does it ever become a minimum 1

61. Describe the equilateral triangle of greatest area, each of

whose sides passes through a given fixed point.

62. A length I of wire is cut into two portions which are

bent into the shapes of a circle and a square respectively.

Show that if the sum of the areas be the least possible the side

of the square is double the radius of the circle.

63. Find the least isosceles triangle which can be described

about an ellipse with its base parallel to one of the axes, and

show that its sides are parallel to those of the greatest isosceles

triangle which can be inscribed in the same ellipse with its

vertex at one extremity of the other axis.

64. Obtain the maximum and minimum values of the volume

of a right circular cone whose vertex is at a given point and

whose base is a plane section of a given sphere ;
and point out

the difference of the cases of the point being within or without

the sphere.

65. Prove that a chord of constant inclination to the arc of
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a closed curve divides the area most unequally when it is a

chord of curvature.

66. Show that the normal chord to the parabola y^
=

which cuts off the least arc is normal where y = and

-i 2
is inclined to the axis at an angle tan -.

A/3

67. When the product of two perpendicular radii vectores of

a curve is a maximum or a minimum, show that they make

supplementary angles with the tangents at their extremities.

68. Two perpendicular lines intersect on a parabola, one

passing through the focus. Show that the triangle formed by
them with the directrix has its least values when the focal

distances of the right angle and the vertex of the parabola
include an angle of 36 or of 108.

69. Show that when the angle between the tangent to a

curve and the radius vector of the point of contact has a

maximum or minimum value the radius of curvature at that

point is given by p =

70. Show how to find the co-ordinates of the points on a

curve given in Cartesians at which the curvature is a maximum
or a minimum.
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GEOMETRICAL PROPERTIES OF THE CYCLOID.

356. DEF. When a circle rolls in a plane along a

given straight line, the locus traced out by any point
on the circumference of the rolling circle is Called a

CYCLOID.
r

(

357. Description of the Curve.

The nature oi the motion shows that there is an infinite

number of cusps arranged at equal distances along the

given straight line. It is usual to confine the name

Fig. 91.

i

cycloid to the portion of the curve lying between two

consecutive cusps.
2D
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Let A
y
B be two consecutive cusps, ACB the arc

of the cycloid lying between them. The line AB
along which the circle rolls is called the base. Leto
OPT be the rolling circle, G the point of contact, GT
the diameter through G, and P the point attached

to the circumference, which by its motion traces

the cycloid. The circle OPT is called the generating
circle. Let C be the point of the curve at greatest

distance from AB
;
this point is called the vertex. Let

CX be the tangent at (7, and CY the normal, obviously

bisecting the base AB in the point D. We shall take

these lines as co-ordinate axes. It is clear that the curve

is symmetrical about CY.

358. Tangent and Normal.

Since a circle may be considered as the limit of an

inscribed regular polygon with an indefinitely large

number of sides, the circle GPT may be supposed to be

for the instant turning about an angular point of this

polygon situated at G. Hence the motion of the point P
is instantaneously perpendicular to the line PG, which is

therefore the direction of the normal at P. Moreover,

since this motion is in the direction of PT, PT is the

tangent at P to the locus of P.

359. Equations of the Cycloid.

Let DQC be the circle described upon DC for diameter

and let be its centre. Draw PM, PN perpendicular to

CX and CY respectively, the latter cutting the circle

DQC in Q. Join DQ, OQ, CQ.

Now, since the circle rolls without sliding along the

line AB, every point of the circle comes successively into
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contact with the straight line, so that the length of AD
is half of the circumference of the circle, and the portion

GA = arc GP = arc DQ. Hence the remainderDG arc CQ.

Now, PQCT, PQDG are parallelograms ; whence, if a

be the radius of the generating circle and the angle

COQ, PQ = DG = arcCQ = a0.

Hence, if x, y be co-ordinates of P,

, v

( J

From these equations the Cartesian equation may be

at once obtained by eliminating the result being

y
2
,

.................. (B)

but from the form of the result the equation is not so

useful as the two equations marked (A).

360. Length of the arc OP.
Since x= a(0+ sin 0) 1

J'y a(l cos(9)

we obtain dx= a(l + cos 0}dO\

dy = a&mOdO y .

squaring and adding
ds2 = dx2+ dy

2 = 2a2
(l + cos 6)d0

2

or ds= 2c& cos -dO,
A

and upon integration

s = 4asin-, ............................ (c)
IV

the constant of integration vanishing if 8 be measured

from (7, so that s and vanish together.
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Again, since

we have

Further, since

APPENDIX.

chord (7 =
2'

arc CP 2 chord

,0

CD)

(E)

361. Geometrical Proofs.

These results may be established by geometry as

follows :

Let TPG be any position of the generating circle, G

being the point of contact, GT the diameter through G,

and P the tracing point. Let the circle roll through an

infinitesimal distance till the point of contact comes to

G'. Let the circle in rolling turn through an infinitesimal

angle equal to POQ, OQ being a radius of the circle, and

let P come to P'. Then QP
f

is parallel and equal to GG',

and therefore to the arc QP. PP' is ultimately the

tangent at P and therefore ultimately in a straight line

with TP. Draw Qn at right angles to PP'; then Tn and

TQ are ultimately equal and Pn is therefore the increase
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in the chord TP in rolling from G to G'. Moreover PP'
is ultimately the increase of arc, and since in the limit

QP'= arc QP= chord QP, and Qn is drawn perpendicu-

larly to PP', n is the middle point of PP
',
and therefore

the rate of growth of the arc CP is double that of the

chord TP, and they begin their growth together at G.

Hence arc CP = 2 chord TP.

362. Intrinsic Equation.

If in Fig. 91 PTX =
\fs,

we have \^
=

9 ;
whence the

**.

intrinsic equation of the cycloid is s = 4>a sin
\js.

363. Radius of Curvature.

The formula of Art. 270 gives

p = -j-f= 4ct cos \ls = 4a cos _ = 2P6r.
d\js 2

i.e., radius of curvature = 2 . normal.

364. Evolute.

By Art. 292 the intrinsic equation of the evolute of

the curve s=f(\[/) is s=f(\f/).

Applying this, we have for the evolute of the above

cycloid s= 4a cos
\js,

which clearly represents an equal cycloid (see Art. 294).

365. Geometrical Proofs.

These results may also be established geometrically as

follows :

Let AD be half the base and CD the axis of a given

cycloid A PC. Produce CD to F, making DF equal to

CD, and through F draw FE parallel to DA. Through
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any point G on the base draw TGG' parallel to CD and

cutting the tangent at C in T and the line FE in G'.

On GT and G'G as diameters describe circles, the former

cutting the cycloid in the tracing point P. Join PT, PG
and produce PG to meet the circle GP'G' in P' and join

P'G'. Then obviously the arc G'P' = arc PT=DG=FG f

,

and therefore the point P' lies on a cycloid, equal to the

original cycloid, with cusp at F and vertex at A. More-

over P'G is a tangent to this cycloid and P'G a normal.

The cycloid FA is therefore the envelope of the normals

of the cycloid AC and therefore its evolute; and P' is the

centre of curvature corresponding to the point P on the

original cycloid.

If, therefore, a string of length equal to the arc

FP'A have one extremity attached to a fixed point at F
the other end, when the string is unwound from the
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curve FP'A, will trace out the cycloidal arc APC. Thus
a heavy particle may be made to oscillate along a

cycloidal arc, by allowing the suspending string to wrap
alternately upon two rigid cycloidal cheeks such as

FA, FB.

Moreover, since PP f

is obviously by its construction

bisected at G, the radius of curvature at any point of a

cycloid is double the length of the normal.

366. Area bounded by the Cycloid and its Base.

Let PGP', QG'Q' be two contiguous normals. Then

G, G' are their middle points, and therefore ultimately
the elementary area GPQG' is treble the elementary area

P'GG'Q'. Hence, summing all such elements, the area

Fig. 94.

APOD is treble the area ADFP'
'; i.e., the area of the

cycloid is three-fourths of the circumscribing rectangle,

for the area of ADFP' is equal to the area CXAP.
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Now the length of J.Z)= half the circumference of the

circle

Hence the

rectangle AXCD = ira . 2a = 2-Tra
2
,

and therefore the

semicycloidal areaAPCD= . 2?ra2= f?ra
2
,

and the area bounded by the whole cycloid and its base

= 3?ra2,
and is therefore three times the area of the

generating circle.
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Ex. 1.

(1)

(2)

(3)

CHAPTER VII.

PAGE 163.
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(4) F-

(7)

(8)

(5) X(2xy + y*)+ Y(x
z

(6) Y-y-cotx(X-x).
-ay) + Y(y-

-
ax) = axy.

3a8
.

~
2/
2
)-

Normals.

(1)

2.

x y

Tangents are .

o o

Normals are Y = + -
3X + a.

For an ellipse, r2

For a rectangular hyperbola, r2 = a2cos 20.

PAGE 192.

, * ( Parallel at points of intersection with ax + hy = 0.

1 Perpendicular at points of intersection with hx + by = 0.

(j8) Parallel where (
-

-^-, -^7 ) ; perpendicular where x = Q.

\ i/2 * /

(7)

Parallel at

Perpendicular at (0, 0), (2a, 0).

/ (a) ax=-+by.
2.

(0) aa;= N/62 -a'V
( (7) x = and y = 0.

10. Area = J IJa^xy.

Tangent,

3.
e*

11. w

21.
.

a o

Normal, aaj sec ^ - by cosec = a2 - 62 .
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CHAPTER XIV.

PAGE 406.

1. Maximum Value =
34, Minimum = 33.

5. x = -
2, -1, 1, 2, give Maxima and Minima alternately.

f At x =
1, y = Maximum .

6. \ a; = 3, 2/
= Minimum.

V At x = 2 and x = 4 there are points of contrary flexure.

4
7. At x =

2, ?/
= Minimum. At x =

-, y~ Maximum.
o

8. x = - - gives a Maximum, x = 1 gives a Minimum.

9. It cannot lie between +2 />Jab.

11. x = 2 gives a Maximum, x = 5 a Minimum.

12. Minimum Ordinate at x = A point of inflexion at (
-

b, 0).

\/2

(
At x =

a, y - c.

13<
1 A* a + 66 c</a -&\ff
^
At a; = -

, y =0+0^ 1
,
a being supposed greater than b.

17. (a + 6)2.

^ / Maximum Value =
^(a + b)'

2
.

MiniMinimum Value = -%(a
-

6)
2
.

A Maximum when the chords coincide with the transverse axis and

29. -^ lat. rectum.

A Minimum when the chords are equally inclined to the transverse axis.

.,A ap agou. ,
.

p+q p+q
32. n parts. Continued product = en .

33.

04 / A Maximum when the segment is a semicircle.

I A Minimum when the radius is infinite.

35. The distances of the point from the extremities of the line are

-

36. The point divides the line of centres in the ratio rt

3
: r^, r and r.

2 being
the radii.

37. AO: AD = 1
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38. If A be the smallest angle and 6, c the adjacent sides, the distance of each

/be
end of the fence from A = */

, and the length of the fence

42.
n+

a knots an hour.
n

47. Half the triangle formed by the chord and the tangents at its extremities,

or three fourths of the area of the segment.

,,,. .c a + 2b
a > 6, Maximum if x - -

O

a < 6, Maximum if x = a.

a = 6 gives a point of inflexion.

If cos a be > e, Greatest = g
sinacos

g,
Least - fin

a cos a

(1
- e cos a)

2
(1 ,+ g cos a)

2

54.
{

If cos a be < e, the above values are both Minima, and there are two

Maxima each equal to -^-%.
1-c2

55. The tangent at P must be parallel to SQ.

f If k < 2a, P is at the vertex.

56.
J

If h > 2a, the abscissa of P is h -
2a, and the perpendicular is therefore

I the normal at P.

57. Maximum area = 4r2sin a cos3a, where r is the radius of the circle and

2a the given angle.

CA
60. sinAOQ =

, (7 being the centre.

63 The height is three times the semiaxis to which the base is perpendicular.
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